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ABSTRACT 
 

Fighting friends: 
Institutional cooperation and military effectiveness in multinational war 

 
Sara Bjerg Moller 

 
 
 

For much of history, multinational wars have been the norm rather than the exception. Yet 

the study of these wars has been largely ignored by political scientists. Existing scholarship on 

wartime alliances focuses almost exclusively on the causes of alignment or the onset of conflict 

ignoring the conduct and consequences of these arrangements. Wartime partnerships exhibit 

enormous variation in their structure, however. What accounts for the varied multinational security 

arrangements states adopt in wartime? 

I argue that the choices states make in constructing these wartime partnerships have 

important consequences for both the conduct and outcome of conflicts. Following the institutional 

design literature, I argue that these differences are purposeful and originate from the rational 

calculations and strategic interactions among the actors creating them. I focus on one design 

feature of multinational military structures in particular, that of command and control (C2). The 

enormous variation visible in multinational command and control structures in wartime begs two 

questions: First, why do states adopt different command and control structures? Second, what 

drives actors to abandon one structure in favor of another? To answer these questions, I develop a 

theory of failure-driven change.   

Because conventional wisdom suggests that greater cooperation is beneficial, yielding 

gains for all, the puzzle naturally arises as to why all wartime partnerships don’t start out in the 

tightest configuration possible, that of unified command. After all, the benefits of greater wartime 



integration are seemingly vast; from the reduction of uncertainty and transaction costs to the 

conferral of legitimacy, tightly integrated arrangements confer distinct advantages. Despite the 

many benefits wartime integration confers, however, I argue states are reluctant to adopt unified 

command for fear of having to surrender operational control over their military forces.  

Yet even a cursory examination of wartime multinational partnerships reveals that states 

do sometimes enter into more integrated command relationships, leading to the (second) question 

of what motivates them to do so. Here, I argue that one factor in particular, that of battlefield 

performance, leads states to abandon their intrinsic reluctance toward unity of command. 

Specifically, I argue that when faced with military defeat on the battlefield, states often respond 

by experimenting with new command and control arrangements. The learning process is often 

tentative and slow yet over time leads to greater integration. Additionally, I argue that greater 

integration in multinational command and control structures is correlated with improved military 

performance. In short, failure leads to adaptation which then leads to success. 

To test my theory of institutional learning, I employ comparative historical analysis, 

specifically process tracing and the congruence method. The universe of cases consisted of all 

multinational wars since 1816, some 38 conflicts. However, because a number of these cases 

featured multinational parties on both sides, this yielded a total of 43 cases. Three cases were 

chosen on the basis of representativeness and variation on the dimensions of theoretical interest. 

The cases examined were the Entente and Central Powers in World War I and the UN coalition in 

the Korean War. Overall, the cases provide strong support for my theory of wartime learning. The 

findings suggest that failure is a key determinant of wartime integration.  
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Cooperation and conflict are twin features of the international system. Often, the former is 

held up as the antidote to the latter with cooperation seen as overcoming or mitigating conflict.1 

At other times, conflict arises out of failed attempts to cooperate. But conflict can also produce 

cooperation; as when former enemies cooperate or when countries decide to wage war together. 

International Relations (IR) scholars however typically study these phenomena in isolation. This 

work aims at changing that.  

This is a dissertation about the causes and consequences of cooperation in conflict. 

Although frequently pitted against each other as rival concepts in international politics, 

cooperation and conflict often coexist in the real world. The occurrence of cooperation in conflict 

is most prominently (though not solely), evidenced by instances of what I call multinational war, 

wars involving more than two combatant states. Such conflicts have existed for as long as there 

has been organized political authority. Beginning with the classical period, and for much of history, 

multinational wars have been the norm rather than the exception. In the fifth century B.C., Greek 

city-states came together to ward off Persian invaders. A generation later, Thucydides, that most 

famous of Athenians, took to chronicling the war between his home state and the Peloponnesian 

League, a loose conglomeration of Greek city-states led by Sparta. During the Middle Ages, 

dynastic struggles saw princes unite in constantly changing configurations to repulse rival 

contenders to their thrones. In the interceding centuries, wars between multiple states have 

remained a prevalent feature of international politics. Indeed, the “great” wars of the past were 

																																																								
1 I. William Zartman and Saadia Touval, “Introduction,” in International Cooperation: The Extents and Limits of 
Multilateralism, ed. I. William Zartman and Saadia Touval (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2010), 7.  
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precisely that not only because they often involved the leading powers of the day but also because 

they typically involved three or more sovereign states.  

 Multinational wars are not only not new but they are also, as wars go, relatively common. 

Of the almost one hundred interstate wars fought in the past two centuries, nearly 40 percent (36 

out of 96) were multilateral. (When extra-state and intra-state wars with more than two sovereign 

states are added to the list the figure is even higher.2) Nor is there any evidence to suggest that the 

occurrence of these wars is a thing of the past. Five of the nine interstate wars that have been fought 

since the end of the Cold War featured more than two states as the principal belligerents. Despite 

their frequency, however, there is a dearth of research on how these wars differ from their bilateral 

counterparts. The paucity of studies in international relations on multinational wars is particularly 

surprising given that, though slightly less common than traditional bilateral wars, multinational 

wars tend to be both more devastating and have more long-lasting effects on the international 

system.3 

One obvious way in which multilateral wars differ from other types of wars is in the number 

of actors involved. This fact alone necessitates the formation of certain kinds of relationships 

among actors. The nature of these relationships – how they come into being as well as how they 

function in war – are the twin subjects of this dissertation. Though often conceptualized as rival 

elements, cooperation and conflict do not always occupy opposite ends of the spectrum of 

international behavior. Occasionally, they overlap. By studying the causes and consequences of 

																																																								
2 The Correlates of War Project defines extra-state wars as those involving “fighting by a state system member outside 
its borders against the armed forces of an entity that is not a member of the interstate system.” Examples of extra-state 
wars involving more than two states include the Boer Wars (1899-1902) and the Western Sahara War (1975-1983). 
Meredith Sarkees and Frank Wayman, Resort to War: 1816-2007 (Washington, DC: CW Press, 2010).  
3 Joseph S. Nye, “Conflicts after the Cold War,” The Washington Quarterly 19:1 (Winter 1996): 4-24. 
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unity among states in wartime we gain valuable insights into the complicated relationship between 

two phenomena that characterize so much of international and political life. 

 

Figure 1.1: Multinational Wars, 1823-2008 
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come to overcoming the self-help constraints of the anarchic international system. And yet, 

because mutual military assistance is not without risk, leaders rarely do so lightly.  

The challenges associated with multilateral security cooperation are well documented. 

Alongside classic collective action problems like free riding, transaction costs, and principal-agent 

problems, states considering military cooperation must add the twin dangers of abandonment and 

entrapment.4 Though abandonment of allies in wartime is a relatively rare phenomenon in 

international politics, fear of becoming unnecessarily drawn into a conflict remains a real concern. 

In configuring wartime relationships, leaders seek not only to deter adversaries but also to restrain 

protégés from potential opportunism.5 Equally well documented are the opportunities derived from 

fighting alongside other states.6 Among the multiple benefits that states can confer upon their 

wartime partners are reduced costs, increased fighting power and reach, and legitimacy. Less well 

known are the factors giving rise to the enormous variation exhibited in wartime arrangements.  

In tackling the subject of both variation in the design as well as performance of wartime 

arrangements,  I take up the challenge laid down by earlier international relations scholars to extend 

the domain of institutional theory to security issues.7 Although a substantial body of research 

addresses the influence of international institutions in international politics, institutional 

design/effects of security institutions have only been sparingly addressed until now. This glaring 

																																																								
4 Mancur Olson, The Logic of Collective Action: Public Goods and the Theory of Groups (Cambridge: Harvard 
University Press, 1965); Oliver E. Williamson, “The Economics of Organization: The Transaction Cost Approach,” 
American Journal of Sociology 87:3 (November 1981): 548-77; Glen H. Snyder, “The Security Dilemma in Alliance 
Politics,” World Politics 36(2004): 461-95; Glen H. Snyder, Alliance Politics (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1997). 
5 On the importance of designing alliances with an eye toward restraining fellow allies, see Brett Benson, Constructing 
International Security: Alliances, Deterrence, and Moral Hazard (New York: Cambridge University Press, 2012).   
6 A number of studies have shown that alliances, for a variety of reasons, are associated with an increase in the odds 
of wartime success. See, for example: Daniel S. Morey, “Too Many Cooks: Coalitions and the Outcome of Interstate 
War,” (Paper Presented at the Annual Meeting of the American Political Science Association, Toronto, Canada, 2009); 
David H. Clark and William Reed, “A unified model of war onset and outcome,” Journal of Politics 65(1) (2003): 69-
91; Ajin Choi, “The Power of Democratic Cooperation,” International Security 28(1) (Summer 2003): 142-53; 
Christopher J. Fariss, Erik Gartzke and Benjamin Graham, “Allying to Win,” Working Paper, 2013. 
7 Celeste A. Wallander, Helga Haftendorn, and Robert O. Keohane, “Introduction,” in Imperfect Unions: Security 
Institutions over Time and Space, ed. Helga Haftendorn et al. (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2004), 1. 
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oversight has arisen in part out of a mistaken belief among many scholars that the two dominant 

schools of thought associated with cooperation and conflict – neoliberal institutionalism and 

realism – are incompatible with one another.8 In the proceeding pages, I lay out an argument for 

the institutional design and performance of wartime security arrangements that incorporates key 

insights from both traditions. In the process I demonstrate that while often viewed as rival 

approaches in international relations, these two theoretical approaches together provide the means 

for understanding important phenomena in international politics such as the wartime cooperation 

of states. 

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. The first section situates the subject 

in the wider literature, with emphasis on how the study advances multiple research agendas. Next, 

I define key terms and discuss the dissertation’s scope. Third, I preview the argument. Finally, I 

conclude with a brief summary of the remaining chapters in the dissertation.  

 

Literature 

The subject matter dealt with in this dissertation lies at the intersection of several well-

established bodies of work in international relations, including alliances, group conflict, and 

military effectiveness. Perhaps no other research agenda has been as central to the study of 

international relations as that of alliances. As one prominent contributor to the voluminous 

literature has noted, it is virtually impossible to speak of international relations without referring 

to alliances; “the two often merge in all but name.”9 Much of the existing scholarship however has 

																																																								
8 One notable exception is Patricia Weitsman’s “realist institutionalism.” Patricia A. Weitsman, Waging War: 
Alliances, Coalitions, and Institutions of Interstate Violence (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2014).  
9 George Liska, Nations in Alliance: The Limits of Interdependence (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins Press, 1962), 3. 
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focused on the formation of alliances and their relation to the onset of war, with far less attention 

paid to the operation and management of these bodies in wartime. 10  

Although the purposes for which states form alliances are undoubtedly varied, I situate 

myself in the long tradition of IR scholars for whom states enter into alliances primarily for reasons 

of security and survival.11 The notion that security is the chief purpose of alliances has traditionally 

been associated with the Balance of Power school.12 While all balance of power theories trace the 

origins of alliances to the same place, namely the external environment, accounts differ as to 

whether alliance motives derive mainly from the structure, distribution of power, or the state of 

relations among nations in the international system. Kenneth Waltz, for example, sees the 

distribution of capabilities as the primary motivating factor behind the decision to ally, while others 

argue threats to the balance, rather than the mere existence of it, are what matters.13 The belief that 

																																																								
10 For a review of the alliance literature, see Zeev Maoz, “Alliances: The Street Gangs of World Politics – Their 
Origins, Management, and Consequences, 1816-1986,” in What Do We Know About War? ed. John A. Vasquez 
(Lanham: Rowman & Littlefield, 2000): 111-44. 
11 Alternative motivations include control and management of allies; reputation and/or legitimacy; and the 
maximization of gains and sharing of liabilities. On control and management, see Liska, Nations in Alliance, 116; 
Paul Schroeder, “Alliances, 1815-1939: Weapons of Power & Tools of Management,” in Klaus Knorr, ed. Historical 
Dimensions of National Security Problems (Lawrence, Kansas:� University Press of Kansas, 1976);�Patricia 
Weitsman, Dangerous Alliances: Proponents of Peace, Weapons of War (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2004); 
Jeremy Pressman, Warring Friends: Alliance Restraint in International Politics (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 
2008). On reputation and/or legitimacy, see Inis L. Claude, “Collective Legitimization as a Political Function of the 
United Nations,” International Organization 20(3) (Summer 1966): 367-79; Ian Hurd, After Anarchy: Legitimacy and 
Power in the United Nations Security Council, (Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 2007); and Mark 
J.C. Crescenzi et al., “Reliability, Reputation, and Alliance Formation,” International Studies Quarterly 56(2) (June 
2012): 259-74. On the maximization of gains and sharing of liabilities, see Mancur Olson and Richard Zeckhauser, 
“An Economic Theory of Alliances,” The Review of Economics and Statistics, 48(3) (August 1966): 266-79; Todd 
Sandler, “The Economic Theory of Alliances: A Survey,” Journal of Conflict Resolution 37(3) (Summer 1993): 446-
83; Todd Sandler and Keith Hartley, “Economics of Alliances: The Lessons for Collective Action,” Journal of 
Economic Literature 39 (September 2001): 869-896; Randall L. Schweller, “Bandwagoning for Profit: Bringing the 
Revisionist State Back In,” International Security 19(1) (Summer 1994): 72-107. 
12 Popular balance of power theories include the balance of “power” and balance of “threat” variants. Kenneth Waltz, 
Theory of International Relations (Massachusetts: Addison-Wesley, 1979); Stephen Walt, The Origins of Alliances 
(Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1987). 
13 For arguments emphasizing the distribution of capabilities, see Waltz (1979) and Liska (1962). For balance of threat 
arguments, see Walt (1987) and Weitsman (2004). 
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alliances contribute to security via deterrence and/or defense14, however, is common to both.15 

While signals of intent and resolve are sufficient to fulfill the deterrent function of alliances, the 

addition of military capabilities (a process commonly referred to as capability aggregation) is 

needed for defense. It is this addition of power I argue that represents the true essence of alliances.  

A related but separate literature explores with whom states choose to ally. According to 

one school of thought, states “balance” against the strongest or most threatening state.16 (A parallel 

argument suggests that states balance against those exhibiting revisionist behavior.17) An 

alternative school of thought holds that states align with the dominant power or source of threat, a 

phenomenon known as “bandwagoning.”18 Alongside power and threat, a third factor often cited 

in explaining alliance membership is ideology.19 By focusing on issues of alliance membership, 

however, these studies overlook other important facets of variation in alliances.  

																																																								
14 Snyder refers to these two goals as the ‘guarantee’ motive and the ‘get help’ motive. On the deterrent logic of 
alliances, see Gerald Sorokin, “Arms, Alliances and Security Tradeoffs in Enduring Rivalries” International Studies 
Quarterly 38 (1994): 421-46; Snyder, Alliance Politics, 10. 
15 Known as the twin functions of alliances, these two tasks are not mutually exclusive. The 1894 alliance between 
Russia and France, for example, was formed with a clear deterrent purpose in mind: to keep Germany (along with 
other members of the Triple Alliance,) from acting out of line. The ultimate goal, in the words of a Russian grand 
duke, was for “our two armies [to] form one in time of war.” That fact, once well known, the duke declared “will avert 
war,” since “none would care to face France and Russia arm in arm.” Although the identity of the Russian grand duke 
has been lost to history, the recipient of the remarks, made in May of 1890, was French Prime Minister Charles 
Freycinet. Alfred Vagts, Defense and Diplomacy; the Soldier and the Conduct of Foreign Relations (King’s Crown 
Press: New York, 1956), 105. 
16 Waltz 1979; Walt 1987. 
17 Schweller 1994.  
18 According to Walt (1987:263), bandwagoning is a relatively rare phenomenon; one confined to weak and isolated 
states. Both Schweller (1994) and Weitsman (2004:18) by contrast view bandwagoning as more common. The latter 
contends that states bandwagon when facing levels of extreme threat.   
19 Herbert S. Dinerstein, “The Transformation of Alliance Systems,” American Political Science Review 59(3) (1965): 
589-601; Randolph M. Siverson and Juliann Emmons, “Birds of a Feather: Democratic Political Systems and Alliance 
Choices in the Twentieth Century” Journal of Conflict Resolution 35 (1991): 285-306; Michael W. Simon and Erik 
Gartzke, “Political System Similarity and the Choice of Allies: Do Democracies Flock Together or Do Opposites 
Attract?” Journal of Conflict Resolution 40(4) (1996): 617-35; Mark L. Haas, “Ideology and Alliances: British and 
French External Balancing Decisions in the 1930s” Security Studies 12(4) (2003): 34-79; Walt 1987, 33-40; 266-8. 
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A third body of the alliance scholarship examines the consequences of alliances for other 

international phenomena.20 The main thrust of this research agenda involves relations between 

alliances and the onset of conflict, in particular the question whether alliances are linked to the 

outbreak of war. Here, as elsewhere in the alliance literature, the findings are mixed.21 Current 

research on the war-proneness of alliances suggests they may be associated with either an increase 

or decrease in conflict, or both. These contradictory findings stem in part from the disparate 

research questions alliance scholars ask, the adoption of divergent methodologies, and the 

tendency for scholars to operationalize key variables differently.  

 More recently, researchers working in the alliance formation tradition have begun to 

examine categorical differences within treaties of alliance.22 The present study follows in this 

tradition by investigating the causes of variation in security arrangements but differs from previous 

efforts by focusing on the military functions these agreements perform rather than just their treaty 

design or commitments.  

Alliance scholars have traditionally spent less time looking at the management and conduct 

of these international bodies.23 This lack of emphasis on the “middle” stage is consistent with a 

wider tendency in international relations scholarship to prioritize questions relating to the causes 

and consequences of different phenomena rather than their intermediary processes.24 One recent 

																																																								
20 A separate body of scholarship explores the reliability of alliances. See, for example, Leeds, Long and Mitchell 
2000; Leeds 2003; Gartzke and Gleditsch 2004; Leeds, Mattes and Vogel 2009; Crescenzi et al.  2012; Mattes 2012. 
21 For a surveys, see Choong-Nam “Alliances: Path to Peace or Path to War?” in What Do We Know About War? 2nd 
ed., John A. Vasquez, ed., (Lanham: Rowman & Littlefield, 2012); Douglas M. Gibler, Alliances: Why Some Cause 
War and Why Others Cause Peace” in What Do We Know About War? 1st ed., John A. Vasquez, ed., (Lanham: 
Rowman & Littlefield, 2000). 
22 Brett Ashley Leeds et al., “Alliance Treaty Obligations and Provisions, 1815-1944” International Interactions 
28(2002): 237-260; Brett Ashley Leeds, “Do Alliances Deter Aggression? The Influence of Military Alliances on the 
Initiation of Militarized Interstate Disputes” American Journal of Political Science 47(3) (2003b): 427-39; Benson 
2012. 
23 While political scientists have typically shied away from the topic, the subject has long been the purview of 
diplomatic historians. See Schroeder 1976. 
24 Explaining the recurrence of conflict in the international system is one of the primary occupations of IR theorists. 
See, for example, Kenneth Waltz, Man, the State, and War (New York: Columbia University Press, 1954); Robert 
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exception to this is the work on the micro-foundations of violence. Much of this research however 

has been geared toward uncovering the micro-dynamics of civil wars.25 Though conflict scholars 

of all stripes have in general begun to pay more attention to wartime processes, those interested in 

interstate wars have been slower to do so than others. One line of research that has done so is the 

bargaining literature. A growing number of scholars working in this tradition now view battlefield 

dynamics as a distinct phase in the wider wartime bargaining process.26 A central claim of this 

literature is that developments on the battlefield reveal information about parties’ military 

capabilities and resolve. Another body of work to do so is the research agenda on military 

effectiveness, which, by exploring the sources of combat performance in wartime, shines a light 

not only on the consequences of war but also its conduct.27 To date, however, existing work in this 

tradition has been largely silent on the subject of multinational wars. By focusing on the conduct 

and combat dynamics of multinational wars, a phenomenon rarely studied in international 

relations, this project seeks to fill many of these gaps.  

Much less attention has been paid by scholars to other forms of multinational security 

																																																								
Gilpin, War & Change in World Politics (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1981); Stephen Van Evera, Causes 
of War: Power and the Roots of Conflict (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1999); Dale Copeland, The Origins of 
Major War (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 2000); John Mearsheimer, The Tragedy of Great Power Politics (New 
York: W.W. Norton, 2001).  
25 Prominent examples include Fotini Christia, Alliance Formation in Civil Wars (New York: Cambridge University 
Press, 2012); Stathis Kalyvas, The Logic of Violence in Civil War (New York: Cambridge university Press, 2006); 
Jeremy Weinstein and Macartan Humphreys, “Who Fights” American Journal of Political Science  52(2) (2008): 436-
55; Klaus Deininger, “Causes and consequences of civil strife: micro-level evidence from Uganda,” Oxford Economic 
Papers 55(2003): 579-606.  
26 Alastair Smith and Alan Stam, “Bargaining and the Nature of War,” Journal of Conflict Resolution 48(6) (2004): 
783-813; R. Harrison Wagner, “Bargaining and War,” American Journal of Political Science 44(3) (2000): 469-484; 
Darren Filson and Suzanne Werner, “Bargaining and Fighting: The impact of regime type on war onset and outcomes,” 
Unpublished manuscript, 2002, Emory University, Atlanta, Georgia; Darren Filson and Suzanne Werner, “A 
bargaining model of war and peace: Anticipating onset, duration, and outcome of war,” American Journal of Political 
Science 46 (2002): 819-38. 
27 Edward Shils and Morris Janowitz, “Cohesion and Disintegration in the Wehrmacht in World War II,” Public 
Opinion Quarterly 12(2) (1948): 280-315; Martin Van Creveld, Fighting Power: German and U.S. Army Performance 
1939-1945 (Westport, CT: Greenwood Press, 1982); Allan R. Millet and Williamson Murray, eds., Military 
Effectiveness, vols. 1-3 (Boston: Allen and Unwin, 1988); Stephen Biddle, Military Power: Explaining Victory and 
Defeat in Modern Battle (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2006); Risa A. Brooks and Elizabeth A. Stanley, 
Creating Military Power: The Sources of Military Effectiveness (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2007).  
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cooperation such as coalitions.28 Long ignored (or worse, conflated with alliances) political 

scientists have only just begun to explore the role coalitions play in wartime.29 However, the 

majority of these works have focused on U.S.-led coalitions in the post-Cold War period and 

overlook the long and varied history of multinational military cooperation. There is nothing new 

or revolutionary in nations uniting for purposes of defense. Moreover, restricting our study of these 

conflicts to only the past decade or so risks obscuring more than it reveals. The present study casts 

both a temporally and geographically wider net. In doing so this project sheds light on several long 

hidden patterns and trends in multinational conflict. In sum, while there is much we still do not 

know about the dynamics of group conflict this study advances our understanding in several 

important respects.  

 

Figure 1.2: Multinational Wars, 1816-2008 

War Side A Side B 
Austro-Sardinian War  
(1848) 

Tuscany, Italy Austria 

War of the Roman Republic  
(1849) 

France, Two 
Sicilies, Austria 

Papal States 
 

Crimean War  
(1853-6) 

Turkey, Sardinia, 
France, UK 

Russia 

War of the Italian Unification  
(1859) 

Sardinia/Piedmont, 
France 

Austria 

Second Schleswig-Holstein War  
(1864) 

Austria, Germany Denmark 

Lopez War  Argentina, Brazil Paraguay 

																																																								
28 One reason for this may be the term’s association with the literature of a different subfield. Most political scientists 
associate coalitions with work by William Riker (1962) and the contributions of game theorists in American politics. 
Unlike domestic political coalitions, however, situations in international politics (and war, in particular) can be of the 
non-zero-sum variety making much of this literature unsuited for the study of international cooperation. On the 
difficulties of applying Riker and others’ work on coalition theory to alliances, see Ole R. Holsti, P. Terrence 
Hopmann, and John D. Sullivan, eds., Unity and Disintegration in International Alliances: Comparative Studies (New 
York: John Wiley & Sons, 1973), 6-10. 
29 Sarah Kreps, Coalitions of Convenience: United States Military Interventions After the Cold War (New York: 
Oxford University Press, 2011); Patricia A. Weitsman, Alliances, Coalitions, and Institutions of Interstate Violence 
(Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2013). On Afghanistan, in particular, see David P. Auerswald and Stephen M. 
Saideman, NATO in Afghanistan: Fighting Together, Fighting Alone (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2014); 
Sten Rynning, NATO in Afghanistan: The Liberal Disconnect (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2012). 
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(1864-70) 
Seven Weeks War  
(1866) 

Prussia, Italy, 
Mecklenburg-
Schwerin 

Austria, Hesse 
Grand Ducal, 
Bavaria, 
Wurttemberg, Hesse 
Electoral, Saxony, 
Baden, Hanover 

Naval War  
(1865-66) 

Peru, Chile Spain 

Franco-Prussian War  
(1870) 

Prussia, 
Wurttemberg, 
Baden, Bavaria 

France 

War of the Pacific  
(1879-83) 

Peru, Bolivia Chile 

Boxer Rebellion  
(1900) 

Russia, Japan, 
France, UK, 
United States 

China 

Third Central American War  
(1906) 

Honduras, El 
Salvador 

Guatemala 

Fourth Central American War  
(1907) 

Honduras, El 
Salvador 

Nicaragua 

First Balkan War  
(1912-3) 

Greece, Bulgaria, 
Yugoslavia 

Turkey 

Second Balkan War  
(1913) 

Turkey, 
Yugoslavia, 
Greece, Romania 

Bulgaria 

World War I  
(1914-8) 

Russia, France, 
UK, US, 
Yugoslavia, Japan, 
Portugal, Italy, 
Belgium, Greece, 
Romania 

Austria-Hungary, 
Germany, Turkey, 
Bulgaria, Romania, 
Italy 

Estonian Liberation 
(1918-20) 

Estonia, Finland Russia 

Latvian Liberation 
(1918-20) 

Latvia, Germany, 
Estonia 

Russia, Germany 

Hungarian Adversaries 
(1919) 

Romania, 
Czechoslovakia 

Hungary 

Nomonhan  
(1939) 

USSR, Mongolia Japan 

World War II  
(1939-45) 

US, UK, USSR, 
France, Belgium, 
Yugoslavia, 
Canada, 
Netherlands, 
Romania, 
Bulgaria, Greece, 
Brazil, Italy, 
Australia, New 
Zealand, Poland, 
Mongolia, China, 

Germany, Italy, 
Japan, France, 
Finland, Romania, 
Bulgaria 
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Ethiopia, South 
Africa 

Arab-Israeli  
(1948) 

Egypt, Syria, 
Jordan, Lebanon, 
Iraq 

Israel 

Korea 
(1950-3) 

South Korea, US, 
UK, Canada, 
Australia, 
Colombia, Belgium, 
Netherlands, France, 
Turkey, Philippines, 
Thailand, Ethiopia, 
South Africa 

North Korea, China 

Sinai  
(1956) 

Israel, UK, France Egypt 

Ifni  
(1957-9) 

France, Spain Morocco 

Vietnam  
(1965-75) 

South Vietnam, US, 
Australia, 
Cambodia, South 
Korea, Philippines, 
Thailand 

North Vietnam 

Six Day  
(1967) 

Egypt, Syria, Jordan Israel 

Second Laotian War Phase 2 
(1968-73) 

Laos, Thailand, US North Vietnam 

War of the Communist Coalition  
(1970-1) 

South Vietnam, US, 
Cambodia 

North Vietnam 

Yom Kippur  
(1973) 

Egypt, Saudi 
Arabia, Jordan, 
Syria, Iraq 

Israel 

War over Angola 
(1975-6) 

Angola, Cuba South Africa, 
Democratic 
Republic of Congo 

Second Ogaden War  
(1977-9) 

Ethiopia, Cuba Somalia 

Ugandan-Tanzanian War  
(1978-9) 

Uganda, Libya Tanzania 

Gulf War  
(1990-1) 

US, UK, Kuwait, 
Saudi Arabia, 
Canada, Italy, 
France, Morocco, 
Egypt, UAE, 
Qatar, Oman, 
Syria 

Iraq 

Bosnian Independence 
(1992) 

Croatia, Bosnia Yugoslavia 

Kosovo  
(1999) 

US, UK, France, 
Germany, 

Yugoslavia 
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Netherlands, Italy, 
Turkey 

Afghanistan  
(2001) 

US, UK, Canada, 
France, Australia 

Afghanistan 

Iraq  
(2003) 

US, UK, Australia Iraq 

         Note: Victors denoted in bold.  

 

Scope and Definitions 

The universe of cases for this study is all wartime partnerships in multinational wars, 

defined as wars in which at least one side was composed of more than one combatant, since 1816. 

Rather than refer to these relationships as international security institutions, a term that 

encompasses both collective security institutions like the League of Nations and the United 

Nations as well as peacekeeping and humanitarian operations, I use the term collective defense 

institutions to refer to the types of wartime arrangements states enter into with each other.30 I do 

so because, unlike most existing writing on security communities, the focus here is on institutions 

that, “when push comes to shove,” are designed to assist states in fighting rather than stop them 

from doing so.31 Alternatively, one could refer to these arrangements as what they are, international 

military agreements, a term I also employ on occasion; though this term encompasses other 

military agreements beyond the purview of this study such as basing and status of forces 

agreements.  

I refrain from referring to all of the security arrangements discussed in this dissertation as 

																																																								
30 On the distinction between collective security and collective defense, see Inis L. Claude, Power and International 
Relations (New York: Random House, 1962), pp. 95-145; Hans Morgenthau, Politics Among Nations (New York: 
McGraw-Hill, 1993), pp. 208-9; 290-5; Arnold Wolfers, Discord and Collaboration (Boston: Johns Hopkins 
University Press, 1962), pp. 182-3; Richard K. Betts, “Systems of Peace or Causes of War? Collective Security, Arms 
Control and the New Europe,” International Security 17(1) (Summer 1992): 5-43; Charles A. Kupchan and Clifford 
A. Kupchan, “The Promise of Collective Security,” International Security 20(1) (Summer 1995): 52-61. 
31 Robert Jervis, “Realism, Neoliberalism, and Cooperation: Understanding the Debate,” International Security 24(1) 
(Summer 1999): 58. 
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“alliances” however since the term means different things to different people. While some see 

alliances as formal associations of security cooperation others argue they encompass informal 

associations as well. Others confuse the process of alignment with alliances.32 Existing usage also 

tends to conflate alliances with coalitions further complicating what is being studied.33 For 

example, in what is perhaps the most widely used data set on alliances today – the Alliance Treaty 

and Obligations and Provisions (ATOP) Project – the 1956 military coalition among Israel, France, 

and Great Britain is listed alongside the North Atlantic Treaty of the North Atlantic Treaty 

Organization (NATO) despite numerous and obvious differences between the two.34 Assigning 

both the label “alliance” glosses over at least two key differences: whereas the latter was predicated 

on a formal treaty wherein the signatories made clear their intent to enter into a longstanding 

commitment, the former grew out of an executive agreement that limited the nature of the security 

cooperation to a one-time operation against Egypt. The inclusion of some coalitions in ATOP, 

such as the Suez coalition and the anti-Hitlerite coalition that defeated fascism in World War II, 

																																																								
32 Under Walt’s usage, the Soviet Union and Egypt were “close allies” long before they signed a formal treaty in 1971. 
In contrast to Walt (1987), I contend that the two countries were aligned prior to this period but did not become allies 
until they entered into a formal treaty. Other scholars who have preferred a more extensive conception of the term 
include Liska and Kang. Pressman (2008:5) argues that two states can be allies without formally signing an agreement. 
On the difference between alignments and alliances, see James D. Morrow, “Alliances: Why Write Them Down” 
Annual Review of Political Science 3(1) (2000):63-83. Liska, Nations in Alliance, 3; Choong-Nam Kan, “Alliances: 
Path to Peace or Path to War?” in What Do We Know About War? 2nd ed., John A. Vasquez, ed. (Lnaham: Rowman 
& Littlefield, 2012), 28; Pressman, Warring Friends, 5.  
33 For Snyder and Liska coalitions are nothing more than “wartime alliances.” In contrast, Edwin Fedder argues that 
alliances represent a type of coalition. Most definitions distinguish coalitions from alliances on the basis of two 
criteria: timing and formality. Although coalitions have historically been formed after acts of aggression (e.g. 
Napoleonic Wars, Korean War), this is no longer the case today (cf. Suez War, Iraq War). For discussions on the 
differences between alliances and coalitions, see Edwin Fedder, “The Concept of Alliance.” International Studies 
Quarterly 12(1) (1968): 65-86; Nora Bensahel, “The Coalition Paradox: The Politics of Military Cooperation” (PhD 
diss., Stanford University, 1999); Patricia Weitsman, “Wartime Alliances versus Coalition Warfare: How Institutional 
Structure Matters in the Multilateral Prosecution of Wars” Strategic Studies Quarterly 4(2) (2010): 113-136; Patricia 
Weitsman, “Alliances” in Encyclopedia of Power, Keith Dowding, ed. (Thousand Oaks, CA: SAGE, 2011), pp. 14-
17; Snyder, Alliance Politics, 12; Liska, Nations in Alliance, 7. 
34 Brett Ashley Leeds et al., “Alliance Treaty Obligations and Provisions, 1815-1944,” International Interactions 28 
(2002): 237-260. The original version of the dataset covered only the years 1815 to 1944. However, version 3.0 
covered the period 1815 to 2003. “Alliance Treaty Obligation and Provisions (ATOP) Changes in Version 3.0, revised 
5/10/05, from Version 1.2, revised 8/2/03,” last modified May 10, 2005, 
http://atop.rice.edu/download/data/ATOP3_0changes.pdf.  
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but not others like the 2003 U.S.-led “coalition of the willing” against Iraq, further complicates 

efforts to create a standard operational definition of alliances in international relations.35  

This study encompasses both types of security arrangements. Yet because I believe 

coalitions such as the Suez coalition are fundamentally different from what has traditionally been 

considered a military alliance I refrain from using the term alliance to collectively refer to the cases 

discussed here. Where necessary, I differentiate between alliances and coalitions. I define alliances 

as formal agreements between two or more states to collaborate on security for an extended 

period.36 Coalitions, by contrast, are temporary efforts directed against short-term goals often tied 

to specific military operations.37 

To avoid confusion, I use the term “collective defense institutions” to refer to the universe 

of cases studied here, and where necessary, distinguish between alliances, coalitions, and other 

types of military relationships among states. I define collective defense institutions as international 

agreements between two or more states that contain either a military commitment or 

																																																								
35 Some have suggested that the primary criteria for inclusion as an alliance should be whether the agreement is a 
formal legal document. Not all alliances are treaty-based though and even fewer require ratification. Most coalition 
agreements consist of diplomatic notes or Memoranda of Understanding (MOUs). Under the principal of pacta sunt 
servanda, however, all international agreements, regardless of their form, are legally equivalent. 
36 This definition draws on a number of previous definitions: The first is from Russett who defines an alliance as “a 
formal agreement among a limited number of countries concerning the conditions under which they will or will not 
employ military force.” Holsti, Hopmann, and Sullivan adopt a similar definition, “a formal agreement between two 
or more nations to collaborate on national security issues.” Snyder too conceives of alliances as formal agreements of 
military cooperation. Cesa characterizes an alliance as “the union of forces of those who, fearing they are incapable 
of dealing with the enemy on their own, decide to cooperate with other states in the same situation, to present a united 
front against the external threat.” Marco Cesa, Allies Yet Rivals: International Politics in 18th Century Europe, trans. 
Patrick John Barr (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2010), 11; Holsti, Hopmann, and Sullivan, Unity and 
Disintegration in International Alliances, 4; Bruce Russett, “An Empirical Typology of Military Alliances,” Midwest 
Journal of Political Science 15 (1971): 262; Snyder, Alliance Politics.  
37 These definitions incorporate many of the key elements from existing definitions in the literature but crucially do 
not differentiate between alliances and coalitions on the basis of whether the agreement was formal or not. In addition 
to there being no clear standard on what constitutes a “formal” agreement, such distinctions are, as noted above, 
meaningless under international law. The definition adopted here comes closest to that of The Oxford Handbook of 
War, which defines a coalition as “temporary combinations directed at short-term goals or relatively impromptu 
responses to emerging situations of threat, instability, or natural disaster.” Andrew Graham, “Military Coalitions in 
War,” in The Oxford Handbook of War, eds. Yves Boyer and Julian Lindley-French (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
2012). On coalitions, also see Wayne A.  Silkett, “Alliance and Coalition Warfare.” Parameters (Summer 1993): 74-
85. 
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understanding to cooperate and/or consult in combat. This definition is broad enough to include 

both military alliances and coalitions while narrow enough to preclude other security relationships 

among states. Examples of international security relationships not covered by this definition are 

military-to-military professional exchange programs, one-off joint military training exercises, 

arms sales and arms control agreements, as well as peacekeeping missions.38 Unlike collective 

defense institutions, these security relationships do not entail a commitment by states to cooperate 

and/or consult with other states in wartime. Because the commitment to aid others in combat is at 

the core of what constitutes a collective defense institution, these relationships fall outside the 

purview of this study.  

A few examples might further help clarify this distinction. For the purposes of this study, 

the provision of outright combat assistance is necessary to warrant inclusion as a collective defense 

institution. Military aid, be it logistical, intelligence, or other support, alone does not meet the 

threshold.39 Also excluded from study are cases in which mercenaries or foreign volunteers enter 

the fray as was true of many pre-19th century European conflicts. Finally, instances in which armed 

forces from an occupied country join the armed services of another state, such as the Polish Air 

Force Squadrons in the RAF during World War II, are also excluded from inclusion. In short, for 

a security relationship to be deemed a collective defense institution the military assistance in 

question must be officially sanctioned by the home country and require the deployment of 

professional military forces.  

 

 

																																																								
38 Though peacekeepers are often deployed in hostile situations, peacekeeping missions do not constitute “war 
fighting” bodies.  
39 Cases of covert military support are therefore excluded from the list of cases under study.  
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Overview of the Argument 

Cooperation in wartime confers a number of benefits, including informational advantages 

and the conferral of legitimacy. In choosing to fight alongside others, states are chiefly motivated 

by the belief that doing so will increase their odds of military success through the aggregation of 

capabilities. However, not all wartime arrangements are created equal and some alliances and 

coalitions are better at aggregating capabilities than others with the result that combat performance 

may be uneven.  

I argue that a chief determinate of military success for alliances and coalitions is 

organizational design, and specifically, the command and control structure of the wartime 

arrangement. Greater integration among militaries in wartime enhances informational and 

situational awareness and allows for the concentration and synchronization of the use of force 

against the enemy. However, because states prize independence and freedom of maneuver above 

all, leaders are often reluctant to relinquish control over their military forces to another country. 

Most states therefore prefer to retain independent command structures in multinational war.  

Battlefield developments however can often force a change. As the likelihood of defeat 

increases, states become more willing to experiment with the existing command architecture in an 

attempt to wrest victory from the jaws of defeat. Fear of military defeat prompts states to overlook 

many of their initial objections to the closer wartime coordination leading to the eventual adoption 

of more integrated command and control structures.  

 

Outline of the Dissertation 

The dissertation is organized as follows: Chapter 2 reviews the literature on military 

effectiveness and provides a critique of the dominant explanation for military effectiveness in 
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multinational wars, the Capability Aggregation Theory/Model. In Chapter 3, I develop my theory 

of evolutionary learning to explain why states adopt different fighting arrangements as well as why 

some multinational fighting arrangements fare better than others. Chapter 3 also discusses the 

research design and case-selection strategy. Due to the Medium-N nature of the project, I adopt 

comparative historical analysis to investigate the relationship between command and control 

structures and multinational military effectiveness. Specifically, I employ process tracing and the 

congruence method to draw descriptive and causal inferences from the analysis of battlefield 

developments to test my argument. The cases were selected according to representativeness and 

variation on the key variables of interest (command and control structure and military 

in/effectiveness). Chapters 4 and 5 test my theory using the cases of the Central Powers and 

Entente Powers in World War I. Chapter 6 tests the argument with respect to the Korean War. For 

each case, I ask four questions: What were the command and control arrangements of the wartime 

partners at the outbreak of the conflict? How did the partners initially perform on the battlefield? 

Did defeat drive experimentation with the command and control arrangement and, over time, lead 

to the adoption of amore integrated command and control structure? Finally, did the adoption a 

more integrated command and control structure improve battlefield military performance? The 

final chapter concludes.    
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Chapter 2 

Understanding Multinational Military Effectiveness 

 

In this chapter, I first review the existing literature on military effectiveness. I then 

introduce the concept of multinational military effectiveness. Next, I discuss the theoretical and 

empirical shortcomings of the dominant explanation for multinational military success in war, the 

Capability Aggregation Theory/Model. The next chapter introduces a theory to explain why states 

adopt different fighting arrangements as well as why some multinational fighting arrangements 

fare better than others.  

 

Military Effectiveness 

The question of why some states are better able to generate military power has interested 

statesmen and scholars alike for centuries. Traditionally understood as the size, composition, 

equipment, logistical reach and availability of a state’s military forces, our understanding of 

military power has shifted over time from a focus on resources to the study of how militaries 

employ those resources in combat.40 Among defense analysts, military historians, and international 

relations scholars, there is now a growing awareness that the creation of military power consists 

not only of a state’s material resources but also the manner in which those resources are applied.41  

																																																								
40 Caitlin Talmadge characterizes this development as a change from an emphasis on “what states have” to a focus on 
“what states do with what they have.” Caitlin Talmadge, “Explaining Military Effectiveness: Political Intervention 
and Battlefield Performance” (Phd diss., Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 2011), 21; Klaus Knorr, Military 
Power and Potential (Lexington: Heath and Company, 1970), 4. 
41 Risa A. Brooks and Elizabeth A. Stanley, Creating Military Power: The Sources of Military Effectiveness, (Stanford, 
CA: Stanford University Press, 2007), 3. One widely cited study of German and Allied wartime performance in World 
War II found that even after all material factors affecting the outcome of a battle had been controlled for, German 
units were 20 to 30 percent more successful than their Allied counterparts, a gap attributed to the military effectiveness 
of the German Army. T.N. Dupuy, Numbers, Predictions & War: Using History to Evaluate Combat Factors and 
Predict the Outcome of Battles, (London: Macdonald and Jane’s, 1979). 
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Defining Military Effectiveness 

Military effectiveness remains an ambiguous and poorly defined concept in international 

relations. This is true despite the fact that the study of military effectiveness has become somewhat 

of a growth industry in recent years. A great many studies however either deliberately avoid 

defining the term or do so in a sentence or two before quickly moving on to discuss issues of 

measurement or the factors (more commonly referred to as the “sources”) responsible for it.42 As 

a result, the concept of military effectiveness often has the feel of something amorphous; the reader 

instinctively knows what the author means despite the fact that the term is rarely precisely defined. 

In addition to being poor social science, this theoretical underspecification has contributed to 

confusion as to the proper relationship between military effectiveness, military power, and war 

outcomes. While the extant literature’s emphasis on the measurement and sources of variation in 

military effectiveness is important, neither can be properly understood without first defining what 

is at issue.   

 

Process-Based versus Performance-Based Definitions of Military Effectiveness 

Existing definitions of military effectiveness can be classified according to whether they 

emphasize process, outcome, or both. Process-based definitions treat military effectiveness as a 

component of military (or “fighting”) power. Allan Millett and Williamson Murray, for example, 

define military effectiveness as “the process by which armed forces convert resources into fighting 

																																																								
42 A number of studies purported to be on military effectiveness fail to explicitly define the concept. See, for example, 
Stephen Rosen, Societies and Military Power: India and Its Armies (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 19996) and 
Michael Desch, Power and Military Effectiveness: The Fallacy of Democratic Triumphalism (Baltimore: Johns 
Hopkins University Press, 2008).  
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power.”43 Similarly, Risa Brooks defines it as “the capacity to create military power from a state’s 

basic resources.”44 According to this view, military effectiveness consists of all those intangible 

factors that together allow states to translate their material and human assets into military might.45 

Military effectiveness in other words is held to be an input rather than an output. Proponents of 

this approach typically focus on the attributes of military effectiveness rather than on outcomes. 

An alternative school defines military effectiveness in terms of output, or how militaries 

perform.46 Unlike process-based definitions, performance-based definitions treat effectiveness as 

synonymous with military power or capability. Scholars who embrace this approach typically 

define military effectiveness as the ability to “fight well” or “fight better” or “fight harder” than 

the challenger.47 Exactly what constitutes fighting well (or better or harder) is of course open to 

interpretation. For some, a well-fighting military is one that is able to perform key tasks. Joshua 

Epstein for example argues that claims about wartime effectiveness are in effect claims “about 

performance in the execution of wartime missions,” while Kenneth Pollack  defines military 

effectiveness as “the ability of soldiers and officers to perform on the battlefield, to accomplish 

military missions, and to execute the strategies devised by their political-military leaders.”48 

Stephen Biddle also conceives of military effectiveness in terms of the tasks militaries perform, 

																																																								
43 Alan R. Millet and Williamson Murray, “Introduction: Military Effectiveness Twenty Years After” in Allan R. 
Millet and Williamson Murray, eds. Military Effectiveness vol. 1 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2010), 2. 
44 Brooks and Stanley, Creating Military Power, 9. 
45 Risa Brooks, “Making Military Might: Why Do States Fail and Succeed?” International Security 28.2 (2003): 149-
91. 
46 As Clausewitz (Book 1, Chapter 2) notes, “Greater effectiveness relates not to the means but to the end [of war]”. 
Carl von Clausewitz, On War, eds. Michael Howard and Peter Paret (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1984), 
97. 
47 See, for example, Jonathan Renshon and Arthur Spirling, “Modeling “Effectiveness” in International Relations,” in 
press at the Journal of Conflict Resolution vol. 59, no. 2 (2015): 207-28; Talmadge, “Explaining Military 
Effectiveness,” 4; Jasen J. Castillo, Endurance and War: The National Sources of Military Cohesion (Stanford: 
Stanford University Press, 2014), 8; Dan Reiter and Allan C. Stam, Democracies at War (Princeton: Princeton 
University Press, 2002), 9, 60.  
48 Joshua M. Epstein, Measuring Military Power: The Soviet Air Threat to Europe (Princeton University Press, 1984), 
xix; Kenneth M. Pollack, Arabs at War: Military Effectiveness, 1948-1991 (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 
2002), 4. 
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with particular focus on controlling territory.49 Similarly, Caitlin Talmadge argues that militaries 

are effective or not based on their soldier’s ability to maintain cohesion under fire; perform basic 

tactics; and conduct complex operations.50 According to this view, militaries are effective or 

ineffective depending on the proficiency of their soldiers to carry out certain tasks and missions.  

For others, a military that fights well is one that is victorious on the battlefield. Effective 

militaries in other words are those that prevail in conflict.51 Adherents of this view assess military 

effectiveness in terms of combat outcomes. Though both the proficiency-based and outcome-based 

approaches identified here are offshoots of the performance school of military effectiveness, the 

two are not equivalent. Militaries can perform certain tasks well and yet still suffer defeat in 

combat. Similarly, it is possible (though admittedly rare,) for militaries to achieve success on the 

battlefield that otherwise have performed poorly at certain key tasks.52 

 

 

Figure 2.1: Process-Based versus Performance-Based Definitions of Military Effectiveness 
 

The Process-Based Approach to Military Effectiveness 

 

 

 

																																																								
49 Stephen Biddle, Military Power: Explaining Victory and Defeat in Modern Battle (Princeton: Princeton University 
Press, 2006), 6. 
50 Talmadge, “Explaining Military Effectiveness,”16. 
51 Renshon and Spirling, “Modeling “Effectiveness” in International Relations,”; Darren Filson and Suzanne Werner, 
“Bargaining and Fighting: The Impact of Regime Type on War Onset, Duration, and Outcomes” American Journal of 
Political Science 48:2 (April 2004): 296-313.  
52 An example of a military that achieved success on the battlefield despite performing poorly is that of the Allied 
armies against the Afrika Korps at the Battle of Tunis in March 1943. According to B.H. Liddell Hart, the Allies owed 
their victory to the enemy’s misjudged offensive efforts rather than the effect of their own assaults. B.H. Liddell Hart, 
Strategy 2nd ed. Revised (New York: Penguin Group, 1991), 272.  
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The Performance-Based Approach to Military Effectiveness 

 

 

 

 

 

The two approaches also differ over the relationship between military effectiveness and 

military victory. Adherents of the proficiency school of military effectiveness and others are quick 

to stress that while military effectiveness is related to victory, the former is by no means 

synonymous with the latter.53 The German Reichssheer, and later, the Wehrmacht, for example, 

are generally considered to have fought well in both World Wars despite ultimately losing both 

conflicts, causing some to characterize it as military effective and others as ineffective. In response, 

proponents of the outcome school argue that winning wars is largely about winning battles and 

often invoke Frederick the Great’s dictum that, “War is decided only by battles and it is not decided 

except by them.”54   

 

Multinational Military Effectiveness 

Despite the existence of a substantial body of literature, scholarship on military 

effectiveness has (with few exceptions) all but ignored the presence of multinational actors in 

																																																								
53 On this point, see Millet and Murray, Military Effectiveness, vol. 1, 3; Pollack, Arabs at War, 4; and, Talmadge, 
“Explaining Military Effectiveness,” 12.  
54 Reiter and Stam, Democracies at War, 60. For the argument that war is nothing but a series of battles, see Alistair 
Smith, “Fighting Battles, Winning Wars,” Journal of Conflict Resolution 42:3 (June 1998): 301-320. 
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wars.55 While not specifically concerned with multinational military effectiveness, other research 

agendas in international relations do touch upon the multinational dimension of military power. 

One example is the literature on military diffusion, which seeks to explain how military technology 

and ideas spread across countries.56 Another is the literature on the outsourcing of military 

capability to third parties.57 However, to the author’s best knowledge, the present work constitutes 

the first major study of multinational military effectiveness.  

  

Defining Multinational Military Effectiveness 

I use the term multinational military effectiveness to refer to the combined military 

capabilities of two or more countries engaged in hostilities against a common adversary or 

adversaries. In contrast to the study of (national) military effectiveness, which is concerned with 

assessing the military abilities of a single state, the study of multinational military effectiveness is 

concerned with understanding the military effectiveness of groupings of states in wartime.  

 

Capability Aggregation 

Although political scientists have thus far had little to say about multinational military 

effectiveness, traces of the idea that there is such a thing and that it is important can be found 

scattered throughout the broader international relations literature. Much of this writing comes from 

																																																								
55 Notable exceptions include Nora Bensahel and Ajin Choi. 
56 See, for example, Michael C. Horowitz, The Diffusion of Military Power: Causes and Consequences of International 
Politics (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2010); Emily O. Goldman and Leslie C. Eliason, eds. The 
Diffusion of Military Technology and Ideas (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 2003); Anthony Pascal, Michael 
Kennedy, and Steven Rosen, “Men and Arms in the Middle East: The Human Factor in Military Modernization, (Santa 
Monica, RAND Corporation, 1979). 
57 See, for example, Molly Dunigan, Victory for Hire: Private Security Companies’ Impact on Military Effectiveness 
(Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 2011); P.W. Singer, Corporate Warriors: The Rise of the Privatized Military 
Industry (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 2003); Christopher Kinsey and Malcom Hugh Patterson, eds. 
Contractors and War: The Transformation of United States’ Expeditionary Operations (Stanford, CA: Stanford 
University Press, 2012). 
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the literature on alliances and centers on the assumption that power can be aggregately combined. 

Known as the Capability Aggregation Model, the theory that by joining together states aggregate 

their individual capabilities into a stronger combined force, thereby increasing overall military 

power, is so widespread in international relations as to virtually taken for granted among alliance 

scholars. Indeed, until recently, the claim that alliances aggregate the power of their members had 

never been subjected to systematic evaluation.58 Even more so than the democratic peace, the 

capability aggregation model has been treated as the closest thing we have to an empirical law in 

the study of international relations.59 

Underpinning this theory is the assumption that the fighting resources of a state can be 

effectively “pooled” with others. This assumption that the resources of two or more states can be 

seamlessly aggregated and that by doing so states increase the odds of success in wartime, lies at 

the core of most alliance scholarship. Hans Morgenthau, for example, conceives of alliances as 

enabling states to “add to their own power the power of other nations.” Similarly, George Liska 

argues that states enter into alliances with one another “in order to supplement each other’s 

capability.” Other writers similarly argue that alliances represent attempts by states to “unite their 

mutual means of power” or “combine their capabilities in defense”. Likewise, James Morrow 

notes, “a nation’s security can always be increased by adding capabilities through an alliance.” In 

the same way, Stephen Walt contends that states enter into alliances because they “lack the 

capabilities to stand alone.”60 By joining with others, these scholars argue, states seek to combine 

																																																								
58 Paul Poast, Alexander Van Hagen-Jamer, and James D. Morrow, “Does Capability Aggregation Explain Alliance 
Formation?” Working Paper, 2011.  
59 Jack S. Levy, “Domestic Politics and War” Journal of Interdisciplinary History 18:4 (Spring 1988), 662. 
60 Hans Morgenthau with Kenneth W. Thompson, Politics Among Nations: The Struggle for Power and Peace 
(Boston: McGraw-Hill, 1992), 197; Liska, Nations in Alliance, 26-7; Helge Granfelt, Alliances and Ententes as 
Political Weapons (Lund: Lund University Press, 1970), 14; Holsti, Hopmann, and Sullivan, Unity and Disintegration 
in International Alliances; James D. Morrow, “Alliances and Asymmetry: An Alternative to the Capability 
Aggregation Model of Alliances” American Journal of Political Science 35 (1992), 909; Stephen Walt, The Origins 
of Alliances (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1987), 31.  
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their capabilities in ways that further both their shared and individual interests and enhance their 

prospects of victory.61 

So widespread in both the theoretical and empirical literature is the assumption that 

alliances are “a means of increasing a state’s capabilities” that hardly any space has been devoted 

to analyzing or testing the claim in any detail.62 Numerous studies merely assert that alliances 

increase the total fighting power of states without explaining how or demonstrating that this is 

actually the case. For example, Bruce Bueno de Mesquita’s work on Expected Utility Theory takes 

as a given that states “must fight the combined capabilities” of their opponents. Other formal 

models contain the same built-in assumption.63 Empirical work outside of the game theoretic 

tradition also assumes perfect capability aggregation, usually treating alliances as the sum of their 

parts. Indeed, one of the most common ways to capture the effect of alliances in existing 

quantitative literature is to sum their members’ National Military Capabilities (CINC) scores.64 

Still others, building on the work of William Riker, have suggested that alliances may not 

only pool but actually multiply resources. Robert Powell, for example, posits that there are 

																																																								
61 Walt, The Origins of Alliances, 157. 
62 David S. Geller and J. David Singer, Nations at War: A Scientific Study of International Conflict (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1998), 63. 
63 Bruce Bueno De Mesquita, The War Trap (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1981), 85, 108-18; James D. Morrow, 
“Alliances, Credibility, and Peacetime Costs” Journal of Conflict Resolution 38 (1994), 273, 281; Morrow, “Arms 
versus Allies,” 207-33; Gerald L. Sorokin, “Arms, Alliances and Security Tradeoffs in Enduring Rivalries” 
International Studies Quarterly 38 (1994): 421-46; Alastair Smith, “A Theory of Alliances” (PhD diss., University of 
Rochester, 1995); Woosang Kim, “Power, Alliance, and Major Wars, 1816-1975” Journal of Conflict Resolution 
33(1989): 255-73. 
64 Using the CINC measure to capture wartime capabilities in general is problematic since, as Allan Stam notes, even 
in world wars, states never fully commit down to the last man or bullet. Rather than capture actual power, CINC scores 
convey information about the raw potential power of a state. The problem is compounded when multiple states are 
involved. Summing the individual capabilities of two or more states yields an inflated sense of the military power of 
alliances and coalitions since it assumes not only that all members of the multinational force devote the entirety of 
their capabilities to the conflict but also that their resources have equal effectiveness. Stam, Win, Lose, or Draw, 19; 
Brett V. Benson and Joshua D. Clinton, “Measured Strength: Estimating the Strength of Alliances in the International 
System, 1816-2010,” Working Paper, 2012; Dan Reiter, Crucible of Beliefs: Learning, Alliances, and World Wars 
(Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1996); John A.C. Conybeare, “Arms and Alliances: The Capital Structure of 
Military Enterprise” Journal of Conflict Resolution 38:2 (1994):215-35; Poast et al., “Does Capability Aggregation 
Explain Alliance Formation?”.  
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increasing returns to scale in the aggregation of military capabilities, suggesting, “the effective 

military capability of two aligned states fighting together is greater than the sum of the states’ 

individual capabilities.”65 However, there are strong theoretical reasons for questioning the 

assumption that all alliances aggregate capabilities and that they do so perfectly and equally; 

reasons that bear directly on our understanding of military effectiveness in multinational wars. 

 

Limitations of the Capability Aggregation Model 

The capability aggregation model is vulnerable to criticism on both empirical and 

theoretical grounds. Specifically, the capability aggregation argument suffers from at least three 

major theoretical shortcomings: poorly specified mechanisms; assumption of linear aggregation; 

and inability to account for variation. This section addresses each of these theoretical limitations 

in turn. The next section examines the practical barriers to effective capability aggregation in 

multinational war. 

 

Poorly Specified Mechanisms 

 The first major limitation of the capability aggregation model is the absence of identifiable 

pathways by which the aggregation process occurs. The model, as Nora Bensahel notes, “simply 

assumes that alliance members can seamlessly transform a verbal or written alliance agreement 

into a militarily effective fighting force.”66 Few studies of capability aggregation unpack, let alone 

identify, the mechanism(s) underlying the aggregation process, assuming instead that the 

																																																								
65 William Riker, The Theory of Political Coalitions (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1962); Robert Powell, In 
the Shadow of Power: States and Strategies in International Politics (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1999), 
51 [emphasis added]. 
66 Nora Bensahel, “The Coalition Paradox: The Politics of Military Cooperation,” (PhD diss., Stanford University, 
1999), 15.  
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individual might of states is automatically (and positively) combined whenever states enter into 

collaborative fighting arrangements. This lack of attention paid to the mechanisms through which 

alliances and coalitions aggregate capabilities is a major shortcoming of the theory. 

On those rare occasions when a mechanism is identified it typically rests on the gains from 

cooperation argument. Morrow, for example, argues that alliances, by virtue of having joint 

military planning, enhance the total power of their members.67 Justifying capability aggregation 

on the basis of the coordination of military plans however rests on the assumption that most states 

belonging to alliances engage in joint military planning, a fact not borne out by the historical 

record. Many alliances never develop any shared war plans in any real sense of the term.68 

Coordination occurs only in the loosest sense of the word and is often limited to merely the 

identification of a common enemy. Absent coordination on the general policies and concrete 

military measures of its members the “actual operational value” of an alliance is likely to be low.69 

Even on those rare occasions when states attempt to coordinate their war plans the benefits might 

not be as sizeable as is generally assumed for the simple fact that, as Helmut Moltke (the Elder) 

noted more than a century ago, no battle plan ever survives first contact with the enemy.70 Arising 

on the eve of war, coalitions are even less likely than alliances to benefit from any possible 

advantages gleaned from coordinated war plans.  

																																																								
67 Morrow, “Alliances, Credibility, and Peacetime Costs”, 272. 
68 NATO and the Warsaw Pact are the exception. 
69 “For an alliance to be operative,” Morgenthau argued, its members “must agree not only on the general objectives 
but on policies and measures as well.” Morgenthau went on to note that many alliances “have remained scraps of 
paper because no such agreement was forthcoming.” Although there are legal, propagandistic and other benefits to 
alliances, their actual operational value, Morgenthau argued, derived from the steps the contracting parties took in 
implementing concrete policies and measures. Hans Morgenthau, “Alliances in Theory and Practice,” in Arnold 
Wolfers, eds., Alliance Policy in the Cold War (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins Press, 1959), 192. 
70 “No plan of operations,” Moltke wrote, “survives the first collision with the main body of the enemy.” (Alternatively 
translated as, “no plan of operations extends with any certainty beyond the first contact with the main hostile force.”) 
Quoted in Daniel J. Hughes, eds., Moltke on the Art of War: Selected Writings trans. Daniel J. Hughes and Harry Bell 
(Novato: Presidio, 1993), viii, 92. 
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 Accordingly, the all too common tendency of scholars to invoke the capability aggregation 

model without any reference to the mechanisms responsible or, where specified, to appeal to the 

logic of gains from cooperation based on the faulty assumption that most alliance members 

coordinate their war plans, represents a significant theoretical challenge to the logic of the 

capability aggregation model.  

 

Constant Returns to Capability Aggregation 

 The second major limitation of the capability aggregation model is its tendency to assume 

perfect or linear returns to aggregation. Most authors simply assume that the strength of an alliance 

or coalition may be determined by totaling the contributions of each nation without accounting for 

the possibility of non-constant returns to scale. By only emphasizing the possible gains from 

cooperation without recognizing the equally compelling logic of transaction costs, externalities, 

and diminishing rates of return, the capability aggregation model fails to take into account the 

possibility that the power of alliances and coalitions may not be equal to the sum of their parts. 

Arguments such as Morrow’s that emphasize the possible gains from coordination while ignoring 

the many costs associated with coordinating military plans are particularly vulnerable to this 

criticism.  

Coordinating military plans, like all coordination among states, is costly. Alongside the 

costs of erecting these collaborative fighting agreements states must pay the cost of enlarging and 

maintaining these security arrangements. Just as the coordination of the production of any good 

between two or more firms incurs certain transaction costs so too does the production and 

coordination of joint military capabilities among states. The costs involved include not only 

bargaining costs but also the costs that come from policing and enforcing the security agreement. 
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If one state is better informed about the capabilities of another state information asymmetries may 

also result causing some gains from capability aggregation not to be realized or the security 

transaction to collapse entirely.71 Because of the importance of the good (security) being produced 

and the high uncertainty of the international system, these costs are often high in alliances. The 

high costs associated with coordinating military plans in alliances may be one reason why joint 

military planning among states has been so rare historically.  

Coalitions are also costly. But whereas many of the costs associated with alliances are 

incurred early on in the hopes of mitigating costs in the event of war, coalitions, by virtue of being 

formed on the eve of war, incur all of their costs in the midst of hostilities. While the immediate 

start-up costs are greatest in coalitions the costs may be higher over time in alliances. The point 

though is that, regardless of whether states choose to fight as an alliance or coalition, coordination 

costs are often high. While the benefits associated with shared wartime planning and other forms 

of cooperation may sometimes outweigh these costs it is by no means guaranteed that they do so 

always.  

 Other scholars explain capability aggregation by reference to the theory of economies of 

scale.72 Arguments based on the merits of economies of scale or gains from specialization are ill 

suited as explanations of capability aggregation. Economies of scale arguments applied to alliances 

and coalitions are vulnerable to three lines of criticisms: the assumption that increases in power 

are only attainable thru coordination with others; disregard for diseconomies of scale; and the 

conflation of efficiency with effectiveness.  

 

																																																								
71 Oliver Williamson, “Transaction Cost Economics and Organization Theory,” 207-245 in Oliver Williamson, eds., 
Organizational Theory (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1995); Oliver Williamson, “The Economics of 
Organization: The Transaction Cost Approach,” American Journal of Sociology 87:3 (1981): 548-577. 
72 See, for example, Holsti, Hopmann and Sullivan, Unity and Disintegration in International Alliances, 22. 
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Multiple Pathways  

Many scholars who point to economies of scale in alliances and coalitions fail to recognize 

that (provided the necessary inputs,) economies can be arrived at independently of collaborating 

militarily with other states. Assuming the necessary resources are available, states (like firms) can 

unilaterally expand their investment in the production of the good in question thereby achieving 

the same result through internal growth as may be possible through collaboration.73 States need 

not enter into alliances or coalitions in order to generate scale economies in defense, in other words. 

The supposed increase in military power that accrues from capability aggregation is thus 

sometimes attainable independently by a single state without a merger being required. Although 

not a fatal flaw in and of itself this general inability to recognize the multiple pathways by which 

economies of scale nevertheless betrays a weakness of the capability aggregation literature.  

 

Diseconomies of Scale 

The second major limitation of the theory of economies of scale as applied to the capability 

aggregation model is its disregard for the possibility of diseconomies of scale. As Steven Miller 

notes, international relations scholars have historically been quick to point out economies of scale 

but slow to recognize that when it comes to creating effective multilateral forces diseconomies of 

scale are also present.74 Though each additional input in manpower at first contributes to an 

increase in combat power the per unit gains in output become smaller and smaller over time as the 

law of diminishing returns sets in.75 In the long run, decreasing gains can undo all of the benefits 

																																																								
73 The distinction here is akin to that of “internal” versus “external” balancing (also known as “arms versus allying”) 
undertaken by states. Kenneth Waltz, Theory of International Politics (Berkeley: University of California, 1979), 168; 
James Morrow, “Arms Versus Allies: Trade-Offs in the Search for Security,” International Organization 47(2) Spring 
1993: 207-233. 
74 Quoted in Bensahel, “The Coalition Paradox,” 16. 
75 Decreasing returns in combat power, defined as decreasing gains in additional destruction per additional unit of 
military resources, can also afflict national militaries. The point here is not that decreasing returns are unique to 
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derived from economies of scale. Diseconomies of scale occur when the per-unit cost rises as 

output (here, combat power) is increased, leading to overall losses. Within multinational fighting 

arrangements diseconomies may arise from congestion of forces or increasing difficulties in 

managing information transmission among militaries. The advantages of having more military 

resources in other words are not absolute.  

Nor do the principles of substitution and complementarities offer a way out of these 

problems. Perfect substitution between militaries is rare in general and even more so in wartime. 

Sharing resources among countries involves costs not merely in the potential loss of those 

resources but in the foregone opportunity to use them on other fronts. If more resources accomplish 

the same aim in one battle as fewer resources in another, then diminishing returns are at work.76 

Even with specialization, there are limits to economies of scale. Economically, goods are said to 

be complementary when one requires the other. Aircraft and pilots are one such example of 

complementary goods. But while diversification and specialization are common practices among 

business corporations, countries have historically been reluctant to follow suit when it comes to 

the production of military capabilities out of concern for their security.77 The ever-present principle 

of self-help makes it difficult for any state to fully surrender control over its own security. It is 

difficult to imagine, for example, a state assuming responsibility for the production of only one 

																																																								
multinational fighting arrangements but rather that they are an often overlooked feature of wartime collaboration 
among states. 
76 Brauer and Van Tuyll, Castles, Battles, and Bombs, 228. 
77 Ironically, budgetary considerations mean NATO may be headed for such a scenario whether by design or not. The 
Dutch Army, for example, is already dependent on other countries’ for armored fighting vehicles after its government 
decided to do away with tanks entirely due to budget constraints in 2011. Budgetary concerns were also behind Britain 
and France’s 2010 decision to share military equipment, including possibly, aircraft carriers. It has taken nearly seven 
decades however for NATO members to become comfortable with discussing the possibility of sharing military 
resources among themselves. Most alliances survive but a fraction of that time and, as a result, are unlikely to ever 
seriously consider doing so. Tim Ross, “Navy carrier plans hit by further delays,” The Daily Telegraph, March 2, 
2012, 1; “Dutch soldiers to practice on German tanks,” Radio Netherlands Worldwide, January 14, 2012, accessed 
July 22, 2014 available at <http://www.rnw.nl/english/bulletin/dutch-soldiers-practice-german-tanks>. 
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type of military equipment, say tanks, in exchange for an ally or coalition partner’s production of 

a different type of equipment like fighter jets. Armies require both types of equipment to be 

successful and, because of the aforementioned concerns with providing security in the long term, 

are unlikely to enter into the types of relationships needed to generate any possible real benefits 

from specialization. As a result, economies of scope, factors that make it cheaper to produce a 

range of products together than to produce each one of them independently, are likely to be missing 

from most collaborative military relationships. Most alliances never become integrated enough to 

achieve economies of scale or scope. In short, the security concerns of national militaries make 

them unlikely candidates for the economies of scale thought to arise under capability aggregation. 

Together, the principles of decreasing returns and diseconomies of scale imply that more of a thing 

is not necessarily desirable. 

 

Efficiency versus Effectiveness  

The third and most critical shortcoming of the economies of scale theory as applied to the 

capability aggregation model is the former’s tendency to conceive of the benefits accrued from 

coordination in financial terms rather than sheer military power. Economies of scale are factors 

that cause the average cost of producing something to fall as the volume of its output increases. 

The mere reduction in the cost of a good however does not make that good more effective. This is 

because economies of scale are fundamentally concerned with increasing efficiency not 

effectiveness.78 Economies of scale are about doing things in an optimal way (typically defined as 

either the fastest or least expensive) regardless of whether the outcome is successful or not. 

																																																								
78 Though often treated as synonymous, efficiency and effectiveness are distinct concepts in economics and 
management. Efficiency refers to how successfully inputs have been transformed into outputs, here units of combat 
power. Effectiveness refers to how successful the units are at achieving their desired purpose.  
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Military effectiveness by contrast is about accomplishing certain tasks irrespective of the time or 

financial costs associated. Ideally, of course, nations want their militaries to be both efficient and 

effective. But achieving the former does not automatically guarantee the latter. Just as the ability 

to train soldiers faster and cheaper does not make them more effective at combat, coordination 

among states may make multinational fighting arrangements more efficient but not necessarily 

more effective.79 Applications of the theory of economies of scale to capability aggregation 

attempts to pass off what are in reality gains in efficiency as gains in effectiveness. By emphasizing 

reductions in average costs rather than potential increases in combat power, capability aggregation 

arguments based on economies of scale are relying on the wrong unit of measure. Arguments based 

on economies of scale emphasize the financial gains associated when states fight together when a 

more appropriate unit of comparison is destructiveness or total combat power. This tendency to 

conflate efficiency with effectiveness and the related emphasis on reductions in average costs 

rather than on the effects collaboration has on combat power represents a final reason why the 

theory of economies of scale is poorly suited as an explanation of capability aggregation.  

 

Absence of Variation 

The third major limitation of the capability aggregation model arises from its inability to 

account for variation in the aggregation of military capabilities. As previously noted, the model 

simply assumes that all cooperative fighting arrangements aggregate resources perfectly and in the 

same way. Most scholars have tended to assess the capabilities of coalitions and alliances by 

totaling the individual military assets of member states. “The assumption,” as Holsti, Hopmann, 

																																																								
79 Bensahel argues that unilateral operations may actually be more efficient than coalitions since the former inevitably 
uses fewer resources than the later. Because they use more resources than unilateral operations, coalitions can be 
thought of as fighting less efficiently, she argues. Bensahel, “The Coalition Paradox”, 26.  
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and Sullivan note, “is that the strength of an alliance may be determined by summing the 

contributions of each nation.”80  

Theoretically, of course, there is no reason why the combination of capabilities among 

members of alliances or coalitions should take on an additive form as opposed to any number of 

other functional forms. Rather than resemble an additive process capability aggregation in 

alliances may operate according to a “weakest-link rule,” by which the combined effect of 

capabilities is reflected by the minimum of the capabilities individually provided. Accordingly, 

alliances and coalitions may only be as strong as their weakest members. Alternatively, capabilities 

may be amalgamated in a manner collective-goods scholars call the “best-shot rule” in which the 

combined capabilities are equal to the largest individual contribution.81 Though hitherto largely 

unchallenged in the alliance literature, the additivity assumption underpinning the capability 

aggregation model is ultimately only one of several models possible. 

Nor are there grounds for believing that one model of capability aggregation applies to all 

alliances and coalitions across time irrespective of the many differences these arrangements 

exhibit. One study employing the public-goods approach for example found that the Triple 

Alliance exhibited best-shot behavior while the Triple Entente more closely resembled a weakest-

link relationship.82 Yet the capability aggregation approach assumes that all multinational fighting 

relationships aggregate resources equally. A quick comparison of war outcomes illustrates the 

problem with assuming perfect (and constant) aggregation. Interstate data from the Correlates of 

War project reveals that the more powerful party wins at most roughly half the time. As Table 2.1 
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shows, this is true regardless of whether the war in question is bilateral or multinational. Holding 

constant whether one side fights with others, the strong side wins 47% of the time in multinational 

wars compared with 56% of the time in bilateral wars. In wars where one side is multinational and 

the other isn’t (i.e., Multinational-on-One Wars), the multinational side is stronger 78% of the time 

yet wins only 52% of the time (Table 2.2). Thus, even assuming perfect capability aggregation, 

groupings of states are no more successful in war than individual nations. Capabilities alone 

therefore are not enough to understand multinational military outcomes.  

 

 Table 2.1: Capabilities and War Outcomes, 1816-2010 

 

Capabilities and War 
Outcomes (1816-2010) 

Side with Largest 
CINC Score Won 

Multinational Side 
Won 

Bilateral (57) 56% - 
Multinational-on-One (32) 47% 50% 
Multinational-on-Multinational 
(6) 

50% - 

              

  Source: Correlates of War (Version 4.0) 

 

Table 2.2: Capabilities and War Outcomes in Multinational-on-One Wars, 1816-2010 
 

 
Multinational-on-One (32) Win 
Multinational Side Stronger 
(25) 

52% 

Single State Stronger (7) 29% 
                                 

               Source: Correlates of War (Version 4.0) 
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Moreover, experience suggests that some alliances and coalitions are more effective than 

others. The possibility that national military capabilities “have a different impact on armed conflict 

success than national military capabilities considered either in combination with or relative to 

allied military capabilities” is confirmed by numerous historical examples.83 Notwithstanding the 

old adage that Napoleon was worth an additional 40,000 troops on the battlefield, France 

consistently held off numerically superior coalition forces from 1792-1801 but failed, despite 

amassing larger armies and greater resources, to defeat the coalitions of 1803-1812.84 To borrow 

the language of public goods theory, the early anti-Napoleonic coalitions – unable to punch above 

their weight or even convert their respective capabilities into effective combined fighting power – 

were subadditive. By contrast, the Balkan coalition that defeated Turkey in the First Balkan War 

was superadditive. By every measure, Turkey was superior not only to each member of the 

coalition but also to all three members combined.85 And yet, despite being weaker on paper, Serbia, 

Greece, and Bulgaria made short work of Turkey. As these brief illustrations demonstrate the 

assumption of perfect aggregation belies the enormous variation visible in capability aggregation. 

 

Barriers to Capability Aggregation 

In addition to the theoretical arguments outlined above, there are a myriad of practical 

reasons why the combination of states’ military capabilities might not automatically produce 

coherent fighting forces. These include everything from technical differences in the modernization 

and interoperability of military equipment and weapons systems, to differences in skill stemming 
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from different national doctrines, force employment, and training standards.86 The following 

section introduces several of these factors with an aim to illustrating why capability aggregation 

in wartime is harder than commonly assumed.  

 

Interoperability and Standardization87  

Historically, interoperability and standardization problems have been a major impediment 

to the production of effective combat power in groupings of states.88 Many alliances and coalitions 

are unlikely to reach their full combat potential due to national differences in weapons and 

ammunition. Axis armies fighting in Russia in 1941-3 for example employed a miscellaneous 

mixture of German, Austrian, Romanian, Czech, and Soviet weapons and ammunition types 

complicating their ability to wage combined operations. The Romanians alone utilized weapons 
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from as many as eight different countries, including French and British anti-aircraft ammunition.89 

This lack of compatible ammunition and equipment (and the resulting logistical challenges it 

produced,) severely degraded the combat effectiveness of Germany and its allies on the Eastern 

Front during World War II.  

Differences in ammunition calibers in British and American small weapons and artillery 

also negatively impacted Allied combined combat operations in North Africa and Italy in World 

War II. During one battle in 1943, American artillery units supporting British elements in Tunisia 

were forced to withdraw from action due to lack of ammunition and the inability to go over to 

British calibers.90  

The sheer diversity of equipment and weapon types used by multinational forces can also 

increase the incidence of friendly fire accidents. The remarkable resemblance of the British 

Valentine tank with the German Mark III tank for example often made it difficult for American 

troops in North Africa to distinguish one from the other. During the Gulf War, coalition forces 

were forced to paint inverted V’s on vehicles in order to identify friend from foe. Even with these 

markings and other identification measures, however, friendly fire accidents still occurred.91 

To overcome these interoperability problems, some multinational forces have tried to 

standardize equipment during wartime.92 Allied concerns that the different fuel and lubricants 
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required by British and American military vehicles might negatively impact combat effectiveness 

during the landing at Anzio in 1944 prompted the conversion of all British vehicles to the 

detergent-type oils used by the American military prior to the start of the operation.93 Efforts to 

introduce compatibility by standardizing equipment in the midst of war however can be costly and 

time consuming, and lead to operational delays.  

Other coalitions and alliances have sought to overcome the problem of equipment 

mismatch by relying on one country to provide the bulk of equipment in wartime. During the 

Korean War, for example, the United States sought to reduce potential friction from the 

incompatible weapons and ammunition of coalition members by assuming responsibility for 

equipping and maintaining all non-British Commonwealth forces. The Americans supplied UN 

forces with everything from weapons and ordinance to mechanized vehicles. Even the uniforms 

and combat rations of coalition members were supplied by the Americans.94 Coalition 

unfamiliarity with U.S. equipment and maintenance procedures however led to frequent 

mechanical breakdowns and accidents, hampering military effectiveness. Most UN forces needed 

extensive training with U.S. equipment before being ready for combat. The operation of 

mechanized equipment proved especially challenging for some national contingents. In an attempt 

to remedy these deficiencies, a processing and training facility at Daegu was established to prepare 
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coalition forces for combat. Units from Thailand, India, the Netherlands, France, Greece, Ethiopia, 

Belgium, and Luxembourg all cycled through the training facility in the course of the war. Even 

with extensive training, however, coalition inexperience with U.S. equipment sometimes proved 

deadly.95 The administration of these training programs also called for enormous resources on the 

part of the United States; resources that otherwise might have been applied to fighting the North 

Koreans. Thus, even in cases where the same equipment is used and sharing is possible, differences 

in equipment familiarity and maintenance standards can lead to a reduction in the potential 

combined military effectiveness of a multinational force. 

On other occasions, states may simply run out of weapons or ammunition altogether, 

forcing other members of the alliance or coalition to step in to fill the gap. When Denmark depleted 

its national stockpile of precision-guided munitions during Operation Unified Protector in 2011 it 

was forced to negotiate purchase arrangements with other NATO members to secure more.96 When 

the state doing the selling belongs to the same coalition or alliance as the state doing the buying, 

the net effect may be a decrease in the combined military power of the group. Thus, sales or loans 

of military equipment and weapons by one co-belligerent to another in wartime, whether due to 

interoperability problems or shortages, reduce (and in some cases might even jeopardize) a 

country’s own stockpiles and combat effectiveness, potentially limiting the overall level of 

combined military power.  

Though especially prevalent in coalitions, longstanding and deeply institutionalized 

alliances like NATO are not immune to standardization and interoperability problems. For much 
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of the Cold War, NATO members lacked the same ammunition, fuel, radio frequencies, and data 

transmission rates.97 At the height of the Cold War, NATO allies were using 31 different types of 

anti-tank weapons.98 The lack of interchangeable ammunition and fuel in the Alliance’s tanks was 

a constant concern for U.S. Army planners for much of the 1960s.99 Other services fared no better 

when it came to alliance interoperability: the conversion of all NATO aircraft to a single fuel type 

was not finalized until 1996.100 Even in cases where allied militaries employ the same equipment, 

the lack of standardization in mechanical parts and support systems can present challenges for 

effective integration. A 1975 training mission involving U.S., British, and German aircraft, for 

example, led to the accidental discovery that although the German Luftwaffe used American-made 

F-4 jets, U.S. bombs were incompatible with German aircraft due to the lack of standardization in 

bomb loading equipment.101 

 

Logistics 

Mismatch in military equipment and ordinance among militaries not only hinders the 

ability of countries to wage combined operations by making ammunition sharing impossible but 
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also makes it difficult for one country to resupply another. During the Italian campaign in World 

War II, the absence of standardized ammunition not only prevented Anglo-American forces from 

being able to share with each other but also required American logisticians to set up separate 

American and British ammunition dumpsites, placing additional burdens on an already stretched 

supply and logistics chain.102 The complicated logistical arrangement slowed distribution and 

resupply, further compromising the operational military effectiveness of the multinational force.  

Differences in logistics doctrine, mobility and national stockpiles can also impede effective 

capability aggregation. Some countries may simply be more efficient than others at logistics. 

British logistic support in the Crimean War for example far surpassed that of the French. By the 

next war the situation had reversed itself: A British study in 1917 found that while the French 

Army was able to transport seventy divisions using only 2,800 rail cars the British Army required 

almost three times the number to transport half the number of men.103  

In order to mitigate some of these problems, some multinational forces have sought to 

combine or streamline their national logistics with those of their partners in wartime. As the British 

and Americans discovered in World War II, however, integrating the logistics organizations of 

two (or more) militaries is exceeding difficult. British and American attempts to divide 

responsibility for supplying Italian forces after the fall of Rome led to a complex division of duties 

between the two countries with the Americans responsible for supplying the Italians with fuel and 
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medical equipment while the supply of clothing was a joint responsibility shared by both 

countries.104  

 

Communication  

Another interoperability issue that has proven particularly challenging for multinational 

forces to overcome is communication difficulties arising from the lack of standardized 

communication equipment and procedures. The lack of secure and interoperable communication 

interfaces can jeopardize the situational awareness and ability of multinational forces to execute 

time sensitive and dynamic targeting of the enemy’s military assets, decreasing their combined 

operational military effectiveness. In multinational operations, unfamiliarity with another 

country’s communication equipment and procedures can be deadly. Poor tactical communication 

both within and between the French and British armies is widely held to have inhibited effective 

resistance against the Germans during the Battle of France in 1940. According to the official 

British history, the Anglo-French failure to halt German armor at Abbeville resulted in large part 

from “nonexistent” coordination between British and French divisions.105  

Along with insufficient planning, military historians also point to the poor signal 

communication between the 1st British Airborne Division and U.S. Air Support Signals Team as 

an important contributing factor behind the Anglo-American failure at Arnhem in September 1944 

under Operation Market-Garden.106 With no air support signal units of their own able to operate 
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with airborne troops the British were dependent on American air support teams throughout the 

operation. However, the last minute transfer of American combat support teams resulted in one air 

support signal unit only receiving their radio equipment a few hours before the launch of the 

operation, rendering it all but “useless”.107  

The Germans and their allies also suffered from a lack of interoperable communication 

systems in World War II. Differences in national equipment and procedures made it nearly 

impossible to conceal Axis radio communications from the Russians during 1941-3. The absence 

of uniform and secure radio procedures on the part of the Germans and their allies enabled the 

Soviets to gain valuable signal intelligence and adjust their battle plans accordingly. During 

Stalingrad, for example, Soviet knowledge of Axis signal intelligence enabled them to identify and 

directly target units manned by Axis forces, which were judged less effective than the all-German 

units.108 

Another way in which the absence of interoperable communication systems can hinder 

military effectiveness is by requiring the duplication of equipment. During the Korean War, for 

example, the absence of compatible radio equipment on the part of the Americans and British 

required coalition forces wishing to communicate between national subunits to maintain and 

operate multiple sets of radio equipment simultaneously.109 To prevent similar communication 
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problems from arising during the First Gulf War, the United States loaned the UK critical 

communications equipment.110 Enormous resources however were required to ensure 

communication interoperability with non-NATO members of the coalition. According to one 

study, establishing communication interoperability with a single Middle Eastern brigade required, 

on average, up to 70 soldiers, 27 tons of equipment, and 80 days of training and coordination.111  

Communication and intelligence sharing has also been a major challenge for NATO over 

the years. During Operation Deny Flight, NATO’s 1993-1995 air campaign in Bosnia, pilots were 

prevented from carrying out secure radio transmissions in the course of bombing operations due 

to the lack of cryptography equipment in some allied fighter aircraft.112 Challenges in the 

Alliance’s ability to share classified information like air tasking orders and surveillance and 

reconnaissance images also emerged during NATO’s 2011 air campaign in Libya.113 The 

commander of NATO’s Allied Air Command, General Mark Welsh, characterized the inability to 

pass targeting and other intelligence among NATO allies as a “critical shortfall” of the mission.114  

Other types of communication interoperability problems can arise from political or 

bureaucratic hurdles rather than technical incompatibilities. In World War I, for example, early 

efforts to design an Anglo-French code were hindered by the French refusal to share their codes 
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with the British.115 Similarly, NATO’s ability to communicate mission tasking information to non-

NATO partners during the Libya air campaign was hampered early on by the fact that as non-allies 

these countries lacked authorization to access to secure network of electronic support measure 

systems which are based on individual nation’s and NATO’s intelligence data. The Swedish Air 

Force’s inability to “plug” into NATO’s communication and information systems led to an unusual 

workaround at the Sigonella Naval Air Station in Italy in which the Danish contingent ferried 

operational information (including mission orders) back and forth on bicycles to the Swedes using 

USB drives.116  

Though less common today, many communication problems in multinational operations in 

the past have arisen due to language barriers. The ability to communicate clearly and quickly 

without the delay imposed by translators and liaison officers is vital to effective military 

coordination. Although the British and French sought to avoid these problems by adopting French 

as the working language in World War I, the “schoolboy” French of many British officers was 

often found wanting and communication challenges between the Entente members persisted 

throughout the four-year war. Language also proved an obstacle in Korea, where only a few 

Republic of Korea (ROK) officers spoke English and even fewer American advisers spoke any 

Korean. Language remained the overriding problem with respect to employing French forces in 

Korea as well.117 

Even where no barriers to language exist, communication difficulties may still arise. 

Differences in language and military terminology between British and American units caused 
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some confusion during early combined operations in World War II.118 During the Korea War, the 

loss of an entire British battalion at the Battle of Imjin in April 1951 was attributed to the lack of 

a common operational language between the Americans and British. Though both armies spoke 

the same language there were subtle but important differences in interpretation and understanding 

in their written communiqués that bore a direct effect on their combined military effectiveness. 

The British were accused of producing bland, factual statements while the Americans, it was 

charged, peppered all their reports with action-oriented language making it difficult for their 

British readers to adequately decipher the level of urgency.119  British units’ unfamiliarity with 

American combat terminology eventually prompted divisional headquarters to “translate” all U.S. 

orders and instructions into British terminology before transmitting them to Commonwealth 

brigades. Although translation reduced the previous confusion arising over differences of emphasis 

and terminology it also enabled British commanders to unwittingly alter the intentions of the 

American corps commanders, potentially jeopardizing unity of purpose during combat 

operations.120 Thus, whether arising because of technical, linguistic, or other reasons, 

communication challenges represent another impediment to effective multinational military 

effectiveness.121 Absent effective communication practices, the survivability, lethality and 
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responsiveness of multinational forces will be compromised. Although liaison staffs can go a long 

way to reducing friction resulting from communication problems in multinational war, they cannot 

eliminate it entirely. 

 

Intelligence 

A related challenge to multinational military effectiveness in combined operations comes 

from intelligence cooperation. Absent effective intelligence coordination among its members, the 

combined military effectiveness in any multinational group will be difficult to sustain. Sharing 

intelligence is a sensitive issue however and even the closest of allies will seldom share everything 

of military value with each other. Despite being arguable the closest coalition in history, the British 

resisted providing the Americans with complete access to the Ultra decrypts until mid-1943. 

London was even more cautious about sharing military intelligence with the Soviets, often keeping 

information of immediate operational value from their Russian partners.122 Although by most 

standards an unusually cohesive coalition, the U.S. admitted to having to compel coalition 

members to share intelligence information during the Gulf War.123 

Refusal to cooperate on military intelligence can lead not only to operational surprises but 

also costly and unnecessary redundancies in wartime. During World War II, the British Special 
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Operations Executive (SOE) and the American Office of Strategic Services (OSS) routinely 

competed over sources, expending countless limited resources in the process and potentially 

contributing to a duplication of effort. In order to untangle their increasingly over-lapping wartime 

activities, the two intelligence services were ultimately forced to negotiate complicated “turf 

agreements.”124 Finally, the requirement in multinational war to not only know one’s enemies but 

also one’s wartime partners can also siphon away precious resources. 

 

Doctrine and Training  

National differences in doctrine and operating procedures are another reason why the 

combined fighting power of militaries may not be aggregated linearly. During World War I, for 

example, complications arose from the British use of imperial units and the French use of the 

metric system when calculating artillery barrages.125 Achieving coordinated fire support proved 

equally challenging for the Allied forces in World War II. Fire support coordination between 

French, British, and American units in North Africa in 1943 was so poor that the Germans 

expended great energy in identifying the location of national unit boundaries so as to deliberately 

target this vulnerability.126  Differences in national targeting decision-making procedures similarly 

impeded NATO’s combined combat effectiveness in Libya in 2011.127  

Effective capability aggregation in multinational wars can also be degraded by 

incompatible tactical concepts. Disparate offensive doctrines of the British and French on the 
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Western Front in World War I, for example, unnecessarily complicated the two countries’ ability 

to carry out combined operations. Whereas the British favored attacks that took place early in the 

morning so as to afford them the remainder of the day to consolidate their gains, the French instead 

preferred to attack late in the day, after the effects of the artillery bombardment had been 

ascertained. A senior French commander summed up the doctrinal disagreement saying, “we do 

don’t do things the same way, and we get under each other’s feet.”128 The arrival of the Americans 

in 1917 only further complicated matters with the French complaining that the brash young 

soldiers from across the Atlantic were too reckless and the Americans countering that the French 

soldiers were too cautious and deliberative during combined operations. These two differing 

approaches to combat did not lend themselves to easy amalgamation in the spring of 1918.129 

Doctrine and tactics also clashed in World War II. In North Africa, different national 

procedures among the Americans and British for laying minefields led to frequent incidents of 

friendly fire, severely damaging morale.130 The biggest differences however arose over strategic 

matters, like the use of air power. Throughout the war, the British and Americans each favored a 

different approach to conducting bombing offensives against Germany. While the U.S. Army Air 

Forces stressed selective attacks on German industry based on “precision” daylight bombing, the 

British Royal Air Force (RAF) clung to a nighttime bombing campaign. The net effect was a lack 

of continuity in bombing offensives for much of 1942. Though many of the differences over 
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precision bombing and target selection were eventually reconciled, the process for doing so was 

extremely time-consuming and led to bitter recriminations on both sides.131  

Doctrinal and tactical differences were also particularly acute during the Korean War given 

the large number of coalition militaries involved. French and Dutch doctrine in Korea, for example, 

called for avoiding night attacks, whereas U.S. forces embraced nighttime operations. Though 

utilizing American-made weapons and ammunition, many coalition members were also reluctant 

to adopt the American practice of massed fire support, preferring instead to rely on their own 

national theories of artillery employment. Along with divergent approaches to the use of firepower, 

coalition militaries differed over how best to defend territory under attack: British defensive tactics 

called for holding the high ground whereas U.S. doctrine stressed holding the bases of slopes in 

order to employ grazing and interlocking fire. Turkish units also preferred to defend from the high 

ground so as to take advantage of the better observation afforded. Korean-American military 

effectiveness was likewise hindered by the tactical emphasis South Koreans commanders placed 

on terrain-oriented defense rather than the force-oriented defensive tactics practiced by the 

Americans.132 

 

Strategic Objectives 

In addition to different doctrinal and tactical concepts, competing wartime and post-war 

strategic visions can also impede military effectiveness. The French government repeatedly 

clashed with the British in World War I over “sideshows” in Gallipoli, Palestine, and East Africa; 
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theatres of importance to the British Empire but largely peripheral to the French whose homeland 

was under invasion.133 In the annals of history, however, few strategic debates have cast as long a 

shadow as those between the British and Americans in World War II over how to prosecute the 

war in Europe. Though both London and Washington were committed to a strategy of “Germany 

first”, the British pushed for operations in the Mediterranean at every turn while the Americans, 

weary of British attempts to prioritize the “interminable black hole of the Mediterranean,” argued 

for a cross-channel assault into France at the earliest opportunity. The Anglo-American debate 

over whether to launch a cross-channel operation in spring 1943 or 1944 was one of the biggest of 

the war and came close to fracturing the transatlantic relationship.134  

Rather than diminish after the invasion, however, arguments over the strategic direction of 

the war as well as the resulting logjams they produced only grew in number and urgency after 

Normandy. Throughout the summer of 1944 the British argued strenuously for a single-thrust 

strategy through the Ruhr into Germany while the Americans favored a broad-front offensive. The 

debate stretched on for weeks, providing the Wehrmacht ample time to prepare their defenses. In 

the end, the Anglo-American debate over whether to adopt a narrow or broad front strategy in 

Western Europe contributed to the hurried planning of Operation Market-Garden and the resulting 

supply problems which ultimately cost the Americans and British not only the battle but also a 

chance to end the war in 1944. So fraught with discord were these and other strategic debates 

between supposed allies that, on separate occasions, both General Dwight D. Eisenhower and 
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British Prime Minister Winston S. Churchill threatened to resign over their inability to control the 

direction of the war.135  

Finnish-German military cooperation in World War II also suffered from incompatible 

strategic objectives. Although Finnish training regulations were based on German principles and 

the two achieved a level of communication cooperation unparalleled among Germany’s wartime 

partners, strategic differences limited the extent of German-Finnish operational coordination. 

Because the Finns sought only the restoration of the pre-war borders and not the destruction of the 

Soviet Union, they rejected German calls for joint attacks intended to get the Finns to push deeper 

into the Russian heartland.136   

Differing strategic objectives can impact the tactical degree of cooperation in multinational 

wars in other ways as well. During the Korean War, for example, withdrawal comprised an 

important tactical concept for the Chinese while the North Koreans, unwilling to abandon any part 

of their homeland, refused to employ the tactic altogether, complicating the operational 

effectiveness of the two forces when engaged together.137 

 

National Characteristics  

While some of these challenges to multinational military effectiveness result from 

legitimate differences in strategic objectives among coalition or alliance partners, others are the 

result of petty intrigue and national squabbles. Though not uncommon within national militaries, 
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personal rivalries are compounded in multinational military operations by the challenge of having 

to avoid unnecessarily offending the sensibilities of wartime partners. Few wartime rivalries have 

surpassed that between supposed allies Generals George S. Patton and Bernard L. Montgomery 

(“Monty”) whose endless bickering and feuds during the North African and European campaigns 

in World War II came close to jeopardizing more than one Allied operation. During the Anglo-

American invasion of Sicily, Patton’s anger over a last minute British decision to evict American 

forces from using their pre-allotted route along Road 117 prompted him to deviate from his 

assigned mission of supporting the British Eighth Army’s advance on Messina. Determined to 

deny Montgomery all of the publicity, Patton wheeled the US Seventh Army to the east in a last-

minute dash to liberate Sicily’s capital city of Palermo. After capturing the city, Patton reverted 

course in the direction of Messina hoping to outrun Montgomery. Though heralded as a success 

by the press, the antics of Montgomery and Patton needlessly prolonged the campaign and allowed 

an entire German corps to escape to the mainland largely in tact. In the end, the Anglo-American 

campaign in Sicily cost the Allied armies more dead than the Germans.138  

 The refusal of one national force to employ the assets or capabilities of another coalition 

partner can also impinge on military effectiveness and foster ill will. During the Tunisia Campaign 

in spring of 1943, for example, General Eisenhower twice requested that the British commander 

in charge of ground operations deploy an American corps to the front that the British, believing 

American forces suitable only for rear-guard action, had initially planned to exclude from the final 
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offensive.139 American military leaders have also on occasion failed to fully employ coalition 

forces in wartime. Official U.S. policy in Korea prohibited UN units from being used to cover the 

retirement or retreat of American forces in battle.140 Refusal to rely on certain coalition forces for 

certain tasks or missions unnecessarily complicates command structures and operational 

deployments, limiting the overall military effectiveness of the group. 

 National differences can also degrade the morale and cohesiveness of forces fighting 

together. Differing pay, leave, and replacement policies among the respective national contingents 

were a common source of complaint for soldiers serving in World War II and Korea. The British 

replacement policy in both wars was based on a unit-by-unit rotation system while the U.S. 

replaced personnel on an individual basis. National differences in the length of combat tours of 

duty also proved contentious during Korea. While Belgian and Canadian forces typically served 

one year, combat tours for the Dutch and Greeks were as short as six or eight months.141 In addition 

to negatively impacting morale, the constant coming and going of national contingents can 

impinge on the ability to plan and carry out combat operations, as was evidenced during the recent 

multinational wars in Iraq and Afghanistan.  

National characteristics can negatively affect the military effectiveness of a multinational 

force in other ways as well. Restrictions partners place on their forces in theater such as national 

caveats or guidance regarding rules of engagement (ROE) can tie the hands of commanders and 

make staging combined combat operations all but impossible.  Though far from new, national 

caveats and ROE reached an unprecedented order of magnitude with the International Security 
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Assistance Force (ISAF) in Afghanistan due to the large number of states participating.142 

Although publicly NATO officials brushed off the suggestion that the limitations on capabilities 

imposed by national restrictions were detrimental to the overall success of the mission, differing 

national guidance on where, when, and what type of action soldiers were permitted to take greatly 

complicated the ability of ground commanders to carry out certain missions. Geographical caveats 

proved particularly cumbersome. Aside from the U.S., the only country not to place geographical 

restrictions on the use of its troops in Afghanistan was Estonia.143 As a result, ISAF never acquired 

the flexibility needed to operate throughout the country. Several national contingents were 

prohibited by their domestic governments from operating at night or in conjunction with the 

American-led Operation Enduring Freedom (OEF). Others, like the Italians, were prevented from 

using lethal force save for cases of self-defense. More so than in any other recent multinational 

conflict, the restrictions states imposed on their forces in Afghanistan flowed directly from the 

divergent strategic objectives of the coalition members. Many coalition members did not want to 

appear overly belligerent and as a result preferred to emphasize the humanitarian and stabilization 

and reconstruction elements of the mission over the security and counter-terrorism dimensions of 

the conflict. The net effect was a reduction in the combined military effectiveness of the 

multinational forces operating in Afghanistan.  
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Each of the challenges to successful multinational military cooperation listed here fall 

under the category of problems that arise when states are required to balance the need for political 

harmony with military necessity, a phenomenon known as the “coalition paradox.”144 Many 

multinational commanders have found it difficult to strike the right balance between political and 

military expediency with the result that decisions about when and where to deploy troops from 

different national contingents are often made on the basis of political considerations rather than 

military criteria. During heavy fighting at Cassino in 1944, for example, Allied commanders 

deemed it necessary to rotate attack units between different national forces in order to avoid the 

charge that one country was doing all of the fighting.145 Designing operations on the basis of 

ensuring equal combat exposure among national contingents is not only tremendously difficult but 

can also make maintaining operational continuity in battles a seemingly impossible task.  

Other political considerations can also negatively impact the effectiveness of multinational 

forces. In the fall of 1950, the mistaken perception that the Korean War was winding down 

prompted UN commanders to rush Thai units into combat in order to guarantee their participation 

before a ceasefire could be called. So urgent was the political need to get Thai units into combat 

before hostilities were halted that fifty days were cut from the regular sixty-day training program 

allotted to coalition forces stationed in Korea. The decision to accelerate the deployment of Thai 

forces solely on the grounds of political expediency proved unwise when the war did not end that 

fall as expected. Most Thai units were caught unprepared for frontline combat service.146 Instances 
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such as this in which the political – in this case, the desire by UN commanders to present the world 

with an image of political unity – trump considerations of military effectiveness are all too 

common in multinational wars.  

In addition to affecting how combat forces are deployed, political considerations have also 

sometimes been the sole basis for launching operations. American military officials in World War 

II were strongly opposed to an amphibious landing in Italy in January 1944 fearing it would sop 

up resources from the main event, the cross-channel invasion of France later that year. The Anzio 

campaign was the strategic brainchild of British Prime Minister Winston Churchill who saw in it 

a chance to break the Italian stalemate and pin down German forces in southern Europe. Worn 

down by unrelenting pressure from the British, the Americans finally agreed to the hastily planned 

and ill-equipped invasion. The commander of the operation, General John Lucas, summed up 

American misgivings on the eve of the Allied landing, writing: “The whole affair has a strong odor 

of Gallipoli and apparently the same amateur is still on the coach’s bench.” Trapped on the 

beachhead in what the Germans referred to as “the world’s largest self-sustaining prisoner-of-war 

campground,” the Anzio campaign resulted in some of the bitterest fighting of the war.147  

 

Organizational Structure 

A final, hitherto unexplored, barrier to capability aggregation in coalitions and alliances is 

organizational structure. The remaining chapters of the dissertation develop and test the argument 
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that organizational structure influences capability aggregation and hence multinational military 

success.   

 

Increasing, Linear, or Decreasing Marginal Returns to Capability Aggregation 

 Together, the theoretical and empirical challenges presented here suggest that alliances and 

coalitions are more likely to exhibit decreasing rather than increasing or constant returns. Though 

many of the limitations described here may be mitigated by the presence of liaison officers and 

other efforts at coordination, they are unlikely to be entirely overcome.  

 

Figure 2.2: Decreasing vs. Linear Returns to Capability Aggregation in Multinational War 

              

Figure 2.2 illustrates both the standard constant (i.e., linear) representation of capability 

aggregation typified by much of the IR literature as well as the decreasing returns relationship 

hypothesized here. In Chapter 3, I develop a theory that accounts for the variation exhibited by 

multinational fighting arrangements (denoted by the letters A, B, and C in Figure 2.2).   
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Conclusion 

Given the interoperability, logistical, doctrinal, communication, and political challenges 

outlined above it should come as no surprise that military leaders have often preferred to fight 

alone rather than as a part of a coalition or alliance. Commanders in World War I drew this lesson 

early on. Upon being relieved from the profitless Franco-British expedition at Salonika French 

General Maurice Sarrail remarked to French Prime Minister Georges Clemenceau, “Since I have 

seen alliances at work, I have lost something of my admiration for Napoleon.”148 The British 

reached the same conclusion. So exasperated with fighting alongside the French was General 

Douglas Haig that he is said to have declared, “if I only had to deal with the Germans.”149 (King 

George VI of England expressed a similar sentiment in 1940 upon learning of the disaster at 

Dunkirk writing, “Personally, I feel happier now that we have no allies to be polite to & to 

pamper.”)150  

American military commanders drew much the same lesson from World War I. A 

generation afterwards, Major General Fox Connor summed up American attitudes to the war, 

thusly: “Dealing with the enemy is a simple and straightforward matter when contrasted with 

securing close cooperation with an ally.”151 The close but tumultuous relationship between the 
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Americans and British in World War II only reinforced this lesson. The commander of the U.S. 

Fifth Army General Mark Clark observed that during the Italian campaign, “I was about ready to 

agree with Napoleon’s conclusion that it is better to fight Allies than to be one of them.”152 Even 

Churchill, for all his public remonstrations of  “a noble brotherhood of arms,” acknowledged the 

uneasy accord that existed between partners in war, declaring in April 1945, “There is only one 

thing worse than fighting with allies, and that is fighting without them!”153 Reading these quotes 

one is reminded of the words of an English novelist a generation earlier, who wrote, “War teaches 

us not to love our enemies but to hate our allies.”154 And yet, for all their problems, states continue 

to cooperate militarily in wartime suggesting that the effort remains worth the trouble.
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Chapter 3 

A Theory of Institutional Change in Multinational War 

 

Why do wartime partnerships differ in their organizational makeup and performance? In 

this chapter I introduce a theory to explain both variation in the design of these partnerships as 

well as the relationship between design choices and the effectiveness of these arrangements. To 

make the problem tractable, I focus on one design feature, that of command and control, in 

particular. I proceed from the starting point that wartime partnerships, regardless of whether they 

are formal alliances or ad hoc coalitions, constitute a type of international security institution.155 

As such, these relationships adhere to a similar ‘institutional’ logic. As with other international 

institutions, coalitions and alliances serve as commitment and signaling devices that help states 

get more information about the interests, preferences, and intentions of other states in the 

international system.156 In addition to performing this important informational role, however, 

security institutions also perform other functions, most significantly the coordination of war 

fighting activities among multiple militaries. 

Wartime partnerships among states resemble international institutions in other ways as 

well. First, like other major institutions, they are organized in radically different ways. Profound 

differences in wartime partnerships exist such that no two are ever the same.157 Second, and related, 
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these differences are purposeful and originate from the rational calculations and strategic 

interactions among the actors creating them.158 Following the rational design literature, I argue 

that states use international institutions to further their own goals and that the design choices states 

make about institutions have functional implications.159 

To make the problem of institutional design in wartime partnerships manageable, I focus 

on a particular design feature: command and control systems. I chose this design feature because 

it exhibits variation on many of the key measurement dimensions used to characterize institutions, 

such as scope, centralization, control, and flexibility.160 In addition to incorporating variation along 

these dimensions, command and control systems perform important functional roles, like the 

exercise and management of authority. Given the centrality and importance of authority in 

international relations, and international conflict in particular, the focus on this design feature 

makes a lot of sense. 

Below, I argue that international security institutions like alliances and coalitions evolve 

as a direct response to the changing circumstances of war, in particular, battlefield defeats. States 

respond to growing battlefield losses by altering institutional design features in the hope that total 
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defeat can be avoided. Moreover, because of the fear of defeat, the reforms implemented often 

result in greater rather than less coordination, leading to improved military performances. The 

remainder of this chapter proceeds as follows. I begin by introducing a hierarchical framework for 

discussing authority in multinational operations. From this, I develop a typology of different 

command and control structures possible in wartime. I then lay out my own theory of institutional 

change, beginning with an explanation for why, despite being initially reluctant to do so, wartime 

partnerships typically become more integrated over time, and argue that one functional result of 

greater integration is improved military effectiveness. A discussion of alternative explanations for 

institutional change and performance follows. The latter half of the chapter is devoted to a 

discussion of the research design as well as my strategy for dealing with the methodological 

challenges of the study. The chapter concludes with a brief summary of my argument.  

 

Command and Control  

‘Command and control’ has been called the “eternal function” of military organizations 

and the “essence of coalition warfare.”161 Although the term only formally entered the military 

lexicon after World War II, some notion of what today is commonly referred to as command and 

control has always existed. Traditionally defined as the exercise of authority and direction of forces 

in battle by a commander, the modern doctrinal concept of command and control – or  C2 – has 

evolved considerably in recent years.162 Originally introduced as a single, uniform concept, the 

																																																								
161 Martin Van Creveld, Command in War (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1985), 9; Kenneth Allard, 
Command, Control, and the Common Defense, revised edition (Washington, DC: National Defense University, 
1996),18; Anthony J. Rice, “Command and Control: The Essence of Coalition Warfare,” Parameters, (Spring 1997): 
152-67. 
162 Prior to World War II, the term command was generally used. From 1948 until 1960, the terms ‘command’ and 
‘control’ were listed as separate entries in the DOD dictionary of military terminology. The first edition of the 
dictionary to include an entry for ‘command and control’ is the February 1962 version. A Dictionary of United States 
Military Terms: Prepared for Joint Usage of the Armed Services by the Joint Chiefs of Staff Department of Defense 
(Washington, DC: Public Affairs Press, 1963), 50. The West Point Military History Series Definitions and Doctrine 
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term is now almost exclusively reserved for use at the national level, while at the multinational 

level the concept has been disaggregated into two separate, but related terms (‘command’ and 

‘control’) and stratified according to the operational and tactical levels of war.163 More recently, 

the military principle of command and control has spawned a host of closely related (and often, 

similarly named) doctrinal offshoots, such as: command, control, and communications (C3); 

command, control, communications, and intelligence (C3I); and command, control, 

communications, computers and intelligence (C4I).164 Each of these is a derivative of the original 

term, however, and thus encompasses many of the core tenets of military authority traditionally 

associated with the concept of command and control. However, because I am primarily interested 

in understanding the variation in the exercise of authority and direction of force in battle, and the 

																																																								
of the Military Art, ed. Thomas E. Griess (Wayne: Avery Publishing Group Inc., 1985), 88-9; Michael Keane, 
Dictionary of Modern Strategy and Tactics (Annapolis: Naval Institute Press, 2005), 41; David S. Alberts and Richard 
E. Hayes, Command Arrangements for Peace Operations (Washington, DC: CCRP Publications Series, 1995), 4.  
163 Military theorists typically distinguish between multiple levels of warfare. While Clausewitz perceived war 
according to two dimensions (strategy and tactics) contemporary scholars have identified 3, 4, or more levels of war. 
Current U.S. doctrine identifies three levels: strategic, operational, and tactical. Following Liddell Hart, Cushman, 
and others, I add a fourth level of wartime direction, political. While the boundaries between the four sometimes blur, 
the focus of my analysis here is on the latter two levels of war – operational and tactical –and not the political and 
strategic levels, since the former are under the control of military authority while the latter fall under the purview of 
the politicians. Carl von Clausewitz, On War, edited and translated by Michael Howard and Peter Paret (Princeton 
University Press, Princeton, 1989), 128; B.H. Liddell Hart, Strategy, 2nd revised edition (New York: Penguin, 1991), 
319-22; Edward N. Luttwak, Strategy: The Logic of War and Peace, Revised edition. (Cambridge: Belknap Press, 
2001), 69-71; Joint Chiefs of Staff, Joint Publication 3-0: Joint Operations (Washington, D.C, August 2011) 
http://www.dtic.mil/doctrine/new_pubs/jp3_0.pdf (accessed December 1, 2014); John H. Cushman, Sr., “Command 
and Control of Theater Forces: Issues in Mideast Coalition Command,” Program on Information Resources Policy 
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1991), 9. 
164 Command and control is also conceptually related to another key military concept, intelligence, surveillance, and 
reconnaissance (ISR). Some of the newer terms, like Command, Control & Communications (or C3), however, do not 
add much since it is difficult to imagine a commander exercising authority and directing forces without first taking 
communications into account. Others reflect the technological advancements that have been made in recent years. The 
acronyms used here are those of the U.S. military. Although the North Atlantic Treaty Organization often employs 
similar acronyms, the technical meanings of each are often different. NATO, for example, uses the term C3 to denote 
‘consultation, command, and control,’ not communication. Joint Chiefs of Staff, Joint Publication 1-02: Dictionary 
of Military and Associated Terms (Washington, DC, November 2010) As Amended Through January 2015 
http://www.dtic.mil/doctrine/new_pubs/jp1_02.pdf (accessed 1 December 2014), A-22; North Atlantic Treaty 
Organization, AAP-15: NATO Glossary of Abbreviations Used in NATO Documents and Publications, (Brussels: 
NATO Standardization Agency, 2013)  http://www.dtic.mil/doctrine/doctrine/other/aap15.pdf (accessed 1 December 
2014), C-1; Robert R. Leonhard, et al., “A Concept for Command and Control,” Johns Hopkins APL Technical Digest 
29:2 (2010), 160. 
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resulting effect this has on military effectiveness, I use the original formulation and not these later 

variants, here.  

 

Table 3.1: National versus Multinational Command and Control Authorities 
National Command and Control Authorities  
 

Command and Control Administrative  
Operational  
Tactical 

 

Multinational Command and Control Authorities 

  

Command Operational (OPCOM) 
Tactical (TACOM) 

          

Control Operational (OPCON) 
Tactical (TACON) 

 

 

 

Command and Control at the National Level 

Though closely related and interconnected, the military principles of ‘command’ and 

‘control’ retain important differences.165 Within a monolithic national military, command 

generally refers to “the authority that a commander in the armed forces lawfully exercises over 

subordinates by virtue of rank or assignment.” Command embodies both the authority to issue 

																																																								
165 Although command may provide the basis for control, the two are generally treated as distinct from each other in 
current military usage. 
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orders to subordinates as well as the right to expect that the orders will be obeyed.166 Because 

military organizations function according to the chain of command, the principle of command can 

be considered the core ethos of the military profession.167  

Unlike command, which is a personal function and is vested in a single individual, control 

of military forces can be exercised by multiple people and organizations. In military terminology, 

control refers to the “regulation of forces and war fighting functions to accomplish the mission in 

accordance with the commander’s intent.” The regulation in question can take place 

simultaneously at multiple levels and often involves both individual commanders and military 

staffs. (While commanders can exercise both command and control authorities, staffs can only 

exercise the latter.) Often described as involving the organization, direction, and coordination of 

armed forces necessary to accomplish the mission, control includes everything from the regulation 

of administrative tasks to the direction and exercise of operational authority, and extends to 

combat, combat support, and combat service support forces.168 Although fundamental to the 

																																																								
166 Department of the Army, Field Manual 3-0: Operations (Washington, DC, 2008), http://downloads.army.mil/fm3-
0/FM3-0.pdf (accessed 1 December 2014), 5-1; Cushman, “Command and Control of Theater Forces: Issues in 
Mideast Coalition Command,” 46. 
167 Command authorities within national militaries follow the chain of command stipulated by the government of the 
country. However, it is not unusual for military organizations to have multiple branches of the chain of command. 
Within the U.S., for example, there are two branches of the chain of command: the administrative chain of command, 
which flows from the President in his capacity as commander-in-chief through the Secretary of Defense to the 
Secretaries of the Military Departments, and the operational chain of command, which flows from the President 
through the Secretary of Defense to the combatant commanders. Joint Chiefs of Staff, Joint Publication 1: Doctrine 
for the Armed Forces of the United States, (Washington, DC, March 2013), 
http://www.dtic.mil/doctrine/new_pubs/jp1.pdf (accessed 2 December 2014), xiii-xiv.  
168 The functions of control can be further subdivided into three types: administrative, operational, and tactical. 
Administrative control (or ADCON) is defined as the authority exercised by a commander and/or military staff over 
subordinates or other organizations on matters of personnel, management, supply, and services. In addition to standard 
matters of administration like pay and leave policies and logistics, this type of control includes such matters as 
discipline and internal organization. Australian Department of Defense, “A Historical Study of Operational Command: 
A Resource for Researchers,” by Noel Sproles and Alex Yates, DSTO-GD-0430 (Edinburgh, South Australia: DSTO 
Information Sciences Laboratory, 2005), 32; North Atlantic Treaty Organization, AJP-01 (D): Allied Joint Doctrine 
(Brussels: NATO Standardization Agency, December 2010), 6-1, 6-2; Joint Chiefs of Staff, Joint Publication 1-02, 
40, 50; Cushman, “Command and Control of Theater Forces: Issues in Mideast Coalition Command,” 47. 
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planning and execution of successful operations, the military authority that resides in control is 

always less than the authority that exists under command.169  

Taken together, command and control thus refers to all of the tasks and duties performed 

by a military leader in his capacity as commander. It consists of the direction of all aspects of 

operations through the issuance of orders to subordinates and includes all stages of the operations 

process from planning and preparation to execution and assessment. Command and control by its 

very nature therefore is fundamental to the success of military operations. As will become clear in 

the next section however, the exercise of command and control in multinational military operations 

is never entirely straightforward.  

 

Command and Control Authority in Multinational Operations 

Command and control as practiced in multinational operations involves varying degrees of 

authority. The delegation of this authority in wartime is notoriously complicated, however, even 

for well-established alliances like the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO). To distinguish 

between the command and control authority that resides in national commands and that which 

resides in multinational commands, military professionals have adopted a hierarchical model of 

command authority (shown in Figure 3.1). Although this ordering was first introduced by NATO 

in the late 1960s and early 1970s it has been widely emulated in the years since by other 

organizations and militaries for use in multinational missions.170  

																																																								
169 Department of the Army, FM 3-0, 5-1, 5-2; North Atlantic Treaty Organization, AJP-3(B): Allied Joint Doctrine 
for the Conduct of Operations (Brussels: NATO Standardization Agency, March 2011), 
http://www.cicde.defense.gouv.fr/IMG/pdf/20110316_np_otan_ajp-3b.pdf (accessed 4 March 2015) 1-26, 1-27. 
170 The command authorities discussed here pertain to wartime, only. NATO and other commanders of peacetime 
multinational forces are typically only granted coordination and not command authority. Thomas-Durrell Young, 
“NATO Command and Control for the 21st Century,” Joint Force Quarterly 29 (Autumn/Winter 2001-02): 41.  
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Command and control of military forces in multinational operations consists of four levels: 

operational command (OPCOM), operational control (OPCON), tactical command (TACOM), 

and tactical control (TACON). Each level or rung on the command ladder contains a different 

degree of operational authority. Additionally, each level of authority is a subset of the one(s) above 

it and as such can be delegated to a subordinate commander (e.g. TACON is a subset of TACOM, 

OPCON, and OPCOM).171 Both ‘operational command’ and ‘operational control’ pertain to the 

operational direction of war, defined as the orchestration of fighting units toward the execution of 

successful campaigns, while ‘tactical command’ and ‘tactical control’ are concerned with the 

tactical level of war where the fighting takes place. In general, the boundary distinctions between 

levels of war (i.e. between operational command and tactical command) are stronger and clearer 

than those within them (i.e., between operational command and operational control). Even so, the 

concepts are sometimes blurred together in practice.172 

 

Figure 3.1: Hierarchy of Operational Authority in Multinational Military Operations 
 

 

 

																																																								
171 Although in theory each can be delegated to members of another military body, in practice operational command 
of national forces is rarely delegated to foreigners. The highest level delegated in multinational military operations is 
therefore usually OPCON.  
172 Unfortunately, delegation of command authority in multi-party conflicts is one of the least developed areas of 
multinational doctrine. Young, “NATO Command and Control for the 21st Century,” 41. 
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OPCOM vs. OPCON 

The highest form of operational authority in multinational military operations is operational 

command, or OPCOM. Operational command involves the direction and exercise of authority by 

a commander over the entire operational process, from the planning and preparation of operations 

to their execution. OPCOM is defined as the authority of a commander to assign forces, specify 

tasks and missions, and delegate control to subordinate commanders. A commander with OPCOM 

authority is responsible for establishing campaign goals, identifying operational objectives, and 

overseeing a plan to achieve both. Operational control, or OPCON, by contrast, involves the 

operational direction and orchestration of the fighting units in the execution of a campaign and is 

a more limited form of authority than OPCOM. In general, OPCON is more readily transferable 

than OPCOM.173  

In multinational operations, where command still constitutes authority but where no formal 

legal authorization typically exists due to individual countries’ reluctance to surrender sovereignty 

over their armed forces, command is often restricted to the operational direction of forces. Both in 

the past as well as today, militaries have often been reluctant to surrender OPCOM of their forces 

in wartime to others.174 Most commanders of multinational forces are granted operational control 

instead. Commanders granted this operational authority can suggest, request, persuade, coax or 

cajole – but rarely order –members of another national military contingent to obey their 

instructions. As one retired U.S. lieutenant general with experience commanding multinational 

forces put it, “A subordinate of another nation can wriggle out of his control, or can drag his feet, 

																																																								
173 The temporary attachment of forces from one unit to another (either in peacetime or war) usually only involves the 
transfer of operational control, and not command authority. Charles T. Berry, Jr., “Understanding OPCON,” Joint 
Force Quarterly 57 (April 2010): 64.  
174 Military organizations have historically included a number of provisions or caveats before assigning responsibility 
for operational direction to a foreign commander. As a result, the authority typically exercised by multinational 
commanders is not only temporary but also often restricted. 
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or can ‘say yes and do no’.”175 Subordinates belonging to other militaries can do so since, even in 

cases where operational command has been temporarily relinquished, the foreign commander is 

without the traditional means of military enforcement, such as the power to administer discipline 

or issue promotions. The term operational command, as used internationally, therefore, implies a 

lesser degree of authority than what is meant within national militaries. Although OPCOM and 

OPCON can have varying degrees of authority in multinational commands, this authority is always 

less than that of full command, the term used within military circles to refer to the highest level of 

command possible.176  

 

TACOM vs. TACON 

 As subsets of OP-COM/CON, tactical command and tactical control lack the directive 

control associated with operational authority. Tactical command, or TACOM, is the authority to 

exercise command of combat units for the purposes of carrying out actions ordered by a higher 

authority. Tactical commanders in other words are responsible for the staging of missions. 

Commanders granted tactical command can assign tasks to subordinates but do not have authority 

over the choice of missions. Although the tactical commander may retain some control over how 

to carry out the mission, a commander with TACOM authority is generally not involved in 

discussions about the timing and selection of targets.  

Tactical control or TACON is inherent in tactical command and pertains to the local and 

immediate direction of forces in battle. As the lowest rung of the operational ladder, TACON is 

																																																								
175 Cushman, “Command and Control of Theater Forces: Issues in Mideast Coalition Command,” 49.	
176 Full command (or FULLCOM) pertains to the military authority and responsibility of a superior officer to issue 
orders to subordinates. Because it covers every aspect of military operations and administration, it exists only within 
national services. Cushman, “Command and Control of Theater Forces: Issues in Mideast Coalition Command,” 9, 
46-7, 49; North Atlantic Treaty Organization, AJP-3(B): Allied Joint Doctrine for the Conduct of Operations, 1-26, 
1-27.  
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the most limited of all the command and control authorities exercised by commanders in wartime. 

Commanders with tactical control have authority over the direction and control of movements or 

maneuvers of units within their immediate operational area only. They have no authority over the 

selection of the mission.177 

 

Operational and Tactical Authority in Historical Practice 

While the labels OP-COM/CON and TA-COM/CON, like the term command and control, 

are relatively recent creations, military professionals and states have long been aware of the 

existence of degrees of authority in wartime and jealously guarded their prerogatives. This is 

especially true of the distinction between operational command and operational control, the 

recognition of which, at least conceptually, predates the introduction of these terms in the 

aftermath of the Second World War.178 For example, despite the British government’s consent at 

the start of the war to have a French commander-in-chief lead the force (and Napoleon III’s 

laborious attempts to gain overall command notwithstanding), the British retained operational 

authority over their own naval and army forces in the Crimean War. In modern military usage, the 

British and French each retained OPCOM of their national contingents while the French exercised 

OPCON over the Anglo-French force as a whole.179  

																																																								
177 The concept of ‘tactical control’ predates that of ‘tactical command.’ Sproles and Yates, “A Historical Study of 
Operational Command,” 32; Berry, “Understanding OPCON,” 64. 
178 To the author’s best knowledge, the first appearance of the term OPCON from a multinational conflict in a U.S. 
military report or study occurred on 27 April 1968 in an After Action Report for 5th Special Forces Group. Thereafter, 
the term began appearing with growing frequency starting in late 1969. Department of the Army, Combat Operations 
After Action Report, Headquarters 2nd Brigade, 9th Infantry Division (APO San Francisco 96372, 27 April 1968), p. 
15 in Vietnam War: After Action Reports, Lessons Learned Documents, Battle Assessments (Beverly Hills: BACM 
Research, 2009). For a primer on the evolution of U.S. and NATO multinational doctrine and associated terminology, 
see Appendix C. 
179 Turkish and Sardinian forces, by contrast, were placed under the operational control of both British and French 
commanders. Guy Arnold, Historical Dictionary of the Crimean War (Boston: Rowman & Littlefield, 2002), 37; 
James B. Agnew, “The Great War That Almost Was: The Crimea, 1853-1856,” Parameters 3:1 (1973), 52.  
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Similarly, during the international relief expedition against the Boxers in 1900, operational 

command remained in the hands of the individual national commanders. Although designated 

commander-in-chief of the first expedition, the senior-most officer of coalition commanders, 

British Vice-Admiral Edward Seymour, was precluded from issuing orders to the Japanese, 

Russian, Italian, German, Austrian and American contingents of his multinational force. Instead, 

Seymour was forced to “beg leave to thank” each national commander for the continued 

cooperation of their forces in the mission. The actual day-to-day operational command thus fell to 

multiple commanders. Subsequent European commanders appointed to lead the expeditionary 

force were also not granted OPCOM authority. Thus, in spite of the existence on paper of a 

commander-in-chief, operational command of the multinational force changed as the situation 

warranted.180  

The delegation of OP-COM/CON in multinational conflicts can be tricky even for close 

allies.181 Delegation of command and control authority remained a delicate issue for the Americans 

and British throughout World War II, for example, despite the creation of comprehensive 

command and control procedures in several theaters. Problems regarding how much command and 

control authority to delegate to foreign commanders surfaced in every theater of war, even in the 

																																																								
180 A second multinational expeditionary force was commanded by British General Sir Alfred Gaselee. In August, the 
former chief of the German General Staff Count Alfred von Waldersee was appointed commander-in-chief of all 
coalition forces in China. However, Waldersee only arrived in the theater on 21 September, after the main hostilities 
had already been concluded. Even so, contemporary accounts refer to Waldersee’s command as being ‘more nominal 
than real.’ A.S. Dagett, America in the China Relief Expedition (Kansas City: Hudson-Kimberly Publishing Company, 
1903), 22-3; Arnold Henry Savage Lander, China and the Allies, vol. 1 (New York: Scribner, 1901), 87; David 
Bustamante, “Coalition Operational Command and Control – Lessons Learned from the Relief of Peking During the 
Boxer Rebellion,” Naval War College Report  (Newport: Joint Military Operations Department, Naval War College, 
2005), 4; William J. Duiker, Cultures in Collision: The Boxer Rebellion (San Rafael: Presidio Press, 1978), 191.  
181 Delegation of control can be a sensitive political issue in peacetime as well, particularly where nuclear weapons 
are concerned. In February 1966, President Charles De Gaulle announced France would be withdrawing from NATO’s 
integrated military structure following his government’s failed attempt to gain some control of the American nuclear 
weapons stationed in the country. France reentered the NATO Command Structure in 2009. “1966-1967: SHAPE 
Finds a New Home,” NATO Allied Command Operations History Corner,  
http://www.aco.nato.int/page1463252.aspx (accessed 19 March  2015). 
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European theater, where the Supreme Headquarters Allied Expeditionary Force (SHAEF), the 

most integrated wartime multinational command structure in history, was charged with directing 

the war. The American commander-in-chief of SHAEF, General Dwight D. Eisenhower, 

commanded the bureaucracy but not the forces in theater.182 Up to and through the invasion of 

France in the summer of 1944, Eisenhower only ever exercised at best partial operational control 

of Anglo-American forces in Europe.183 Actual command of the ground forces during the 

Normandy campaign fell to the British commander of the 21st Army Group, Bernard L. 

Montgomery. Although Eisenhower could direct Montgomery by making suggestions of broad 

policy or desired objectives, he was prevented from exercising full control over the battle under 

the complicated command and control structure in force at the time. Thus, while in theory 

Eisenhower was in charge of the multinational invasion force, in practice it was Montgomery that 

issued the actual operational orders to American and British ground commanders.184 

																																																								
182 Prior to becoming Supreme Allied Commander in Europe, Eisenhower had served as commander-in-chief of Allied 
Force Headquarters, responsible for the North African and Mediterranean theaters of operation. However in North 
Africa, as in Europe, Eisenhower did not exercise overall command of the day-to-day operations. The actual 
commander of ground operations in North Africa was General Sir Harold Alexander, who together with two other 
British officers (Air Chief Marshal Arthur Tedder and Admiral Sir Andrew Cunningham) was responsible for the 
overall conduct of the campaign. This command structure was the result of a deliberate attempt by the British early in 
the war to limit Eisenhower’s ‘Supreme Commander’ powers to only political and strategic issues, and would be 
replicated for the Allied invasion of Sicily in the summer of 1943. Stephen E. Ambrose, The Supreme Command: The 
War Years of Dwight D. Eisenhower (Jackson: University Press of Mississippi, 1991), 160-1. 
183 Eisenhower’s operational control of the Allied invasion in Normandy force was further truncated by the British 
refusal to assign him control over RAF Bomber Command. Although Eisenhower continued to push for complete 
operational control in the run up to the June 1944 invasion, he was only ever granted limited direction of the British 
bombers. Moreover, until February 1944, Eisenhower also lacked operational control of American Strategic Air 
Forces in Europe. Thus, while in theory Eisenhower, as European Theater Operations (ETO) commander, was 
responsible for all invasion forces, in practice key elements of the multinational invasion force remained independent. 
Ambrose, The Supreme Command, 364-70; Richard M. Leighton, “Allied Unity of Command in the Second World 
War: A Study in Regional Military Organization,” Political Science Quarterly 67:3 (September 1952), 410; Paul 
Kennedy, “Military Coalitions and Coalition Warfare Over the Past Century,” in Coalition Warfare: An Uneasy 
Accord, ed. Keith Neilson and Roy A. Prete (Waterloo: Wilfred Laurier University Press, 1983), 13; John Keegan, Six 
Armies in Normandy: From D-Day to the Liberation of Paris (New York: Penguin Books, 1983), 55. 
184 According to Ambrose, Eisenhower was not consulted on individual maneuvers by Montgomery and often had to 
“nod his head in approval of a proposed movement.” Under this arrangement, Eisenhower was prevented in the 
summer of 1944 from dealing directly with commanders of the British invasion force, like General Miles C. Dempsey. 
As senior-most American commander in the theater, however, he could still communicate directly with the commander 
of American ground forces, General Omar Bradley. Ambrose, The Supreme Command, 429-434, 475; Keegan, Six 
Armies in Normandy, 55, 251. 
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Montgomery’s authorities over American forces in Europe only extended to operational control, 

however. Though Montgomery and the British Chiefs of Staff (BCOS) lobbied ferociously 

throughout the summer and into the winter of 1944 for complete operational command of all 

ground forces in theater, the Americans ultimately refused to acquiesce to this demand.185 The 

relocation of SHAEF from London to Valognes, France in September 1944 enabled Eisenhower 

to assume control of both the British and American Army groups, terminating Montgomery’s 

operational authority of the land battle.186 Within two weeks of the transfer of authority over 

ground forces by Montgomery to SHAEF, however, Eisenhower’s command and control authority 

was fractured once more by the decision of the Combined Chiefs of Staff (CCS) – the Anglo-

American committee comprised of the British Chiefs of Staff and the American Joint Chiefs of 

Staff created in 1942 to direct the global war effort – to remove both American and British strategic 

air forces from his control.187 Thus, for much of the European war, OPCOM and OPCON were 

divided between American and British commanders. Command and control authority in other 

theaters during the Second World War was even more bifurcated. In general, a commander’s 

																																																								
185 The British general’s operational control of all ground forces in Western Europe lasted from Operation Overlord 
in June through Operations Dragoon in August 1944. The commander of 12th Army Group, Omar Bradley, threatened 
to resign if Montgomery was given operational command of all ground forces. To the consternation of Bradley and 
other American commanders, however, Eisenhower once again granted Montgomery operational control over two 
American armies (the U.S. First and Ninth Armies) during the Battle of the Bulge in the winter of 1944-45. While the 
First Army was returned to 12th Army Group after the battle, the Ninth Army only reverted back to Bradley’s control 
in April 1945. Ambrose, The Supreme Command, 563, 580; Leighton, “Allied Unity of Command in the Second World 
War,” 410; W.G.S. Thompson, “Supreme Command,” RUSI Journal 91 (February 1946): 197. 
186 Martin Blumenson, “General Bradley’s Decision at Argentan (13 August 1944),” in Command Decisions ed. Kent 
Roberts Greenfield (Washington, DC: Office of the Chief of Military History, Department of the Army, 1960), 401; 
Carlo D’Este, Fatal Decision: Anzio and the Battle for Rome (New York: Harper Collins, 1991), 69; Ambrose, The 
Supreme Command, 499. 
187 Command of the British strategic air forces was returned to the Royal Air Force Marshall Charles Portal, while the 
American strategic air forces were given to General Henry “Hap” Arnold, Commanding General of the Army Air 
Forces. The Papers of George Catlett Marshall, ed. Larry I. Bland and Sharon Ritenour Stevens  (Lexington: The 
George C. Marshall Foundation, 1981).  Electronic version based on The Papers of George Catlett Marshall, vol. 4, 
“Aggressive and Determined Leadership,” June 1, 1943–December 31, 1944  (Baltimore and London: The Johns 
Hopkins University Press, 1996), 583–584; Ambrose, The Supreme Command, 500-1. 
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control over forces in World War II varied by theater and operation.188 (Chapter 6 deals with 

operational and tactical command and control in the Korean War.) 

Command and control authority in Vietnam was similarly disconnected. Although the 

South Vietnamese Army (RVNAF) briefly considered sharing command of its forces with the 

Americans in 1965, its senior military leadership reversed their position after Hanoi began 

referring to South Vietnam as Washington’s ‘lackey’ following the publication of reports of 

discussions of shared command authority in May of 1965. Though in time provisions were adopted 

for the temporary ‘tactical direction’ of Saigon’s forces in the case of an emergency, the U.S. and 

South Vietnam retained mostly independent operational control over their forces during the war.189  

Operational authority over third country contingents (officially known as Free World 

Military Assistance Forces) in Vietnam was also divided. On May 5, 1965, shortly after the arrival 

of the first U.S. combat troops in theater, a Military Working Agreement was signed between 

Australia and the United States granting operational control of Australian combat forces in 

Vietnam to the Commander of the U.S. Military Assistance Command Vietnam, or 

COMUSMACV, General William Westmoreland. Similar written agreements were concluded 

between the Americans and the New Zealand and Filipino armies, but not with the South Korea 

(ROK) Army. Although the latter refused to conclude a written agreement assigning operational 

																																																								
188 Although by war’s end there were eight operational theaters (Europe, North Africa, the Mediterranean, the Middle 
East, Southeast Asia, and the Central, South and Southwest Pacific areas), there were only ever three Allied 
Headquarters, each headed by a supreme commander: Eisenhower in Europe; Sir General Henry Maitland Wilson 
(and later, Sir Harold Alexander) in the Mediterranean, and Admiral Lord Louis Mountbatten in Southeast Asia. The 
Americans exerted overwhelming influence in the Pacific and Southwest Pacific theaters while the British maintained 
their own sphere of influence in the Middle East and Mediterranean. Leighton, “Allied Unity of Command in the 
Second World War,” 407, 417; Corelli Barnett, “Problems of Coalition War,’ RUSI Journal 126:3 (September 1981), 
9. 
189 Although the U.S.Military Assistance Command, Vietnam, retained operational control of third country forces in 
Vietnam for the duration of the war, it lacked operational control of the RVNAF for much of the conflict. Graham A. 
Cosmos, The Joint Chiefs of Staff and the War in Vietnam, 1960-1968 (Part 2) (Washington, DC: Office of the 
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, 2012), 322-3; Willard J. Webb, The Joint Chiefs of Staff and the War in Vietnam, 
1969-1970 (Washington, DC: Office of the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, 2002), 15, 185. 
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control of their forces in Vietnam to the Americans, the commander of ROK forces in Vietnam, 

Major General Chae Myung Shin, subsequently promised to act as though under the orders of 

Westmoreland, provided the directions were issued as requests and not orders. In practice, 

however, the Koreans often conducted operations independently of the Americans.190 However, 

with the exception of South Vietnamese and Korean forces, the U.S. military exercised operational 

control (but never command) of most multinational ground combat forces in Vietnam throughout 

the decade-long conflict in Southeast Asia. 

Although the concept of command and control continued to evolve in the decades 

afterwards, the wars of the mid-twentieth century (World War II, Korea, and Vietnam) more than 

any other conflict or series of conflicts in modern times, did the most to ferment the notion of 

multiple degrees or levels of command and control authority.191 Together with this new 

understanding of operational authority, a new vocabulary quickly took root. Starting in the 1950s 

and 1960s new terms like ‘OPCOM’ and ‘OPCON’ emerged. Other terms, like ‘TACON,’ soon 

followed and began appearing with increased frequency in the 1980s. By the end of the Cold War, 

this new nomenclature had been firmly established within the doctrines of national militaries as 

well as international organizations like the United Nations and NATO.192 While the terminology 

																																																								
190 Cosmos, The Joint Chief of Staff and the War in Vietnam, 1960-1968, 435. 
191 Some countries have expanded the concept of command and control even further. Current UK doctrine, for 
example, distinguishes between 8 types of command relationships (full command (Full Comd,) Operational Command 
(OPCOM), Operational Control (OPCON), Tactical Command (TACOM), Tactical Control (TACON), Under 
Command for Administration (UCADMIN), Under Command for Administration (with Caveats) (UCADMINLESS) 
and Under Command for Daily Maintenance (UCDM)), while Dutch doctrine identifies 7 levels of command and 
control authority (full command (FULLCOM), operational command (OPCOM), operational control (OPCON), 
tactical command (TACOM), tactical control (TACON), administrative control (ADCON) and logistic control 
(LOGCON).  UK Ministry of Defense, Army Doctrine Publication: Operations (Swindon, UK, November 2010) 
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/army-doctrine-publication-operations (accessed 14 February  2015), 6-
22; Ministry of Defence of the Netherlands, Joint Doctrine Publication 5: Command and Control (The Hague: 
Netherlands Defence Staff, March 2012), 50.  
192 For a discussion of command and control structures in multinational operations other than war, see Alberts and 
Hayes, Command Arrangements for Peace Operations. Current NATO doctrine stipulates that, “No NATO or 
coalition commander has full command over the forces assigned to him since, in assigning forces to NATO, nations 
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may be a late-twentieth century creation, careful and detailed analysis of historical records (as the 

examples here illustrate) allow the researcher to determine the exact degree of operational 

authority practiced in earlier multinational conflicts prior to the formal adoption of these terms, 

enabling us to apply the labels retroactively.  

 

Command and Control Architecture  

The array of command authorities described above are arranged together in the form of 

different organizational systems known as command and control (C2) structures. Consisting of 

military staffs, procedures, and technical means, these structures enable commanders to perform 

their duties and exercise control over peacetime as well as wartime operations. The command and 

control structure is what allows commanders to manage the entire command and control process. 

It is through the command and control system in other words that commanders with OP-

COM/CON authority are able to discharge their planning, directing, and coordinating duties.193 

Command and control structures can take a variety of forms, however, both at the national and 

multinational level.  

At the national level, command and control arrangements can be separate or integrated.194 

Although many national command and control systems today are integrated in the sense that a 

single individual or chain of command retains ultimate direction of authority, this was not always 

																																																								
will delegate only operational command or operational control.” North Atlantic Treaty Organization, AAP-06 NATO 
Glossary of Terms and Definitions, (Brussels: NATO Standardization Agency, 2012), 2-F-7.  
193 While the actual command and control authorities reside with commanders, the execution of this authority occurs 
via the command and control system. Frank M. Snyder, “Command and Control and Decision Making,” in Principles 
of Command and Control ed. Jon L. Boyes and Stephen J. Andriole (Washington, DC: Armed Forces Communications 
and Electronics Association (AFCEA) International Press, 1987), 17-19; Van Creveld, Command in War, 262. 
194 Within the U.S., the official terms for these two types of command structure are ‘specified’ and ‘unified’. While 
specified commands come from a single military department, unified commands encompass forces from multiple 
services. Cynthia A. Watson, Combatant Commands: Origins, Structure, and Engagement (Santa Barbara: Praeger, 
2011), 6. 
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the case. For much of its history, for example, the U.S. armed forces maintained separate command 

and control systems for each of its service branches.195 Fear of concentrating authority over the 

military in any single government institution made America’s founding fathers reluctant to 

establishing a standing military and led them to assign dual control of the military to the Congress 

and Presidency.196 This legacy of divided control extended down to the level of the respective 

services. From 1798 until 1947, the Army and Navy operated under separate command and control 

structures.197 In practice, this meant that the senior-most Army and Navy commanders retained 

command and control authority for their own service. (Ultimately, of course, both services 

remained under the strategic direction of the President under the official chain of command.) As a 

direct consequence of this divided command structure, the two services often operated 

independently in wartime. It was not until the Mexican War of 1846-48 that the Army and Navy 

conducted their first large scale ‘joint’ operation together.198 During the Spanish-American and 

First World wars, the Army and Navy relied on a doctrine of ‘mutual cooperation’ to carry out 

joint operations.199 The development of air power in the early twentieth century further 

complicated the command and control structure of the U.S. armed services, with both the Navy 

and the Army fighting for control of this new method of waging war. Ultimately, it was the attack 

on Pearl Harbor and America’s subsequent entry into World War II that led the U.S. military 

																																																								
195 The United States has five branch services: the Army, the Navy, the Air Force, the Coast Guard and the Marines. 
196 Samuel P. Huntington, The Soldier and the State: The Theory and Politics of Civil-Military Relations (Cambridge: 
Harvard University Press, 2000), 163-92; Allard, Command, Control, and Common Defense, 21-2. 
197 Until 1798, the War Department oversaw both Army and Navy functions. The possibility of a naval war with 
France however pushed Congress to create a separate Department of the Navy. Both services had cabinet-level status 
until 1947. Allard, Command, Control, and Common Defense, 26-27. 
198 I follow current U.S. and NATO practice and use the term ‘joint’ to mean inter-service and the term ‘combined’ to 
mean inter-state. Prior to World War II, however, the two terms were often used interchangeably by militaries. The 
British, for example, used the term ‘combined’ to refer to inter-service activities, which today are called ‘joint’. Sproles 
and Yates, “A Historical Study of Operational Command,” 8.  
199 Joint operations of the Army and Navy in the American Civil War have been described as ‘ad hockery writ large.’ 
Allard, Command, Control, and Common Defense, 43, 47, 64. 
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establishment to conclude that some form of integration of the command and control structures of 

the two services would be necessary for the successful prosecution of wars in the future. While 

Eisenhower was able to achieve a semblance of command authority over each of the armed 

services in the European theater, it was not until after the war, with the passage of the National 

Security Act of 1947, that a single command structure was finally established with the creation of 

the Department of Defense. Although the Army and Navy, shortly to be joined by the creation of 

a third service branch (Air Force), would retain their independent status, the coordination and 

direction of all branches of the armed forces would henceforth fall under the Secretary of 

Defense.200  

The National Security Act of 1947 also led to the creation of a new defense organizational 

scheme, the Unified Combatant Command (UCC) system, to structure the United States’ post-war 

global military presence. The UCC established a system of single (or ‘unified’) commands in 

which forces from two or more military services were assigned functional or geographical 

responsibilities for carrying out continuing, broad missions abroad. Originally comprised of seven 

regional commands, the commanders of each of these commands (also called Combatant 

Commanders) were delegated full operational control over the forces assigned to them by the Joint 

Chiefs of Staff in both peacetime as well as conflict.201 Following a series of high profile failures 

																																																								
200 Many of the Army-Navy operational problems in World War II centered around the Army Air Force. The service 
disagreements during the war were so severe that, afterwards, President Harry Truman confided to his staff: “We must 
never fight another war the way that we fought the last two. I have the feeling that if the Army and Navy had fought 
our enemies as hard as they fought each other, the war would have ended much earlier.” Charles A. Stevenson, 
“Underlying Assumptions of the National Security Act of 1947,” Joint Force Quarterly 48:1 (2008), 130; Allard, 
Command, Control, and Common Defense, 99, 107.  
201 The official acronym for ‘combatant command’ is CCMD. Many trade publications however continue to use the 
old abbreviation, COCOM. Under law, the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff is charged with reviewing the UCC 
system (including the boundaries and responsibilities of each command) every two years and recommending changes 
to the Secretary of Defense and the President via a document known as the Unified Command Plan (UCP). The UCC 
system has undergone a number of reorganizations over the years, such as the creation of a new regional command 
(AFRICOM) in 2008. The current U.S. force structure is comprised of nine regional and functional commands: 
USAFRICOM, USEUCOM, USCENTCOM, USNORTHCOM, USSOUTHCOM, USSTRATCOM, and 
USTRANSCOM. Marcus Weisgerber, “DoD Weighs Major COCOM Realignment,” Defense News (April 11, 2013); 
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in joint operations in the early 1980s, a number of reforms to the UCC system were implemented 

under the Goldwater-Nichols Reorganization Act of 1986 further enhancing the power of the 

combatant commanders at the expense of the services.202 The current U.S. military practice of 

having forces from multiple services report to a single commander is thus a relatively recent 

development. For much of its history, the command and control authorities within the U.S. armed 

forces were administered independently by each of the service branches.  

Other armed forces have undergone similar transformations in their national command and 

control arrangements. Up until recently, for example, the United Kingdom retained separate 

command and control structures for each service. In practice, this meant that command often fell 

to multiple national commanders in wartime. During the Falklands War, for example, command 

and control of the invasion force was split between commanders from the navy and army.203 

However, in 2013, following the largest defense reorganization in a generation, the United 

Kingdom established the Joint Forces Command to exercise command and control authority over 

																																																								
Edward J. Drea, et al., “History of the Unified Command Plan,” (Washington, DC: Office of the Chairman of the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff, 2013), 100, 107. 
202 Probably the biggest debacle in modern U.S. joint operations occurred during the 1983 invasion of Grenada when 
the lack of pre-operational planning as well as incompatible communications equipment between Navy, Marine, and 
Army units inhibited close coordination in combat. Even the partial absence of interservice coordination can lead to 
serious problems during combat. For example, in a widely reported incident during the Grenada operation, a U.S. 
paratrooper was forced to place a long distance commercial telephone call to Fort Bragg, North Carolina to request 
gunship support for his unit which was under attack. Richard Stewart, Operation Urgent Fury: The Invasion of 
Grenada, October 1983, U.S. Army Center of Military History CMH Pub 70-114-1 (Washington, DC: Government 
Printing Office, 2008), 10, 22, 26, 31; Stephen Anno and William Einspahr, “Command and Control and 
Communications Lessons Learned: Iranian Rescue, Falklands Conflict, Grenada Invasion, Libya Raid,” (Maxwell Air 
Force Base: Air University, U.S. Air Force, May 1988), 42-3; Cynthia A. Watson, Combatant Commands: Origins, 
Structure, and Engagement (Santa Barbara: Praeger, 2011), 13-15; Andrew Feickert, “The Unified Command Plan 
and Combatant Commands: Backgrounds and Issues for Congress,” Congressional Research Service Report RF2077, 
(Washington, DC: Congressional Research Service, 3 January 2013), 1-5; Allard, Command, Control and Common 
Defense, 1-5,195-6.  
203 While all naval operations were under the commander-in-chief of the Fleet, Admiral Sir John Fieldhouse, all land 
operations fell to the Commander, Land Forces, Major General Jeremy Moore. Stephen E. Anno and William E. 
Einspahr, “Command and Control and Communications Lessons Learned: Iranian Rescue, Falklands Conflict, 
Grenada Invasion, Libya Raid” (Maxwell Air Force Base, Alabama) May 1988, 25. 
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forces from all three armed services (Army, Navy, and Royal Air Force).204 In general, the trend 

within most modern militaries has been toward greater integration of command over the armed 

services in recent years.  

Thus, although in theory there are an infinite number of ways to execute command and 

control authorities within a military organization, command and control approaches in national 

militaries have historically taken one of only two forms, separate or integrated. The types of 

command and control structures adopted in multinational conflicts form a more complicated 

picture.   

 

Types of Multinational Command and Control Structures 

 At the multinational level, command and control arrangements take a variety of forms. In 

multinational operations other than war (OOTW) such as peacekeeping and humanitarian 

missions, the command and control relationships are often ad hoc and not easily classifiable. In 

general though, full authority is never ceded to the commander of a multinational peacekeeping 

force. The United Nations, which lacks a standing force, is forced to draw troops from member 

states and as a result often struggles to establish command and control arrangements for its 

missions. The practice of member states retaining command and control over their forces has led 

to a host of problems in peacekeeping missions in the past. During humanitarian operations in 

Rwanda in the mid-1990s, for example, the French operated entirely outside the United Nations 

																																																								
204 The UK Armed Forces today are comprised of four commands: Navy, Army, Air, and Joint Forces. The decision 
to commit armed forces to operations rests with the Prime Minister. Under the new defense model, the Commander 
of Joint Forces Command (JFC) is responsible for both the planning and execution of all joint (or potentially, joint) 
national and UK-led multinational operations outside of the UK. The JFC commander is charged with commanding, 
directing, and preparing all multi-service operations, and, in his capacity as such, exercises authority over members 
of each of the three armed services. The JFC Commander reports to the Chief of the Defense Staff (CDS), the British 
governments main military advisor. Ministry of Defence, “How Defence Works,” version 4.1 (30 September 2014), 
25. Ministry of Defence, UK Operations Doctrine Joint Publication Doctrine 01, (Swindon:  The Development, 
Concepts and Doctrine Centre, November 2014). 
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Assistance Mission for Rwanda (UNAMIR). Although officially under the UN mandate, the 

French preferred to exercise control over their own troops and in practice operated independently 

from the larger UN mission.205  

A similarly idiosyncratic command structure existed during the United Nations Operations 

in Somalia (UNOSOM II). Although eighteen countries ultimately contributed military personnel 

to the two-year UN mission, only fourteen of them reported directly to the Force Commander, 

Lieutenant General Cevik Bir of Turkey. With the exception of U.S. forces, which were only 

nominally under his tactical control, Bir exercised operational control for the entire multinational 

force.206 Because command authorities in peacetime usually vary depending on the nature and 

scale of each mission command structures in UN operations are often ad hoc.  

Although multinational command and control arrangements in war have also historically 

taken a variety of forms, they can in general be distilled into three types: independent; combined; 

or unified.207 As with any typology however, a number of caveats are warranted. First, as in 

peacekeeping operations, full command and control authority is almost never ceded to the wartime 

commander of a multinational force. This is true even in cases where forces from multiple 

																																																								
205 Alberts and Hayes, Command Arrangements for Peace Operations, 56. 
206 During UNISOM II, Morocco, Zimbabwe, and Botswana granted operational control of their forces to the French. 
Alberts and Hayes, Command Arrangements for Peace Operations, 33-5.  
207 Other organizational classifications are possible. Current U.S. doctrine, for example, identifies three types of 
multinational command structures: integrated; lead nation; and parallel. NATO doctrine also allows for three 
command models but uses different categories (fully integrated, lead nation, and framework nation) and meanings. 
Although elements of each of these categories overlap with the multinational command structures introduced here, 
the categories are not equivalent. Integrated command structures, as defined by the U.S. military, for example, are 
characterized by the designation of a single command and a staff composed of representatives from all member 
nations. Examples of integrated multinational command structures include NATO and the North American Aerospace 
Defense Command (NORAD). However, under the classification scheme developed here, multinational command 
structures with single commanders are designated as ‘unified’. The second element of the integrated command 
definition – that of a multinational staff body or organization – is a characteristic of both combined and unified 
commands. Another difference between the U.S. and my classification scheme is the hierarchical ordering of the 
commands. While integrated commands are afforded the greatest degree of control in the U.S. typology, unified 
commands afford the greatest control in the system used here. Joint Chiefs of Staff, Joint Publication 1: Doctrine for 
the Armed Forces of the United States, II-22; Joint Chiefs of Staff, Joint Publication 3-16: Multinational Operations, 
II-4, II-15; North Atlantic Treaty Organization, AJP-01 (D): Allied Joint Doctrine, 3-4, 3-5.  
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countries operate under a single commander, a command arrangement often referred to as ‘unified 

command.’ In most multiparty conflicts, forces from other countries are only on loan to the 

commander of the multinational force. Because the commanders do not “own” the forces assigned 

to them, they lack the full range of authority and responsibility inherent in the concept of national 

military command discussed above. Second, command relationships within multinational wars in 

practice may take any number of shapes beyond the three broad categories identified here. 

Therefore, rather than constitute an exhaustive class, each of these organizational forms should be 

thought of as an ideal type existing along a spectrum or continuum of command and control 

relationships, from least integrated to most. (Figure 3.2 shows the continuum of command 

relationships in multinational wars.) Because, as noted above, multinational forces often adopt 

different degrees of operational authority, there may be multiple kinds of unified or combined 

command systems. Actual command relationships however will be more or less similar to each of 

the three categories identified here. For purposes of comparison, I classify each multinational 

command and control relationship into one of these three types. Command and control 

arrangements vary by both time and space. Thus, insofar as command structures can differ by 

theater or campaign, multiple command structures can exist simultaneously in a single conflict. 

 

Figure 3.2: Organizational Structures in Multinational Wars 
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Independent Command 

At one end of the command and control spectrum in multinational war is the independent 

command structure, the least integrated type of command relationship possible. This multinational 

command structure is characterized by separate chains of command and control. A command 

structure in a multinational war is said to be independent when militaries exercise autonomous 

control over their own forces. Command and control under this arrangement in other words is 

purely national; no operational authority is shared with other countries. Independent command 

structures however should not be confused with the concept of independent operations.208 Troops 

from multiple countries can still participate in operations together despite being under separate 

chains of command. Indeed, this is how co-belligerents on both sides fought much of World War 

I.  Though separated by different command channels, multinational forces with independent 

command structures need not fight separately. In other words, the existence of independent 

command structures in multinational war does not in itself preclude close operational cooperation 

from taking place, though often it will make it more difficult. The key characteristic of this type 

of command and control structure is separate chains of operational authority for each national 

military, not the physical separation or lack of communication between forces from different 

national contingents. Examples of independent command structures in multinational wars include 

the Prussians and Italians in the Seven Weeks War (also known as the Austro-Prussian War) and 

the Arab militaries in the 1948 Arab-Israeli War. 

 

 

																																																								
208 Forces from multiple countries may carry out operations together without it being an example of the second type 
of multinational command structure, ‘combined’ command, if the national forces remain under the operational 
command and control of their respective militaries. The terms quasi-independent or semi-independent may be used to 
refer to such cases. 
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Combined Command 

A second type of command structure in multinational war is combined command. 

Sometimes called ‘parallel’ or ‘hybrid’ command, this type of multinational command structure is 

characterized by the presence of multiple, overlapping chains of command and can be further 

subdivided into two types: ‘divided’ and ‘shared’.209 ‘Divided command,’ as defined here, refers 

to cases in which operational authority for part of a national contingent is temporarily assigned to 

a foreign commander, while ‘shared command’ refers to cases in which commanders from two or 

more national forces simultaneously exercise authority of the same force.210 Under the former, a 

single commander exercises authority over a bi-or-multi-national force, while under the latter, two 

or more different national commanders exercise authority together.211 In both cases, operational 

authority is bifurcated. For this reason, both are considered combined command. The command 

authority exercised in either arrangement need not be complete, however. Most cases of combined 

command typically involve situations in which operational control is either relinquished or shared 

for only a subset of forces. The conference of this authority can be temporary or last for the duration 

of the war.  

  

																																																								
209 Technically, both independent and combined multinational commands can be described as ‘parallel’ since both are 
characterized by the existence of multiple chains of command. Current U.S. practice however defines parallel 
command structures as commands where no single force commander is designated. Joint Chiefs of Staff, Joint 
Publication 3-16: Multinational Operations (Washington, DC, July 2013), II-6. 
210 Cases in which command and control authority is mixed (i.e. in which some units remain under national control 
while others are surrendered to a foreign commander) constitute examples of combined (‘divided’) command as 
understood here. As was noted earlier, however, forces from multiple countries may carry out operations together 
without it being a case of combined command. 
211 The former is what distinguishes combined command authority as defined here from the modern U.S. doctrinal 
concept of parallel command. Unlike in parallel command structures, a single force commander can exist under 
combined command if operational authority is temporarily transferred from one national commander to a foreign 
commander. Thus, while the absence of a single commander is the chief characteristic of the parallel command and 
control structure as defined by the U.S. military, it is not a criterion for my definition of combined command. Joint 
Chiefs of Staff, Joint Publication 3- 16, II-6; Rice, “Command and Control: The Essence of Coalition Warfare,” 152-
67. 
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Figure 3.3: Types of Combined Command Structures in Multinational Wars 
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The first kind of combined command structure, divided command, comes in a variety of 

shapes and is historically more common than the second form of combined command, shared 

command. Although in principle operational authority over forces can be surrendered according 

to any number of criteria, in practice it is often done on the basis of geography or service divisions. 

Shared command, as practiced, also comes in more than one form and can be further subdivided 

into decentralized or centralized types. In multinational wars, the sharing of operational authority 

can occur either either through ad hoc informal channels or via a formal coordination body.212 

Prior to the twentieth century, however, most shared commands were decentralized. Though 

commanders might exchange liaison officers, communication between national commanders 

occurred primarily through informal channels.  

An example of a wartime partnership that featured a more centralized form of organization 

is the Gulf War coalition. During the 1990-1 Gulf War, a new structure – known as the coalition 

coordination, communications and integration center (C3IC) – was created to manage 

multinational operations. Although this organization on its own did not exercise command 

																																																								
212 Outside of the United States this type of coalition arrangement is sometimes called a ‘hybrid’ command structure. 
Sproles and Yates, “A Historical Study of Operational Command,” 36. 
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authority over any units, it did serve as a clearinghouse for the transmission of orders from one 

national command chain to another.213 The existence of such a coordination body alone however 

is not enough to warrant designation as a combined command unless, as was the case in the Gulf 

War, operational authority is also bifurcated. During the war, political sensitivities required the 

creation of two chains of control authority, one Saudi, the other American. While the Saudis were 

granted operational authority over forces of the Islamic members of the coalition (and those of 

France), the Americans exercised operational authority of all other coalition forces.214 

Additionally, the U.S. and Saudi governments decided that (on paper, at least) Riyadh would 

provide ‘strategic direction’ of all multinational forces stationed within Saudi territory. Under a 

November 1990 agreement between the two countries, a Saudi general would be appointed to 

command the multinational force in case of an Iraqi invasion of Saudi Arabia while the Americans 

were given command for all operations outside the Kingdom.215  

 Cases such as the Gulf War in which operational authority is determined on the basis of 

geographical borders are an example of the first kind of combined command arrangement, in which 

authority is temporarily assigned to a foreign commander.216 Another example of a geographically 

																																																								
213 The actual operational orders were created by CENTCOM. Before these were transmitted to Saudi troops, however, 
a Saudi officer at C3IC would translate CENTCOM’s instructions into Arabic for the commander in chief of Saudi 
forces, Lieutenant General Khalid bin Sultan, to sign. Thomas C. Mandeles, Mark D. Hone and Sanford S. Terry, 
Managing “Command and Control” in the Persian Gulf War  (Westport: Praeger, 1996), 126; Barry A. Maxwell, 
“Establishing Theater Command and Controlling a Coalition of Nations: Requirements for U.S. Doctrine,” 
(Monograph, School of Advanced Military Studies, U.S. Army Command and General Staff College, Fort 
Leavenworth, 1992), 20-21. 
214 Rice, “Command and Control: The Essence of Coalition Warfare,” 29-30; Patricia Weitsman, Waging War: 
Alliances, Coalitions, and Institutions of Interstate Violence (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2014), 52-3; Nora 
Bensahel, “The Coalition Paradox: The Politics of Military Cooperation,” (Ph.D. diss., Stanford, 1999), 50-1; 
Maxwell, “Establishing Theater Command and Control,” 9-20.  
215 Sir Peter De La Billiere, Storm Command: A Personal Account of the Gulf War (London: Harper Collins, 1992), 
87-88; Bensahel, “The Coalition Paradox,” 51. 
216 The Ancient Greeks also determined command authority on the basis of territory. In Athens and Sparta’s alliances 
in the fifth and fourth centuries, each city-state exercised command of the multinational forces in action on its own 
territory. D.J. Mosley, “Athens’ Alliance with Thebes 339 B.C.,” Historia: Zeitschrift für Alte Geschichte Bd. 20, H. 
4 (3rd Qtr., 1971): 509.  
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determined combined command structure occurred during the Paraguayan War of 1864-70 (also 

known as the War of the Triple Alliance or Lopez War) between Paraguay and a coalition of Brazil, 

Argentina, and Uruguay. Under a treaty concluded in 1865, the three countries agreed to use a 

complicated geographical formula to determine who should command the multinational force. 

Operations undertaken by the multinational force within Argentine territory or along the 

Argentinian-Paraguay border were under the command of an Argentinian, while command of 

operations occurring everywhere else would be given to a Brazilian officer. In practice, this 

formula meant that operational authority often shifted in the course of the war.217  

A second kind of divided command structure involves the splitting of operational authority 

along service lines. Assigning control of ground and naval operations to commanders from 

different nations was a common historical practice until recently. In addition to determining 

operational authority on the basis of geography, Brazilian and Argentinian commanders in the 

Paraguayan War for example agreed to place all naval forces under Brazilian command. 

Dispersing operational authority between nations and services is often seen as an effective way to 

deal with political sensitivities while also guaranteeing some semblance of integration. For 

example, in preparation for the first Anglo-American offensive since the French and Indian War, 

British and American officials decided to divide operational authority in November 1942 for the 

invasion of North Africa (Operation Torch). A British commander, Admiral Andrew Cunningham, 

																																																								
217 The initial commander of the multinational force was Argentine General Bartolome Mitre. During the Concordia 
campaign in July 1865, over 80 percent of Mitre’s forces were Brazilian, a fact not lost on any of the Brazilian 
participants. After the sacking of Paraquay’s capital Asuncion in late 1867, Brazilian commander Luis Alves de Lima 
e Silva, Duke of Caxias replaced Mitre as head of the coalition forces. Charles Kolinski, Independence or Death: The 
Story of the Paraguayan War (Gainesville: University of Florida Press 1965), 93, 219; Chris Leuchars, To the Bitter 
End: Paraguay and the War of the Triple Alliance (Westport: Greenwood Press, 2002), 44, 164, 178; George Childs 
Kohn, Dictionary of Wars, revised edition (New York: Routledge, 1999), 354; Thomas Whigham, The Paraguayan 
War: Causes, and Early Conduct vol. 1 (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 2002), 357-9. 
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was appointed commander-in-chief of all Allied naval forces while command of ground operations 

was divided along national lines.218 

Of the three types of multinational command identified here, the category of combined 

command exhibits the most variation. Combined commands can be centralized or decentralized. 

The key criterion of these command relationships however is the sharing or division of operational 

authority among commanders of multiple nations. Because wars often feature multiple command 

arrangements, it is possible for co-belligerents to exercise more than one kind of combined 

command at the same time. In the Gulf War, for example, operational authority was both shared 

and divided while in the Paraguayan War it was only divided. Both cases however are examples 

of combined command. Regardless of the type of combined command structure adopted, national 

commanders under combined command generally have less latitude for independent action than 

when command is entirely separated.  

 

Unified Command 

The third type of command structure in multinational war is unified command. Under 

unified command, a single commander (often known as the ‘supreme commander’) exercises 

																																																								
218 Although Eisenhower was given command of the invasion force, once Anglo-American forces reached North 
African territory a new command structure took effect in which command authority was divided along national as 
well as service lines. During the Tunisia Campaign, British ground forces were under the command of Lieutenant 
General Kenneth Anderson while American forces were under the command of first Lloyd Fredendall, and later, 
George S. Patton. Because the commander of the French invasion contingent, General Henri Giraud, refused to take 
orders from the British, his forces operated under a different chain of command. By the end of 1942, the command 
structure had become thoroughly confused, “with Americans, British, and even some French units” all under 
Anderson’s command. Command of aerial forces was also divided along national lines, at least initially, with British 
units under the command of Air Marshall Sir William L. Welsh and the Americans under the command of General 
James H. Doolittle. American air units in North Africa were subsequently transferred to Welsh’s command, however. 
All air operations were ultimately under the command of the British therefore. “Eisenhower Report on ‘Torch,’” n.d., 
World War II Operational Documents, Combined Arms Research Digital Library, 
http://cgsc.contentdm.oclc.org/cdm/singleitem/collection/p4013coll8/id/110/rec/4  (accessed March 3, 2015); 
Ambrose, The Supreme Command, 75, 85, 140, 148. 
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operational authority over the entire multinational force.219 Unlike in divided command where a 

foreign commander exerts operational authority over only a portion of another country’s forces, 

unified command involves the command of all forces by a single person. Although command at 

lower levels may be stratified, the key characteristic of unified command is a chain of command 

flowing to a single individual with command authority over all forces in the coalition or alliance.220 

Unified command is both the most integrated type of command structure in multinational war and 

historically the most rare. Examples of unified command structures in multinational wars include 

the European theaters of the Allied and Associated powers in World War I and World War II as 

well as the 2003 Iraq War coalition.221 

As with the combined command category, there are different types of unified command 

relationships. One example of a unified command structure is the modern U.S. doctrinal concept 

of ‘lead nation command,’ a multinational command structure in which all member nations place 

their forces under the control of a ‘lead’ nation.222 An additional criterion of the U.S. military’s 

definition of lead nation command however is that primarily lead nation personnel staff the 

multinational command headquarters.223 Although this has been true of most post-World War II 

																																																								
219 The term ‘unified command,’ is derived from the military principle of unity of command, a doctrine stating that 
whenever possible, no member of an organization should report to more than one superior on any single function. 
Unlike unified command, unity of command has never been achieved in multinational war. To avoid confusion, I use 
the term ‘unified command’ to refer to the command arrangement and ‘unity of command’ to refer to the principle.  
Rice, “Command and Control: The Essence of Coalition Warfare,” 156.  
220 Daniel S. Morey, “Centralized Command and Coalition Success in War,” (Paper presented at the Annual Meeting 
of the American Political Science Association, Chicago, August 2013), 14. 
221 Outside of Europe and the Mediterranean, the only other unified command structure in World War II was under 
Mountbatten in Southeast Asia. In Iraq, operational authority for each of the three countries that contributed combat 
troops to the invasion (Britain, Poland, and Australia) belonged to the commander of CENTCOM, General Tommy 
Franks. Other forces deployed to the country, such as those deployed under the aegis of the UN or NATO, were not, 
at least officially, under the command and control of the U.S. Rice, Command and Control: The Essence of Coalition 
Warfare, 159; Stephen Carney, Allied Participation in Operation Iraqi Freedom (Washington, DC: U.S. Army Center 
of Military History, 2011), 1.  
222 In U.S. doctrine, a lead nation is defined as “the nation with the will, capability, competence, and influence to 
provide the essential elements of political consultation and military leadership to coordinate the planning, mounting, 
and execution of a multinational operation.” Joint Chiefs of Staff, Joint Publication 1: Doctrine for the Armed Forces 
of the United States, II-22; Joint Chiefs of Staff, Joint Publication 3-16: Multinational Operations, GL-5. 
223 Joint Chiefs of Staff, Joint Publication 3-16: Multinational Operations, II-3. 
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American-led multinational operations, it has not always been the case in the past. The command 

structures adopted in Western Europe in both the First and Second World War are examples of 

unified commands that did not satisfy this lead nation staffing condition. While unified command 

was ultimately achieved in both wars through the appointment of a supreme commander, in neither 

case did members from the supreme commander’s country primarily staff his headquarters. 

Although the staff at his headquarters at Beauvais (and later Sarcus) following his appointment on 

26 March 1918 as Supreme Allied Commander was small and at times the subject of criticism by 

the British, the commander-in-chief for the Western Front in World War I, General Ferdinand 

Foch, was in practice assisted by the multinational military staff of the Supreme War Council of 

the Allied and Associated Nations, located at Versailles. Two former British officers, Charles 

Grant and Eric Dillon, also assisted Foch. Additional foreign staff members were attached to his 

headquarters almost immediately after his appointment as commander in chief, with a British 

general joining his staff on 4 April followed two weeks later by colonels from both the American 

and Belgian armies.224  

Comprised of members from the British, French, Canadian, and Polish armed forces, 

Eisenhower’s staff at SHAEF in World War II, even more so than Foch’s in World War I, was 

multinational in every sense of the word. In creating the SHAEF staff, Eisenhower worked 

tirelessly to assure the British and others that his headquarters would be representative of the wide 

																																																								
224 The later had been created the previous November and was staffed by military representatives from each of the 
Allied and Associated countries. “Unlike the Central Powers,” a British colonel who served on the staff of one of the 
committees of the Supreme War Council noted, “no one nation was the admitted leader of the Grand Alliance, but all 
were equal partners as far as the Great Powers participating were concerned.” At least one British commander 
advocated for the creation of a ‘joint’ French and British staff to serve Foch but the war ended before any serious 
discussions could be had. In exercising his supreme command duties, Foch was assisted by his Chief of Staff, General 
Maxime Weygand. R.H. Beadon, “The Supreme War Council of the Allied and Associated Nations,” Royal United 
Service Institution (RUSI) Journal 65 (Feb./Nov. 1920): 113; Elizabeth Greenhalgh, Foch in Command: The Forging 
of a First World War General (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2014), 301, 342; Michael S. Neiberg, 
Foch:Supreme Allied Commander in the Great War (Dulles: Brassey’s Inc., 2003), 69.  
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coalition of countries than engaged in the fight against Hitler and not just Americans. In the spring 

of 1944, Eisenhower signed an order stating he would use U.S. members of the SHAEF staff only 

in those purely U.S. matters which remained under his direct control.225 As Supreme Commander, 

Eisenhower famously strove not only to avoid the appearance of favoritism but also any reference 

to the national origin of staff members, reportedly telling a fellow American, “I don’t mind if one 

officer refers to another as that son of a bitch. He’s entitled to his own opinion.  But the instance I 

hear of any American officer referring to a brother officer as that British son of a bitch, out he 

goes.”226 Thus, while the growth of U.S. military power in the last century and the corresponding 

prominence of its forces in multinational conflicts have meant that Americans have increasingly 

occupied the majority of staff positions in modern unified commands, the association between the 

nationality of the commander-in-chief and the staff of the multinational headquarters stipulated in 

the definition of lead nation commands has not always been true in the past. The U.S. concept of 

lead nation commands is thus a subset of the wider unified command structure category. Although 

lead nation commands are unified, they are not the only type of unified command possible in 

multinational war. Table 3.2 contains summary descriptions of the different command structures 

available in multinational war. 

 

 

 

 

 

																																																								
225 Forrest C. Pogue, The Supreme Command (Washington, DC: Center of Military History, United States Army, 
1954), 267. 
226 Quoted in Leighton, “Allied Unity of Command in the Second World War,” 424.  
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Table 3.2: Types of Multinational Command and Control Structures  

 

Independent Command 
 
 
 
 
 
Combined Command  
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Unified Command 

Operational command and control exercised by 
respective national military commanders. 
Although combined planning, preparation, and 
even operations are possible, militaries retain 
command and control over their own forces in 
battle.  
 
Shared or divided command and control 
authority. Operational authority exercised by 
more than one country, often (but not always) 
through a body or committee staffed by 
representatives from two or more coalition or 
alliance countries, or instances in which 
operational control is temporarily assigned to 
another country. 
 
Exercise of command and control over forces 
from two or more countries, often by a single 
individual known as the ‘supreme commander.’ 

 

 

Integration in Wartime 

As noted, the continuum of possible command structures in multinational war identified 

above is organized hierarchically according to the amount of integration present. By ‘integration,’ 

I mean the degree of coordination adopted among partners within the same wartime command 

structure.227 Accordingly, I define integration in multinational wars as ‘the amalgamation of 

																																																								
227 Within the business world, integration typically refers to the combination of different economic activities under 
the same control. I use the concept of integration among militaries in wartime to mean something similar. The chief 
attribute of integration, regardless of the issue-area in which it is practiced, is the combination of separate parts or 
elements into a new entity.  Oxford English Dictionary, 2nd ed. (online version) s.v. “integration” 
http://www.oed.com/view/Entry/97356?redirectedFrom=integration& (accessed 14 March 2015).  
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different military activities and resources from across multiple militaries.’ The higher the degree 

of coordination, the more integrated the command and control structure.228  

To understand what is meant by integration in multinational military institutions it is 

necessary to first distinguish between it and the closely related concept of ‘centralization.’ 

Although the two may sometimes overlap, integration is a distinct structural attribute from 

centralization. While centralization refers to the concentration of power or authority in a single 

entity, integration refers to the level of coordination among disparate entities. In the economic 

realm, the process of integrating firms or businesses typically involves the amalgamation or merger 

of assets and resources under one roof and the centralization of authority in a chief executive 

officer (CEO). The same is often true of political and military authority at the national level. 

However, internationally, at least as far as military authority is concerned, integration and 

centralization of authority do not go hand in hand for reasons that will shortly be discussed.229  

Unlike integration, centralization does not require successful coordination. Centralization 

alone may not guarantee successful coordination if other viewpoints or information is left out. 

Excessive centralization in any organization can “stifle creativity, inhibit initiative, and squander 

precious resources.”230 Moreover, in some organizations, military and otherwise, decentralization 

may actually be preferable from the viewpoint of rationality or cost-effectiveness.231 Insurgents 

and terrorists have often preferred operating within decentralized organizations such as networks 

over more centralized ones out of the belief that such structures may confer military advantages. 

																																																								
228 James Morrow uses the term ‘tightness’ to reflect the degree of coordination within alliances. Morrow, “Alliances, 
Credibility, and Peacetime Costs,” 272-3. 
229 Nor should centralization be conflated with formalization. Barbara Koremenos, Charles Lipson, Duncan Snidal, 
“Rational Design: Looking Back to Move Forward,” in in The Rational Design of International Institutions, ed. 
Barbara Koremenos et al. (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2004), 294. 
230 Abdulkader H. Sinno, Organizations at War in Afghanistan and Beyond (Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 2008), 
60, 75. 
231 Manfred Kochen and Karl W. Deutsch, “Toward a Rational Theory of Decentralization: Some Implications of a 
Mathematical Approach,” American Political Science Review 63 (1969): 734-49. 
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Decentralized military organizations like al-Qaida are thought to be more resilient when under 

duress and better at managing the problem of information overload.232 Decentralization may have 

other military advantages as well, such as making it harder for governments to know whether they 

are succeeding or not.233 Centralization is not a requirement of integration in multinational military 

institutions in other words. As in the case of most combined command structures, operational 

authority and responsibilities may be integrated without being centralized in the hands of any one 

person or country. 

Nor is integration a requirement of centralization. Command authority can be centralized 

in the hands of one nation or individual for example without it necessarily being integrated if the 

command structure in question does not reflect the input of other members of the wartime 

partnership. Thus, while integration and centralization of economic and political authority often 

go together, this is not necessarily the case with military authority within multinational institutions. 

While centralization is a matter of power, integration is a matter of coordination. As organizational 

scholars have long known, the centralization or concentration of power alone is not enough to 

ensure that information will be used effectively to produce timely and adequate responses.234 The 

remainder of this section proceeds as follows. First, I briefly outline some of the benefits of 

integration in multinational institutions. Next, I discuss the factors responsible for the choice of 

command and control structure as well as the conditions under which these structures change, 

before turning to my argument that more integration in multinational war is generally better than 

less.  

																																																								
232 Sinno, for example, argues that decentralized organizations are the most effective for groups lacking a safe haven.  
Sinno, Organizations at War in Afghanistan and Beyond, 45, 84, 89 
233 Jacob N. Shapiro, “Organizing Terror: Hierarchy and Networks in Covert Organizations,” Working Paper, August 
2005; Paul Pillar, “Counterterrorism after Al Qaeda,” The Washington Quarterly 27, no. 3 (2004): 101-13.  
234 Kochen and Deutsch, “Toward a Rational Theory of Decentralization: Some Implications of a Mathematical 
Approach,” 735. 
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Benefits of Integration 

As instruments of organization, integrated command structures perform multiple functions. 

Command structures that are integrated reduce certain forms of uncertainty and alter transaction 

costs; the costs associated with communication, monitoring and enforcement of cooperative 

behavior.  

Similar to peacetime international institutions, integrated command structures in war offer 

several informational advantages. Member countries participating in an integrated command for 

example will have much better knowledge of the fighting ability of their co-belligerents than will 

those with less integrated command structures. The more integrated the command structure the 

closer the contact between militaries and the easier it is to monitor developments or changes in a 

co-belligerent’s situation in battle or general wartime circumstances. Integrated command 

structures may also serve as signaling devices, conferring important information about the overall 

strength of the alliance or coalition (or about members’ commitment level) to others.235 In addition 

to providing information to outsiders, integrated command structures can serve as a form of 

commitment device toward other members of the wartime partnership. States may choose to adopt 

a more integrated command structure in order to reassure other members of their own commitment 

to the cause or as part of an effort to tie the hands of other members of the wartime partnership.236 

																																																								
235 The audience in question could be domestic, international, or both. James D. Fearon, “Domestic Political Audiences 
and the Escalation of International Disputes,” American Political Science Review 88 (Sep. 1994): 577-92; James D. 
Morrow, “Alliances, Credibility, and Peacetime Costs,” Journal of Conflict Resolution 38, no.2 (1994): 270-97. On 
institutional signaling see, Seth Weinberger, “Institutional Signaling and the Origins of the Cold War,” Security 
Studies 12, no.4 (2003): 80-115; Lisa L. Martin, “The United States and International Commitments: Treaties as 
Signaling Devices,” Working Paper, January 2003; V. Page Fortna and Lisa L. Martin, “Peacekeepers as signals: The 
Demand for International Peacekeeping in Civil Wars,” in Power, Interdependence, and Non-State Actors in World 
Politics ed. Helen V. Milner (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2009, 87-107); Lisa L. Martin, “International 
Institutions: Weak Commitments and Costly Signals,” Working Paper, February 2010. 
236 James D. Fearon, “Signaling Foreign Policy: Tying Hands versus Sinking Costs,” Journal of Conflict Resolution 
41, no.2 (1997), 68-90;  
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Integrated command structures provide useful information to both members and non-members 

alike, in other words. 

Integrated command structures may have other benefits for their members as well. In 

addition to reducing uncertainty and other informational advantages, integrated command 

structures may confer a kind of symbolic legitimacy for example. While membership in an alliance 

or coalition in and of itself is often thought to bring about legitimacy, the degree of institutional 

legitimacy bestowed by the international community can vary depending on the type of command 

structure adopted.237 The image of Eisenhower as a supreme commander of an imposing 

headquarters with a large multinational staff in World War II, for example, clearly did more to 

project the symbolic imagery of a universal coalition arrayed in a global fight against Fascism than 

any arrangement of independent national headquarters ever could. More recently, the multinational 

headquarters (and the flags on display outside them) in Iraq and Afghanistan performed a similar 

function and had a similarly powerful normative effect. Different multinational command 

structures may thus confer more or less legitimacy depending on their degree of integration.  

While acknowledging that such normative institutional benefits exist, the present study is 

more concerned with the functional or instrumental benefits of multinational command structures 

in war. Because I am primarily interested in the valuable, cost-cutting benefits associated with 

integrated command structures in multinational war, the theory presented here resembles a ‘logic 

of consequences’ rather than a ‘logic of appropriateness’ institutional argument.238 Advocates of 

																																																								
237 For the argument that institutional legitimacy varies across institutional types, see Terrence L. Chapman, 
“International Security Institutions, Domestic Politics, and Institutional Legitimacy,” Journal of Conflict Resolution 
31, no.1 (2007), 134-166. 
238 Arguments about the cooperative benefits of institutions typically fall into one of two categories: functional and 
moral-political. Also known as ‘logic of appropriateness’ arguments, the latter focuses on the role international norms 
play in constraining state action, while the former focuses on the utilitarian benefits of institutions, such as 
effectiveness and efficiency. Wartime relationships, like all institutions, perform both functions. Saadia Touval, 
“Negotiated cooperation and its Alternatives,” in International Cooperation: The Extents and Limits of 
Multilateralism, ed. I. William Zartman and Saadia Touval (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2010), 79; Fen 
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the logic of consequences institutional school of thought typically point to two main types of 

benefits: signaling and coordination. Scholars interested in the former stress the role signaling 

plays in influencing the behavior of actors external to the institution while scholars interested in 

the latter stress the informational advantages of coordination internal to the institution. While not 

discounting the signaling and other effects wartime relationships can have on outside actors 

(especially other belligerents), I argue that the main function performed by command structures in 

multinational war is that of a coordination device. As coordination devices, command structures 

not only provide important informational advantages but also reduce the transaction costs of 

interacting with others. Command structures may confer other important informational advantages 

to their membership as well, such as monitoring.  

 

 

Disincentives toward Adoption 

Despite the many informational and other benefits of integration in wartime, states face a 

number of disincentives in adopting integrated command structures in multinational wars. Chief 

among these impediments are: fear; the shadow of the future; perceived challenges to honor and 

prestige; and incompatible strategic objectives. Although the influence each exerts upon a state’s 

calculations may differ from conflict to conflict, some combination of these barriers to adoption is 

always present for participants of multinational conflicts.  

																																																								
Olsler Hampson, “Deconstructing multilateral cooperation,” in International Cooperation: The Extents and Limits of 
Multilateralism, 71; James G. March and Johan Olsen, “The Institutional Dynamics of International Political Orders,” 
International Organization 52, no.4 (Autumn 1998): 943-969. 
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Fear. As with the initial decision to enter into a wartime partnership, the strategic 

environment shapes and constrains the options for wartime integration.239 The ever-present 

condition of anarchy in the international system and its byproducts, fear and self-help, make states 

reluctant to voluntarily surrender control over their security. Because a state’s security forces are 

the key to guaranteeing its present and future safety, countries are generally unwilling to sign away 

operational control of their armed forces. This reluctance to surrender command and control over 

one’s military to others is true of all states, regardless of their internal political or domestic makeup 

or their capabilities. It emanates from the fear that wartime partners, when faced with a 

confrontation and despite promises to do so, might not defend the interests (or in the extreme case, 

territory and population) of a co-belligerent to the fullest.240  

Although always present, the level of fear is greatest when co-belligerents face a 

simultaneous imminent attack from a common enemy and must choose between their own defense 

and that of their partner’s.241 The independence of territorial and other commitments as well as 

competing interests among wartime partners promotes the constant suspicion that even the most 

well meaning of friends may ultimately hesitate to trade their blood and treasure to safeguard 

yours.242 The inevitability of independent commitments in multiparty conflicts, combined with the 

																																																								
239 Empirical studies have shown that threat is positively associated with alliance formation for the period 1816-1945. 
Brian Lai and Dan Reiter, “Democracy, Political Similarity, and International Alliances, 1816-1992,” Journal for 
Conflict Resolution 44, no.2 (2000): 203-227; Douglas M. Gibler and Scott Wolford, “Alliances, Then Democracy: 
An Examination of the Relationship between Regime Type and Alliance Formation,” Journal of Conflict Resolution 
50, no.1 (2006): 129-53. 
240 This is separate from the fear of abandonment since in this case the fear is not that an ally or co-belligerent will not 
come to your defense but that their resolve and the resources they commit will be less than that which they would 
have committed to their own cause.  
241 For example, when contemplating a change in command during a Russian advance on the Eastern Front in the 
winter of 1915 the chief of the Austro-Hungarian General Staff was left wondering whether, when push came to shove, 
the Germans really would put the safety and security of Austro-Hungarian Galicia before that of East Prussia. 
242 This dilemma is a variation of Schelling’s famous “California Principle,” upon which the problem of three-party 
deterrence rests. The challenge Washington faced for much of the Cold War was to convince not only the Germans 
but also the Soviets that it was willing to risk Chicago for Berlin. Thomas C. Schelling, Arms and Influence (New 
Haven: Yale University Press, 1967), 56-59. 
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inability of others states to adequately guarantee one’s security (or more accurately, to fully 

assuage one’s doubts thereof), is what prevents most states from voluntarily relinquishing control 

of their armed forces in wartime to others. Unwilling to risk facing abandonment, states instead 

jealously guard the command and control of their forces in wartime. Fear of losing control over 

one’s defense thus represents the chief obstacle to achieving unified command and control in 

multinational wars.243   

Shadow of the Future. The reluctance to relinquish control over one’s military on 

(immediate) security grounds is compounded by the uncertainty of the international system and 

the danger that today’s friend may become tomorrow’s enemy.244 The shadow of the future may 

present states with a dilemma if they fear one day having to go to war with their former co-

belligerent(s). The shadow of the future may weigh especially heavily upon leaders’ shoulders if 

the possibility of another war in the near future is high, forcing states to adopt a more cautious 

approach toward integration and the unification of command and control than may otherwise have 

been the case.245 As any student of international relations knows, wars against former friends or 

one-time allies are not an uncommon occurrence in international politics. Thus, to guard against 

the danger that today’s wartime partners will have the power to hinder or obstruct tomorrow’s 

military plans and operations, states may deliberately avoid integrating command and control 

functions in the present. Unstable geostrategic environments (or developments that decrease the 

																																																								
243 According to Marco Cesa, fear (in this case, fear of domination and a loss of influence and control) may also 
motivate the initial choice of potential allies. In what he labels an “Alliance Power Dilemma,” Cesa argues that states 
may not only worry that their ally is too weak to defend them but also that that it may be too strong and thus unable 
to escape one’s control. Cesa, Allies Yet Rivals, 3. 
244 Kenneth N. Waltz, “Structural Realism after the Cold War,” International Security 25 (Summer 2000): 10. 
245 An example of this dynamic at play occurred during the Second World War when British Prime Minister Winston 
Churchill resisted sharing intelligence and technological advancements with the Soviets because of a firmly held belief 
that the Soviet Union and the United Kingdom would soon come to occupy opposing sides of the battlefield. Martin 
S. Alexander, eds. Knowing Your Friends: Intelligence Inside Alliances and Coalitions from 1914 to the Cold War 
(New York: Routledge, 1998); Bradley F. Smith, Sharing Secrets with Stalin: How the Allies Traded Intelligence, 
1941-1945 (Lawrence, Kansas: University Press of Kansas, 1996). 
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shadow of the future) may therefore have the unintended consequence of making states less 

inclined to adopt integrated command and control structures in the present for fear of tying their 

hands to a potential enemy.246  

Honor and Prestige. A third impediment to integrated command and control in wartime 

comes from sociocultural factors, such as honor and prestige, stemming from the status and role 

occupied by the military (and the man on horseback) in society. As organizations and professions 

go, militaries tend to be among the most prestige-conscious and honor-bound. The prestige 

accorded to warriors, and especially senior members of the military general staff, by virtue of the 

unique position they occupy as defenders of the state, can make integration (and the resulting 

delegation of control it requires) in multinational wars harder to attain since military leaders are 

likely to see the surrender of their authority as personal affronts to their warrior and/or national 

honor.247 To guard against external challenges to their authority and prevent politicians from 

relinquishing operational control of the military to non-nationals, military commanders in the past 

have often resorted to appeals to nationalism and the argument that foreign command adversely 

affects troop morale and hence unit cohesion and effectiveness.248 This desire for honor and 

																																																								
246 Most cooperation theorists argue that extending the shadow of the future enhances the prospects for cooperation. 
For the alternative view that longer time horizons may actually make (short-term) cooperation harder by prolonging 
negotiation and bargaining rounds, see James Fearon, “Bargaining, Enforcement, and International Cooperation,” 
International Organization 52, no. 2 (Spring 1998): 269-305.  Robert Axelrod, The Evolution of Cooperation (New 
York: Basic Books, 1984); Robert Alexrod and Robert O. Keohane, “Achieving Cooperation Under Anarchy: 
Strategies and Institutions,” World Politics 38, no. 1 (Oct., 1985): 226-54; Arthur Stein, “Coordination and 
Collaboration: Regimes in an Anarchic World,” International Organization 36, no.2 (Spring 1982): 299-324; Duncan 
Snidal, “Coordination Versus Prisoner’s Dilemma: Implications for International Cooperation and Regimes,” 
American Political Science Review 79, no.4 (Dec., 1985): 23-42; Kenneth A. Oye, “Explaining Cooperation under 
Anarchy: Hypotheses and Strategies,” World Politics 38, no. 1 (Oct., 1985): 1-24. 
247 The reluctance to relinquish authority over what the military sees as its intrinsic duty to safeguard the security of 
the state exists regardless of whether the outsiders in question are civilian politicians or members of a foreign military. 
What amounts to largely figurative turf battles in civilian-military exchanges however can become literal ones in 
multinational conflicts. Stanislav Andreski, Military Organizations and Society (Berkeley:  University of California 
Press, 1971), 20; Samuel Huntington, The Soldier and the State: The Theory and Politics of Civil-Military Relations 
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1981).  
248 Although recent evidence of successful multinational military missions seemingly belies this assertion, claims that 
Czechs would not fight under Germans (or more commonly, that Frenchmen would not fight under the British) have 
been a common refrain throughout history. 
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prestige along with the perceived morale inducing benefits of national command makes military 

leaders reluctant to sign away control of their forces to third parties. Accordingly, the desire for 

militaries to maintain autonomy over their organizations is strong on both functional and 

individualistic grounds. 

Incompatible Strategic (and Other) Objectives: In addition to these systemic and 

professional pressures, states face a number of other concerns when deciding whether or not to 

integrate their command and control structures with those of other wartime partners. Even though 

they may be on friendly terms or even allied, states rarely if ever have perfectly aligned interests 

with other states. The propensity for differences of opinion and disagreements is heightened in 

wartime where a state’s very survival may be at stake. Although wartime partners, by virtue of 

having agreed to fight together, may display consensus on matters like the choice of enemy and 

the need to use force, they are unlikely to see eye to eye on all wartime matters, ranging from the 

means of violence to employ and the resources to commit, to the war’s ultimate ends. Different 

state preferences for strategies/logics of violence in war can have practical implications for the 

management of the conflict. For example, in cases where multiple adversaries or theaters exist, co-

belligerents may favor different targets.249 In situations such as these, adopting more integrated 

command and control arrangements may curtail the ability of states to fight in the place and manner 

of their choosing.  

However, even in cases where only one adversary or theater exists the desire to retain 

independence of maneuver will still be strong. Differing territorial or other political goals may 

make one belligerent more willing to carry on the war further or longer than other co-belligerents 

																																																								
249 The possibility that integration may not always make sense given divergent enemies or theaters cannot be ruled 
out. For example, although a fellow co-belligerent of the Entente in WWI, it made little sense for Japan to integrate 
its activities with European members of the wartime group since the former’s operations were restricted almost entirely 
to the Pacific theater.  
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may wish. If the state with the most ambitious goals is also the one exercising command and 

control of the multinational force other wartime partners risk getting dragged along as a result. 

Sharing command and control responsibilities with a foreign power may thus result in an 

enlargement (and, potentially, a corresponding increase in the duration and severity) of the conflict 

beyond what a belligerent initially intended. Similarly, the delegation of authority required by 

integration may make it harder for a state to terminate a war early or sue for peace than might 

otherwise be the case given a less integrated command structure. By agreeing to coordinate their 

efforts with those of others, in other words, states may end up surrendering not only military but 

also political control over the wider conflict. The desire to retain independence of action is thus 

another factor mitigating integration in multinational wars.  

The combination of systemic (fear of being left vulnerable in wartime), professional 

(prestige-generated desire for autonomy), and these other pressures leads to my theory’s first 

testable hypothesis: the adoption of more integrated forms of command and control arrangements 

in wartime should be rare. Because the presence of these high barriers to adoption render the 

installation of integrated command and control in wartime hard, it therefore follows that 

overcoming these barriers toward integration will require some type of deviation off the 

equilibrium path.  

 

Deviations from the Norm 

Like other cooperation scholars, I begin with the assumption that states prefer to act alone. 

Because cooperation can be costly, states generally prefer unilateral action.250 This is especially 

true when the issues at stake pertain to matters of security, for the reasons outlined above. Separate 

																																																								
250 I. William Zartman, “Conflict Management as Cooperation,” in International Cooperation: The Extents and Limits 
of Multilateralism, ed. I. William Zartman and Saadia Touval (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2010), 161. 
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interests and concerns for sovereignty will thus make states generally reluctant to cooperate in 

conflict.251 This reluctance toward close wartime cooperation is reflected in the initial shape of 

command arrangements. Yet because institutions often reflect the conditions of their origins, the 

initial shape of the command structure adopted among co-belligerents is likely to be a result of a 

host of factors, such as geography, the nature of the external threat environment, and the number 

of belligerents involved.252 But although the initial choice of command arrangement in 

multinational wars is typically made at the outset, it rarely survives the conflict unaltered. Thus, 

the real puzzle is why these initial command structures undergo change and how.  

In general, institutional change can occur in one of two ways, either voluntarily or through 

coercion. Under the former, member states implement reforms because they believe it to be in the 

best interests not only of the institution but also themselves. Under the latter, change is forced upon 

them from above by another, more powerful state. Under this process of change, other states have 

little say in the matter. These states lack control over the process of change because of a disparity 

of power among members. If a member state were powerful enough to resist the coercive actions 

of another member in the first place it would likely do so.253 Institutional change through coercion 

therefore is only possible where one state is disproportionately stronger than others. Moreover, the 

																																																								
251 Although in many cases states may already be committed in the form of an alliance or another alignment prior to 
the outbreak of any actual fighting, the crucial factor in determining whether or not a state will commence hostilities 
is that country’s own calculation of interests. If a state deems their interests to be sufficiently at risk and believes they 
are better served by fighting, it will decide to go to war. Conversely, if leaders believe state interests are not best 
served by going to war they will refrain from engaging in combat. However, even after deciding to participate in 
hostilities, a state’s reluctance toward close cooperation in wartime will usually still remain, for the reasons stipulated 
above.  
252 Joseph S. Nye and Robert O. Keohane, “The United States and International Institutions in Europe after the Cold 
War,” in After the Cold War: International Institutions and State Strategies in Europe, 1989-1991, ed. Robert O. 
Keohane, Joseph S. Nye, Stanley Hoffman (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1997), 111. 
253 In this scenario, one of two things would happen: either the state would lose the struggle and be forced to relinquish 
its authority, or it would win the struggle and prevent any undesired changes to the structure from being implemented.   
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dominant state must be more powerful than all other members of the institution combined or risk 

the formation of a counter-coalition.  

However, situations like these in which a single state is powerful enough to impose a 

particular wartime command relationship on others have historically been rare due to the 

distribution of capabilities across time. Not since the days of empire has a single state been 

powerful enough to impose its will on other co-belligerents in wartime. Thus, while in Ancient 

Greece the leading power could exercise command where leagues of city-states were concerned, 

no state has been powerful enough to unilaterally impose a command relationship on other states 

in modern times.254 Of the two primary pathways of institutional change in wartime, therefore, 

only the voluntary route is possible under the current international structure. Recasting the initial 

query about institutional change stated above, my primary objective is to understand when 

members of multinational wars abandon their intrinsic reluctance toward cooperation and 

voluntarily agree to implement institutional reforms.  

 

Figure 3.4: Pathways of Institutional Change in Wartime 
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Military success the objective 

Volitional institutional change is brought about through a shift in either preference or 

outcome parameters.255 Yet because the desire of states to be victorious (or rather, to achieve the 

best available outcome possible) in war is a constant, preference-driven change in multinational 

military institutions is rare.256 The primary path to institutional change in wartime partnerships 

therefore occurs through a change in expectations about outcomes. Building on existing 

institutional scholarship, I argue that changes in command and control structures in multinational 

wars are driven by failure and the perception of growing odds of defeat.  

I begin with the assumption that the essential test of any command and control structure 

(as with any institution) is how effectively it carries out its stated purpose. For wartime partnerships 

that stated objective is military success. Whereas many institutions strive primarily to survive so 

as to be able to carry out their regulatory or other cooperative functions long into the future, the 

time horizons in wartime partnerships are generally much shorter.257 Rather than strive to survive, 

international security institutions like wartime alliances or coalitions typically strive instead for 

immediate gains. For most wartime partnerships, the primary aim is not to go on existing after the 

war but rather for their members to be successful in the immediate conflict at hand. Thus, unlike 

most international institutions, states belonging to wartime institutions want above all to be 

victorious, even if the very act of being so all but ensures the institution’s eventual dismantling. In 

																																																								
255 In economic institutions, change occurs through a shift in either relative prices and/or state preferences. Douglas 
North, Institutions, Institutional Change, and Economic Performance (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 
1990), 16. 
256 The one exception is cases of institutional dismantling or unraveling. States that believe a higher payoff is attainable 
by withdrawing from a wartime partnership will abandon the command arrangement. Such changes constitute 
instances of institutional destruction rather than institutional change, per se. My primary interest however is in 
explaining institutional change, defined as cases in which the institution survives albeit in an altered form, not when 
states withdraw from such institutions causing the institution to collapse. 
257 William H. Starbuck and Paul C. Nystrom, “Designing and understanding organizations,” in Handbook of 
Organizational Design, ed. Paul C. Nystrom and William H. Starbuck (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1981), xiv. 
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short, military success in wartime partnerships is prized above everything else, even the survival 

of the partnership itself.  

 

Failure prompting innovation 

A second assumption follows from the first. Given that military success is the primary aim 

of wartime partnerships, states lacking it will seek to alter the arrangement.258 Like other self-

interested actors, states are driven by a utilitarian logic to improve their situations. Structures that 

are considered ineffective seldom survive unscathed. Yet because of the power of persistence of 

organizational forms in institutions, reforms can be difficult to implement.259 Institutional change 

is costly in general and never more so than when states are at war. As a result, the incentives for 

change are likely to be low when the multinational military arrangement is thought to be 

performing satisfactorily. Members of wartime institutions will therefore be reluctant to implement 

reforms during periods of success.  

As organizational theorists have long known, groups learn through action-outcome 

relationships.260 When gaps between performance and expectations become large enough, 

organizations begin to search for new solutions. The same is true of international institutions. 

Because change is always risky, however, most institutional innovation will occur when the 

alternatives are stark and members face a deteriorating situation. A state’s propensity to agree to 

undertake reforms will therefore be greater during periods of perceived increasing danger than in 

																																																								
258 If states believed they were better off with the present system they would not undertake reforms in the first place. 
This is because, as March and Simon note, “the amount of search decreases as satisfaction increases.” Innovation is 
thus correlated with dissatisfaction. James G. March and Herbert A. Simon, Organizations (Pittsburgh: Graduate 
School of Industrial Administration Carnegie Institute of Technology/John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1966), 174. 
259 Arthur L. Stinchcombe, “Social Structure and Organizations,” in Handbook of Organizations, ed. James G. March 
(Chicago: Rand McNally, 1965), 155. 
260 C. Marlene Fiol and Marjorie A. Lyes, “Organizational Learning,” The Academy of Management Review 10, no.4 
(Oct., 1985):803-13; R.B. Duncan and A. Weiss, “Organizational Learning: Implications for Organizational Design,” 
in Research in Organizational Behavior, ed. B. Staw (Greenwich: JAI Press, 1979), 75-123.  
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periods where danger is thought to be decreasing or constant. Because of the costs associated with 

change in wartime, the threshold for bringing about change will generally be high. Isolated or 

minor defeats in other words are unlikely to generate enough insecurity to meet the threshold 

needed for institutional change. Instead, only a period of prolonged and devastating defeats will 

spur members to seek change. The general stickiness associated with institutions together with the 

high costs associated with change in wartime leads to my theory’s second testable hypothesis: 

states belonging to a wartime relationship will be reluctant to implement changes in command and 

control arrangements save for during periods of military failure.  

 

Movement toward greater integration 

Institutional change can be understood in terms of development or regression.261 States 

experiencing military failure belonging to a wartime partnership generally have three options 

available to them: disengagement; dis-integration262; or integration. While it is theoretically 

possible that states facing deteriorating wartime situations will disengage from the wartime 

partnership and/or withdraw from the war altogether, I argue that states with co-belligerents are 

unlikely to do so for two main reasons: First, as existing parties to the conflict, member states have 

already invested heavily in blood and treasure. Though setbacks have forced them to reconsider 

their position, they will be unwilling to disengage from the war entirely for fear of suffering both 

domestic and international reputational costs. Because war is costly for taxpayers, governments 

face enormous pressure from their domestic audiences to be successful once they have committed 

to the act. For some, this argument takes the form of post-hoc rationalization that the eventual 

																																																								
261 Herbert A. Shepard, “Changing Interpersonal and Intergroup Relationships in Organizations,” in Handbook of 
Organizations, ed. James G. March (Chicago: Rand McNally, 1965), 116. 
262 By dis-integration, I mean the process of reducing coordination, not the unraveling or disruption of the wartime 
relationship. 
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spoils from war will be worth the human and financial costs. For others, this thinking manifests 

itself in the common refrain that those who have already died should not die in vain. If a significant 

portion of the population still believes that some hope exists that the war can be won (or that a 

more satisfactory outcome can be achieved) states will be reluctant to withdraw unilaterally. In 

addition to these domestic pressures, states will face pressure from their fellow co-belligerents 

whose primary worry is that they will have to take on the enemy by themselves. National honor 

and prestige as well as the general reluctance to be perceived as abandoning one’s friends or allies 

in their hour of need will further discourage states from unilaterally disengaging from the war.  

Second, states will be reluctant to disengage from multiparty conflicts for fear of retribution 

or reprisal in the future. In deciding whether or not to withdraw unilaterally states in multinational 

conflicts must consider both their immediate as well as short-term prospects for security and 

whether disengagement will make them more or less secure. Will former co-belligerents extract 

revenge once the current hostilities end? Will other states perceive withdrawal as a sign of 

weakness and initiate new hostilities? If other conflicts appear likely on the horizon, states may 

additionally worry that their early withdrawal from a multi-party conflict will endanger their 

changes of receiving security assistance from others in the future.263 Thus, the decision to withdraw 

from a war while other co-belligerents remain committed is not an easy choice for states to take. 

Not surprisingly, therefore, abandonment in war has been a relatively rare phenomenon throughout 

history.  

Nor is it in a state’s interests to carry on the fight independent from its co-belligerents. As 

long as others are engaged in the fight, cooperation still offers a number of side-benefits, such as 

																																																								
263 International politics is an iterative game. The shadow of the future (as well as the worry that states will adopt “tit 
for tat” strategies makes states hesitant to defect in the present. Robert Axelrod, The Evolution of Cooperation (New 
York: Basic Books, Inc., 1984), 27-54. 
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the opening of additional fronts or presence of additional troops. (The latter decreases the hurt the 

enemy can inflict upon your population and territory while the former increases your ability to 

inflict hurt on the enemy.) Thus, states belonging to wartime partnerships face the choice of 

responding to military defeats by drawing either closer together or further apart; becoming either 

more or less integrated. Yet because each state wishes to minimize their own wartime costs 

(including the human toll it takes on their population), states’ incentive structures push them 

toward greater coordination with co-belligerents rather than less. The desire to diversify future 

wartime costs (also known as the logic of burden-sharing) thus propels partnerships toward greater 

integration during periods of crisis. In order for states to want to continue fighting however the 

costs associated with the defeats already suffered must be high enough to make it worthwhile to 

try to implement reforms but not so high as to make them want to abandon the cause entirely. 

Accordingly, attempts at greater integration in multinational wars are often seen as last-ditch 

efforts aimed at salvaging a deteriorating situation and snatch victory from the jaws of defeat. 

Rising costs and the logic of burden-sharing leads to a third hypothesis: institutional changes 

brought on by defeat will generally result in greater rather than less integration among co-

belligerents.  

 

Why greater integration is militarily effective  

When it comes to the arrangement of personnel, procedures, and equipment in war, some 

arrangements are clearly better than others. Not all wartime institutions in other words are equal. 

Because integration implies coordination, I argue the more integrated the command structures in 
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a multinational war the more effective the alliance or coalition’s military performance will be.264 

As already noted, command and control processes can have a wide-ranging effect on the way a 

war is fought.  These effects can be either positive or negative depending on the command 

relationship adopted.265 

Although advantages and limitations exist for all organizational types and important 

tradeoffs must often be made, integrated command and control structures are, in general, better at 

waging war than fragmented ones.266 By providing important informational advantages and 

reducing transaction costs, more integrated command relationships typically outperform less 

integrated ones on important wartime tasks such as mobilizing resources and generating and 

preserving knowledge of the battlefield. The military advantages conferred by integrated command 

structures can be classified into two main types: i.) improved informational and situational 

awareness, and ii.) synchronization of activities.267  

Integration brings with it a number of informational, and in turn, military, advantages. One 

advantage of sharing information with co-belligerents in wartime is improved situational 

awareness through monitoring. Closer coordination between wartime partners will give members 

better insight into each other’s military strengths and vulnerabilities, allowing them to make any 

necessary adjustments to compensate. Integration also increases the amount and quality of 

																																																								
264 Effectiveness in general refers to the attainment of the formal objectives of the institution. For wartime partnerships 
the effectiveness they are concerned with is military effectiveness, defined in this case, as success on the battlefield. 
See Chapter 2.  
265 For a different kind of argument that international security institutions can be more or less effective depending on 
structural factors, see Sinno, Organizations at War in Afghanistan and Beyond, 9-10. 
266 Because of a phenomenon known as the ‘liability of newness,’ actors adopting new organizational forms must 
believe they are more beneficial than the old or they wouldn’t undertake them in the first place. States only adopt more 
integrated command structures in other words when the possible benefits are perceived to outweigh the costs. 
Stinchcombe, “Social Structure and Organizations,” 155. 
267 For other arguments about the role of information in war, especially the role of information in wartime termination, 
see William Reed, “Information, Power, and War,” American Political Science Review 97 (Nov., 2003): 633-641; 
Darren Filson and Suzanne Werner, “A Bargaining Model of War and Peace: Anticipating the Onset, Duration, and 
Outcome of War,” American Journal of Political Science 46 (Oct., 2002): 819-38; Scott Wolford, Dan Reiter, Clifford 
J. Carruba, “Information, Commitment, and War,” Journal of Conflict Resolution 55 (Aug. 2011): 556-79. 
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information that can be gotten and analyzed from different sources, greatly improving situational 

awareness on the eve of and during battle.  

 

Figure 3.5: Mechanisms of Change 
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opposed to many, the ability to implement decisions in a timely manner is enhanced. The entire 

command and control process, from the development and writing of orders to their dissemination 

																																																								
268 A commander’s decision cycle in combat operations typically consists of four stages: observation, orientation, 
decision, and action. Within the U.S. military, the cycle is commonly referred to as the OODA Loop.  
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and implementation, will be sped up. The streamlining of authority in a few hands produces more 

responsive operational cycles, in other words. The ability to implement missions quickly can save 

lives by avoiding long drawn out engagements.269 Faster action-reaction cycles can also allow 

forces to catch their adversaries by surprise. Both speed and surprise are critical to a force’s overall 

ability to operate in combat. Thus, greater exchanges of information will enhance both monitoring 

of co-belligerents as well as the speed with which operations can be carried out.  

Conversely, a lesser degree of information sharing among co-belligerents will generate 

negative externalities by increasing uncertainty. Moreover, the uncertainty in question will exist 

with regard to both friend and foe since commanders’ situational awareness of both will be 

reduced. In cases where co-belligerents are active in the same theater, this can have the added 

detrimental effect of lengthening the operational loop, thereby delaying the action-reaction cycle 

crucial to military success.  

The streamlining of authority in integrated command structures provides additional 

military benefits. The concentration of authority in as few hands as possible improves the military 

performance of multiparty groups by enabling the synchronization of activities, specifically the 

synchronization of forces and war fighting functions in time, space, and purpose. A commander 

with operational authority over forces from multiple national contingents can direct forces in a 

manner that is not possible for commanders who only have independent command. The ability to 

give direction to troops from multiple national contingents allows commanders to concentrate 

overwhelming force at the right place and at the right time.270 As with two-party conflicts, the 

timely and effective concentration of mass in multinational wars is a key determinant of who will 

ultimately prevail in battle. Commanders who delay amassing their troops or are slow to bring up 

																																																								
269 Cushman, “Command and Control of Theater Forces: Issues in Mideast Coalition Command,” 5. 
270 Martin Farndale, “The Operational Level of Command,” RUSI Journal 133, no.3 (Fall 1988): 25.  
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reinforcements will risk that the battle’s course will be run before the full force of their fighting 

machine can reach the front.271 Greater integration in wartime among co-belligerents in other 

words makes unity of effort easier to achieve.272 

Wartime partnerships with a multiplicity of command structures by contrast are likely to 

lead to redundancy or disunity of efforts. The existence of multiple national headquarters in war 

can foster disunity of effort since each headquarters is likely to have a different operational 

vision.273 On other occasions, the existence of multiple command authorities in the same area of 

responsibility (AOR), as when multiple national headquarters reside within close proximity to each 

other, can result in redundant use of military resources. Because military resources – none more 

so than human life – are finite and valuable, such redundancy can be extremely wasteful. 

Redundant operations can also be dangerous and lead to cases in which the left hand may not know 

what the right hand is doing. Unclear boundaries or jurisdictions of control can also lead to 

confusion over who is supposed to be doing what. Where multiple national commands are 

involved, the absence of clear command channels will also lead to time consuming ad-hoc 

bargaining practices on the eve of battle, and in some cases, the delayed arrival of forces to the 

frontlines.  Lack of clear command channels in theaters where multiple national contingents are 

																																																								
271 Probably the most famous case of fortunes changing suddenly in war due to the late arrival of forces on the 
battlefield involves Marshal Emmanuel de Grouchy at Waterloo who, despite receiving both verbal and written orders 
from Napoleon to do so, failed to get between Blücher’s Prussians and the British-Dutch armies, thereby ensuring 
Wellington’s victory. Napoleon’s dealings with Grouchy (and his failure to unite the two wings of his army) at 
Waterloo is considered one of the worst military decisions in history. For a superb literary account of how Grouchy’s 
delayed arrival contributed to the battle’s outcome, see Stefan Zweig’s “The World Minute of Waterloo,” in Decisive 
Moments in History (Riverside, CA: Ariandne Press, 1999), 103-188. S.G. Rosenbaum, The Causes for the Loss of 
The Battle of Waterloo (New York: Privately Printed, 1923), 42-8; David G. Chandler, Waterloo: The Hundred Days 
(London: Penguin, 2002). 
272 Unity of effort refers to the attainment of common objectives through coordination and cooperation. Although unity 
of effort does not require participants to be part of the same command or organization, unity of effort is easier to 
implement when command is unified. Joint Chiefs of Staff, Joint Publication 1: Doctrine for the Armed Forces of the 
United States, (Washington, DC, 25 March 2013), II-21, II-22, V-1, V-14, GL-2. 
273 Michael J. Forsyth, “Unity of Effort? Or, Command?” Small Wars Journal 7, no. 8 (7 August 2011) 
http://smallwarsjournal.com/jrnl/art/unity-of-effort-or-command (accessed 13 November 2014).  
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stationed can thus hamper operations and cause unnecessary friction. Therefore, unlike other 

international security institutions where ambiguity is often perceived to be a strength ambiguity in 

multinational wars is closer to a vice than a virtue.274   

In addition to enabling the concentration of force, the streamlining of authority can also 

make it easier to construct and wield multinational reserve forces. Unlike less integrated command 

structures, unified commanders have within their power the ability to both raise and deploy 

strategic reserves. The ability to form a general reserve out of multiple national contingents is an 

important strategic advantage in multinational wars. Reserve forces can be used to replace combat 

losses and, when deployed correctly, can often mean the difference between a closely fought defeat 

or victory. Many a battle in history has been won by the timely arrival of reserves on the battlefield. 

Competent commanders will often withhold their reserves until right before the apex of the battle 

before unleashing them upon the enemy in an attempt to stage a breakthrough. The arrival of 

reinforcements at the right moment can have a profound impact on the troops already engaged. 

The appearance of fresh units on the battlefield will give battle weary compatriots a needed boost 

in morale while having a correspondingly demoralizing effect on the enemy.  

In multinational wars, however, the separation of reserve forces along national lines can 

diminish the overall strength of the whole. Because reserve forces constitute a military’s last 

chance to mount a defense senior commanders are notoriously reluctant to use them other than in 

cases of extreme national peril. Fear that the (premature) use of these units may leave the military 

vulnerable at a later hour keeps commanders from deploying reserves in the present. Although this 

constraint on the deployment of reserves in battle exists in bilateral wars as well it is often strongest 

in multinational wars where the principle of self-preservation makes states reluctant to use their 

																																																								
274 For the argument that ambiguity in the wording of treaties is beneficial, see Touval, “Negotiated Cooperation and 
its Alternatives,” 78-91. 
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national reserves to assist co-belligerents. Not surprisingly, this reluctance to release 

reinforcements to co-belligerents can cause real difficulties in war.275 Without access to the 

reserves of others, commanders caught off guard by an enemy counter-attack will often have to 

scramble to assemble enough forces to mount a resistance. The formation of a general reserve 

made up of national contributions from each member on the other hand provides commanders with 

access to all reinforcements within the battle area. The creation of a general reserve thus sidesteps 

the all too common problem of reluctant generals unwilling to contribute reinforcements to a co-

belligerent’s cause enabling wartime partners to act in greater unison. When a single commander 

is granted authority over the reserve force the potential military benefits can be even greater. The 

ability to wield all reserve units within a theater allows unified commanders the freedom necessary 

to respond to sudden developments on the battlefield. Because freedom of maneuver is critical to 

the successful performance of forces in battle, the exercise of authority over a multinational reserve 

force by a unified commander is superior to either national reserves or even shared control of 

multinational reserves.  

Thus, the more integrated the command structure the better situational understanding a 

commander will have and the easier it will be to control force tailoring and task-organizing, 

coordinate surveillance and reconnaissance, troop movements, and sustain preparations. The 

combination of the mechanisms discussed here lead to my fourth and final hypothesis: the greater 

the integration in command structures the better the military performance will be.  

Taken together, the hypotheses presented here suggest a theory of evolutionary learning in 

multinational wars in which states begin the war under less integrated command systems but, 

																																																								
275 Eisenhower believed the lack of a strategic Anglo-American reserve was a major shortcoming in the European 
theater in World War II. Ambrose, The Supreme Command, 555-6. 
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through a process of adapting to the combat environment and experimentation, move toward more 

integrated command systems as the war progresses.  

 

Table 3.3: Summary of Hypotheses 

 
1. The adoption of integrated forms of command and control 

arrangements at the outset of war should be rare. 
 

2. States belonging to a wartime partnership will be reluctant to 
implement changes in command and control arrangements save for 
during periods of military failure.  

 
3. Institutional change brought on by defeat will result in greater rather 

than less integration among co-belligerents.  
 

4. Greater integration will lead to improved military effectiveness. 

 

Alternative Explanations  

In explaining both institutional change and performance in multinational wars several 

alternative explanations are possible. Regarding the form of command and control arrangement in 

war, for example, it may be possible that some types of wartime partnerships are more likely than 

others to be integrated. Institutional type – whether the partnership is an alliance or a coalition – 

may influence the initial or even subsequent choice of command structure in multinational war, in 

other words. For example, it may be that alliances, because of their formality and status as written 

treaties, enhance the credibility of their members.276 Because alliances constitute stronger 

commitment devices than coalitions, members belonging to the former may be less afraid to 

surrender the necessary authority that goes along with greater integration than members of the 

latter. A similar logic applies to states that share cultural or ideological affinities. Countries that 

																																																								
276 James D. Morrow, “Alliances: Why Write Them Down?” Annual Review of Political Science 3 (2000): 63-83.  
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share a common history or affinity for a particular type of regime may be more inclined to integrate 

their command and control functions than those who do not. Another factor affecting the choice 

of command and control system in war may be the balance of power within the group. Members 

with roughly-equal amounts of power may be more willing to integrate their command structures 

than in cases where the power disparities between members is greater, prompting fears about 

domination.  

Additionally, it is possible that other triggers besides failure will prompt wartime 

partnerships to undertake institutional reforms. Military success or excess amounts of 

organizational slack might also trigger experimentation and discovery, for example. Under 

“Gresham’s Law,” if all resources are busily employed in carrying out existing programs or 

activities, the process of developing new programs or organizational units will be slow. Thus, if 

excess manpower or organizational slack exists, we might expect institutions to be more willing 

to experiment with different types of command and control structures.277 Individuals can also act 

as instruments of change through the force of their personalities. Changes in personnel at high 

levels could therefore also prompt institutional change. Much less likely is the case that the type 

of command structures will be randomly determined.  

Finally, the rich literature in international security on military effectiveness suggests there 

are a multitude of possible explanations for military performance, any of which may be responsible 

for some or all of the variation observed in the battlefield performance of wartime partnerships. 

Among the most commonly identified determinants of military effectiveness in the literature are 

power/numerical supremacy, technology, regime type, culture, nationalism, civil-military relations 

																																																								
277 Bo Hedberg, “How organizations learn and unlearn,” in Handbook of Organizational Design, ed. Paul C. Nystrom 
and William H. Starbuck (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1981), 17; James G. March and Herbert A. Simon, 
Organizations (Pittsburgh: Graduate School of Industrial Administration Carnegie Institute of Technology/John Wiley 
& Sons, Inc., 1966), 185-7. 
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or political involvement, and military doctrine and tactics.278 While most of these arguments refer 

to the experiences of national militaries in bilateral conflicts, their arguments can be extended to 

multinational conflicts as well. Because each of the alternative arguments identified here may 

contribute to explaining the variation in multinational command and control structures in wartime, 

I address each in tests of my hypotheses.  

 

Research Design   

Given the medium-N nature of this project, I employ comparative historical analysis to 

investigate the relationship between command and control structures and multinational military 

effectiveness.279 Although mixing methods often combines the best of both worlds by joining 

																																																								
278 On regime type and military effectiveness, see David Lake, “Powerful Pacifists: Democratic States and War,” 
American Political Science Review 86, no.1 (1992):24-37; Dan Reiter and Allan C. Stam, “Democracy and Battlefield 
Effectiveness,” Journal of Conflict Resolution 42 (1998):259-77; Dan Reiter and Allan C. Stam, Democracies at War 
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2002); Ajin Choi, “The Power of Democratic Cooperation,” International 
Security 28, no. 1 (2003): 142-54; Ajin Choi, “Democratic Synergy and Victory, 1816-1922,” International Studies 
Quarterly  48 (Sep., 2004): 663-82; Ajin Choi, “Fighting to the Finish: Democracy and Commitment in Coalition 
War,” Security Studies 21 (2012):624-53; Jonathan Renshon and Arthur Spirling, “Modeling Effectiveness in 
International Relations,” Journal of Conflict Resolution  59, no.2 (2015): 207-38. On technology, see 
Martin Van Creveld, Technology and War: From 2000 B.C. to the Present (New York: The Free Press, 1991); John 
Arquilla, Dubious Battles: Aggression, Defeat and the International System (Santa Monica: RAND, 1992); J.F.C. 
Fuller, Armaments and History: The Influence of Armament on History from the Dawn of Classical Warfare to the 
end of the Second World War (New York: Da Capo Press, Inc., 1998). On culture and nationalism, see Kenneth M. 
Pollack, Arabs at War: Military Effectiveness, 1948-1991  (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 2002); Dan Reiter 
2007, “Nationalism and Military Effectiveness,” in Creating Military Power: The Sources of Military Effectiveness, 
ed. Risa A. Brooks and Elizabeth A. Stanley (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 2007), 27-54; Timothy D. Hoyt, 
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diss., Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 2011). On doctrine and tactics, see Stephen Biddle, Military Power: 
Explaining Victory and Defeat in Modern Battle (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2004). 
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Bennett and Alexander L. George, “Process Tracing in Case Study Research,” (Paper presented at MacArthur 
Foundation Workshop on Case Study Methods, Boston, Massachusetts, October 17-19, 1997); Andrew Bennett, 
“Process Tracing: A Bayesian Perspective” in The Oxford Handbook of Political Methodology, ed. Jane M. Box-
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together the predictive power of quantitative research with the rich detail of qualitative research, 

mixed-methods studies are not always possible given the complexity of some theoretical 

arguments and/or data restrictions. Both challenges present obstacles to the study of multinational 

military effectiveness. To start with, theories of adaptive learning like the one presented here lend 

themselves naturally to methods of study that emphasize close contextual analysis of cases and the 

thorough treatment and consideration of the mechanisms involved therein. Second, and more 

importantly, excessive data limitations make systematic statistical analysis of a subject such as 

multinational military effectiveness extremely difficult. While the study of military effectiveness, 

as the discussion in Chapter 2 made clear, may not suffer from an absence of easily quantifiable 

indicators (e.g., causality figures, time until battlefield dominance, territory exchanged, etc.), it 

does suffer from extreme gaps in data availability. Conflict data for some wars is extensive while 

almost non-existent for others. Despite occurring around roughly the same time, the number of 

studies on the Paraguayan War (in English or other languages), for example, pales in comparison 

to works on the wars of German unification.280 This imbalance in historical records extends to 

primary sources as well, where different record keeping practices of governments and militaries 

across countries and time have resulted in widely uneven data availability. In addition to variation 

across cases, data availability within cases is often highly skewed toward coverage of certain 

combat engagements over others. This latter issue is particularly problematic given the emphasis 

placed in this study on battlefield effectiveness and learning over time between successive 

operational campaigns. Thus, even where reliable casualty figures or other data may exist for a 

particular war as a whole, parsing out this information at the level of individual campaigns (the 

																																																								
Steffensmeier, Henry R. Brady, and David Collier (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2010), 711; David Campbell, 
“Degrees of freedom and the case study,” Comparative Political Studies 8 (1975): 178-193. 
280 A quick search of the WorldCat Library Catalogue renders just 27 hits on a search for “Paraguayan War, 1864-70” 
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unit of observation in this study) is exceedingly hard.281 In practical terms, this means that the 

information needed to generate fine-grained scores of multinational military effectiveness for a 

non-trivial number of cases simply isn’t available. As a result of these excessive data limitations, 

the hypotheses presented here cannot be tested quantitatively. For this reason, I rely on 

comparative historical analysis and the case-study method. 

Comparative historical work adopts a causes-of-effects approach to explanation as opposed 

to the effects-of-causes approach adopted in statistical Large-N research. Rather than generalize 

about the average magnitude of the effect, the goal of the comparative historical researcher is to 

ascertain whether (as well as how) a given variable (or group of variables) exerts an effect on an 

outcome of interest in specific cases. While the initial goal of this type of analysis is to explain 

specific outcomes in a particular set of cases, practitioners of this approach, after having identified 

and demonstrated the causal pattern, often generalize their explanations beyond the initial subset 

of cases being examined to all cases that fall within the theory’s scope.282 Like most comparative 

historical work, this study utilizes a case-oriented research design, an approach focused on the 

intensive study of a few cases through cross-case and/or within-case analysis.  

																																																								
281 One potential large-scale data source, the U.S. Army’s CDB90 dataset, also known as the HERO dataset, suffers 
from a number of flaws. The dataset contains only a fraction of battles in some wars and leaves out whole conflicts. 
Moreover, the data are heavily overrepresented by the combat experiences of three countries, the United States, 
Germany, and Israel. The data also include double counts and many historical inaccuracies, making it a poor candidate 
for use here. Alternatively, I could adopt the conflict as the unit of analysis and test my theory at the war level. Such 
an approach would present other problems, however. For example, in cases where multiple, different types of 
command structures existed in a single war, it would require me to collapse them into a single category for coding 
purposes. The majority of conflicts in my universe of cases fall into this category by exhibiting variation not only in 
time but also space. So much variation would be subsumed in the attempt to universalize across theaters and 
participants in other words that the resulting statistical findings would be rendered virtually meaningless. For a 
discussion of the many shortcomings associated with CDB90, see Biddle, Military Power: Explaining Victory and 
Defeat in Modern Battle, 152-3.  
282 James Mahoney and Celso M. Villegas, “Historical Enquiry and Comparative Politics,” in The Oxford University 
Handbook of Comparative Politics, ed. Carles Boix and Susan C. Stokes, (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2010), 
74; James Mahoney and P. Larkin Terrie, “Comparative-Historical Analysis in Contemporary Political Science,” in 
The Oxford Handbook of Political Methodology, ed. Jane M. Box-Steffensmeier, Henry R. Brady, and David Collier 
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2010), 739, 746-7, 751. 
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Method 

The case-study approach allows researchers to ‘peer into the box of causality’ to locate the 

factors (or mechanisms) linking the purported cause and the observed outcome. That is, they allow 

us to “see” X and Y interact.283 Case-study researchers seek to “go beyond [the] mere accidental 

regularities” of (statistical) correlation with the aim of identifying not only the mechanisms 

responsible for the observed effects but also the overall causal process at work.284 Although much 

social science work today is geared towards generating statistical associations, it is generally 

recognized that pattern(s) of co-variation are not enough to distinguish causal relationships from 

non-causal ones.285 For a hypothesized relationship to be actually causal, the pathway from X to 

Y must be plausible and clearly elucidated. The latter is the job of causal mechanisms, which, in 

their simplest formulation, are the links connecting causes with their effects. Such mechanisms are 

deemed causal or not depending on the extent to which they can identify and explain the process 

by which the explanatory variable is connected with the outcome of interest. This causal 

specification of the pathway is necessary to accurately specify the relationship and interpret the 

results of model. Without the identification of these mechanisms and the corresponding creation 

of a causal story to identify the interaction between the two, any patterns discernable will at best 

be mere correlation and a causal relationship cannot be said to exist. 

Because the case-study approach values insight into causal mechanisms over that of causal 

effects, researchers in this mold often employ micro-level investigative methods like process 

tracing and congruence analysis. Although multiple variants exist, process tracing as used here 

																																																								
283 John Gerring, “The Case Study: What it is and what it does,” in The Oxford University Handbook of Comparative 
Politics, ed. Carles Boix and Susan C. Stokes, (Oxford: OUP, 2010), 103-105. 
284 Henry E. Brady, “Causation and Explanation in Social Science,” in The Oxford Handbook of Political 
Methodology, eds. Janet M. Box-Steffensmeier, Henry E. Brady, and David Collier (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
2010), 225. 
285 See, for example, Gary King, “How Not to Lie with Statistics: Avoiding Common Mistakes in Quantitative Political 
Science,” American Journal of Political Science 30, no. 3 (Aug., 1986): 674-5. 
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refers to the method by which a researcher draws descriptive and causal inferences from the 

analysis of events over time. Process tracing involves the careful search for observable 

implications (often called causal-process observations) of the hypothesized causal process in order 

to test a theory’s applicability and reach.286 Identifying the causal processes at work in any given 

phenomenon requires looking closely at the unfolding of events over time to determine not only 

whether the hypothesized effect occurred but also when and how it occurred. This emphasis on a 

finer level of detail (typically also at a lower level of analysis), as well as the corresponding “thick” 

description of events, and analysis of trajectories of change and causation, is what distinguishes 

the process tracing method from other qualitative methods.287 With process tracing, the goal is not 

only to unravel the causal association between explanatory variable and outcome variable (thereby 

deriving positive confirmation of one’s theory) but also to eliminate alternative causal factors and 

explanations.288 In this study, process tracing is employed for both tasks.  

Process tracing is particularly well suited to the study of wartime partnerships in 

multinational wars; a phenomenon that is not only rare but also exhibits enormous intra-case 

variation. Where variation is rare, the case-oriented approach in general and the process tracing 

method in particular are often recommended.289 (Phenomena like social revolution or multinational 

wars constitute rare events in the sense that the empirical distributions of these kinds of events are 

infrequent when compared to the thousands of non-revolutions or non-multinational wars possible 

																																																								
286 Bennett, “Process Tracing: A Bayesian Perspective,” 705; David Collier, “Understanding Process Tracing,” 
Political Science and Politics 44, no. 4 (2011): 823-30. On the variety of process tracing methods and techniques, see 
Derek Beach and Rasmus Brun Pedersen, Process-Tracing Methods: Foundations and Guidelines (Ann Arbor: 
Michigan University Press, 2013). 
287 Bennett, “Process Tracing: A Bayesian Perspective,” 705; Gerring, “The Case Study: What it is and what it does,” 
106; David Collier, “Understanding Process Tracing,” 823; Mahoney and Villegas, “Historical Enquiry and 
Comparative Politics,” 73; David Collier, Henry E. Brady, and Jason Seawright, “Sources of Leverage in Causal 
Inference: Toward an Alternative View of Methodology,” in Rethinking Social Inquiry: Divers Tools, Shared 
Standards, ed. Henry E. Brady and David Collier (Lanham: Rowman & Littlefield, 2004), 248. 
288 Mahoney and Villegas, “Historical Enquiry and Comparative Politics,” 77. 
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were each country-year counted as an observation.) The degree of complex causality identified in 

the causal story developed above is a second factor lending itself to the process tracing method. 

Careful tracing of causal-process observations have been described as constituting “particularly 

effective” strategies for assessing complex causality.290 Clearly multinational wars – with their 

multitudinous actors and ever-changing relationships – constitute highly complex international 

phenomena in and of themselves. When combined with the complex theory of adaptive learning 

elucidated above, however, process tracing becomes an even stronger methodological choice given 

the necessity of specifying very precisely the dynamics of the learning process.  

The second method employed here, that of congruence analysis, is also a form of within-

case analysis. The congruence procedure involves identifying the degree of in-/congruence present 

between the expectation and outcome values across multiple within-case observations. The 

researcher begins by ascertaining the values of the independent and dependent variables across a 

range of circumstances within a case. Having established these values, the researcher then 

examines the extent to which the observed outcome(s) change (i.e. covary) as predicted by the 

theory. To the extent that the observed values of the independent variable covary with the theory’s 

expectations concerning the dependent variable, the prediction and observed outcome are said to 

be congruent and the case constitutes firm support for the theory. If, on the other hand, the observed 

outcomes do not conform to the predictions of the theory’s hypothesis, the case constitutes a 

flunked test.291  

																																																								
290 Robert J. Franzese, Jr. “Multicausality, Context-conditionality, and Endogeneity,” in The Oxford University 
Handbook of Comparative Politics, ed. Carles Boix and Susan C. Stokes, (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2010), 
66. 
291 Alexander L. George and Andrew Bennett, Case Studies and Theory Development in the Social Sciences 
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Because the within-case congruence method often involves the comparison of observations 

of values on the independent and dependent variables across time, the procedure is sometimes 

referred to as a “before-after” research design.292 Rather than trying to find two cases that are 

comparable in all ways but one (the gold standard of social science research) the researcher 

exploits within-case variation to divide a single case into multiple sub-cases. In causal inference 

terms, dividing a case into two or more sub-cases generates inferential leverage similar to that of 

a controlled experiment, provided of course that careful attention is paid to make sure that no more 

than one variable changes at any given time. The challenge lies in locating a suitable before-after 

case for comparison in which only one independent variable changes. Although finding historical 

cases that meet the strict requirements of controlled comparison often require a researcher to know 

a lot about a lot of cases, such before-after comparisons of an explanatory variable produce more 

confident estimates of causal effects than when multiple factors change concurrently. The added 

inferential leverage gained by this approach is why the before-after variant of the congruence 

method is sometimes referred to as a ‘quasi-experiment’.293 

The congruence method, like process tracing, thus pays considerable attention to temporal 

developments and the sequencing of events. Although distinct modes of within-case analysis, the 

two can be combined together and indeed often complement each other nicely.294 Moreover, both 

																																																								
292 An alternative type of congruence analysis involves comparison to typical values across cases. Because this type 
of comparison occurs across cases and not within them, the identification strategy is often harder to meet since finding 
two or more cases in which the characteristics are identical is excessively difficult in social science research. The 
method’s emphasis on controlling background characteristics by holding them constant is why this second type of 
congruence procedure is often considered a close-cousin of the method of controlled comparison. Van Evera, Guide 
to Methods for Students of Political Science, 56-60. 
293 Alexander L. George, “The Role of the Congruence Method for Case Study Research,” (Paper presented at 
MacArthur Foundation Workshop on Case Study Methods, Georgetown University, Washington, DC, March 18-22, 
1997); Jack Levy, “Case Studies: Types, Design, and Logics of Inference,” Conflict of Management and Peace Science 
vol. 25 (2008), 10; Gerring, “The Case Study: What it is and what it does,” 122. 
294 George, “The Role of the Congruence Method for Case Study Research”; George and Bennett, Case Studies and 
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methods are well suited to a study such as this where enormous variation in the main explanatory 

variable – that of command and control relationships – often exists within a single case. The range 

exhibited in the types of command and control relationships adopted by multinational forces is 

another factor lending itself to this type of analysis since the congruence procedure is said to “work 

best” in cases where many observations of values on the IV and DV are possible and/or values on 

these variables vary sharply over time within the case.295 

 

Causal Inference and Methodological Challenges in Case-Oriented Research  

As discussed above, the within-case comparative method is an approach that rests not only 

on establishing an association between the independent variable(s) and the dependent variable but 

on identifying the intervening mechanisms or processes by which the two are linked.296 Both 

description and causality, in other words, are prized. Descriptive inference is used to gather 

detailed knowledge of cases that is then used to determine whether or not the explanatory variable 

and outcome variable actually occurred. It is arrived at by the careful and detailed analysis of what 

actually happened in a given case. Causal inference on the other hand is concerned with 

establishing whether a connection exists between two or more events. The researcher wishes to 

ascertain whether the hypothesized explanatory (or ‘causal’) factors either alone or in combination 

with other variables exerted an effect. Whereas the goal of descriptive inference is to determine 

what happened, the goal of causal inference is to determine why a particular event or outcome 

happened.297 Descriptive inference thus constitutes an intrinsic and important part of causal 

																																																								
295 Van Evera, Guide to Methods for Students of Political Science, 62. 
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inferential research.298 Both are critical to the viability and strength of small and medium-N 

studies.  

The case-oriented approach to causal interpretation – like all approaches to empirical 

inference – is not without problems, however. One commonly cited challenge to conducting causal 

analysis in qualitative research is the problem of ‘too many variables, too few cases.’299 When the 

number of cases approaches the number of variables in the model, the theory is said to be over-

determined meaning too many possible explanations exist. To overcome this pitfall many scholars 

have encouraged qualitative researchers to increase the number of observations under study. 

Indeed, increasing the number of observations in a study is often seen as the best way to enhance 

inferential leverage  - ‘the amount of empirical evidence relative to the degree of theoretical 

complexity’ – since each additional observation allows for an additional test of the theory. Where 

these additional tests are found to be consistent with the theory’s expectations, the researcher’s 

confidence in the validity of their explanation is increased.300 (Generating as many observable 

implications as possible also ensures a theory’s falsifiability.) In sum, maximizing information in 

available data improves the efficiency of our data and hence the quality of our descriptive and 

causal inferences.301  

																																																								
298 A growing number of political scientists have embraced this view in recent years. See, for example, Collier, 
“Understanding Process Tracing,” 823-30; and, Gerring, “Mere Description,” 721-46. 
299 Arend Lijphart, “Comparative Politics and the Comparative Method,” American Political Science Review 65 (Sep., 
1971): 685-6. 
300 Lijphart, “Comparative Politics and the Comparative Method,” 686; Gary King and Eleanor Neff Powell, “How 
Not to Lie Without Statistics,” (Working Paper, Institute for Quantitative Social Science, Harvard University, 
Cambridge, 2008), http://gking.harvard.edu/publications/author/1182/Eleanor%20Neff%20Powell (accessed 28 
January 2015); Gary King, Robert O. Keohane, Sidney Verba, Designing Social Inquiry: Scientific Inference in 
Qualitative Research (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1994), 24-5, 208, 213-22; David Collier, Jason Seawright 
and Gerardo L. Munck, “The Quest for Standards: King, Keohane, and Verba’s Designing Social Inquiry” in 
Rethinking Social Inquiry: Diverse Tools, Shared Standards, eds. Henry E. Brady and David Collier, (Lanham: 
Rowman & Littlefield, 2004), 27. 
301 King, Keohane, Verba, Designing Social Inquiry, 19, 28, 67. 
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 Consequently, I divide each multinational wartime partnership (e.g. Argentina-Brazil-

Uruguay in the Paraguayan War, 1864-70) from my universe of cases into multiple observations. 

In practical terms, this means that rather than analyze each of these relationships at the level of the 

war as a whole, I look within each conflict to individual operational campaigns. The latter are 

defined as “a series of operations designed to accomplish certain military objectives,” and typically 

last less than a year.302 For example, in the case of the Paraguayan War, separate observations 

would be created for each of the main campaigns from the Corrientes Campaign (1865) in the 

war’s opening months to the campaigns of the Rio Grande (1865), Humaitá (1866) Piquisiri (1868) 

and the Hills (1868-70).303 A single conflict in this case yields five observations. Looking within 

wars at the level of operations increases the total number of observations in this study from an N 

of 42 to more than a hundred. In addition to increasing the number of overall observations, focusing 

on operations adds important temporal and geographical variation.304  

Although increasing the number of observations has a number of advantages, it could 

introduce another problem; namely, the potential lack of independent observations. Observations 

are said to be non-independent when the value of a particular variable in an observation is 

influenced by its value in another observation. Given that how a campaign is conducted one month 

is inevitably influenced by how an earlier campaign was fought, the possibility that observations 

within a single case are not independent is a real concern. However the problem of the lack of 

independence of observations (also known as “Galton’s Problem”) is not unique to qualitative 

research. Dependence among observations is an obstacle in much statistical research as well, 

																																																								
302 Until the twentieth century, campaigns were seasonal, beginning with an army’s departure from its garrisons in the 
spring until its return in the late fall.  The West Point Military History Series Definitions and Doctrine of the Military 
Art, 12. 
303 For comprehensive treatments of this war, see Thomas Whigham, The Paraguayan War: Causes and Early Conduct 
(Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 2002) and Chris Leuchers, To the Bitter End: Paraguay and the War of the 
Triple Alliance (Westport: Greenwood Press, 2002). 
304 King, Keohane, Verba, Designing Social Inquiry, 220-1. 
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particularly time-series analysis, where the lack of independence presents a degrees of freedom 

problem. The statistical version of this problem can be particularly severe in cases where learning 

or diffusion may be driving the correlation rather than the explanatory variable(s) being tested. 

Fortunately, such theories of learning or diffusion like the one in this study present fewer 

limitations for qualitative research where process tracing can be deployed to test for linkages 

between observations. It is also worth noting that the existence of non-independent observations 

does not in itself produce unbiased inferences. While violating the independence assumption may 

reduce the amount of new evidence gained from each additional observation the problem of 

partially dependent observations is manageable in case-oriented research provided that the 

researcher is careful not to overstate his/her conclusions.305   

Other research design problems arise from the difficulty of assessing causality in social 

science. One such difficulty with assessing causation comes from the fact that the phenomenon of 

military effectiveness has multiple, complex determinants rather than a single recognized cause. 

The problem of plurality of causes (also known as ‘equifinality’ or ‘multicausality’) arises when 

the observed outcome is consistent with multiple competing explanations or interpretations. 

Unfortunately, most international political phenomena worthy of study suffer from this problem. 

As with the assumption of independence of observations the issue of causal complexity posed by 

the existence of multiple causes is not unique to qualitative research, however. The problem of 

multiple causal paths to a given outcome arises in regression and experimental work as well.  While 

the problem can sometimes be alleviated in statistical work by the addition of interaction terms, 

no easy solution exists in the social-science laboratory where experimental subjects come to the 
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table with potential explanatory factors beyond the control of the researcher.306 Nor is there an 

easy qualitative fix. However, the problem of multicausality can be partially mitigated by the 

careful selection of observations for testing in which only one potential causal pathway at a time 

is present. For this reason, qualitative researchers are encouraged to look for contexts with “big” 

effects and single (or very few) moving causes.307 Accordingly, one of the considerations guiding 

my case selection strategy (see below) is the degree to which such conditions are present.  

Additional causal leverage can be gotten by employing the method of counterfactual 

analysis and asking what would have happened in a most similar world where all of the factors 

save the command and control structure were the same.308 Finding evidence for these kinds of 

counterfactual thought experiments is exceedingly difficult, of course. Nevertheless, where 

possible, I try to gain inferential leverage by comparing the ‘typical’ national military orders of 

battle – defined as the manner in which military forces are organized, maneuvered, and supplied – 

adopted by states fighting together under independent command with those where they fought 

under more integrated command systems. By comparing how the orders of battle might have 

differed in the two scenarios, ceteris paribus, I am able to make stronger inferences about the 

causal effect of the choice of command structure on multinational military effectiveness. To the 

extent that that the disposition and strength of personnel and equipment for militaries remained the 

same (or similar) to the orders of battle they would have adopted under independent command and 

control structures, I am on firmer ground since any observed difference in military effectiveness 

																																																								
306 Another term sometimes used to describe multicausality is ‘conjunctual causation.’ Charles Ragin, The 
Comparative Method: Moving Beyond Qualitative and Quantitative Strategies (Berkeley: University of California 
Press, 1987), 20; James Mahoney, “A Tale of Two Cultures: Contrasting Quantitative and Qualitative Research,” 
Political Analysis vol. 14 (2006), 236-7; Franzese, “Multicausality, Context-Conditionality, and Endogeneity,” 36-
38; King, Keohane, Verba, Designing Social Inquiry, 87-89; Bear Braumoeller, “Causal Complexity and the Study of 
Politics,” Political Analysis vol. 11 (2003): 209-33. 
307 Franzese, “Multicausality, Context-Conditionality, and Endogeneity,” 41. 
308 King, Keohane, and Verba, Designing Social Inquiry, 88; Brady, “Causation and Explanation in Social Science,” 
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ought then to be a direct result of the change in command and control system rather than changes 

in the disposition or strength of forces. Although far from perfect, this type of counterfactual 

analysis does provide an additional way to test for the presence or absence of the theorized causal 

association between command and control structures and multinational military effectiveness. 

Thus, the possibility that multicausality may be present does not pose an insurmountable obstacle 

to studies of complex phenomena like military effectiveness. Although multicausality does make 

greater demands on our analyses, “[r]esearchers need not identify ‘all’ causal effects on a 

dependent variable to provide estimates of the one causal effect of interest.”309 

Another challenge to causal inferences comes in the form of reverse causality, the 

possibility that the causal arrow of the hypothesized relationship flows in the opposite direction. 

In trying to establish a link between command and control structures and multinational military 

effectiveness, therefore, it is important to also investigate whether the observed association 

between the two may result from misspecification, since military effectiveness might be a cause 

of integrated command structures rather than an effect thereof.310 Although a causal story in this 

direction is harder to envision since intuitively we would expect militaries that are performing well 

to be less likely to carry out reforms, the possibility that reverse causality is responsible for either 

a portion or all of the observed correlation between the explanatory and outcome variables must 

be considered. Fortunately, a relatively easy solution to the problem of causal direction exists since 

temporal precedence can be used to establish causal priority. Careful process tracing of the cases 

																																																								
309 King, Keohane, Verba, Designing Social Inquiry, 89. 
310 The possibility that it exists in both directions, i.e. reciprocal causality (more commonly known as endogeneity) is 
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selected for closer study identified below thus helps overcome any doubts that the causal 

relationship is flowing in another direction than the one specified here.311  

 A related challenge to causal inference arises from the possibility that the observed 

correlation between command and control structures and military effectiveness may be the result 

of one or more unidentified (and perhaps also unobservable) variables, in which case the 

relationship will be spurious. The existence of confounding variables can make the job of making 

valid causal inferences more difficult since excluding potentially relevant variables might lead to 

biased estimates of the causal effect.312 The bias generated from these confounding variables 

(known as omitted variable bias) represents a serious problem in both qualitative and quantitative 

research designs.313 Although difficult to overcome completely, I adopt two strategies to try and 

mitigate any potential bias that might result from omitted variables. 

 First, I rely on a combination of process tracing and the congruence method to help 

distinguish between spurious and causal regularities in the data. As already noted, the methods 

adopted in this study offer some protection against the possibility of spurious correlation: the 

congruence method allows me to assess whether the congruence between the explanatory and 

outcome variable (as well as other potentially confounding variables) is present or not, while 

careful process tracing aids in the identification of any causal links in the explanatory chain.314 To 

																																																								
311 Establishing temporal precedence in a case study however cannot solve the problem of common cause. Brady, 
“Causation and Explanation,” 238, 243. 
312 Not all omitted variables cause bias, however. Left-out variables only present a challenge to causal inference if 
they are antecedent to the choice of command and control structure and correlated with military effectiveness. Omitted 
variables that result from the choice of command and control structure do not create bias since they are a consequence 
of the key explanatory variable in the model and thus already account for. King, Keohane, Verba, Designing Social 
Inquiry, 173-8. 
313 Kevin A. Clarke, “The Phantom Menace: Omitted Variable Bias in Econometric Research,” Conflict Management 
and Peace Science 22 (Sept., 2005): 341-52; King, Keohane, Verba, Designing Social Inquiry, 107, 182; George and 
Bennett, Case Studies and Theory Development, 220. 
314 On the uses of process tracing and congruence analysis to guard against spurious correlation, see George and 
Bennett, Case Studies and Theory Development, 182-188, 220-1. 
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the extent that these confounding variables do not exhibit congruence with the outcome variable 

and/or lack a causal link, I am on firmer ground. Careful attention to a wide range of alternative 

hypotheses can thus go a long way toward ensuring no relevant variables are omitted from 

comparison. 

 Second, and where possible, I try to identify the direction of bias for any potentially 

confounding variables. As noted above, one such potentially confounding variable in this study is 

institutional type. It may be, for example, that institutional type (i.e. whether the multinational 

forces belong to an alliance or not) and not command and control is strongly influencing military 

effectiveness. Indeed, the latter may simply be a consequence of the former. For example, if 

alliances are more likely to adopt more integrated command and control structures than coalitions, 

the choice of command and control structures may be nothing more than an intervening variable 

in the causal story presented here. In such a scenario, we would expect alliances to be positively 

and highly correlated with both unified command and control and military success. However, this 

alternative causal story is not borne out by the data.  

 

Table 3.4: Spearman Rank Correlation Coefficients for Institutional Type and Command 
Structure 
 

 Unified Combined/Mixed Independent 

Coalition -0.05 -0.114 0.486 

Hybrid315 0 0.1925 -0.052 

Alliance 0.227 0.269 -0.263 

 

																																																								
315 Hybrid wartime partnerships are arrangements where some members may be allied but not others. Examples 
include the Franco-Prussian War, a case where each of the three princely German states was party to a bilateral alliance 
with Prussia but not to each other, as well as the recent war in Afghanistan, which featured both states that were not 
formally allied as well as some that were. 
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First, the overall rank correlation between institutional type and command and control 

structure is modest at best at 0.328, suggesting the first link in this alternative causal explanation 

is poor or missing altogether. Table 3.4 shows the Spearman rank-order correlation coefficients 

for each category of variable.316 With a magnitude of just under 0.23, the correlation coefficient 

between alliances and unified command is relatively weak indicating little (linear) correlation 

exists. The second link (that between alliances and military effectiveness) also does not survive 

upon further examination. Even assuming that a strong correlation between alliances and unified 

command and control were present, alliances would (ceteris paribus) still need to exhibit better 

operational multinational military effectiveness than coalitions in order for this alternative 

explanation to hold. Yet as Table 3.5 shows, alliances are negatively correlated with successful 

military outcomes. While bearing in mind that the relationship between military effectiveness and 

military outcome is complicated, the two are clearly related. The fact that alliances are weakly 

correlated with both unified command and control and successful military outcomes thus goes a 

long way toward disconfirming the alternative explanation that institutional type underpins the 

choice of command and control structures in multinational wars and that this is what is driving any 

resulting improvement in military performance. Thus, to the extent that we observe a relationship 

between command and control structures and military effectiveness we can be more confident that 

this relationship is being driven by command decisions and not the original institutional choice. 

 

 

																																																								
316 Although there are no official guidelines for what constitutes a strong versus weak association, correlations over 
0.7 are generally considered strong. The strength of a correlation becomes higher as it approaches 1 and weaker as it 
approaches 0. The correlation coefficients presented in Table 3.4 are robust to a variety of coding procedures. 
Collapsing the Hybrid category into either Coalitions or Alliances does not significantly affect the strength of the 
respective correlation coefficients. In every coding combination possible, no coefficient ever breaks the 0.5 mark. The 
strongest correlation (0.486) exists between Coalitions and Independent Commands.  
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Table 3.5: Spearman Rank Correlation Coefficients for Institutional Type and Military 
Outcome 
 

 Military Success  

Alliance -0.3807* 
Hybrid 0.1406 
Coalition 0.1553 

Note: Significant at p<0.05. 

  

A third safeguard against the danger of omitted variable bias involves ruling out as many 

potentially relevant variables that might exert an effect on the outcome variable as possible. 

Removing (or ‘controlling’) for potentially confounding sources of variation in military 

effectiveness can increase our confidence about the causal effect of command and control 

structures in war. Although controlling for other factors in qualitative empirical analysis can be 

challenging, some leverage can be derived from the choice of methods adopted here. Longitudinal 

case study designs, repeated observations of a small group of variables in a single case over a 

specified period of time, can partially guard against the problem of omitted variable bias if episodes 

in which only a single or very few causal variables of interest change can be identified. Instances 

of the variable of interest changing while other factors change very slowly if at all produce strong 

causal inferences since any and all empirical observations that follow are then due to the changes 

in the main explanatory variable and not alternative variables which, because of the lack of 

movement or change on their part, can be said to be fixed or held constant.317 Thus, where possible, 

																																																								
317 Within-case analysis is an example of the most-similar case method. John Gerring, “Case Selection for Case-Study 
Analysis: Qualitative and Quantitative Techniques,” in The Oxford Handbook of Political Methodology, ed. Janet 
Box-Steffensmeier et al., (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2010), 669; Jack Levy, “Case Studies: Types, Designs, 
and Logics of Inference,” Conflict Management and Peace Science 25 (Feb., 2008): 10; Franzese, “Multicausality, 
Context-conditionality, and Endogeneity,” 41. 
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I look for episodes within cases where other commonly argued sources of military effectiveness – 

like technology or doctrine – remain unchanged following a change in the command and control 

structure and select them for further study. The less these other sources of military effectiveness 

exhibit changes during the period under examination, the greater our confidence that resulting 

changes in military effectiveness stem from changes in the command and control structure of the 

multinational force.  

A final methodological challenge arises from the ever-present danger of endogeneity and 

its offshoot selection bias. The problem of reciprocal causation (i.e. X causes Y and Y causes X), 

also known as endogeneity, represents a serious challenge to most work in the social sciences. The 

possibility that any observed association between the explanatory variable and outcome variable 

may be the result of simultaneity can lead to inferential errors. One common solution favored by 

many quantitative scholars – that of randomization – provides little help in small and medium-N 

sized studies like this one since comparisons of many cases and contexts is needed to yield the 

extra information necessary to correct for inferential errors.318 Because endogeneity bias in social 

science research is unlikely to be overcome entirely the task of the researcher should be to mitigate 

it as much as possible by going further toward isolating the effect of X on Y. One way to mitigate 

the problem of endogeneity is to identify the direction of the biased inference and then correct for 

it if needed. Another is to rely on what one prominent methodologist has referred to as the poor 

man’s exogeneity: history.319 Because of the seriousness of the problem I adopt both approaches 

here. 

																																																								
318 Randomization requires large samples. Thus, randomization in small samples doesn’t provide the same strong basis 
for inferential confidence that it does in statistical empirical analysis. Examples of quantitative approaches to 
endogeneity that utilize randomization are matching and experiments. Franzese, “Multicausality, Context-
conditionality, and Endogeneity,” 61-7; Van Evera, Guide to Methods for Students of Political Science, 8; King, 
Keohane, Verba, Designing Social Inquiry, 126. 
319 Franzese, “Multicausality, Context-conditionality, and Endogeneity,” 65. 
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First, I look for exogenous “shocks” – sudden events beyond the immediate control of 

military authorities that nevertheless have a significant impact on the environment (like natural 

disasters or the death of a leader), and trace the effect of such events on military performance. 

Unforeseen events such as the death of a leader result in different states of the world and can 

produce a shift in the goals or strategies being pursued within existing institutions.320 Because 

exogenous shocks often alter previously stable institutional arrangements they typically result in 

deviations away from normal, expected trends. Certainly that was the case with the Austro-

Hungarian Army when the octogenarian Emperor Franz Josef died of pneumonia in November 

1916 in the middle of World War I and was succeeded by his inexperienced great-nephew, 

Archduke Karl. However, purely exogenous shocks in international politics are rare and examples 

cannot be found for every case studied here. The identification and exploitation of exogenous 

shocks therefore represent at best a minor fix to the tricky problem of endogeneity. 

Much more helpful in addressing the problem of endogeneity is analyzing the expected 

direction of any potential bias. If states do in fact tend to adopt more integrated command and 

control structures following defeats and more integrated forms of command and control are 

associated with improved battlefield military effectiveness (as we will see in Chapters 3-5 that they 

are), than the expectation of this relationship may influence state behavior and thus bias the 

eventual outcome. If states that expect to be “bailed” out by their allies are more likely to let 

military failures accrue over time than states that do not expect reforms to occur, choosing to only 

observe distressed militaries represents a form of selection bias. Fortunately, if this bias is present, 

																																																								
320 Kathleen Thelen and Sven Steinmo, “Historical institutionalism in comparative politics,” in Structuring Politics: 
Historical Institutionalism in Comparative Analysis, eds. Sven Steinmo et al., (Cambridge: Cambridge University 
Press, 1992): 16-17. 
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it operates in a predictable manner: it will reduce estimates of causal effects.321 This is because the 

conditions under which states adopt integrated command and control (i.e. military failure) are the 

very same conditions that are likely to produce more defeats. In other words, the conditions that 

caused the adoption of integrated command and control in the first place are some of the same 

factors that should lead us to expect continued and (perhaps) greater defeats in the future. If 

changes in command and control structures following military defeats are still found to be 

associated with improved military effectiveness then the estimates produced are understated or 

‘underestimates’ of the real effect. The resulting attenuation will bias my estimates downwards, 

providing a lower bound to the true causal effect. The actual relationship between command and 

control structures and multinational military effectiveness may be much stronger than the one we 

observe, in other words. Thus, although a real concern, any potential endogeneity bias works in 

our favor since it will mute the true effect. Evidence that multinational forces are suddenly 

performing better after a prolonged period of decline therefore provides strong confirmation that 

command and control structures are correlated with multinational military effectiveness. 

 

Case Selection Strategy 

The cases studied in this dissertation are selected according to a number of methodological 

criteria. The cases selected are purposively chosen since, as discussed above, random selection in 

studies of a small number of cases can lead to problems of bias and unrepresentativeness.322 To 

create the universe of cases, I began by compiling a list of all multinational military conflicts since 

																																																								
321 For similar approaches to attenuation bias, see V. Page Fortna, Does Peacekeeping Work? Shaping Belligerents’ 
Choices After Civil War (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 2008), 24-6; Michael G. Smith, “Who Gets a Lifeline? 
The Political Effects of Corporate Bailouts,” (Working Paper, Columbia University, New York, September 2013), 16.  
322 According to political methodologists, random selection in small sample sizes can generate more bias than does 
intentional selection. King, Keohane, Verba, Designing Social Inquiry, 124-7; Jason Seawright and John Gerring, 
“Case Selection Techniques: A Menu of Qualitative and Quantitative Options,” Political Research Quarterly 61 (June 
2008): 295. 
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1816, using encyclopedias of war (e.g., Clodfelter, Dupuy and Dupuy, and Phillips and Axelrod) 

and existing data sets on international conflict (e.g. Correlates of War, PRIO’s Data on Armed 

Conflict) as a guide. The culmination of this effort was a list containing 38 cases of three-(or-

more)-party interstate conflicts, spanning the period 1816-2014. However, because a number of 

these cases featured multinational parties on both sides of the conflict, this list ultimately yielded 

a data set of 43 wartime partnerships. I then immersed myself in the secondary literature of these 

wartime relationships in order to identify the institutional type and command and control 

structure(s) for each case. The wartime partnerships were distributed as follows: Independent (19); 

Combined or Mixed (17); and Unified (7).  

 

Table 3.6: Multinational Conflicts by Command and Control Type, 1816-2008 

Command and Control Structure Cases 

Independent Austro-Sardinian War, War of the Roman 
Republic, Crimean War, Seven Weeks War 
(Prusso-Italian Coalition), Fourth Central 
American War, First Balkan War, Second 
Balkan War, War of Estonian Liberation, War 
of Latvian Liberation, Finnish Civil War, 
Hungarian Adversaries War, Arab-Israeli War 
of 1948, Ifni War, Six Day War, Ugandan-
Tanzanian War, Bosnia 

Combined or Mixed323 Paraguayan War, Seven Weeks War (Austro-
German Confederation), Pacific War, Boxer 
Rebellion, World War I, World War II, 
Suez/Sinai War, Vietnam, Yom 
Kippur/October War, Second Ogaden War, 
Gulf War, Afghanistan 

Unified War of Italian Unification, Second Schleswig-
Holstein War, Naval War, Franco-Prussian 
War, Nomonhan War, Korean War, Kosovo 
War, Iraq 

																																																								
323 Mixed, here, means cases in which more than one type of multinational command structure was used, as was the 
case with the Allies in World War II.  
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In selecting which cases to examine in further detail, I followed three guidelines:  First, I 

was careful to ensure that the cases chosen were as representative of the overall population as 

possible and exhibited useful variation on the dimensions of theoretical interest.324 The two 

variables used to select the cases were command and control type and military in-/effectiveness. 

Where possible, I also sought to maximize variation on both variables within each case and for this 

reason deliberately selected cases that experienced multiple iterations of command and control 

structures in the course of the conflict. (In addition to enhancing causal leverage, doing so allows 

me to conduct important before/after comparisons necessary for conducting the congruence testing 

described above.) Second, and in order to get as much leverage from each case as possible, I looked 

for cases that fulfilled multiple case selection objectives at the same time. Adopting multiple (i.e. 

mixing) case selection strategies can be a useful tool when confronted with small sample sizes.325 

Finally, I strove to select cases that exhibited temporal and geographical variation in order to 

enhance the external validity of the study. The cases chosen here span the twentieth century as 

well as the world, providing some of the evidential breadth typically associated with cross-case 

(i.e. Large-N statistical) research. The conflicts with wartime relationships that best met these 

criteria were: World War I and the Korean War. 

The first two cases chosen, those of the multinational wartime relationships of the Entente 

and Central Powers in World War I, satisfy both of the important criteria of representativeness and 

variation on the key variables of interest.326 The internal variation exhibited by these two wartime 

																																																								
324 Achieving representativeness (typicality) and variation (causal leverage) are the two benchmarks of a 
methodologically rigorous case selection strategy. Seawright and Gerring “Case Selection Techniques: A Menu of 
Qualitative and Quantitative Options,” 294-308. 
325 Gerring “Case Selection for Case-Study Analysis: Qualitative and Quantitative Techniques,” 658; Seawright and 
Gerring, “Case Selection Techniques: A Menu of Qualitative and Quantitative Options,” 306. 
326 The other possibilities in this category are: the Allies and Axis in World War II, the 1956 Sinai/Suez War, 
Afghanistan, and Libya.  
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partnerships fulfills the standards of the most-similar (also known as Mill’s Method of Difference) 

case selection strategy. Employing within-case analysis and breaking each of the two main fronts 

of the war into campaign periods generates multiple paired comparisons for each case which are 

similar on all the measured independent variables, except the type of command and control 

arrangement. Because the factor of special interest varies, and there is little or no corresponding 

change in other factors (e.g. doctrine, technology, resources) in the ensuing period that might affect 

military effectiveness, these cases exhibit quasi-experimental qualities and are especially useful 

for causal inference.327 The Central Powers and Entente also constitute strong pathway cases in 

the sense that they elucidate clear causal mechanisms.328 An additional methodological benefit of 

choosing these two wartime relationships for further study stems from the fact that, by examining 

belligerents from both the winning and losing sides of a conflict, I avoid sampling on the dependent 

variable.329 Taken together, these two cases – one an alliance, the other a coalition – also allow me 

to test the alternative explanation that institutional type drives multinational military effectiveness. 

In addition to these strong methodological reasons, choosing World War I as a case study also 

makes sense given the theoretical prominence of this conflict in existing studies of military 

effectiveness.330 More than a century after its genesis, World War I still stands as a case of great 

importance and consequence for world history and IR theory. 

The third case, that of the United Nations (UN) Command in the Korean War, is an example 

of an outlier or extreme case in that the adoption of unified command and control by multinational 

																																																								
327 Gerring, “The Case Study: What it is and what it does,” 112. 
328 Gerring “Case Selection for Case-Study Analysis: Qualitative and Quantitative Techniques,” 664-5. 
329 To avoid sampling on the dependent variable, I must examine cases of high and low multinational military 
effectiveness. 
330 Biddle, Military Power: Explaining Victory and Defeat in Modern Battle; Michael A. Hunzeker, “Perfecting War: 
The Organizational Sources of Doctrinal Optimization,” (PhD diss., Princeton University, 2013); Edward J. Erickson, 
Ottoman Army Effectiveness in World War I: A Comparative Study (London: Routledge, 2007); Alexander Watson, 
Enduring the Great War: Combat, Morale, and Collapse in the German and British Armies, 1914-1918 (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 2009). 
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forces in wartime represents an extreme value of the main explanatory variable of interest.331 

Furthermore, the presence of seemingly unified command at the start of the conflict would seem 

to disconfirm my hypothesis that states adopt unified command in the wake of prior military 

defeats. By virtue of being the only UN war in history, the Korean War is contrary to the typical 

case of multinational military operations and therefore also constitutes a deviant case.332 Detailed 

examination of this case in Chapter 6 demonstrates that the conflict does not violate the theory’s 

core predictions due to measurement error. Although commonly regarded as having exhibited 

unified command and control throughout the war, archival research and Korean sources present a 

different picture and reveal a level of operational independence on the part of Republic of Korea 

(ROK) Army forces hitherto overlooked in the English-language secondary literature. Contrary to 

conventional wisdom, significant elements of the ROKA forces retained operational and tactical 

control through the early phases of the Korean War. Thus, despite the appearance on paper of a 

unified command, the reality was different for the better part of the first year of the war. Moreover, 

as my theory would lead us to expect, genuine unified command and control was only fully adopted 

following a series of military defeats in the spring of 1951. Further analysis of what upon first 

glance appeared to be an outlier thus provides additional support to my theory’s core predictions.333   

 For each case, I ask four questions: What were the command and control arrangements of 

the wartime partners at the outbreak of the conflict? How did the partners initially perform on the 

																																																								
331 Extreme values are those observations that lie far from the mean of a given distribution. However, because the 
extreme value in this case is on the independent variable and not the dependent variable, the extreme-case method 
strategy as employed here does not violate the social science rule against selecting on the dependent variable. The 
inclusion of the Korean case maximizes variance on the dimension of interest. Gerring, “Case Selection for Case-
Study Analysis: Qualitative and Quantitative Techniques,” 653; Seawright and Gerring, “Case Selection Techniques: 
A Menu of Qualitative and Quantitative Options,” 297, 301-2. 
332 Although this deviance makes the case unrepresentative of the wider sample, deviant cases are useful for refining 
theories and generating additional hypotheses. Levy, “Case Studies: Types, Designs, and Logics of Inference,” 13; 
Gerring, “Case Selection for Case-Study Analysis: Qualitative and Quantitative Techniques,” 655-6. 
333 The Korean War may still be a deviant case. But this deviance arises from contingent historical circumstances, in 
this case, the Soviet Union’s boycott of the UN Security Council, that are exogenous to the theory.   
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battlefield? Did defeat drive experimentation with the command and control arrangement and, over 

time, lead to the adoption of a more integrated command and control structure? Finally, did the 

adoption of a more integrated command and control structure improve battlefield military 

performance? The evidence from the cases indicates that command and control processes exert a 

predictable and consistent effect on the military performance of multinational combat 

arrangements. 

 

Conclusion 

Organizational structure is a key explanatory variable in international relations but one that is 

often overlooked in the literature on international security institutions.  Institutional design features 

– specifically, command and control structures – play a major role in determining which wartime 

partnerships thrive on the battlefield and which struggle. Despite the number of advantages 

conferred by integration in wartime, states are reluctant to adopt certain command and control 

structures because of a host of issues. The theory of failure-driven change presented here 

encapsulates the tension between the tradition of independence in national militaries and the need 

to seek the often-elusive goal of greater integration in order to improve combat performance. 

Dissatisfaction and the growing fear of defeat act as a trigger forcing states to adopt ever closer 

and more integrated wartime relationships. Because greater integration yields several coordination 

advantages, shifts toward more integrated command and control structures often result in 

improvements in military performance.  
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Chapter 4 

World War I: The Central Powers at War 

 

On paper the 19th century alliance between Germany and Austria-Hungary appeared to be 

a model alliance for war fighting. The alliance benefited not only from the existence of a clearly 

identified and common enemy, but also a shared language and culture, coupled with decades-long 

contact between the military staffs, all of which should have suggested successful wartime 

cooperation in the years 1914-1918.334 What then explains the poor combat performance of the 

Central Powers in World War I? Why did Germany and Austria-Hungary fail to generate sufficient 

military power to achieve their operational and strategic aims?  

The military performance of the Central Powers in the First World War is even more 

puzzling when the nature of its adversary is taken into account. At the start of the war, the Entente 

represented little more than a loosely formed conglomeration of countries. Yet this ad hoc and 

inexperienced coalition battled the allied militaries of Germany and Austria-Hungary (and later 

Bulgaria and Turkey) and ultimately emerged victorious on the battlefield. Taken together, the 

combat experiences of the Entente and Central Powers in World War I therefore present 

themselves as ideal cases for a paired comparison of multinational fighting arrangements in 

wartime.335 Moreover, given both sides’ experimentation with the institutional architecture of 

multinational warfare, the two cases also naturally lend themselves to within-case analyses. The 

next chapter explains how the Entente coalition was able to accomplish its impressive wartime feat 

																																																								
334 The 1879 defense treaty between the two countries dealt only with Russia. Under the terms of the treaty, the two 
signatories were only obligated to assist each other in case of a Russian attack. An attack by any other country required 
only neutrality on the part of the co-signatories. No mention of France or any other country appears in the treaty.  
335 Sidney Tarrow, “The Strategy of Paired Comparison: Toward a Theory of Practice,” Comparative Political Studies 
43(2), 2010: 230-259. 
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against the combined military power of the Central Powers. The present chapter addresses the 

military effectiveness of Germany and Austria-Hungary, the two most powerful members of the 

Central Powers.  

 In this chapter, I demonstrate that the variation in the military performance exhibited by 

the Central Powers on the Eastern Front in World War One was a function of the extent to which 

they adopted unity of command rather than the traditional factors posited by the alliance and 

military effectiveness literatures. Additionally, and as expected by the theory outlined in Chapter 

3, I demonstrate that operational defeat was the primary catalyst for experimentation with the 

multinational command arrangement. To establish a causal link between the fighting arrangement 

and combat performance, I trace battlefield developments on the Eastern Front for the years 1914 

to 1917. Specifically, I show that unity of command was a necessary prerequisite for the military 

effectiveness of the Central Powers: when the Central Powers coordinated their plans and adopted 

integrated command they performed well on the battlefield; when they carried out independent 

operations or shared of divided command they often failed to achieve their military objectives and 

suffered serious setbacks.  

The remainder of the chapter proceeds as follows: The first section traces the evolution of 

the Central Powers’ military relationship in the years preceding the outbreak of war in 1914. As 

will be seen, the military arrangements put in place by the two allied general staffs in the decades 

before the First World War were poor to non-existent. Thus, contrary to one of the leading 

arguments of the alliance literature, prewar planning and coordination cannot account for the 

fluctuating periods of military effectiveness experienced by the Central Powers on the Eastern 

Front over the course of the war. Section two provides an in-depth history and analysis of the 

battlefield performance of the Central Powers on the Eastern Front in the years 1914 to 1917. As 
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expected, variation in the combat effectiveness of the Central Powers during this period is 

correlated with the types of command and control system then being practiced by the two countries. 

Section three introduces and evaluates alternate explanations for the military performance of the 

Central Powers. The final section summarizes the evidence presented and concludes. 

 

The Central Powers at Peace 

Though extensive by standards of the day, military coordination between the Central 

Powers in the pre-war years was restricted for the most part to the exchange of train schedules and 

attendance at each other’s national military maneuvers. Missing almost entirely from the decades-

long relationship was any discussion of larger wartime strategy or operational coordination. The 

German and Austrian General Staff’s reluctance to confront either in the years leading up to World 

War I would have serious ramifications for their wartime relationship.  

 

Pre-war military coordination between Vienna and Berlin 

Although the Austro-German alliance was to last almost forty years, military cooperation 

between the two empires was slow to take hold. Following the 1866 Austro-Prussian War 

diplomatic contact between the two countries gradually improved to the point that, by the end of 

the decade, the two once again maintained permanent military attaches in each other’s capitals. It 

was not until 1872, however, that Austro-Hungarian Emperor Franz Joseph and German Kaiser 

Wilhelm I agreed to formally meet.336 When news of the Austrian emperor’s impending visit to 

Berlin – his first since the war’s end – reached St. Petersburg Tsar Alexander II of Russia, afraid 

of what might transpire at the meeting, quickly secured an invitation for himself. The following 

																																																								
336 An informal meeting between the two emperors had taken place the previous summer as part of the German 
Emperor’s holiday visit to Bad Gastien. 
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May, the kaiser, accompanied by German Chancellor Otto von Bismarck and Chief of the German 

General Staff Helmuth von Moltke (the Elder), visited St. Petersburg and while there entered into 

a military convention. The Russo-German military agreement, which both parties wished to see 

expanded to include Austria-Hungary, required each country to assist the other with a force of 

200,000 men in event of an attack by another European power. Having refused to join on 

“constitutional grounds,” Vienna instead concluded a consultation pact with Russia the following 

month. (It was this agreement that Germany acceded to on October 22, 1873, in the process 

forming the first League of Three Emperors or Dreikaiserbund.) Unlike the bilateral military 

convention signed between Germany and Russia a month earlier, however, the agreement between 

Vienna and St. Petersburg (and later Berlin) included only a very loose obligation “to take counsel 

together” in the event of a third party attack by another power on a co-signatory.337 An alliance of 

rivals, the Dreikaiserbund teetered over Russian and Austrian interests in the East almost 

immediately. When the League unraveled five years later over the Russo-Turkish war, Germany 

and Austria-Hungary concluded a separate agreement.  

 Directed at their former ally, the 1879 Dual Alliance called for Austria-Hungary and 

Germany to assist each other “with the whole fighting force” of their empires in case of an attack 

by Russia. Additionally, the two states pledged not to conclude a separate peace. Unlike the 

agreement signed between Berlin and St. Petersburg a few years earlier, the new German-Austro-

Hungarian agreement did not contain specific military provisions. The decision to leave these out 

was taken by Bismarck who viewed the alliance as an instrument of conservative diplomacy. For 

																																																								
337 Patricia A. Weitsman, Dangerous Alliances: Proponents of Peace, Weapons of War (Stanford: Stanford University 
Press, 2004); Ronald Louis Ernharth, “The Tragic Alliance: Austro-German Military Cooperation, 1871-1918” (PhD 
diss., Columbia University, 1970), 17; Alfred Pribram, trans., The Secret Treaties of Austria-Hungary, vol. 2 (New 
York: Howard Fertig, 1967), 183-7; Graydon A. Tunstall, Jr., Planning for War Against Russia and Serbia: Austro-
Hungarian and German Military Strategies, 1871-1914, (New York: Columbia University Press, 1993), 12; William 
A. Gauld, “The ‘Dreikaiserbundnis’ and the Eastern Question, 1871-6,” The English Historical Review 40 (April 
1925): 211-12. 
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Bismarck, alliance with Austria-Hungary fulfilled multiple aims. In addition to serving as leverage 

against growing Franco-Russian ties, the treaty would ensure a German sphere of influence in 

Central Europe. As an additional benefit Bismarck calculated that the alliance might further serve 

to bring Berlin and London closer together; the latter of whom at the time was aligned with 

Austrian interests in the East. Conscious of the dangers involved in tying Berlin to Vienna 

however, Bismarck simultaneously sought to cultivate strategic ambiguity in order to deter 

Austrian adventurism in the Balkans. So successful in maintaining this strategic ambiguity were 

Bismarck and later German politicians that indeed much of the subsequent correspondence 

between the two allies in the ensuing decades was taken up with addressing Vienna’s repeated 

requests for clarification of the alliance’s casus foederis. Though privately Bismarck 

acknowledged that treaty or no treaty Germany would have to intervene in a future Austro-Russo 

war, publically he cultivated a policy of diplomatic flexibility toward Vienna. To create this 

flexibility, Bismarck not only ensured that the 1879 treaty was devoid of any definite military 

commitments but also sought to restrict future contact between the two military staffs. While the 

Austrian General Staff would later push for closer ties, they too initially avoided a tighter military 

arrangement with Berlin. When Austria-Hungary declined to sign a military convention with 

Germany against France the Dual Monarchy lost what little chance there might have been for 

closer military contact between the two allies in the closing years of the 19th century.338  

With the treaty in place, neither Berlin nor Vienna however saw need for further action at 

the moment. Indeed, almost three years would pass before the two militaries were to hold their 

first talks. The German General Staff appear to have first entertained the idea of eventual 
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negotiations with their Austrian counterparts in 1880. In a memo written by Moltke, the chief of 

staff speculated that talks with the Austrians on military matters, especially train schedules, might 

become necessary in the future. The following year Moltke authorized his deputy, General Count 

Alfred von Waldersee, to petition Bismarck for permission to hold talks with Vienna. Almost a 

year would pass however before a reluctant Bismarck finally acquiesced to conversations between 

the two military authorities, but only on the condition that they remain secret and produce no 

binding agreements. Aside from the superficial exchange of views Bismarck intended little 

strategic or military coordination was to take place.  

Having previously responded to German feelers that he was in favor of such conversations, 

Austrian Chief of Staff Friedrich von Beck-Rzikowsky accepted Waldersee’s June 1882 invitation 

to meet informally. Beck hoped such a meeting would lead to agreement on war aims and “at least 

in outline, coordination of strategic plans.” Equally important to Beck, however, was the necessity 

of maintaining the prestige of the Habsburg Army. Fearful that the Austrians as the weaker party 

would end up becoming a type of ‘reserve army’ for the Germans in any future Eastern war, the 

Austrian chief of staff stressed in internal memos the importance of his army taking the offensive 

at the same time and with similar numbers as the German one.339 It was not the last time that 

matters of prestige would trump sound military planning between the allies.  

At their meeting two months later near Salzburg both Beck and Waldersee were pleased to 

discover that when it came to war plans the two General Staffs already saw eye to eye. Beck’s 

vision of a grand offensive in which the two allies together enveloped Russian forces in a Polish 

salient was not far off the mark from the planning then being carried out independently by the 

German General Staff. German war plans of the day called for a large deployment of German 
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forces to the Eastern front in the eventuality of war with Russia. Waldersee told Beck that the 

Germans were prepared to dispatch 20 divisions to the east. Outside of this loose consensus that 

the two sides would both take the offensive against Russia in a future war, little more was 

discussed. Still, the meeting was judged a success and the Germans invited Beck to their annual 

military maneuvers in the fall. While there Beck used the occasion to press Moltke on Waldersee’s 

promise of 20 divisions in the east. In what would become the first of many such guarantees, the 

German chief of general staff assured his Austrian counterpart that the “bulk” of the German forces 

would indeed be directed against Russia, even in the eventuality of France’s involvement in the 

war. Satisfied with Moltke’s assurances, Beck returned to Vienna and for the first time directed 

his staff to take the Dual Alliance into account in their planning.  

The most significant development of the 1882 Beck-Waldersee staff conversations 

however was a decision not undertaken. “Regarding the problem of leadership of the allied 

armies,” Beck wrote shortly afterwards, “we have agreed that there shall be no supreme 

command.” Instead it was decided that their two armies were to operate independently of one 

another until they reached the Warsaw-Brest-Litovsk line, at which point “a method of mutually 

agreeable system of command” would be worked out.340 As will be seen, the decision to postpone 

all discussion of command and control of the two armies until the outbreak of war was to have dire 

consequences for the alliance in wartime. 

Having agreed to stage a combined offensive against Russia in a future war, the two staffs 

again went their separate ways. With the exception of a request by Beck in 1883 for the Austrian 

Army’s use of a German rail line in Upper Silesia during hostilities, the two staffs had limited 
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contact until the end of the decade.341 It was not until tensions flared between Austria-Hungary 

and Russia over Bulgaria in 1887 that Vienna reached out to Berlin for clarification regarding the 

terms of the alliance. While Bismarck refused to extend the alliance’s defensive casus foederis he 

did agree to the Austrian government’s request for a technical exchange of information between 

the two militaries. The Austrians, who hoped to discuss fortress construction and artillery 

developments, were disappointed when the German General Staff were even more circumspect 

than usual. Under orders from Bismarck, the German staff officers limited their discussions with 

their Austrian allies to only minor, non-secret information. The German Chancellors’ orders were 

by then unnecessary however since Moltke had himself come round to the cautiousness of 

Bismarck’s position. Writing privately at this time, Moltke noted that though an exchange of 

military views could be useful  “direct cooperation” must commence “only after the first mutual 

victories.” The German Chief of Staff, like Bismarck, now believed binding decisions with the 

Austrians should be made only “after the casus foederis is activated.”342  

Wilhelm II’s rise to power the following year gave at least the outward appearance of 

warmer Austro-German military relations. Though Bismarck still refused to sanction any firm 

military agreements between Berlin and Vienna, the young kaiser was fond of telling visiting 

Austrian diplomats that, “the day of your mobilization is also the day of mobilization for my 

army.”343 At Wilhelm’s suggestion, a mutual exchange of officers between the two armies was 

begun in 1890. For not entirely clear reasons (though probably to avoid upsetting military 

establishments in other countries) Austrian Emperor Franz Joseph stipulated that the visits were to 

be “comradely” in nature and not “a military mission”.344 Neither the new kaiser’s demonstrated 
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enthusiasm for his Austro-Hungarian ally nor the appointment of the pro-Austrian Waldersee to 

replace Moltke as chief of staff was enough to transform the lukewarm relationship between the 

two staffs. If anything, relations between the two militaries in the 1890s lagged far behind the 

meager achievements of the previous decade. If Bismarck worried that the German military would 

grow too close to Vienna after his removal from office in 1890, he need not have. After Waldersee 

unwisely defeated the kaiser in military maneuvers a new chief of staff was appointed. Even more 

so than Moltke, the new chief of the German General Staff, Count Alfred von Schlieffen, 

advocated keeping the Austrians at arms length.  

In April 1891 Beck approached the new German chief of staff about the possibility of joint 

operational planning between the two staffs. By all accounts the meeting, the first between the two 

men, did not go over well, with the Austrian chief of staff finding his German counterpart “hardly 

forthcoming.” When Beck used the kaiser’s presence at Austrian military maneuvers the following 

September to once again suggest to Schlieffen that the two general staffs coordinate their war plans 

both the German chief of staff and Chancellor Leo von Caprivi turned him down.345 Shortly 

thereafter the officer exchanges between the two countries, never more than a handful at most, 

lapsed. 

Weary of the Austrians’ ability to keep secrets and increasingly skeptical about their 

military capabilities, Schlieffen curtailed the exchange of information between the two military 

staffs. An Austrian request in 1893 to move the German advance southward to facilitate closer 

coordination between the two armies was denied as was the suggestion that a joint command be 

created with an Austrian commander. In a lone concession to Vienna, Schlieffen did extend 

Waldersee’s promise of four corps in the east by a further corps. Increasingly occupied with 
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strategic planning in the west however, Schlieffen informed the Austro-Hungarian military attaché 

in February 1894 that he would no longer be able to carry on the friendly exchange of information 

that had characterized the Waldersee years. In retaliation Beck ordered an end to the sharing of 

Austro-Hungarian deployment details with the Germans. Relations between the two chiefs of staff 

continued to decline until, by 1897, their correspondence consisted of only holiday greetings.346  

The limited contact between the two staffs however did not mean that war plans were not 

evolving. Though the Austrians continued to draft plans based on the expectation of a large 

German offensive in the east dating from the Beck-Waldersee exchange of ideas a decade earlier, 

Schlieffen now envisioned a limited German offensive across the Narew River to defend East 

Prussia with the bulk of German forces thrown against France. Privately, Schlieffen declared it 

would be “impossible” to tell the Austrians that “the emphasis of German operations is now in the 

West” lest Beck become “suspicious.”347 After Schlieffen wrote the German military attaché at 

Vienna in 1896 that he was no longer interested in the operational plans of the Austro-Hungarian 

Army, there appear to have been no further discussion of military strategy between the two allies 

until 1908.348  

The retirement of both Schlieffen and Beck in 1906 ushered in a new era in Austro-German 

military relations. As Schlieffen’s replacement, the kaiser chose Helmuth von Moltke (the 

Younger), a nephew of the former chief of staff.  Unlike Schlieffen, the younger Moltke made a 

concerted effort to improve relations with Vienna and in May 1907 invited the new Austrian Chief 
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of Staff Count Franz Conrad von Hötzendorf to Berlin to meet the kaiser and attend German 

military exercises. Conrad emerged from the visit not only deeply impressed with the new German 

artillery equipment on display but also by the hospitality and friendliness displayed by his German 

hosts.349 Though cordial and more regular than in the past, the 1907 correspondence between the 

two chiefs of staff did not touch on strategic or operational matters in any great detail. In a sign of 

how far apart the two staffs had grown in the Schlieffen-Beck years Conrad’s operational plans 

for 1908 still contained the assumption that Germany would direct its main forces against the east 

in a future war.350  

Seeking to enhance the level of operational coordination and planning between the two 

staffs, Conrad requested permission from the Foreign Ministry in April 1908 to initiate talks with 

Berlin. Austrian Foreign Minister Alois Count Aehrenthal rejected his request on the grounds that 

there was “no reason at this time to undertake war preparations for the immediate future.”351 The 

subject of closer liaison with the German General Staff was raised once again the following 

October during the Bosnian crisis. Prompted by concerns that Vienna’s annexation of Bosnia-

Herzegovina might lead to war with Russia, Conrad proposed that the two general staffs begin 

coordinating their plans immediately. This time Aehrenthal agreed and on 1 January 1909 Conrad 

sent a request for an exchange of information to Moltke.352 The resulting three-month long 

correspondence between Conrad and Moltke marked the height of pre-war military discussions 

between Vienna and Berlin. 

Conrad began the correspondence with a request for clarification regarding German 

intentions in the event of Russian intervention in the Balkans. The Austrian chief of staff was 
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particularly keen to know what Germany’s plans were should France somehow become involved 

in the conflict. In exchange for written assurances of German cooperation from Moltke, Conrad 

promised that Austria would commit at least 30 divisions in Galicia in an offensive against Russia. 

If Russia did not intervene or delayed doing so the Austrian armies, Conrad wrote the Germans, 

would go on the defensive in Galicia and direct their forces against Serbia instead. Though dodging 

specifics Moltke’s reply noted for the first time that Germany now intended to leave only the 

smaller part of its army in the East. An anxious Conrad pressed Moltke for assurances that the 

German forces would arrive within forty days of mobilization and immediately go on the offensive. 

To discourage the Austrians from adopting a defensive stance in Galicia (a move which would 

leave East Prussia vulnerable,) Moltke promised that in the event of war with both Russia and 

France German forces would arrive from the West within three to four weeks depending on 

whether France took the offensive or awaited Germany’s attack from behind her frontier fortresses. 

In return for this pledge Moltke asked that the Austrians (in the event of hostilities) agree to first 

deal with the two powers’ principal opponents, Russia and France, before turning to address 

matters in the Balkans.353  

But Conrad, increasingly worried about the unfolding Balkan crisis, sought a stronger 

commitment. In early March he asked Moltke to commit to a combined offensive across the Narew 

in case of war. Later that month and after first noting that German General Staff plans called for 

their divisions in the east to be used for “defense of the provinces east of the Vistula,” a skittish 

Moltke finally gave in. Foregoing unforeseen circumstances, Moltke wrote Conrad, “I shall not 

hesitate to make the attack in order to support the simultaneous Austrian offensive.” 354  Having 

secured a guarantee from the German chief of staff that its Eighth Army would mount an offensive 
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against Russia in support of the Austro-Hungarian offensive, Conrad turned his attention to other 

matters. A few weeks later, the Bosnian crisis, and the flurry of correspondence between the two 

chiefs of staff it produced, came to an end; though not before Conrad declared his intention to use 

Moltke’s March 1909 letter as the basis for all future discussions. Although the two general staffs 

quickly resumed their taciturn state of relations following the Bosnian Crisis crisis the Balkan 

Wars of 1912-3 would disrupt them once more. Angered by what they perceived as a lack of 

German diplomatic support for Austria’s position in the region, specifically Habsburg designs to 

balance Serbian power with that of Bulgaria, Archduke Franz Ferdinand and Conrad threatened to 

boycott the German military maneuvers of 1913. Though both chose to attend in the end, the 

Balkan conflict further strained the already weak military ties between the two allies.355  

 As this brief overview of the pre-war military relationship of Germany and Austria-

Hungary illustrates, the alliance was utterly unprepared for multinational war. Despite an alliance 

spanning nearly forty years the Central Powers went to war in July 1914 with only the thinnest of 

military arrangements. Crucially absent from what meager discussions had taken place was the 

issue of command and control, as well as the question of joint reserves. The next section shows 

how the failure to tackle these issues head on contributed to the lackluster military performance of 

the Central Powers in wartime. 

 

The Central Powers at War 

As wars go, few have begun as inauspiciously as World War I did for the Central Powers. 

Though allied with Germany and Austria, both Romania and Italy opted for neutrality rather than 

enter the fray in 1914. Within two short years both would take the field against their former allies. 
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Even more than the diplomatic failure of the Triple Alliance, the opening months of the war 

betrayed the inadequacies of Berlin and Vienna’s pre-war military discussions. Chief among the 

shortcomings of the pre-war relationship was a failure on the part of the general staffs to settle the 

question of command and control in wartime. This defect was to rear its head almost immediately 

upon the outbreak of hostilities and would prove disastrous to the military effectiveness of the 

Central Powers. 

 

Independent Command 

 The Opening Salvo in the East, July 1914 – September 1914 

From the beginning, the two allies were out of step. On 25 July after nearly a month of 

diplomatic maneuvering among European powers, Emperor Franz Josef ordered the mobilization 

of the Austro-Hungarian Army. A declaration of war against Serbia followed three days later. After 

ordering its own mobilization on 31 July Berlin informed its ally that the time had now come for 

the Habsburg Army to tackle the Russian threat. German war plans since at least the days of 

Schlieffen had called for Austria-Hungary to bear the brunt of the Russian onslaught until such 

time as Germany had defeated France in the west and could transfer forces to the eastern theater. 

With Russia mobilizing too, the German Supreme Army Command (Oberste Heeresleitung, 

hereafter OHL) argued the time for the great Habsburg offensive had come.  

Yet unbeknownst to the OHL and in a sign of how uncoordinated the two militaries truly 

were the Austrian chief of staff had sent two of his three Army groups – B-Staffel and 

Minimalgruppe Balkan – to the Serbian front. Together these two groups comprised 21 of Austro-

Hungary’s total 48 infantry divisions.356 Although Conrad subsequently claimed that his decision 
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to send nearly half of his army to the Serbian theater was based on the fact that evidence that 

Russia would intervene militarily did not become apparent until 30 July, the truth is that he simply 

got carried away with the prospect of inflicting a fatal blow upon Serbia. 

Upon learning that the Austrian High Command (Armee Oberkommando, hereafter AOK) 

was prioritizing the Serbian offensive at the expense of the planned offensive against the Russian 

Army in Galicia, the Germans grew alarmed. In a flurry of correspondence starting on 31 July and 

lasting several days Berlin appealed to Vienna to turn her attention toward Russia. “It is of primary 

importance,” the German kaiser telegraphed Emperor Franz Joseph, “that Austria should mobilize 

her main forces against Russia and not fragment herself through any simultaneous offensive on 

Serbia.” German calls for Austria-Hungary to direct the main weight of her military efforts against 

Russia grew in urgency during the first week of August.357 After becoming alarmed at the state of 

affairs unfolding around him, the German military attaché in Vienna Lieutenant-Colonel Karl von 

Kageneck frantically wrote his commanders at OHL that, “It is high time that the two general staffs 

consult now with absolute frankness with respect to mobilization, jump-off time, areas of assembly 

and precise troop strength.”358 Kageneck was right to worry. No mechanism for exchange of 

information between the two general staffs had yet been established. Liaison officers between the 

two staffs had only been exchanged on 30 July, two full days after Austria-Hungary commenced 

hostilities against Serbia. The time for coordination of course was before the declaration of war 

but as officers in both armies were to soon discover, the two armies had not worked out the 

agreements beforehand as assumed.359  
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On 1 August, having finally ordered the mobilization of A-Staffel to Galicia, Conrad 

simultaneously informed the Germans it would be impossible to reverse the forces already on route 

to the Serbian front for reasons of “traffic engineering.” Instead, Conrad allowed the Second Army 

to continue on to Serbia where upon arrival it was ordered to disembark and then re-embark to the 

northeastern theater.360 Further bureaucratic bungling on the part of the AOK resulted in the 11 

divisions of the Second Army not reaching Galicia until the end of August, after which many of 

its troops undertook forced marches to the Russian border. But the damage had been done. 

Conrad’s decision to first assign the Second Army to General Oskar Potiorek’s offensive in Serbia 

and then to belatedly redirect it to the Galician theater had weakened the planned northeast 

offensive against Russia. As Winston Churchill later observed, the Second Army “left Potiorek 

before it could win him a victory; it returned to Conrad in time to participate in his defeat.”361  

The Germans were not the only ones to experience a surprise at the hands of their ally at 

the war’s start. On 3 August Moltke informed Conrad that German forces would stand on the 

defensive in East Prussia. For Conrad, still operating under the pre-war understanding that the two 

armies would launch a combined offensive to envelop the Russian forces in the Polish salient, the 

news came as a shock. Despite failing to convince Moltke to order the German Eighth Army to 

undertake an offensive in the direction of Siedlce east of Warsaw, Conrad ordered the Austro-

Hungarian First and Fourth Armies to proceed as originally planned to the northeast in the direction 

of Lublin and Cholm. On 23 August in their first encounter of the war, General Viktor Dankl’s 
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First Army attacked and drove back the Russian Fourth Army at the Battle of Krasnik. Three days 

latter the Austro-Hungarian Fourth Army struck a further blow against the Russians at the Battle 

of Komarov.362 Though the Austro-Hungarian First and Fourth Armies achieved tactical success 

in their early northern forays against the Russians, the Austro-Hungarian Third Army, commanded 

by General Rudolf von Brudermann, encountered problems further southeast.  

Located on the far right flank of the Austro-Hungarian offensive in Galicia, Brudermann’s 

forces advanced eastwards toward the Russian Eighth Army and, despite being outnumbered by 

more than two-to-one in both men and guns, attacked. When Austrian artillery failed to keep pace 

with its advancing infantry the poorly coordinated attack stalled, allowing the Russians to stage a 

counterattack. Still in the process of arriving from the Serbia front, the Austro-Hungarian Second 

Army deployed east of the Third Army but arrived too late to help. On 2 September the 

strategically important Habsburg city of Lemberg (today, Lviv) fell to the Russians.363  

The collapse of Austro-Hungary’s Third Army and the loss of Lemberg proved a 

devastating blow to the Dual Monarchy and the alliance as a whole. Though Conrad continued to 

call for a German attack toward Siedlce, the Austro-Hungarian Army was no longer in a position 

to carry out a joint envelopment against the Russian center. On 11 September the Austrian High 

Command issued the order for a general retreat.364 The Russians followed the retreating Austrians 

all the way to the fortress city of Przemysl in Austrian Galicia, trapping more than 100,000 troops  
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Figure 4.1: The Opening Salvo in the East 

 

Source: Vincent J. Esposito, ed., The West Point Atlas of War: World War I (New York: Tess 
Press, 1995), 45. 
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inside. Austria-Hungary’s opening salvo in Galicia had cost the Central Powers close to 400,000 

men compared with 290,000 for the Russians.365 

 

Analysis of Command and Control Arrangement  

Despite ample opportunities to construct one, no protocol or system of coordination 

between the militaries of Germany and Austria-Hungary was in place when war broke out in 1914. 

Though liaison officers between the two headquarters had been exchanged in late July 

communication between the two staffs in war (as in peace) amounted to little more than personal 

correspondence between the two chiefs of staff. Absent any form of coordination each high 

command went about implementing their own war plans with little regard to the actions of their 

ally. Rather than envelop the enemy in Poland as the Austrians expected the Germans chose instead 

to go on the defensive in Eastern Prussia. Caught off-guard yet unwilling to abandon their dream 

of a grand pincer movement the Austrian High Command decided to go ahead on their own. Yet 

in their haste for revenge the AOK had grievously erred by sending almost half of their available 

infantry divisions to the Serbian front. Understrength and absent a corresponding northern thrust 

by the Germans the Austrians could at most hope to temporarily delay the advance of their 

numerically superior enemy. Though the Austrians succeeded in scoring limited tactical gains in 

their initial encounters with the enemy in early August the quicker-than-expected mobilization of 

the Russian Armies meant these gains were short-term. By month’s end the Russians had managed 

to push back the Austrians deep into their own territory.  
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Figure 4.2: Independent Command, August - September 1914  

 

              

 

Further north, the Germans fared better. At Tannenberg the German Eighth Army managed 

to inflict a severe blow on the Russian Second Army. But Tannenberg was above all a defensive 

victory and would only keep the Russians off-balance for so long. Absent effective coordination 

between Vienna and Berlin the enemy would be able to defeat each in detail. Because German war 

plans counted on the armies of Austria-Hungary to hold off the Russians until such time as France 

had been defeated Berlin could not ignore events in Galicia. Though outwardly celebrating their 

triumph at Tannenberg the German High Command was therefore forced to grapple with 

developments elsewhere on the Eastern Front. The opening performance of the Central Powers on 

the Eastern Front had been a patchwork marked by both victory and defeat.  

 

The First Combined Operations Experiment 

The Galician Campaign, October 1914 

The defeat of the Austro-Hungarian armies in Galicia along with their failed invasion of 

Serbia led to the Central Powers’ first attempt to wage war in a combined fashion. In mid-
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September, the OHL, now under the command of Erich von Falkenhayn, ordered the creation of a 

new army to relieve the still-retreating Austro-Hungarians in Galicia.366 The decision to send 

German forces to assist the Austrians was motivated as much by political considerations as it was 

by military ones. According to the new German chief of staff, the deployment of German forces 

on the Southwest Front were needed in order to convince still-wavering third parties in the region 

to join the Central Powers. Further losses by Germany and Austria-Hungary at the hands of the 

Russians it was feared, “would destroy the hope of inducing the Balkan nations, principally 

Turkey,” to join the allied cause.367 Thus, the OHL’s decision to assist its Austrian ally was 

prompted by both military and strategic considerations. Coupled together from four corps taken 

from the Eighth Army and one Austro-Hungarian corps, command of the newly constituted 

German Ninth Army was assigned to the duumvirate of Paul von Hindenburg and Erich 

Ludendorff, fresh from their defensive victory against the Russians at Tannenberg. 

The necessity of providing immediate support to their struggling allies prompted 

Ludendorff to travel to the AOK headquarters at Neusandez on 18 September to discuss the allies’ 

next course of action.368 The meeting marked the first contact between senior officers from both 

armies since the start of hostilities seven weeks earlier. Although Ludendorff and Conrad quickly 

agreed upon the desirability of staging a double envelopment against the Russian offensive in 

Galicia, the two men disagreed about almost everything else. Worried about a possible Russian 

flanking maneuver against German forces in Silesia, Hindenburg and Ludendorff wanted the 
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newly constituted Ninth Army to deploy to the north, while Conrad urged a placement closer to 

Dankl’s First Army then stationed south of the Vistula. At a conference with Austrian 

representatives from the AOK at Breslau a few days later the Germans announced they would 

concentrate their forces north of Cracow and launch their offensive by 30 September. After 

marching east together, the two armies would then encircle the main body of the Russian Ninth 

Army, then positioned near Sandomierz in Lesser Poland. As with the question of where to launch 

the counteroffensive, the timing of the operation was also the subject of debate between the two 

commands. Eager to press ahead, Hindenburg informed Conrad on 22 September that he was now 

considering launching his attack earlier than initially planned. Six days later, the German Ninth 

Army began its advance eastward. Although some advance elements of the Austro-Hungarian First 

Army had begun to move forward as early as 27 September, the Austrians – wanting to grant their 

exhausted troops a few more days rest – waited until 1 October to announce a general advance.369 

By the time elements from the two armies reached the site of the planned encirclement of the 

Russian forces near Zawichost four days later, the Russians had slipped away.370  

Mistaking the Russian strategic withdrawal for a retreat, both Hindenburg and Conrad 

decided to press the advance. Though both believed an opportunity to strike a decisive blow against 

the concentrating Russian forces was at hand, the two commanders had very different objectives 

																																																								
369 De Gaulle claims that Conrad was caught off guard by a telegram from Hindenburg on the 28 announcing that the 
Ninth Army had commenced its advance. This seems unlikely given that the Austrian Official History notes that 
Hindenburg had already informed the AOK about the possibility of an earlier start date. Rather, it seems more plausible 
that while there was some confusion as to the exact date the German offensive was to begin the decision to launch the 
attack two days earlier than initially planned did not come as a complete surprise to Austrians, as De Gaulle suggests. 
Still, the incident is illustrative of the sparseness of the operational details the Germans conveyed to their allies in 
what was after all intended to be a combined offensive. Charles De Gaulle, The Enemy’s House Divided, Trans., 
Robert Eden  (Chapel Hill, North Carolina: University of North Carolina Press), 64; Austria-Hungary’s Last War, 
1914-1918, Vol. 1 (Österreich-Ungarns Letzter Krieg, 1914-1918), ed. by the Austrian Federal Ministry of the Army 
and War Archive Under the Direction of Edmund Glaise-Horstenau; Translated by Stan Hanna, (Vienna: Publisher of 
Military Science Releases, 1930), 387-388; 400. Hereafter, OULK. 
370 Herwig, The First World War, 107; Ernharth, “The Tragic Alliance,” 159; OULK, vol. 1, 409. 
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in mind. Because of the complete absence of any agreed upon protocol between the two 

headquarters the two were in effect free to carry out their own operations as they saw fit. On 9 

October Hindenburg, who had the Russian Second Army in his sights, dispatched General August 

von Mackensen with three corps toward Warsaw. In order to protect the left wing of the German 

Ninth Army as it moved away from the Vistula, Hindenburg asked the Austrians to extend their 

line northwards to Ivangorod. The Austrian High Command, having meanwhile settled on a target 

of its own, declined to do so. In addition to extending the front by an extra eighty kilometers 

Conrad argued the move would have stretched the already thin Austrian formations – which by 

then were arrayed against the bulk of the Russian forces on the southwest front – in southern 

Poland. Instead, Conrad set his sights on liberating Lemberg from the Russians and ordered his 

forces eastward toward the San River. While Hindenburg and Ludendorff dreamed of glory in 

Warsaw the relief of Lemberg took precedence for the Austrians.  

As German and Austrian forces advanced in separate directions towards their unconnected 

objectives, a gap opened up between the German Ninth Army and the northern wing of the Austro-

Hungarian First Army. On 11 October, as Mackensen’s corps approached the outskirts of Warsaw, 

the Russians crossed the Vistula and attacked. Though three of the five Russian armies then 

advancing along the southwest front were approaching the Austrian sector of the front, Hindenburg 

– worried that his flank along the Vistula was weak – telegraphed for Austrian reinforcements.371 

The AOK responded by placing the Third and Seventh Cavalry Divisions at their ally’s immediate 

disposal. Hindenburg’s request for an additional two Austro-Hungarian infantry divisions however 

was denied. In an attempt to maintain a link between the two allied forces in the unfolding battle 

the Austrian First Army assumed command of the XI German. The following day, after receiving 
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unfavorable reports from the fighting southeast of Warsaw near Ivangorod, the AOK ordered a 

corps from the First Army to the north bank of the Vistula to aid the Germans. On 14 October, two 

days after heavy fighting forced him to call off the First Army’s attempt to cross the San, Conrad 

grudgingly authorized the transfer of an additional three divisions from the First Army to the 

German Ninth Army.372 As the situation continued to worsen, the AOK prepared plans to transfer 

the remainder of the Austrian First Army onto the left bank of the Vistula to assist the Germans. 

Frustrated by Hindenburg’s attempt to widen the front in what the Austrian chief of staff had 

always maintained was an “Extra Tour,” Conrad demanded the Germans agree to some conditions. 

Among the caveats he imposed was a geographical restriction on the use of his forces. The Austro-

Hungarian First Army would only be allowed to operate south of the Radomka River. And, unlike 

the earlier units that the Austrian High Command had transferred to the German Ninth, these troops 

would remain in one fighting body and under the command of the AOK. An implementing 

agreement was drawn up and circulated to the Germans the following day.  

Around the same time, as both allies were becoming aware of the growing danger from the 

trap the Russians had laid for the Germans along the Warsaw-Krasnik line, the kaiser sent a 

telegram to Emperor Franz Joseph asking that the Austrians bring their First Army under 

Hindenburg’s command. Although the emperor expressed his willingness “where possible” to 

consider command concessions to the Germans, Conrad – still smarting from the German High 

Command’s refusal to assign operational control of the Ninth Army to the Austrians the previous 

month – quickly put an end to the subject.373  
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Figure 4.3: The Galician Battles  

 

Source: Vincent J. Esposito, ed., The West Point Atlas of War: World War I (New York: Tess 
Press, 1995), 48. 
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As the Austrian forces advanced on Ivangorod the Russians attacked. Further north, the 

Russian First and Second Armies were attempting to envelop the German northern flank. Upon 

learning that nine Russian divisions awaited his five in Warsaw Hindenburg ordered Mackensen 

to fall back. All along the front, the Russian “steamroller” was growing stronger with each passing 

day. At Ivangorod, eight German and Austro-Hungarian divisions encountered ten Russian 

divisions on 22 October. By 26 October, the Russians had managed to add a further three divisions 

to the battlefield.374 Operating independently of each other for the first half of October, the two 

armies were late to discover the great danger then awaiting them in southwest Poland. A last-

minute attempt to concentrate their forces by sending the Austro-Hungarian First Army to 

Ivangorod came too late with the result that both allies were forced to retreat. As the German and 

Austrian forces fell back from Warsaw and Ivangorod, coordination between the two allies further 

deteriorated. In an incident that is the subject of much debate in post-war historiography, officers 

in Dankl’s First Army delayed informing a neighboring unit of the German Guard Reserve Corps 

that they were retreating from their position earlier than initially planned, leaving the unit 

dangerously exposed to the advancing Russians.375 Though the premature redeployment was the 

result of bungling rather than bad faith it produced bitter recriminations on both sides.  

Just as the advance of the German and Austro-Hungarian forces earlier in the month had 

been an isolated and uncoordinated affair so now was their retreat. While the Austrian First Army 

was retreating onto the line from the mouth of the San through Opatwo to Kielce, the Germans 

had decided to recall the Ninth Army all the way to Thorn near the Silesian border in preparation 

for a later breakout. The Germans however kept their plan a secret from the Austrians. Unaware 
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that Hindenburg and Ludendorff were already setting a new plan in motion, Conrad protested that 

the German line of retreat would widen the physical gap between the two armies. Worried that the 

German retreat would leave Austrian forces vulnerable to a Russian flanking maneuver, Conrad 

ordered his troops to fall back along their previous route of advance on 2 November. The Germans 

too disapproved of the line of retreat chosen by their allies. Writing in his capacity as commander 

of the newly formed German Eastern Headquarters, Hindenburg coolly informed the Austrian 

High Command that an Austrian retreat in the direction of Cracow would be more advantageous 

to future German operations in Poland.376 In selecting their original line of retreat the AOK had 

been motivated by considerations of protecting their southern armies, in this case their reluctance 

to put them in the unfavorable position of retreating back to the Carpathians. But now, after 

learning of Hindenburg’s plans at Thorn, the Austrians were forced to pull their own forces back 

to the Dunjac-Biala line, the very line along which they had launched their offensive at the 

beginning of the month.377 In the end, the Russian advance ate up all of the ground independently 

gained by the two allies in the course of the previous month’s fighting. Though the Austrians 

succeeded in liberating the sieged garrison of Przemysl on 9 October they were forced to abandon 

it to the Russians again a few days later. For these non-existent gains the Central Powers sustained 

casualties of approximately 90,000.378 Russian casualties, while heavy, are unknown. The first 

attempted coordinated action of the war by the Central Powers had resulted in a defeat. 
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Analysis of Command and Control Arrangement 

The Galician battles of October 1914 marked a number of firsts for the Central Powers. 

The creation and transfer of the German Ninth to the southwest front represented the first attempt 

by one of the Central Powers to come to the assistance of the other in the war. As the German 

relief force came under mounting pressure, the Austrians reciprocated by sending their own 

reinforcements to assist their allies. Though both the Germans and Austrians demonstrated a 

willingness to come to each other’s assistance in the course of battle, the tendency for both high 

commands to deploy these units in a piecemeal and haphazard manner prevented the two armies 

from achieving the maximum military benefit possible.  

The campaign also marked the first occasion of the war in which allied units fought side-

by-side on the same battlefield. 379 In late September, Austrian horsemen from the Seventh Cavalry 

Division were enlisted to cover the deployment of the Ninth Army from Silesia into Lesser 

Poland.380 Along with the Seventh, Conrad would later place the Third Cavalry Division and three 

infantry divisions under Hindenburg’s command.381 Several Austrian-Hungarian units were 

therefore in the then unusual position of receiving their orders from their German allies during the 

course of the autumn 1914 campaign in Poland. Other Austrian-Hungarian units sent north to assist 

the Germans however remained under the command of Austrian headquarters. A German corps 

was also briefly placed under Austrian command in the course of the battle. But without necessary 

changes to, and integration of, the command structure this constant intermixing of units between 

the two armies caused more trouble than anything else.  

																																																								
379 The Austrians had already demonstrated their willingness to assist the German partners by sending several artillery 
batteries to the Western Front. The units in question performed well and were credited with destroying several Belgian 
forts.   
380 OULK, vol. 1, 387. 
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Planning for the first coordinated action of the war was marred by the need for both 

commanders to reach agreement on such rudimentary matters as the location and timing of the 

counteroffensive, which, because of the absence of any apparatus to coordinate, could ultimately 

only be arrived at through the time intensive exchange of telegrams between the two commanders. 

Such a command arrangement resulted not only in the loss of valuable staging time but also 

strategic surprise. By the time the Germans and Austrians were ready to strike, the Russians had 

become aware of the arrival of additional German forces on the Austrian front. 

 

Figure 4.4: Command and Control During the Campaign in Southwest Poland, October 1914  
 

                  

 

German insistence during the campaign that command of the two armies be kept 

completely independent meant that the Ninth Army’s movements were managed by German 

headquarters at Mezieres more than 800 miles away rather than through the AOK at Teschen.382 

Coordination between the allies was further hampered by the involvement of no fewer than three 

main headquarters. The absence of effective communication procedures also proved a debilitating 
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factor. Liaison officers at both headquarters complained of being kept in the dark of their allies’ 

plans. (The Germans initially even tried to keep Moltke’s replacement a secret from the 

Austrians.383) While Conrad favored communicating with his counterpart in writing, the new 

German chief of staff preferred to do so verbally. Falkenhayn expressed constant consternation 

that after having settled matters with Conrad orally, the Austrian commander would then alter the 

understanding in writing.384 Meanwhile, Conrad, still smarting from what he believed was a 

German betrayal to mount a major offensive in Poland at the war’s start, looked upon the German 

officers assigned to his headquarters as spies intent on depriving him of operational control and 

sought to limit their access to information.  

Meeting little Russian resistance at first, the two militaries allowed the campaign to become 

splintered as their commanders each went after their own objectives. Once aware of the growing 

threat posed by the assembling Russians, the piecemeal and ad-hoc fashion in which the Austrians 

transferred units north to the Germans proved insufficient as a coordinated response and both allies 

were forced to order a retreat. As had been the case with the start of the offensive a few weeks 

earlier, the decision, location, and timing of the two armies’ retreat from Southwest Poland in the 

fall of 1914 was taken in isolation by each headquarters rather than in coordination with each other. 

In the aftermath of the failed allied offensive Hindenburg and Ludendorff attempted to shift 

the blame onto their Austrian partners. The great envelopment had failed, the Germans argued, 

because “our allies were not able to hold the Russians in the San sector.”385 The premature retreat 

																																																								
383 To avoid damaging German moral, Falkenhayn’s appointment as chief of staff was not announced until 3 
November. Though Conrad eventually learned of the change in late October from an Austrian liaison officer, the OHL 
had deliberately kept him in the dark since September 14, going so far as to send him telegrams from Falkenhayn in 
Moltke’s name. Stone, The Eastern Front, 226, Ernharth, “The Tragic Alliance,” 158; 162; Erich von Falkenhayn, 
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385 According to Falkenhayn the solution to the poor performance of the Austrian-Hungarian forces lay in giving the 
Ninth Army “great liberty of movement, i.e., not to compel it to keep permanently in direct contact with the northern 
wing of the Austro-Hungarian front in South Poland. Falkenhayn, General Headquarters, 25-6. 
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of Dankl’s First Army had left elements of the German Ninth Army exposed and vulnerable, 

forcing Hindenburg to order his own retreat. The primary culprit for the defeat, the Germans 

maintained, however, had been the Austrian High Command’s refusal to place Austrian forces at 

their disposal.386 Austrian officials countered that they had been forced to retreat only after the 

Germans had first begun to do so, exposing the Austrian First Army’s flank in the process. The 

Germans, and not their own forces, the Austrians argued, had been responsible for the failure of 

Dankl’s troops outside Ivangorod.387  

Though the Germans unfairly placed the burden of blame on their allies they were right to 

conclude that the absence of a integrated command structure negatively affected the outcome of 

the operation. The Austrians, not the Germans, however, had been the first to suggest a unified 

command structure raising the subject while the Galician operation was still in the early planning 

stages. Already in mid-September after learning that the Germans were creating a new army to 

serve alongside Habsburg forces in Galicia, Archduke Friedrich – the nominal commander of all 

Austro-Hungarian forces – wrote the kaiser at Conrad’s behest asking for the German forces to be 

placed under Austro-Hungarian supreme command.388 Such a command arrangement made sense 

given that Austrian numerical superiority over their allies in southern Poland at the time meant 

that nine German divisions would be serving side-by-side the Dual Monarchy’s thirty-eight.389 

When the grand total for the theater was calculated, the Germans accounted for just 18% of the 

infantry though nearly a third of the artillery on the southwest front.390 The German High 

Command politely but firmly refused the Austrian suggestion and, so as to leave no doubt as to 
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the command structure in the coming battle, promptly instructed Hindenburg that, “the 

independence of the army will be maintained even during common operations with the 

Austrians.”391  

Though numerically inferior throughout the entire campaign, both the German and Austro-

Hungarian forces were better equipped and trained than their Russian counterparts. In their haste 

to deploy their soldiers to the front the Russians often failed to equip their soldiers with adequate 

equipment and, on several occasions, even rifles.392 Moreover, the Russian tendency at this time 

to broadcast their operational plans over open radio gave the Central Powers an intelligence 

advantage on the battlefield.393 The Austro-German defeat in Galicia in the fall of 1914 was far 

from a foregone conclusion in other words. 

Rather, the Central Powers’ first attempt to carry out a combined operation failed primarily 

due to a lack of coordination and the absence of the proper command apparatus. Originally 

intended to serve as a relief of the beleaguered Austro-Hungarian forces, first the Germans, and 

then the Austrians, allowed the campaign in southwest Poland in October 1914 to mutate beyond 

its original aim. Although the original mission had been accomplished already by 9 October, 

Hindenburg and Ludendorff decided to press forward in an attempt to score a decisive victory at 

Warsaw.394 Unable to reconcile German ambitions to capture Warsaw with Austrian desires to 

liberate Lemberg, the two allies instead went their separate ways. The result was an uncoordinated 

offensive in two different directions. An inability to first coordinate the advance and later the 

retreat led to a gap developing between the German Ninth Army and the northern flank of the 

Austrian armies, and eventually, defeat at the hands of the Russians. Many of these problems could 
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have been prevented had the Germans and Austrians agreed to adopt some semblance of integrated 

command and control. Though the two staffs undoubtedly would have continued to advocate in 

favor of their own operation the existence of a forum to discuss operational plans before forces 

were committed could have flagged some of the potential dangers that subsequently arose from 

the divergent operations. Neither Austria nor Germany was as yet prepared to surrender command 

authority over its forces to the other. Though intended to be a combined operation the Central 

Powers’ campaign in Southwest Poland in October 1914 was thus far from a coordinated affair. 

Something else was needed if the Central Powers were to unlock the key to multinational military 

effectiveness. 

 

The Return to Parallel War  

The Germans and Austro-Hungarians drew widely differing lessons from their first attempt 

at combined operations. While the Germans responded by reforming their internal command 

structure and resolved to conduct operations independent of the Austrians in the future, the 

Austrian High Command strove to maintain a constant operational link between their army and 

that of the Germans. The German attitude toward alliance warfare in short was one of all or 

nothing. Absent German command of all Austrian forces in the east (which Vienna continued to 

staunchly oppose,) the German general staff saw little need for closer military coordination with 

their Habsburg allies. While unwilling to accede to German command of their forces the AOK was  

nonetheless eager for the two armies to operate side-by-side in coming operations. Unable to 

reconcile these different views toward multinational warfare, the two allies once more decided to 

wage parallel wars.  
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The Battles of Lodz and Cracow, November 1914 

In early November, in an effort to address some of the challenges arising from a two-front 

war, the Germans created a separate command headquarters in the east. Known as Oberkommando 

Ost (hereafter, Ober Ost), the new headquarters was responsible for all of the German forces in 

East Prussia. The German High Command used the occasion to once again broach the subject of 

supreme command with the Austrians. But when the Germans proposed that the Austrian First 

Army be placed under the German Ninth Army, Conrad threatened to resign his post in protest. 

The Austrian Chief of Staff refused, he wrote, to let Habsburg forces serve under “a foreign, even 

if allied, power.”395  

 Having wrested command authority for the Eastern Front from Falkenhayn, Hindenburg 

and Ludendorff began planning their next operation from their headquarters at Posen. Wanting to 

drive a wedge between the Russian First Army in East Prussia and the Russian Second Army in 

Poland, they ordered the German Ninth Army (now under the command of Mackensen) to link up 

with the Eighth Army in a southeast thrust out of Silesia toward Lodz. Still convinced their 

Austrian allies had cost them their victory at Warsaw, Hindenburg and Ludendorff sought to limit 

Austrian participation in the coming offensive. 

The chief contribution of Austrian forces, in German eyes, lay in preventing additional 

Russian forces from concentrating near the Silesian border with Poland. When the Austrian First 

Army redeployed near Cracow the first week of November, German Eastern Headquarters 

protested that the move would endanger the advance of the German Ninth Army. Instead, Ober 

Ost wanted the Austrian-Hungarian left wing to delay their withdrawal for a few days and 
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thereafter shift their line of retreat further south. While Conrad had selected the original line of 

retreat with the aim of limiting the distance between his own troops and the German forces to the 

north, Hindenburg and Ludendorff now strove to widen it. Their decision to do so was deliberate. 

Only by clearing the Austrians from their operational theater, the Germans believed, could they 

ensure a victorious outcome.396  

 While the Germans wanted the Austrians to stay out of the coming battle they needed their 

allies’ help in laying the groundwork. Ober Ost therefore asked the Austrians to assist in covering 

the transport of the Ninth Army in preparation for its advance on Lodz. In order to do so, the 

Austrians moved their Second Army north of the Vistula to the Silesian frontier, in the process 

weakening their Carpathian front. In a further attempt to accommodate their allies, the Austrian 

High Command agreed to place the Second Army under General Remus von Woyrsch of the 

German Landwehrkorps. In exchange, Woyrsch would come under the command of the AOK, 

producing the first major combined command arrangement of the war.397 But the offensive against 

Lodz was to be an entirely German affair. The Second Army and Woyrsch’s forces were to stay 

south of the Warta River to watch as the Germans unleashed their blow on “the Manchester of the 

east.”  

 Prevented from partaking in the German operation but still eager to secure a victory, the 

Austrians once more decided to go their own way. On the night of 15 November, with the German 

advance proceeding smoothly in the north, Conrad ordered his Fourth Army to attack the 

advancing enemy southeast of Cracow. Ober Ost quickly cabled its disapproval. The Germans 
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wanted the Austrians to wait until the success of Mackensen’s just-launched attack in the north 

began to take full effect before proceeding with their own operation. Having sent 26 divisions 

north as a covering force for the Germans, Conrad was left with just 11 divisions in Galicia against 

50 well-entrenched Russian divisions.398 Still, Conrad was not the type to sit out a battle. Eager to 

secure a quick victory in order to facilitate the transfer of Austrian troops back to the Carpathian 

front where the Russians were preparing to launch a new attack, Conrad ordered his First Army 

and Woyrsch’s Army Detachment (still under AOK command) to join the attack at Cracow. Facing 

stubborn resistance from the Russian Third and Eighth Armies, the German-Austrian force 

faltered.399 When Conrad appealed to OHL for German reinforcements he was informed by 

Falkenhayn that such matters should be worked out between AOK and Ober Ost.400 

Around the same time, after coming close to succeeding in encircling the Russian Second 

Army, Mackensen’s Ninth Army suffered a major reversal near Lodz. In the course of advancing, 

General Reinhard Scheffer’s XXV Reserve Corps and a German infantry division had become 

trapped southeast of the city. Surrounded by Russian forces on three sides and cut off from the 

Ninth Army, the situation for the Germans was critical. Russian troop trains were called up from 

Warsaw in expectation of the capture of 60,000 German prisoners of war. Only luck, German skill, 

and Russian bungling allowed the encircled German forces to break out in the course of the night 

of 23 November.401  

Meanwhile, the Austrians, having intercepted Russian radio traffic indicating a wide gap 

was appearing between the Russian Third and Eighth Armies on 26 November decided to launch 
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another attack to take advantage of the situation. Ober Ost, worried that the move would free 

Russian units north of Cracow for an attack against Mackensen, once again communicated its 

opposition. The Austrians proceeded anyway and in early December succeeded in halting the 

Russian advance southeast of Cracow at Limanowa-Lapanow, capturing 28,000 enemy soldiers. 

The Austrian victory however came at much too high a price. Austrian casualties in the Battle of 

Cracow totaled 70,000-80,000; losses unsustainable given the massive manpower reserves of the 

Russian Empire.402  

On 6 December, with the Germans already retreating, the Russians withdrew from Lodz in 

order to shorten their line of defense. Thus, the Germans too could claim a victory of sorts against 

the Russians. The Germans, however, had come perilously close to losing an entire corps of their 

own in the process. For this reason, Lodz is oftend judged a draw.403 The Germans and Austro-

Hungarians had both scored minor tactical victories. In exchange for losses numbering 35,000, the 

Germans had managed to advance more than 40 miles into Russian Poland while the Austrians 

had managed to drive the Russians back from their positions threatening Cracow.404 But the 

Russian First and Second Armies had survived; and Russia could always trade more men and 

territory for time.  

 

Analysis of Command and Control Arrangement 

Still struggling to find a way to hold off the Russians the Central Powers took their first 

tentative steps toward integration in winter 1914-15. But though the Germans now called on their 

Austrian allies for transportation and other logistical support they still adamantly opposed the idea 
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of combined operations. Instead, the OHL believed that only by operating independently of each 

other could the two armies achieve favorable results on the battlefield. To assist the Austrians in 

their own offensive efforts further south the Germans offered the AOK the use of Woyrsch’s Army. 

Though conducted independently the simultaneous nature of the two separate offensives prevented 

the Russians from dealing with each army in turn. But by attempting to wage two independent 

attrition campaigns in two opposite directions against a quantitatively superior enemy the Central 

Powers overreached. With each side lacking the manpower needed to carry on the advance both 

the Germans and Austrians were ultimately forced to call off their ambitious offensives. Though 

each managed to eek out a tactical gain the strategic situation continued to favor the enemy. 

Independence of action it seemed could only hold off the Russians for so long.  

 

Figure 4.5: Command Arrangement on the Eastern Front, November 1914 

              

 

The Carpathian Winter Offensives, December 1914 – March 1915 

Aware of just how slim their victories had been, the German and Austrian chiefs of staff 

decided to meet to discuss their next steps. The two commanders met for the first time since the 
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war’s start at Breslau on 2 December. They met again on 1 January in order to discuss operations 

for the coming year.405 Though Falkenhayn saw the Western Front as the decisive theater, 

Ludendorff, Hindenburg, and Conrad all argued for a major offensive in the east. Still unable to 

agree on a single course of action, however, the AOK and Ober Ost resolved once more to carry 

out independent operations.  

German plans called for the Eighth Army (along with newly formed Tenth Army created 

from the four corps Falkenhayn had been pressured to send from the Western Front,) to launch an 

attack out of East Prussia against the Russian Tenth Army. Meanwhile, the Austrians would launch 

a parallel attack further south in the Carpathians. To help the Austrians reinforce their front the 

Germans had promised to send their allies “four to five divisions” for the coming offensive. 

Though skeptical that two separate enterprises conducted more than 600 kilometers apart at the 

height of winter in difficult terrain could succeed, Falkenhayn had no choice but to acquiesce to 

the wishes of Hindenburg, who, as victor of Tannenberg, remained a favorite of the German 

kaiser.406 

However, unbeknownst to the Central Powers, the Russians – after failing to achieve a 

breakthrough against German forces in East Prussia in 1914 – had settled on an Austria-first 

strategy for 1915. Believing that the road to Berlin passed through Austria-Hungary, the 

commander of the Russian Southwest Front General Nikolay Ivanov planned to invade Hungary 

early in the new year.407 In December, Ivanov transported his armies to the Carpathians in 

preparation for his offensive. By New Year’s Day, Russian forces had penetrated the key 

Carpathian Mountain passes of Dukla and Uzsok overlooking the Hungarian plains. Meanwhile, 
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Conrad learned from his liaison officer at Ober Ost that the German Army’s progress in East 

Prussia now prevented them from sending any more than at most three divisions to assist in his 

Carpathian offensive. In the end, the Germans contributed just two-and-a-half infantry divisions 

and a cavalry division. As a condition for their deployment to the Austro-Hungarian front, 

however, Hindenburg insisted that the German troops be placed in a separate army group 

(armeegruppe) under German command rather than under the command of the Austro-Hungarian 

Third Army as Conrad envisaged.408 Fearing the effects such a move would have on the 

independence of the Austro-Hungarian military, Conrad proposed that the German divisions be 

used instead to relieve his Second Army, then still holding the right flank of Mackensen’s Ninth 

Army near Lodz, thereby freeing Austro-Hungarian troops for the planned offensive in the 

Carpathian Mountains. Unable to carry out their offensive without German reinforcements, the 

Austrians were forced to give way in the end and in mid-January a new composite German-Austro-

Hungarian army was formed. Though the majority of troops in the new army, known as Südarmee 

(South Army), were Austro-Hungarian, the Germans were given command.409  

Thus, as 1915 began the Central Powers were once again preparing to carry out two 

simultaneous yet independent operations. Unlike previous attempts to wage war in parallel, 

however, Habsburg manpower shortages now necessitated the incorporation of German troops in 

what otherwise was to be an Austrian operation. By insisting on the creation of Südarmee however 

the Germans had managed to secure command of their own forces, as well as some Austrian units. 

An attempt by the kaiser to secure unified command over the Austro-Hungarian Third Army, 
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however, was met with resistance by the AOK. The Austrians preferred, they told their allies, to 

determine the operational command of common missions on a “case-by-case basis.” Consequently, 

an agreement was worked out between the AOK and OHL whereby the German Eastern Command 

and the Austrian High Command agreed to share operational control of the Südarmee for the 

coming campaign. As part of this negotiated arrangement, the Austrians agreed to provide for the 

transport of the German troops as well as maps and provisions and any emergency assistance 

required for the first six days. 410 

Austro-German military relations however were fraught with friction even before the 

campaign began. In mid-January, Ludendorff telegraphed Conrad threatening to withhold the 

promised German units for Südarmee until the Austrians provided the necessary winter equipment 

for the German soldiers.411 The Austrians meanwhile made no secret of their displeasure with Ober 

Ost’s handling of the German offensive in East Prussia. Relations between the OHL and AOK 

were no better. Conrad, still bitter about German actions at the start of the war, had taken to 

greeting the return of his liaison officer from Falkenhayn’s headquarters with the riposte, “Well, 

what are our secret enemies the Germans up to?”412 

On 23 January 1915 the Austrians launched their general offensive in the Carpathians. As 

the Austro-Hungarian Third Army attacked in the direction of Przemysl, Südarmee (located on the 

right of Third Army and under the command of General Alexander von Linsingen,) advanced in 

the direction of Lemberg. With a combined force of 175,000, the two armies staged a frontal 

assault along a front of 160 kilometers in some of the most horrific conditions of the war. 

Considered the Stalingrad of the First World War, the first Carpathian offensive of January 1915 
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was a catastrophic failure. The official Austrian history of the war describes the campaign as a 

“ghastly folly.”413 Thrown together too quickly, neither army had adequately prepared its soldiers 

for the coming fight, which was to be conducted in difficult mountain terrain in the height of 

winter. The Habsburg Monarchy’s best Alpine troops had perished in earlier battles or had been 

deployed to the Balkan front (along with its mountain artillery batteries,) while most German 

soldiers lacked experience with mountain warfare altogether.414  

Difficult weather conditions further complicated passage of men and material through the 

mountainous terrain. Most roads were impassable due to snow and ice. Lacking adequate winter 

supplies and equipment, German and Austrian soldiers trudged across the snow covered mountain 

ridges in temperatures of -20° to -30° Celsius. A shortage of draft animals forced soldiers to 

transport all supplies on hand-pulled sleds. Exposure to the elements caused weapons and 

equipment to break down. Water jackets used to cool the barrels of machine guns froze, rendering 

them unusable.415 Bogged down in snow, artillery performed poorly if at all. This was especially 

true of German artillery whose officers – having trained for flat terrain – were unaccustomed to 

the elevated terrain of Carpathian passes and struggled to adjust to the new conditions.416 By 5 

February half of Third Army’s combat strength (some 89,000 men) had been incapacitated. The 

majority of casualties stemmed from noncombat causes with tens of thousands of soldiers freezing 

to death.417  

Informed by reports that the fortress at Przemysl would be unable to hold on much longer 

without relief, Conrad ordered another attack in late February. The result was more of the same. 
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Südarmee sustained 40,000 casualties over the course of March while the Second Army suffered 

almost twice that number, losing an estimated 40,000 casualties to frostbite in the first five days 

of March alone.418 A third offensive was ordered but, as before, faltered. The Russians also 

suffered high casualties during the Carpathian fighting. However, their forces were better 

entrenched and the terrain favored defense. Russian manpower reserves were also vastly superior 

to those of the Germans and Austrians. Unlike the Central Powers, their losses could be quickly 

replenished. 

All told, the AOK’s attempt to liberate the garrison of Przemysl during the winter 

offensives of 1915 cost the Central Powers almost 800,000 men; more than six times the number 

inside the besieged fortress Conrad strove to free.419 Not even the 70-mile German advance in the 

Winter (or Second) Battle of the Masurian Lakes in the north was enough to overcome the dismal 

failure the Central Powers suffered as a result of the winter offensives. On 23 March, the garrison 

at Przemysl finally fell.420 

 

Analysis of Command and Control Arrangement 

Though the tough weather conditions and difficult mountainous terrain were no doubt 

contributing factors, the Central Powers’ disastrous performance in the winter battles of 1915 

stemmed chiefly from the complicated chain of command set in place by the two high commands. 

Designed to facilitate an Austrian breakout from the mountains in order to relieve Przemysl and 

remove the threat of a Russian invasion of Hungary, the operation suffered from a lack of 

coordination between the Austrian Third Army and its neighboring Südarmee from the start. 
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Though Linsingen had suggested having his army cooperate closely with the Third Army in its 

thrust north toward Przemysl, the AOK instead ordered his forces (along with the Austro-

Hungarian Second Army) east across the mountains to strike the concentrating Russian forces.421  

Further complicating matters was Linsingen’s refusal to use the agreed upon chain of 

command. Though operational plans called for it to be subordinated to the Austrian High 

Command Linsingen bypassed the AOK and reported instead to Posen and Berlin throughout the 

winter battle. His decision to do so resulted in delays in the deployment and transfer of units and 

the issuing of orders and contributed to bitter recriminations on both sides. By winter’s end, 

relations between the Südarmee commander and the AOK had declined to the point that when the 

Austrian High Command offered to assign the German commander one of their divisions 

Linsingen replied that he would not accept a defeated and retreating unit from another army.422 

Poor communication between the two high commands also proved a debilitating factor. 

Though large numbers of German and Austro-Hungarian forces were operating side by side for 

the first time in the war, coordination between the two respective general staffs remained poor to 

non-existent over the course of the campaign. Even the basic exchange of information through 

liaison officers proved difficult to coordinate. While German liaison officers at Austrian 

headquarters dined with Conrad, the Austrians complained the same was not true for Austrian 

officers at OHL. In his memoirs, Falkenhayn’s liaison officer at AOK August von Cramon 

attributed the campaign’s disastrous outcome to the absence of effective communication links 

between the two headquarters.423  
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Additionally, the constant assignment and reassignment of units (owing to the lack of a 

general reserve) between the two armies also caused innumerable headaches for the ground 

commanders. Because the transfer of these units often required complex negotiations and the 

constant adding of additional layers of command to the already complicated chain of command, 

events were often overcome by developments on the ground by the time the assigned units arrived 

at their new destination. The frequent transfer and redeployment of units between the two armies 

also led to complications and misunderstandings, many of which could have been avoided by the 

adoption of a integrated command system. Instead, the two commands dealt with the transfer of 

units in an ad hoc and idiosyncratic fashion.  

Here, a brief illustration will suffice. On the eve of the Carpathian battle the Germans, 

fearing that the forces allocated by the Austrians to retake a vital mountain pass from the Russians 

were inadequate, volunteered to lend the Austrians a German infantry division. The Austrians 

accepted and the 3rd German Guard Infantry Division (XXIV Reserve Corps) was temporarily 

reassigned from Linsingen’s Südarmee to the Austro-Hungarian Third Army where on 26 January 

it participated in the successful capture of the Uzsok Pass. Having helped the Austrians clear the 

Russians from the pass the Germans now sought the return of their Guard division. But the AOK 

had other plans. In order to capitalize on their success, the Austrian High Command ordered 

elements of the Third Army to capture the Borynia Heights nearby. Not wanting to relinquish the 

Guards just yet the commander of the Austrian Third Army, General Boroevic, held up their 

release causing Linsingen to appeal to the AOK for their immediate return. Three days of 

correspondence and deliberation followed after which the AOK finally acquiesced and ordered the 

unit returned to Linsingen on 29 January. By then the AOK’s plans had been overtaken by events 

however. In the course of the time-consuming negotiations between Linsingen, Boroevic, and the 
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AOK, the position of the German unit had been left vulnerable to an enemy counterattack by the 

relocation of nearby Austrian units. A by now irate Linsingen appealed to both Ober Ost and OHL 

for help in returning the German unit. Ludendorff, whose decision it had been in the first place to 

transfer the Guards, telegraphed Conrad at Teschen for clarification. Falkenhayn at OHL too 

became involved. Both men ordered their representatives at AOK to request an immediate briefing 

on the situation. Annoyed by Linsingen’s attempts to circumvent their authority by involving the 

German commands directly, the Austrian High Command used the occasion to remind all parties 

that communication between Südarmee and OHL should be handled through the proper chain of 

command, i.e., through the AOK itself.424 Although the German Guard unit eventually escaped 

unscathed the incident serves to illustrate how the lack of streamlined command and control 

process not only hindered operational flexibility by causing untimely delays but also fostered a 

negative environment for future cooperation.  

 

Figure 4.6: Command and Control during the Carpathian Winter Offensive, January – 
February 1915 
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Far from isolated such breakdowns in communication arising from the contested transfer 

of units between armies occurred on a frequent basis and often jeopardized the course of military 

operations. Yet much of the confusion over how long (and for what purpose) units were exchanged 

between the two militaries during the Carpathian and subsequent campaigns could have been 

avoided had the two high commands chosen to adopt a integrated system of command and control. 

Such a system of command would have allowed for the creation of a general reserve which, by 

virtue of being overseen by one overarching and coordinating body, would have prevented much 

of the bickering between commanders and headquarters that ultimately resulted and which proved 

so destabilizing to the Central Powers’ war effort. In lieu of such an arrangement constant 

squabbling over the proper chain of command resulted costing precious time and resources and, 

as in the case of the winter offensives, leading to stalemate or worse, defeat. For the second time 

in a row the Central Powers’ attempt to wage war in parallel had faltered. Once more, the Germans 

had eked out a tactical victory in the north. In the south, the allies had ostensible worked together 

but the complexity of the command relationship had contributed to staggering losses with few 

discernable gains.  

 

Toward Unity of Command 

The failure of the Carpathian winter battles of 1915 prompted the two high commands to 

revisit their wartime relationship. A number of changes, especially in the area of communication 

practices, were instituted as a direct result of the defeat. Prior to the Carpathian campaign, the 

German representative to Austrian headquarters August von Cramon later recalled, relations 

between the two headquarters had been “fairly casual” with the AOK often informing the OHL 
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after it had already taken action. From now on, however, the two chiefs of staff agreed to use their 

liaison officers as the recognized intermediaries of the two militaries.425  

The failed offensive also caused the Germans to adopt a new outlook toward operational 

coordination with the Austrians. Although a “westerner,” Falkenhayn now feared a total Austrian 

collapse in the east. Only a major joint offensive between the two armies he concluded could 

prevent such an outcome. Accordingly, Falkenhayn and his staff at OHL began planning for a 

major offensive in Poland; the object of which was to destroy the enemy’s ability to launch an 

offensive of its own for the foreseeable future. In need of fresh troops to replace the ones he was 

then being forced to divert to the Italian front in anticipation of a forthcoming declaration of war 

by Italy, Conrad took advantage of the change in German attitudes to suggest a combined offensive 

east of Cracow along the Dunajec River. Falkenhayn agreed and planning commenced.  

Initially reluctant for German units to operate near Austrian forces, the German High 

Command had by now come round to recognizing the potential benefits from closer coordination 

with their allies. But although the OHL was now prepared to allow Austrian troops to serve “side 

by side” with its own troops it nevertheless insisted that a German assume command of the 

operation.426 Conrad resisted at first but at a meeting in Berlin on 14 April was forced to give way 

to German demands for operational control in the coming offensive. The coming battle would 

mark the first time that mixed Austro-Hungarian and German units would fight under a unified 

command.427 
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The Battle of Gorlice-Tarnow and the Fall of Warsaw, May 1915 – September 1915 

The Germans selected Mackensen, the former commander of their Ninth Army, to oversee 

the combined German-Austro offensive. Under the new command arrangement Mackensen would 

command both the Austro-Hungarian Fourth Army and the German Eleventh Army. For the first 

time in the war an entire Austro-Hungarian Army would be subordinated to a German commander. 

A single commander would direct the coming operation; unified command had at long last been 

established. But although the Austrians had agreed to subordinate the Fourth Army to Mackensen, 

the AOK managed to extract a concession of their own: If a German commander was to command 

Austro-Hungarian forces in the coming battle, it was only fair, Conrad argued, that he be 

subordinated to the AOK. Eager to ensure operational unity between Austro-Hungarian and 

German troops on the ground, the OHL agreed to the concession on the condition that the Austrians 

first consult with Falkenhayn before issuing any orders. But although Mackensen was formally 

placed under the AOK for the duration of the battle the arrangement was to be largely superficial. 

Unable to issue orders to Mackensen without first conferring with the OHL, the AOK was left in 

the position of serving as little more than a transmission belt between the OHL and Mackensen. 

While Mackensen would be able to issue orders directly to elements of the Austro-Hungarian 

Fourth Army, bypassing the AOK entirely, Conrad would be unable to issue orders to Mackensen 

without first going through the OHL.428 German insistence on managing the entirety of the coming 

operation thus won out in the end.  

Early on the morning of 2 May the main offensive began. Through careful preparation 

Mackensen had managed to achieve almost complete strategic and operational surprise. Positioned 

south of Cracow, the Eleventh and Fourth Armies broke out in the direction of Tarnow. Despite 
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encountering fierce resistance from the Russian Third Army the two armies pushed deep into 

enemy lines. On 6 May, Mackensen’s forces captured Jaslo prompting the Russian High Command 

to order their troops to fall back in the direction of Sanok and form a new defensive line. Having 

learned of the Russian orders of retreat, Mackensen pressed the attack. On the following evening, 

the Russians, though continuing to offer fierce resistance, were pushed back to the banks of the 

Wislok River. Increasingly alarmed by the scale of the offensive then unfolding before him the 

Russian Commander-in-Chief Grand Duke Nicholas Nikolaevich appealed to the French to open 

operations on the Western Front which he hoped, by drawing German forces west, would relieve 

some of the pressure on his forces. Mackensen meanwhile ordered the Fourth Army to throw the 

Russian Third Army over the Wislok.429 Though concerned that the Russian Fourth Army north 

of the Vistula would be able to take advantage of the dispersion of his army in a counterattack the 

commander of Austro-Hungarian Fourth Army Archduke Joseph Ferdinand obeyed Mackensen’s 

order. Under the old command arrangement it is easy to imagine a different outcome. Instead, 

because of the creation of unified command, the two armies were now successfully crossing the 

Wislok River in rapid pursuit of the enemy. From the upper Vistula to the Lupka Pass along a front 

of more than 100 km the Russian forces were falling back.  
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Figure 4.7: The Battle of Gorlice-Tarnow 

 

Source: Vincent J. Esposito, ed., The West Point Atlas of War: World War I (New York: Tess 
Press, 1995), 54. 
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The early success of the coordinated movement of the Fourth and Eleventh Armies 

prompted the Central Powers to expand the campaign’s objectives. The OHL ordered Mackensen 

to move his two armies toward Jaroslau and cross the San. The success of the breakout during the 

first week of May also led the AOK, in consultation with OHL, to order its Third and Second 

Armies to join the attack from the south. As victory followed victory the two chiefs decided at a 

meeting on 3 June to extend the attack in the direction of Lemberg. Simultaneously, it was decided 

that the Austro-Hungarian Second Army would also be placed under Mackensen’s orders.430 The 

following day German and Austro-Hungarian forces from Mackensen’s Army Group liberated the 

fortress of Przemysl. The relief of Przemysl greatly enhanced the morale of the Austrians and 

would be a major strategic victory for the Central Powers. The impending liberation of Lemberg 

would, the Central Powers hoped, serve as even greater propaganda loss to the enemy. In 

preparation for the assault on Lemberg Mackensen ordered the 22nd German Infantry Division to 

first help the Austro-Hungarian Fourth Army cross the San after which it would then join the 

Eleventh Army. Previous operations had shown the exchange of units between Austrian and 

German armies to be plagued with problems because of the inability of the commanders of each 

national army to agree on the timing and deployment of these units. But now, with Mackensen 

directing the movements of both the German and Austro-Hungarian armies, such deployments not 

only occurred more easily but also became more common. Although facing tough resistance, 

Mackensen’s forces pressed on to Lemberg. On 22 June the Russian commander of the Eighth 

Army General Aleksei Brusilov issued the order to evacuate the city. As the last Russian forces 

were leaving the city from the east Austro-Hungarian cavalry patrols entered from the west. After 

nearly ten months of Russian occupation, Lemberg was a Habsburg city once more.431 
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The Russians were not yet done retreating however. In order to put as much pressure on as 

many Russian armies as possible, the OHL ordered Mackensen to shift his forces north. Swift 

victories at the Battles of Tomaszow and Bukaczowce-Bobrka quickly followed as the Russians 

moved beyond the Gnila Lipa. By late June, Mackensen’s careful management of reserves for 

which the campaign was quickly becoming known had allowed him to extend the Fourth Army’s 

operational orders once more, this time in the direction of Lublin. Since the campaign had begun 

in early May Mackensen’s Army Group had taken almost half-a-million Russian prisoners and 

captured 344 guns.432 In early July, a new army was formed under the command of General 

Linsingen. Cobbled together out of German and Austrian units from other armies, the Army of the 

Bug (as it was to be known) was placed under Army Group Mackensen. Around the same time the 

AOK also agreed to assign the Austro-Hungarian First Army to Mackensen’s command. 

Meanwhile, Ober Ost ordered the German Twelfth Army under General Max von Gallwitz to open 

the attack on the northeast. Thus, when Mackensen after a few days rest resumed the offensive in 

mid-July, all of the forces stationed between the Baltic Sea and the Carpathians (with the exception 

of the Woyrsch Army Detachment still under the control of the AOK) were under the command 

authority of the OHL.433  

With the victories accumulating the Austrians now began to press for more control. 

Unhappy with the northward shift in direction of Mackensen’s Army Group, which he argued was 

taking up valuable time, the Austrian chief of staff instead wanted the Austro-Hungarian Fourth 

Army to press the attack to the east. But the Austrians were kept from issuing their own orders by 

the previously agreed upon command agreement which had given Mackensen operational control 
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of the Fourth Army. The dispersal of forces had been temporarily prevented; Mackensen’s Army 

Group would remain intact. Aware of Conrad’s growing demands to be allowed to stage his own 

offensive in Galicia for which he would need the return of First Army, the OHL designated 

Warsaw in the north and the Lukow-Brest Litovsk rail line in the south as the final objective of the 

campaign. On 21 August, with both goals met, the AOK resumed command of First Army.  

The breakthrough of German and Austrian forces during the summer of 1915 was an 

unprecedented success for the Central Powers. Russian losses in the month of May alone exceeded 

400,000. Between the campaign’s start on 2 May and 22 June when Lemberg fell the armies of the 

Central Powers advanced 300 kilometers. By the time the campaign finally drew to a close in late 

September they had advanced a further 120 kilometers eastward. The scale of the defeat was 

staggering. The Russians suffered more than 1,410,000 killed and wounded with a further 976,000 

taken prisoner during the campaign. Total combined losses for the Germans and Austro-

Hungarians for the period May through September approached 700,0000 killed, wounded, or 

captured.434 The victory was more than a tactical one, however. After Gorlice-Tarnow the war 

would be fought on Russian soil. By throwing the Russians out of East Galicia the Central Powers 

had managed to neutralize the entire Russian Southwest Front. The heavy losses in equipment and 

men which the Russians had suffered would prevent them from launching a large-scale operation 

of their own for at least a year thereby freeing German and Austro-Hungarian troops for other 

fronts. The success of the Central Powers on the Eastern Front in the summer of 1915 also had a 

noticeable demonstration effect upon Bulgaria and Romania; the former of whom was convinced 

to join the Central Powers while the latter’s enthusiasm for joining the Entente was weakened. 

Analysis of Command and Control Arrangements 
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The tremendous success achieved during the combined German-Austro-Hungarian 

offensive in Poland and Eastern Galicia in 1915 came not from numerical superiority but the 

adoption of a centralized command and control structure by the Central Powers for the first time 

in the war. When the campaign began in early May the combat strength of the Russian Third Army 

was 219,000 compared with 126,000 Germans and 90,000 Austro-Hungarians for Mackensen’s 

two armies.435 The two sides were thus roughly evenly matched in men.436 The Central Powers did 

however have a slight advantage in heavy artillery. However, as Norman Stone notes, the 

numerical superiority in firepower exhibited by the Central Powers over the Russians in the Battle 

of Gorlice-Tarnow was significantly less than the superiority the Entente enjoyed over the 

Germans in France for much of the war; an advantage they were unable to convert into combat 

success.437 Rather the reason for the tremendous success achieved during the campaign was the 

adoption of unified command. The Gorlice-Tarnow offensive marked the first occasion in the war 

that one could truly speak of allied armies. During the first week of operations the German High 

Command was relocated from Mezieres to Pless, only an hour by car from the Austrian 

headquarters at Teschen. Though the move undoubtedly allowed the two allies to coordinate more 

closely, it was the German insistence on changes to command arrangements that was to prove most 

significant.  

 

																																																								
435 Clodfelter, Warfare and Armed Conflicts, 438; Stone, The Eastern Front, 130-1. 
436 As the campaign widened an additional five Austro-Hungarian and German armies later engaged in fighting south 
of the Vistula while four more armies joined on the Russian side. The combined total of all the forces of the Central 
Powers on the Russian Southwest Front approached 700,000. For the Central Powers, these were the Woyrsch 
Detachment Army; First Austro-Hungarian Army; Third Austro-Hungarian Army; Second Austro-Hungary Army; 
Südarmee as well as elements of the Austro-Hungarian Seventh Army. The above refers only to the forces engaged 
on the Russian Southwest Front. An additional five armies from the Central Powers were employed on the Northern 
Front against an equal number of Russian Armies. OULK, Vol. 2. 333-54.   
437 Most of the heavy artillery deployed in the initial attack was Austrian. Dinardo, Breakthrough, 47-8; Stone, The 
Eastern Front, 131. 
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Figure 4.8: Command and Control Arrangement in the Battle of Gorlice-Tarnow  

 

                              

 

The new command arrangement allowed for the coordination of equipment and forces at a 

level previously impossible under the independent command structures of the earlier battles. To 

facilitate the transfer of the troops from the German Ninth Army to the front south of Cracow at 

the start of the campaign the Austrians designated vehicle parks along the route of travel. Lighter 

than the German carts and better suited at handling the poor roads and rough terrain of Galicia, 

each Austrian vehicle could haul almost 900 pounds of food and supplies.438 The unified command 

structure enhanced coordination in other ways as well. Pre-battle reconnaissance of the 

battleground by the Germans was aided by excellent terrain maps supplied by the Austro-

Hungarian Army. The Austro-Hungarians were thus crucial to the successful deployment and 

preparation of German forces. To keep the presence of German units on what had previously been 

the Austro-Hungarian portion of the front secret from the Russians, German officers undertaking 

battlefield reconnaissance wore Austrian uniforms.439 

																																																								
438 Dinardo, Breakthrough, 47; Falkenhayn, General Headquarters, 83-4. 
439 Dinardo, Breakthrough, 48; Churchill, The Unknown War, 313. 
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The new command arrangement would make its most important contribution not in the 

planning of the operation but in the actual conduct of the battle. For the first time in the war the 

armies of both countries would be under the direction of a single commander. With Mackensen in 

command, the German Eleventh and Austro-Hungarian Fourth Armies would be arrayed along a 

distance of less than 50 kilometers compared with the hundreds of kilometers that had separated 

the forces of the Central Powers during previous operations. As commander of both armies, 

Mackensen could orchestrate their movements in tandem. In contrast with the earlier and often 

directionless parallel campaigns in which each side selected their objective independently of the 

other, battle orders were coordinated between the two armies. A single ground commander also 

ensured that the initial limited goals of the operation could be expanded as the situation warranted, 

only selecting additional objectives after each new success had been achieved all the while making 

sure the two armies movements were properly aligned. Similarly, by virtue of having a single 

commander wield the deployments of units the transfer and employment of reserve units could be 

more swiftly arranged. To reduce confusion, German reinforcements sent to serve alongside 

Austro-Hungarian forces in Galicia were given lessons on the uniforms and rank insignia of their 

allies.440 As a direct result of this streamlined process of reserve transfers Mackensen’s forces were 

able to hold off several Russian counterattacks during the crucial early days of the breakthrough. 

The Germans therefore fought hard to maintain unity of command after the initial success in the 

opening days, urging the Austrian High Command to agree to the transfer of more and more of the 

front to Mackensen’s command. Much of the fighting by Austro-Hungarian forces in summer of 

1915 in Eastern Galicia occurred on the same spot where they had fought barely a year earlier. The 

only difference between the disastrous defeat in fall 1914 and the resounding victory the following 
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year was the change in command. Austrian and German forces were no longer operating 

independently but in coordination with each other. The Central Powers had succeeded together 

where previously they had failed.  

 

The Return to Parallel War 

The unified command structure was not to last. While Falkenhayn was eager to divert 

German forces back to the Western Front, Hindenburg and Conrad wished to continue the 

offensive in the east. As a result both Ober Ost and AOK chose to renew the offensive in late 

August independent of Mackensen’s Army Group in the hopes that the Russian Armies in the 

center might be enveloped. While Conrad struck in the direction of the line Lutsk-Rovno, 

Hindenburg ordered his armies to advance north of the Pripet Marshes. Although conducted almost 

simultaneously the two commanders failed to coordinate their attacks in the way that Mackensen 

had done when in command of the Fourth and Eleventh Armies the previous month.441 Despite 

some initial gains, both offensives would ultimately end in costly stalemates. During the first week 

of September the same Austro-Hungarian and German units that had achieved such impressive 

gains during the previous months of fighting became bogged down in bloody fighting near Dubno 

following a Russian counteroffensive. Further south, the Russians managed to push back the 

reserve-starved Second Army. Then, as the Austro-Hungarian armies waited for reinforcements to 

be brought up, Russian forces recaptured the fortress at Lutsk. Thereafter and for the remainder of 

the year the two sides’ armies swayed back and forth over the same ground with each side first 

gaining and then losing ground. Both sides expended enormous forces in useless attacks and 

																																																								
441 Peter Hart, The Great War: A Combat History of the First World War (New York: Oxford University Press, 2013), 
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counter-attacks over the same few kilometers of soil. Losses for the Austro-Hungarian armies in 

Eastern Galicia in September far surpassed those of the previous three months.442  

Hindenburg’s forces further north encountered similar problems. In the absence of Austro-

German coordination and with Mackensen’s Army Group no longer pressing the attack in the 

center, the Russians were free to divert reserves to the northern sector. A German attack on Vilna 

fared only a little better than the Austrian offensive at Lutsk. The German Tenth Army suffered 

50,000 casualties alone in a two-week period in September. Forced, like Conrad, to go over to the 

defensive, Hindenburg’s armies only barely contained the Russian October counteroffensive.443 

What accounts for this sudden reversal in the military fortunes of the Central Powers all along the 

Eastern Front? The Austro-Hungarian First and Fourth Armies that fought in the fall operations in 

Eastern Galicia fought as hard as they had under Mackensen’s command during the summer. The 

men had not changed. Though undoubtedly worn down by weeks of tough combat, the same was 

true of the men of the Russian Eighth Army whom the Austrian and German forces (for there were 

still a substantial number of German forces intermixed with the Austrians armies south of the 

Pripet,) had been fighting opposite of since the first week in May. Nor had the numerical strength 

of the armies significantly changed. As had been the case during summer campaign the two sides 

continued to be roughly evenly matched during the fall campaign in Eastern Galicia: a total of 517 

½ Austro-Hungarian and German battalions faced off against a Russian force of 512 battalions. 

Moreover, while the Central Powers would eventually receive another 21 battalions during the 

course of the battle the Russians would receive none.444 Unlike during the previous months’ 

fighting however the reinforcements were committed in a piecemeal fashion in a desperate attempt 

																																																								
442 Between 1 and 25 September Austro-Hungarian losses in Galicia approached 300,000. Stone, The Eastern Front, 
190-1. 
443 Stone, The Eastern Front, 188-90. 
444 OULK vol. 3, 195 note. 
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to stabilize the situation in Volhynia. Mackensen’s reserve system had been the key to the 

concentration of force needed to accomplish the breakthrough. But to create the necessary reserves 

it was necessary for German and Austro-Hungarian units to reinforce each other, something that 

could only be carried out effectively during periods of unified command. Without a single 

commander guiding the deployment and transfer of units along the front, the Central Powers would 

be unable to operate effectively against the numerically superior enemy.  

Though the advantage of an integrated command system adopted during the Battle of 

Gorlice-Tarnow would be demonstrated again in September and October in the Balkan campaign, 

unity of command would once more prove short-lived as strategic incompatibilities pulled the two 

High Commands in different directions.445 Ultimately, both allies derived the wrong lesson from 

the success of the breakthrough in East Galicia and the operations in Serbia. Invigorated by the 

impressive victories achieved by their armies the AOK felt strong enough to reassert its 

independence. Unlike the Austrians and Bulgarians, Falkenhayn had never viewed the Balkans as 

strategically important to the war’s outcome. His main objective in the Serbian campaign had been 

to open the land-route to their Turkish allies. After Mackensen’s multinational force achieved this 

task in early November, Falkenhayn quietly arranged for the German units stationed on the Serbian 

front to be transferred to the West. The Austrians however (and to a lesser extent, the Bulgarians 

																																																								
445 As a condition of their entry into the war the Bulgarian government insisted that unified command be established 
over all “allied” forces for the coming Serbian offensive. Though the Austrians wanted one of their own to command 
the multinational force, the AOK was forced to agree to Mackensen’s appointment as multinational commander after 
the Bulgarians demanded a German general. A military convention between the three countries was signed on 6 
September 1915 with Germany and Austro-Hungary each pledging to send six divisions to the Serbian theater and the 
Bulgarians promising four. Over the course of the following two months Mackensen ably coordinated the advance 
and combined operations of the Austro-Hungarian Third Army (including three German corps), the German Eleventh 
Army, and the Bulgarian First Army into Serbia. The Central Powers impressive victories – in only four weeks of 
fighting the multinational force managed to pursue the Serbian Army all the way to the Albanian mountains – stemmed 
in part from the inability of the Franco-British “Army of the Orient” then disembarking at Salonika to coordinate a 
counteroffensive of its own. As the forces of the Central Powers decisively pursued the fleeing Serbian armies, the 
Entente powers were hampered in their ability to mount an attack by the fractured nature of their command 
arrangement. Although the French commander General Maurice Sarrail could issue orders to the two French divisions 
in his army the English units received their orders directly from London. OULK, vol 3. 7, 9, 39, 252. 
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too) argued that the offensive should be allowed to continue into Montenegro and Macedonia. 

When the German High Command refused to sanction the extension of the frontline, Conrad 

ordered his armies do so on their own.446 Though the Austro-Hungarian forces subsequently 

achieved a minor tactical victory a furious Falkenhayn berated Conrad for not adhering to the 

system of command agreed upon by all three allies in September. The Austrian High Command, 

Falkenhayn wrote Conrad, “had no right to unilaterally determine the operations of Mackensen’s 

Army Group, nor make any changes in its dispositions.” Such actions were contrary to the need 

for close cooperation between the two high commands “upon which alone hinges the fate of our 

dynasties and peoples,” wrote Falkenhayn.447 Unaffected, Conrad replied that the unified 

command arrangement established prior to the Serbian offensive had never been intended as 

indefinite and that it was the OHL and not the Austrians who were acting contrary to the spirit of 

the agreement by withdrawing the German divisions from the Serbian front without first notifying 

their allies. An incensed Falkenhayn responded that the German High Command was not obliged 

to leave their troops longer than necessary simply to “starve in Serbia…and to suffer exposure to 

typhus.” Refusing to alter his plans and against the wishes of the German High Command, Conrad 

removed the Third Austro-Hungarian Army from Mackensen’s command on 20 December 1915. 

All communication between the two chiefs of staff was subsequently halted; a month was to pass 

before Falkenhayn and Conrad resumed their correspondence.448 

It is one of the paradoxes of multinational war that the breakdown in relations between the 

AOK and OHL over the Balkan theater came at a time when the Central Powers were achieving 

																																																								
446 Cramon, Unser Osterreich-Ungarischer Bundesgenosse im Weltkriege, 61-66; Alfred Krauss, Die Ursachen 
Unserer Niederlage: Erinnerungen Un Urteile Aus Dem Weltkrieg, (Munich: J.F. Lehmanns Verlag, 1921), 181-5. 
447 OULK, vol 3, 602-3. 
448 Quoted in OULK, vol. 3, 323. From 22 December 1915 to 19 January 1916 Falkenhayn and Conrad did not 
communicate. The breakdown in inter-allied relations extended to the Bulgarians with Tsar Ferdinand returning his 
military medals and decorations to Vienna and threatening to declare war on the Habsburg Monarchy. Herwig, The 
First World War, 159; OULK, vol. 4, 205-6. 
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their biggest victories of the war. Just as defeat had driven them together so now victories would 

drive them apart. At the time, few seemed to recognize as much. Instead both chief of staffs 

welcomed the opportunity (if not the manner in which it had come about) to prioritize their own 

operations that the dissolution of Mackensen’s multinational force in late 1915 afforded them. For 

Falkenhayn, this meant drawing up plans for a springtime offensive at Verdun intended to bleed 

the French “white”; in preparation for which the German High Command was moved from Pless 

back to Mezieres. For Conrad, it meant an offensive in the Tyrol on the Italian front; a war the 

Austrian High Command had always considered “nostra guerra” (our war).449  

Thus, as 1916 began the two allies once again found themselves lacking unified direction. 

Though individual units from the two armies would continue to come under the other’s command 

each High Command was now operating independently of the other in preparation for two separate 

springtime offensives. Moreover, each ally had done its utmost to keep their offensive secret even 

going to far as to instruct their liaison officers to keep operational details hidden from the other. 

Absent two short-lived attempts by the Russian Army to breakthrough north and south of the Pripet 

early in January the Russian front would remain quiet for most of winter and into the spring. 

Neither the German offensive at Verdun begun in late February nor the Austrian attempt to revenge 

Italy’s ‘perfidy’ in the Tyrol that spring would become the decisive turning point each High 

Command had assured the other they would be. By May, intelligence at both headquarters 

indicated that the Russians were planning a major springtime offensive of their own, prompting 

both armies to prepare their defensive installations in the east. Although Linsingen, the former 

																																																								
449 In a further sign of just how far the relationship between the two allies had deteriorated both chiefs ordered their 
staffs to keep preparations for these offensives hidden from each the liaison officers of the other. Alfred Krauss, the 
chief of staff to the commander of the Southwest Front Archduke Eugen writes in his memoirs that he was reprimanded 
by the Austrian High Command in Teschen for failing to keep preparations for the Italian offensive secret from the 
German liaison officer. Falkenhayn later claimed that he first learned of the Austrian plans for the Battle of Asiago 
“through rumor” rather than official communication. Krauss, Die Ursachen Unserer Niederlage, 178, 187; 
Falkenhayn, General Headquarters, 242; OULK, vol. 4, 268. 
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German commander of Südarmee, was to inspect the Austro-Hungarian defenses south of the 

Pripet and declare them to be strong, there does not appear to have been any real coordination 

between the Austrian and German commands on the Eastern Front with regards to how to handle 

the pending Russian attack.450 

 

The Brusilov Offensive, June – September 1916 

 On 4 June four Russian Armies unleashed their long anticipated summer offensive. Under 

the command of General Brusilov, more than 660,000 Russian troops advanced along the entire 

southwestern front south of the Pripet between Styr and Czernowtiz. Against them stood five 

German and Austro-Hungarian Armies and an independent corps with a combined combat strength 

of approximately 656,000 soldiers.451 On 6 June the Russians broke through at Jazlowiece 

followed by another victory at Okna a few days later. Outnumbered by more than 130,000 men at 

the critical center of the front, more than 200,000 German and Austro-Hungarian soldiers were 

taken prisoner as the Russians continued their rapid advance into Bukovina. By day six of the great 

Russian breakthrough the Austro-Hungarian front had been torn along a length of 85 kilometers.452  

Once more the prospect of defeat brought the two commands together. On 11 June, as the 

armies of the Central Powers continued to fall back, the Austrians proposed that the entire Eastern 

Front be divided into three sectors with three Austro-Hungarian armies and Linsingen’s Army 

Group coming under the AOK. The Germans declined the offer and instead suggested that 

Mackensen should be given control of the entire front from the Pripet to the Romanian border. 

Now it was the Austrians’ turn to issue a rejection. For the next three days proposals and 
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counterproposals flew back and forth between the two chiefs of staff as the two headquarters 

struggled to coordinate their response to the Russian offensive. On 14 June, in a compromise of 

sorts, both sides agreed to the appointment of the German General Hans von Seeckt as chief of 

staff to the Austro-Hungarian Seventh Army then under the command of Austrian General Karl 

von Pflanzer-Baltin. But, in a decision that both headquarters would soon come to regret, it was 

decided that the Austrian commander would continue to report to AOK while Seeckt as his chief 

of staff would report to OHL. Furthermore, the two sides agreed that Südarmee, located 

immediately on the left flank of Pflanzer-Baltin’s Seventh Army (and which earlier in the war had 

been under the direction of the AOK) should now come under the command of the German High 

Command.453 The OHL thus assumed responsibility for the portion of the front running south from 

Tarnopol to Czernowitz as well as the front directly opposite the Pripet Marshes where Linsingen’s 

Army Group continued to operate. The AOK would continue to control the front between Brest 

and Tarnopol. Thus, rather than establish a unified front the two allies had instituted a system of 

combined command in which the area of the front under immediate threat was divided between 

the two High Commands. 

Although intended to forestall the Russian advance, the command readjustment came too 

late to salvage a German-led counteroffensive near Lutsk in mid-June that cost the Central Powers 

dearly. By early July the Russian breech had grown to 140 km long and nearly 60 km deep at some 

places. In response to the growing danger the Central Powers rushed reinforcements from all other 

fronts to Galicia. But rather than build up their reserve strength the fresh troops were thrown 

hapharzardly into the frontlines in a desparate attempt to plug the holes caused by the enemy’s 
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offensive.454 Around the same time, Brusilov – after initially selecting a line of advance toward 

the railway junction at Kovel – decided to open a second advance in the direction of Lemberg. 

This development along with continued stubborn fighting by the Russians prompted the Central 

Powers to once again revisit the command arrangement in July. Over the course of the month a 

number of proposals were put forth and rejected by both army commands. On 23 July a 

compromise plan to assign Hindenburg control of the front between the Pripet and the Dniester 

was agreed to by both the OHL and the AOK but subsequently rejected by Hindenburg who viewed 

the proposed command change as an attempt to demote him. Unable to come to an agreement by 

writing, Conrad and Archduke Frederick traveled to Pless on 27 July to meet with the German 

kaiser and Generals Hindenburg, Ludendorff and Falkenhayn to discuss the command situation on 

the Eastern Front. Two days later the two allies finally reached an agreement. Rather than assume 

command of the entire front Hindenburg would take control of the front stretching north from 

Brest all the way to the Baltic coast. In addition to the two German Army Group’s already under 

his command he would now command Linsingen’s Army Group as well as the Second Austro-

Hungarian Army. The latter two bodies would continue to operate south of the Pripet Marshes 

albeit with the understanding that Hindenburg would not commit these forces to battle without 

first attaining approval from the AOK.455 The net effect of this latest command change in other 

words was to shift the line dividing German and Austrian control of the front further south. 

 

 

 

																																																								
454 Nicholas Golovin, “Brusilov’s Offensive: The Galician Battle of 1916,” The Slavonic and East European Review, 
Vol. 13, No. 39 (April 1935): 585-6. 
455 OULK vol. 5 132-3; Herwig, The First World War, 215. See also, Falkenhayn, General Headquarters, 250-52, 
272; Von Cramon, Unser Osterreich-Ungarischer Bundesgenosse im Weltkriege, 66-70. 
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Figure 4.9: The Brusilov Offensive 

 

Source: Vincent J. Esposito, ed., The West Point Atlas of War: World War I (New York: Tess 
Press, 1995), 72. 
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 The new command arrangement did little to ease the difficultities stemming from the lack 

of unified command, however. Though intended to streamline the command and control channels 

of the forces then holding back the Russian advance in Galicia the involvement of no fewer than 

three main headquarters continued to plague attempts to mount a coordinated defense on the 

Eastern Front. The OHL, for example, would order Seeckt (still serving as chief of staff to the 

Austro-Hungarian Seventh Army) to place a German unit under the command of the Austrian High 

Command only to have Hindenburg at Ober Ost countermand the order. The Austrians fared no 

better when it came to administering the complicated joint command arrangement. In early August 

they diverted two troop trains on route to Linsingen at Kovel to one of their own armies without 

informing the Germans. Differences of opinion between Seventh Army’s Pflanzer-Baltin and his 

German chief of staff Seeckt proved particularly challenging with the result that the AOK was 

forced to replace Pflanzer-Baltin.456 Even so, friction continued to persist as both army commands 

sought to influence the course of the summer fighting.  

In late August, Romania took advantage of the success of Russia’s summer offensive to 

declare war on the Central Powers. Having previously assured the kaiser that Romania would stay 

out of the war Falkenhayn was immediately relieved from his position as chief of staff of the 

German Army. Romania’s entry into the war also led to the scrapping of the system of joint 

command which the Central Powers had used for much of the war. The combination of the 

Brusilov offensive together with Romania’s declaration of war forced the Austrians to abandon 

their previous opposition to the creation of a German supreme command on the Eastern Front. 

Following lengthy negotiations between the two high commands Kaiser Wilhelm assumed 

supreme command of the Central Powers on 6 September. But the kaiser would be supreme 
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commander in name only; the actual day-to-day running of the war in the East would fall to 

Hindenburg who had replaced Falkenhayn as chief of the general staff at OHL and Ludendorff 

now serving as General Quartermaster.457 The adoption of a unified command system had come 

too late however to offset the heavy losses suffered at the hands of the Russian Army during the 

summer offensive. By the time the new command arrangement had fallen into place the Brusilov 

offensive was already drawing to a close. Having advanced as far the Carpathian slopes the strain 

on their supply system brought the Russian armies to a halt in early October. In the course of the 

four-month-long offensive the Central Powers had lost 700,000 men killed or wounded with a 

further 425,000 taken prisoner. Though the enemy had made impressive tactical gains, Russian 

successes had been won at an extraordinarily high cost with casualties in excess of 1,000,000 men 

killed, wounded, or captured.458 It had taken more than two years of bitter fighting and heavy 

casualties but the Central Powers had finally established unified command on the Eastern Front.  

 

Analysis of Command and Control Arrangements 

The Central Powers’ response to the Russian breakthrough in summer 1916 was severely 

hindered by the lack of a integrated command and control system. As in earlier periods, the German 

and Austrian proclivity to institute command arrangements on a case-by-case basis meant that 

countless hours were lost in tense negotiations between the two high commands during the early 

days of the offensive. Attempts to tweak the ad hoc and idiosyncratic system of command as the 

battle unfolded in June and July cost additional time and caused untold complications. Efforts to 

																																																								
457 After September 1916 the only independent Austro-Hungarian unit was Archduke Karl’s Army Group. However, 
even here, the German’s exercised a form of command through the German chief of staff, Seeckt. Falkenhayn, 
memoirs, 275, 281; Von Cramon, Unser Osterreich-Ungarischer Bundesgenosse im Weltkriege, 71; Herwig, The First 
World War, 215. 
458 Herwig, The First World War, 209; Golovin, “Brusilov’s Offensive,” 591. 
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shift the artificial boundary line separating the German section of the Eastern front from the 

Austro-Hungarian portion proved pointless without corresponding attempts between the two 

headquarters to coordinate reliefs. Instead, both armies committed their reserves in piecemeal 

fashion. Although Falkenhayn later maintained that the German system of “direct assistance” was 

the only means by which to weld the Austro-Hungarian army “into a weapon capable of 

cooperating effectively with our own,” the haphazard manner in which the reserves were 

committed prevented the concentration of forces needed to halt or reverse the Russian offensive. 

The Austrians proved especially reckless in the use of their reserves in the summer of 1916 

commiting them “drop by drop” only to have them become pinned down by enemy artillery and 

taken prisoner by charging Russian infantry in turn.459 

In the wake of the crises produced by the Brusilov offensive and Romania’s entry into the 

war both countries finally conceded the necessity of a united supreme command in the east. In 

addition to assigning control of operations to one headquarters the creation of a unifed command 

under Hindenburg paved the way for other improvements in military coordination. The new 

arrangement afforded the OHL full insight into the internal condition of their Austrian ally 

allowing them to ascertain where aid and equipment were needed. (The AOK had previously 

refused offers at assistance viewing German interest in the internal operations of the Habsburg 

Army as an encroachment on the Austrian sphere of influence and a challenge to their prestige.) 

The new command arrangement also facilitated the exchange of officers between the two 

militaries; an occurrence that, despite more than three years of war, the two allies still had not 

made regular. A system of common training of infantry and artillery was also begun in mid-

September from which the Central Powers could learn from the combat experiences of each 
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other.460 A direct result of the creation of unified command in September 1916 was thus enhanced 

military coordination across a variety of areas.  

Both operational unity of command and the resulting improvements in training and 

doctrine it afforded the Central Powers would prove shortlived, however. The death of Emperor 

Franz Joseph in November 1916 put an end to barely two-month old unified command structure 

of the Central Powers. Dissatisfied with the dominance of the Germans in the alliance Franz 

Joseph’s sucessor Karl immediately repudiated the September agreement by seizing personal 

command of the Austro-Hungarian Army. Because of the effect his death was to have on the inter-

allied system of command the Germans deemed the passing of the Habsburg emperor the “most 

serious” event, short of the Battle of the Marne, of the war.461 

 

Aftermath: The Kerensky and Carporetto Offensives, February 1917 – December 1917 

The momentous events of the summer 1916 had serious consequences for the enemy as 

well. Worn down by three years of bloody fighting and severe food shortages at home the Russian 

people once more turned to open revolution in February 1917. In March, with much of the Russian 

Army in mutiny, the Tsar abdicated and was placed under house arrest. Although the Provisional 

Government at first sought to carry on the war a summer offensive in Galicia in July ordered by 

the new Minister of War Alexander Kerensky and led by General Brusilov quickly collapsed as 

demoralized soldiers refused to follow their commanders’ orders. Amidst soaring desertion and 

casualty rates and deteriorating army discipline the Russian General Staff was forced to halt the 

																																																								
460 The Germans, for example, exposed the Austrians to the new “defense in depth” tactics then being practiced on the 
Western Front. Even the outward apparance of Austro-Hungarian soldiers began to change around this time. German 
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236-43, 255; Falkenhayn, The General Headquarters, 251. 
461 Von Cramon, Unser Österreich-Ungarischer Bundesgenosse im Weltkriege, 86. 
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ill-prepared offensive after just two weeks. Both at home and at the front new demonstrations 

sprung up. In October, the Bolsheviks came to power. By year’s end the new government had 

entered into armistice negotiations with the Germans.462 

As during earlier periods of the war, the Central Powers took advantage of a quieter Eastern 

Front to carry out separate operations against their prefered enemies France and Italy. Both 

Hindenburg and Ludendorff, like Falkenhayn before them, however, remained of the opinion that 

Italy was of secondary importance to the resolution of the war. Thus, for much of 1917, the two 

Army commands continued to wage war independently. By summer’s end, the Austrians, who up 

until then had managed to withstand eleven Italian offensives on the Isonzo at greatly inferior odds, 

were growing alarmed at the prospect of yet another enemy offensive. In an effort to forestall a 

defeat on the southwest front the new emperor appealed to the Germans in September to abandon 

their ongoing resistance to operations on the Italian front. Though the Germans acquiesced their 

motives in accepting their ally’s appeal for a combined offensive against the Italians differed 

markedly from those of the young Habsburg ruler. Whereas Emperor Karl wished to use a victory 

on the Italian front as a springboard to open peace talks with the Entente, the Germans sought to 

use their involvment in an Italian campaign as a precursor to obtaining command of all military 

operations.463 In preparation for the coming combined offensive, a new army, the Fourteenth 

Austro-German Army, commanded by General Otto von Below and staffed mostly by Germans, 

was assembled. 

																																																								
462 On the response of the Russian General Staff to the events of February and March 1917 see, Robert S.  Feldman, 
“The Russian General Staff and the June 1917 Offensive,” Soviet Studies, vol. 19, no. 4 (April 1968): 526-43; Herwig, 
The First World War, 335. 
463 Prior to the fall of 1917 Germany’s contribution to the Italian front consisted of only a single alpine corps 
(Alpenkorps) in the Tirol. The unit was employed only for defensive purposes however since the German High 
Command refused to authorize its use on Italian soil. Herwig, The First World War, 345; Mario Morselli, Caporetto 
1917: Victory or Defeat? (London: Routledge, 2007),16; Krauss, Die Ursachen Unserer Niederlage, 178. 
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On 24 October 1917 the mixed Austro-German force along with the Tenth and Fifth 

Austro-Hungarian Armies attacked along a 30-mile long front near Tolmino north of Venice. 

Austro-German forces advanced together in quick stride toward the town of Caporetto capturing 

30,000 enemy troops in the first 24 hours of the offensive alone. As German and Austrian soldiers 

continued their breakout from the Julian Alps in late October entire companies and battalions of 

enemy soldiers surrendourered without a fight. Facing an equal number of Italian divisions though 

with a slight advantage in light and heavy machines guns the armies of the Central Powers drove 

the Italians 70 km south to the Piave River. By the time the Italian armies halted their general 

retreat on 9 November they had surrendered 14,000 sq km of territory to the enemy. The dramatic 

operational success of the Austro-German forces during the breakthrough at Carporetto had 

sucessfully broken the more than two year long stalemate on the Italian front and inflicated more 

than 300,000 casualties on the enemy.464 But although the scale of the victory was impressive, the 

breakthrough was not exploited by the Central Powers and the chance to turn an operational victory 

into a strategic victory was lost. While the actions of the Austrian and German soldiers operating 

in conjunction proved decisive in the early hours of the breakthrough on 24 October the two High 

Commands’ insistance on combined command for the campaign prevented effective and timely 

communication among combat units of the Fourteenth Austro-German Army and the two Austro-

Hungarian armies after the initial crossing of the Tagliamento River. The distant locations between 

the multiple headquarters involved in coordinating the battle also complicated communications. 

Between Von Below’s headquarters in Krainburg (today, Kranj) and the Austrian ground 

																																																								
464 The Italians suffered 40,000 killed or wounded in the Battle of Caporetto. Estimates of the number of Italian troops 
captured in the campaign range from 250,000 to 293,000. Morselli, Caporetto 1917, 13-4; 45-6; John R. Schindler, 
Isonzo: The Forgotten Sacrifice of the Great War, (Westport: Praeger, 2001), 253, 256, 260; Andrea Ungari, “The 
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commander Archduke Eugen’s in Marburg (today, Maribor) lay a distance of 120 km. The 

headquarters of the Tenth and Fifth Austro-Hungarian armies were located a further 225 km and 

140 km away while the Austrian High Command, from whence Emperor Karl issued battle orders 

for his armies, lay 450 km to the east in the restort town of Baden. These distances along with the 

young Austrian emperor’s insistence on retaining supreme command of his armies during his 

frequent rail travels resulted in key battle orders and communications arriving late to the front or 

not at all.465 Poor communication as well as inadequate support for pontoons and a shortage of 

engineers also forced the Austro-German forces to curtail their advance after their initial 

breakthrough. Better planning and closer coordination between the two armies could have done 

much to solve these problems.466 Absent better coordination and improved communication 

between the two armies any damage the Central Powers inflicted on their enemies on the Isonzo 

would only be temporary. 

While the Austro-German offensive of fall 1917 fell short due to the failure of the two 

Army Commands to coordinate their assault on the Isonzo the real significance of the Battle of 

Caporetto lay in the effect it was to have on the enemies of the Central Powers. The defeat of the 

Italian Armies at the hands of the Austro-German forces so alarmed the French and the British that 

their leaders organized a conference at Rapallo on 5-7 November to coordinate a way forward for 

the Entente powers. It was there that the Entente members of Britain, France, and Italy decided to 

create an inter-allied supreme command known as the Supreme War Council. Though the three 

countries would not achieve unity of command for another five months, the agreement reached at 

																																																								
465 The headquarters of the Fifth Austro-Hungarian Army were located in Adelsberg (now, Postojna) while the Tenth 
Austro-Hungarian Army was headquartered in Villach. For a description of the complicated relations between German 
and Austrian liaison officers during the Twelfth Battle of the Isonzo see, Krauss, Die Ursachen Unserer Niederlage, 
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Rapallo marked the first coordinated effort on the part of the Entente to oversee military operations 

and strategy of the war.467 Thus, in the end, despite the early awkward attempts by the Austrians 

and Germans it was the Entente and not the Central Powers who drew the right lessons from the 

multinational conflict becoming the first side to permanently adopt an integrated command.  

 

Alternative Explanations 

 Thus far I have argued that the seesaw nature of the Central Power’s performance in World 

War I is best explained by the vacillations in the command relationship of the two allies. But other 

possible explanations for the military effectiveness of the Central Powers are possible. In this 

section I introduce the main alternative explanations and demonstrate how they fail to account for 

the observed variation in the combat performance of the Central Powers. 

One alternative explanation for the combat performance of the allies is that the Germans 

were simply superior to the Austrians and that it was the superiority of German troops and German 

methods, and not the degree of allied integration in command and control, that mattered. According 

to this explanation, the trajectory of allied combat performance is best explained by the degree of 

German involvement in any given operation. In its simplest formulation, the Germans carried the 

Austrians on their backs. Austrians units performed poorly on their own but improved under 

German leadership and command while the Germans, or so goes the argument, always performed 

well. Yet multinational war is more nuanced than such an account suggests. Austrian units 

performed well on many occasions both independent and in cooperation with the Germans. 

Though outmanned at times by as much as 5:1 Austrian soldiers held off eleven Italian offensives 

on the Southwest Front on their own between 1915 and 1917. German officers who served on the 
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Eastern Front often praised the fighting skills of the Austro-Hungarian soldiers they served 

alongside.468 Nor were the Germans the omnipotent military power they portrayed themselves to 

be. (German military officers possessed the uncanny ability to make even small tactical Russian 

defeats look like impressive victories.) Though they achieved impressive victories on the Eastern 

Front their overriding confidence in the inferiority of their enemy often drove them to overcommit 

themselves. As Hew Strachan argues, it was excessive German ambition, and not Austro-

Hungarian failings, that led to the unraveling of operations in the East in 1914-15.469 

Though there is no disputing that Austro-Hungarian was the militarily weaker ally of the 

two, Austrian weakness or schlamperei (sloppiness) is not enough to account for the Central 

Powers oscillating performance on the Eastern Front. Austrian weakness, if anything, only 

increased with the passage of time. Yet it was only after the disastrous losses of 1914 that the 

Central Powers achieved some of their greatest victories on the Eastern Front. Moreover, accounts 

of Austrian schlamperei have been greatly exaggerated in the secondary literature. Many of these 

stories come directly from the postwar writings of German officers and members of the general 

staff eager to pin the blame for their defeat on their allies. It is not unusual to find German officers 

in their memoirs taking all the credit for the victories while assigning all the blame for the losses 

to the Austrians. Nor were German (or for that matter, postwar) assessments of Austro-Hungary’s 

military performance in World War I helped by the tendency of their liaison officers to play up 

their weakness in their communiqués in order to garner additional German reinforcements.470  

As evidence of Austrian schlamperei many scholars often cite the stories of whole Austro-

Hungarian units surrendering en masse before the Russians. Yet save for the well-documented 

																																																								
468 They had less kind things to say about their officers. See, for example, Cramon. 
469 Strachan, The First World War: To Arms, 366.  
470 Ernharth, “The Tragic Alliance,” 167. 
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case of the 28th Czech Infantry regiment in April 1915 stories of mass desertions of ethnic units in 

the Habsburg Army are often inflated.471 Just as the German High Command found it convenient 

to blame their Austrian allies for their defeats Habsburg military leaders found in their Slavic units 

a way to justify their setbacks on the Eastern Front to their domestic audience. Casualty data shown 

in Figure 4.10 indicates that various ethnic groups belonging to the Hapsburg Empire fought and 

died at roughly the similar rates. 

All multinational fighting arrangements are burdened with stronger and weaker members. 

And while Germany was clearly the stronger of the two armies most alliances in history have 

featured allies of differing capabilities. After all, it was Bismarck who noted that in every alliance 

there is a horse and a rider. As the weaker of the two it hardly seems fair to expect the Austrians 

to outperform (i.e., do more with less) their larger and richer ally. Nor could the Germans have 

continued to wage war without the support of their Austro-Hungarian allies. The defeats as well 

as the victories of the Central Powers on the Eastern Front were a joint affair and not just the 

failings of one member.  

 

																																																								
471 The actions of the 28th Infantry Regiment in April 1915 remain the subject of some controversy. Richard Lein 
argues that the collapse of the regiment was due to poor training, Russia’s surprise attack, and strategic errors on the 
part of the Austro-Hungarian officers in command. The Austrian historian Richard Plaschka has also challenged the 
mass desertion narrative while Dennis Showalter points out that desertion to the rear was far more common than 
desertion to the enemy in the Austro-Hungarian Army. An investigation by the Austrian High Command later 
expressed doubt as to whether the majority of the unit’s soldiers had in fact deserted or simply been surrounded and 
taken prisoner by the Russians. The narrative of Czech duplicity had by then already taken hold in the public’s minds 
(as well as that of the Germans) and the AOK declined to correct the record for fear of damaging the propaganda value 
of the story. Richard Lein “The ‘Betrayal’ of the k.u.k. Infantry Regiment 28 Truth or Legend?” in Ales Skrivan, 
Arnold Suppan, eds. Prague Papers on the History of International Relations (Prague: Charles University, 2009), 
325-348; Richard Plashka, “Zur Vorgeschichte des Ubergangs von Einhheiten des IR Nr. 28 an der Russischen Front 
1915” (“On the Background of the Defection of the Units of the 28th Infantry Regiment on the Russian Front 1915”) 
in Osterreich und Europe: Festgave fur Hugo Hantsch zum 70. Geburtstag (Vienna, 1965) 455-64; Jeremy King, 
Budweisers Into Czechs and Germans: A Local History of Bohemian Politics, 1848-1948 (Princeton, NJ: Princeton 
University Press, 2002), 148; Herwig, The First World War, 142; Norman Stone, “The Austro-German Alliance, 1914-
18” in Keith Neilson and Roy A. Prete, eds. Coalition Warfare: An Uneasy Accord (Waterloo: Wilfred Laurier 
University Press, 1983), 21; Dennis Showalter, “By the Book? Commanders surrendering in World War I,” in Holger 
Afflerbach and Hew Strachan, eds. How Fighting Ends: A History of Surrender (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
2012), 289. 
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Figure 4.10: Fatalities by Austro-Hungarian Nationality in World War I 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                    

                                 

  Source: Austrian Official History.   

 

Nor do regime type explanations of military effectiveness account for the tumultuous 

performance of the Central Powers in World War I. Regime type arguments ascribe military 

effectiveness in alliances to the democraticness of the partners.472 Neither Germany nor Austria-

Hungary (nor for that matter Russia) were democracies nor were their militaries administered as 

such.  

Explanations based on technology and/or military doctrine also fail to account for the 

combat experience of the two armies during the years 1914-1917. The technological balance 

																																																								
472 Ajin Choi, “The Power of Democratic Cooperation,” International Security, Vol. 28, No. 1 (2003), pp. 142-54; 
Ajin Choi, “Democratic Strategy and Victory, 1816-1922,” International Studies Quarterly, Vol. 48, No. 3 (July 
2004), pp.664-82. 

Nationality Population Dead Ratio  
(per 1,000 

inhabitants) 
German 8,759,334 255,900 29.2 
Slovene 1,284,567 35,968 28.0 
Magyar 10,238,598 266,171 26.0 
Romanian 2,921,663 75,180 25.7 
Slovak 1,630,370 40,615 24.9 
Mixed 4,460,067 109,782 24.6 
Czech 7,132,600 175,196 24.5 
Serbo-
Croat 

4,459,471 80,573 18.0 

Ruthene 4,549,199 80,438 17.7 
Italian 718,615 12,209 17.0 
Polish 4,160,542 67,945 16.3 

Grand 
Total 

50,314,396 1,200,000 23.9 
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between the two sides was roughly equal with the Russians benefiting from shipments of weapons 

from the French and British. Unlike the Western Front the Eastern Front was a war of maneuver. 

While fighting in France and Belgium was confined to a few hundred meters for the duration of 

the war, large swaths of territory exchanged hands in the East. As a result, doctrinal innovations 

like the “defense-in-depth” tactics employed by both sides in the West were not exploited to the 

same degree on the Eastern Front. Nor do other doctrinal innovations later said to have won the 

war trace neatly onto the experiences of the Central Powers. At Gorlice-Tarnow, arguably one of 

the Central Powers’ biggest victories, the Austro-German troops won their victory using the 

conventional infantry tactics of 1914.473 

A final possible explanation for the military performance of the Central Powers in the east 

is Russia’s own military performance since in war the enemy always gets a vote. Yet Russia was 

the numerically superior force in 1914 and continued to be so up until the termination of hostilities 

against the Central Powers in 1917. Russian numerical superiority thus remained a constant 

throughout the war. Even so, Austria-Hungary and Germany managed to score numerous 

victorious against the Russian Imperial Armies. In short, the usual explanations given for combat 

performance do not account for the Central Powers’ military trajectory on the Eastern Front in 

World War I. Only the differing command and control relationships of the Austro-German 

militaries can account for the fluctuating combat performance.  
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Conclusion 

Initially reluctant to coordinate their wartime operations Germany and Austria-Hungary 

experimented with various command and control arrangements with disastrous consequences for 

much of the war. The absence of an integrated command and control system required the two high 

commands to hold time-consuming talks in advance of carrying out any joint actions. Often begun 

only after the start of a campaign these lengthy negotiations made maintaining the initiative and 

attaining operational surprise difficult. Over time these negotiations became more and more 

acrimonious with each ally blaming the other for the negative course of the war. The long periods 

of command experimentation practiced by the two allies also led to the dispersal of limited 

resources and delayed the development and implementation a system of joint reserves.  

The adoption of unified command for brief periods in 1915 and 1916 by contrast enabled 

the Germans and Austrians to concentrate their forces and coordinate their reserves enabling them 

to withstand their numerically superior enemy. Unity of command during the Battle of Gorlice-

Tarnow ensured that scant reserves were handled at one point rather than employed piecemeal. 

Still not grasping the necessity of unified command in securing operational success and blinded 

by their temporary success both military staffs allowed the war on the Eastern Front to revert to 

the earlier bastardized system of independent commands. Yet without established and formalized 

command, control, and communication links, it was necessary to arrive at a modus vivendi for 

each new campaign. Complex and ad hoc command arrangements negotiated on the spot not only 

detracted from the planning of operations but also hindered operational maneuver during actual 

battles. As setback followed setback in 1917 the two commands once again began to consider a 

unified command. By then the military effectiveness of the Central Powers however was beyond 

salvation.  
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Long after the war ended Falkenhayn still maintained that the informal system by which 

the Central Powers established command and control on a case-by-case basis for each operation 

worked “satisfactorily.” Other principals later recognized the folly of the system. In his memoirs, 

the German liaison officer at AOK acknowledged the “fallacy” of such agreements when 

compared with the permanence of a supreme command. Similarly, a senior Austrian officer called 

the lack of a unified military command “a grave military mistake.”474 After the great success of 

Gorlice-Tarnow in 1915 Conrad himself had hinted at as much, writing that despite the 

“distasteful” infiltration of Austrian troops with German troops, “the heart has to follow the 

head.”475 Unfortunately for the Central Powers, neither the Austrian or German military leadership 

did so for much of the war. 

																																																								
474 In his memoirs Cramon wrote that, the Central Powers, after the success of Gorlice-Tarnow and the Serbian 
conquest, “have let themselves be drawn to the fallacy that the case by case agreement could replace the permanent 
supreme command and through that be brought to victory.” Falkenhayn, memoirs, 7; Cramon, Unser Osterreich-
Ungarischer Bundesgenosse im Weltkriege, 14; Krause, Die Ursachen Unserer Niederlage, 187-8. 
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Chapter 5 

World War I: The Entente Powers at War (1914-1918) 

 

In this chapter, I test my theory of evolutionary learning with respect to the experience of 

the Entente Powers on the Western Front in World War I. Even more so than the Central Powers, 

the trajectory of Anglo-French military relations in the First World War adhere to the expectations 

of my theory. Part one of this chapter analyzes prewar military conversations for evidence of 

Anglo-French attitudes toward command and control structures prior to the outbreak of hostilities. 

Part two provides a comprehensive analysis of battlefield developments in order to ascertain 

whether military defeats spurred innovation, and eventually, adoption of more integrated command 

and control structures.  

 

Prewar Military Coordination 

In 1904, after more than a century as enemies, Britain signed the Entente Cordiale with 

France. The Entente Cordiale, however, was an agreement on colonial spheres of interest, not a 

military alliance. The topic of military cooperation between the two countries appears nowhere in 

the text of the Anglo-French Accord, in either the public nor secret clauses. While French political 

and military leaders saw the accord as a first step toward possible future cooperation on other 

matters, including military policy, the British Government remained steadfastly opposed to 

extending the scope of the agreement.476 It was not until 1905, following the outbreak of the First 

Moroccan Crisis, that this was to change. 

																																																								
476 Samuel R. Williamson, Jr., The Politics of Grand Strategy: Britain and France Prepare for War, 1904-1914 
(London: Ashfield Press, 1990), 10-12, 42, 57; Keith Neilson, “Great Britain,” in War Planning, 1914 eds. Richard 
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In late December 1905, King Edward VII sanctioned a request by the the French 

Ambassador Paul Cambon for authorization to hold informal talks with members of his 

government concerning German military actions in Morocco. Although the talks dealt almost 

exclusively with Algeciras, implicit in the French inquiries to British authorities was the larger 

issue of possible Anglo-French cooperation in the event of a Franco-German war. The French were 

especially eager to know, for example, whether Britain might send a force to fight alongside them 

on the continent. Although careful to note that any decision to commit forces was a matter for the 

Government, the British military representative informed his French counterpart that yes, in such 

a scenario it was conceivable that a small British force could be sent to the continent, though the 

British Army would prefer that such a force operate in Belgium rather than France.477  

On 15 January 1906, alarmed by developments at Algeciras, the new Foreign Minister 

Edward Grey authorized the head of the Directorate of Military Operations (DMO), General James 

Grierson, to initiate direct talks with the French military attaché in London, Colonel Victor Huguet. 

Grey’s decision to authorize official staff talks in January 1906 is the subject of much historical 

controversy given his failure to both seek authorization from Prime Minister Henry Campbell-

Bannerman beforehand as well as to inform him after the fact. One possible explanation for Grey’s 

failure to do so is that he simply did not place much importance in the talks and therefore saw no 

need to inform the Cabinet. Another possibility, of course, is that the Foreign Minister, aware of 

Cabinet opposition to the extension of the Anglo-French accord of 1904, deliberately sought to 

conceal the talks from the rest of the government. Regardless of Grey’s true motives, it is clear 

that he believed any talks would be exploratory and entirely non-binding.478 
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The January 1906 talks mark the beginning of the exchange of military and naval 

information between the two General Staffs. Early in these talks, the French broached the 

possibility of having a British continental force of “one or two divisions” join French armies under 

French command. In exchange for command on land Paris was prepared to grant command of the 

sea to London in any future war against Germany. However, the British General Staff do not appear 

to have taken the French suggestion to place British troops under French command seriously and 

the matter was quickly dropped.479  

By mid-1906, following the easing of the Morocco crisis, the military staff talks lost their 

urgency. Over the next two years, the British General Staff worked out detailed plans to send a 

small expeditionary force to the continent. Although the French General Staff were involved in 

these plans, Anglo-French military conversations were restricted to issues such as the size and 

composition of the British force as well as possible zones of concentration.480 There was little to 

no discussion of what should happen after the British force had arrived or how the two forces 

might operate together in the field.  

From 1908-1910, the Anglo-French staff talks took a back seat to the Anglo-German naval 

talks.481 Not until General Henry Wilson became Director of Military Operations in August 1910 

did British planning for possible military intervention on the continent resume. More than any 

other individual, Wilson was responsible for the development of British military plans to send an 

expeditionary force to France.482 Within less than a year of taking office, Wilson and his staff had 

completed mobilization arrangements for the entire British Expeditionary Force, BEF When, under 

																																																								
479 According to Greenhalgh, the French nevertheless appear to have been under the impression that there had been a 
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Wilson’s initiative Anglo-French staff talks were resumed in March 1911, the DMO could proudly 

inform the French military attaché in London that six divisions of the BEF would be in France by 

the fourteenth day of mobilization.483  

Wilson’s efforts to have the General Staff revise mobilization schedules in 1911 was aided 

by the arrival of yet another Moroccan crisis. In August 1911, the deployment of German naval 

vessels to Agadir along with French saber rattling prompted Prime Minister H.H. Asquith to 

convene a meeting of the Committee of Imperial Defense (CID) to discuss the possibility of giving 

armed support to France. Wilson used the occasion to inform the Committee that as far as the 

British General Staff  were concerned, all details of the transport of BEF to France had been 

worked out.484 

Unlike the war plans between Austria-Hungary and Germany, British war plans were 

always contingent on circumstances, however. At no time during the pre-war staff talks was Britain 

formally bound by treaty (or otherwise) to come to France’s assistance in the event of war.485 Nor 

was this fact lost on the French General Staff. When the French Plan XVII was unveiled in April 

1913 it contained no mention of a British zone of concentration. Although French military 

officials, including the Chief of the General Staff, General Joseph Joffre, were optimistic that the 

British would in the end contribute a ground force, they did not count on it in their war plans.486 
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485 Although the subject of much historical debate, the 1912 exchange of letters between Britain’s Foreign Minister 
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Instead, the Anglo-French prewar staff talks dealt almost exclusively with matters of troops 

transport and ports of disembarkation. Although mobilization and transportation schedules were 

seemingly fixed by late 1911, many other important matters were ignored altogether. At no time 

during the prewar military conversations did the two staffs discuss how the two armies might 

operate in the field together. Nor was there any attempt to define command relations.487   

 

Command and Control Arrangements at the Outbreak of Hostilities 

“An entirely independent” Command  

Despite the existence of plans calling for British mobilization to occur alongside the 

French, the British government’s last minute deliberations during the first days of August 1914 

kept these plans from unfolding as originally envisioned. While France ordered full mobilization 

on 1 August, the British waited until Germany (a day after declaring war on France) formally 

declared war on Belgium on 4 August to order their own mobilization. On 5 August, Asquith 

convened a ‘war council’ of senior military leaders at 10 Downing Street to discuss the next course 

of action. The commander of the British Expeditionary Forces (B.E.F), Sir John French, briefed 

the assembled group on the War Office’s plan to have the force operate on the left of the French 

line near Maubeuge, five miles south of the Belgian border. Though in the works for almost four 

years, it was the first that many in the room were learning of the secret plans that Wilson had 

worked out with the French.  

At the conclusion of the briefing, the newly appointed Secretary of State for War Earl 

Kitchener of Khartoum announced he thought it best if the British Army concentrate some 160 km 

further southwest at Amiens instead of at Maubeuge. Although he had dutifully briefed the group 
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on Wilson’s plan, the commander of the BEF, Sir John, favored a third site. If the expeditionary 

force were to assemble at the port of Antwerp instead of Maubeuge, the British Commander-in-

Chief told the group, this would allow it operate together with the Belgian and Dutch armies. 

Wilson, aware that plans for such an eventuality had been scrapped years before, would later call 

Sir John’s suggestion a “ridiculous proposal.”488 Rather than adhere to his meticulous plans, 

Wilson watched in frustration as men “mostly entirely ignorant of their subject” began to debate 

the size of the force that should be sent to France as well as its place of arrival.  

The First Lord of the Admiralty, Winston Churchill, like Kitchener, thought the position at 

Maubeuge unwise as it would leave the expeditionary force too far exposed. Instead, Churchill 

proposed that the B.E.F concentrate further to the rear of the French Army. Lieutenant-General Sir 

Douglas Haig, who had been selected to command one of the corps of the B.E.F only days earlier, 

recommended that any final decisions on where to send the force be postponed until more 

information could be gathered to determine where the British force would be most effective.489 By 

the end of the meeting the prime minister had taken two important decisions: instead of sending 

all six divisions of the BEF abroad at once as originally called for in Wilson’s plans, Asquith had 

decided to send just two corps consisting of four infantry divisions and five brigades of cavalry, 

so that the remaining divisions could be used for home defense. At Kitchener’s suggestion, it was 

also decided to summon a member of the French General Staff to London at once so that the British 

military leadership could be briefed on events.490  
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The French dutifully complied with the British Government’s request and immediately 

dispatched a party of officers to London where, on August 12, they met with members of the 

British military staff at the War Office. When the two staffs concluded that the BEF should 

concentrate near Maubeuge, as initially planned, Lord Kitchener protested that according to the 

understanding reached at the earlier war council it had been decided that Amiens should be the 

point of assembly. It was with this understanding in mind, said the Secretary of War, that he had 

drafted his instructions to commander in chief of the BEF, Sir John. The final decision however 

lay with the prime minister who, in the end, decided that at least in this case the original plans 

should be left unaltered. The BEF would rendezvous with the French Army at Maubeuge.491 

On the same day that the members of the British and French general staffs were meeting 

in London to discuss where the British force should enter the lines, the main body of the BEF 

began crossing the English Channel. Already on 7 August, advance parties had arrived at the ports 

of Boulogne, Le Havre, and Rouen to prepare for its landing. By 20 August, the 100,000-strong 

force had completed its arrival and was assembled in the Maubeuge area.492  

When, on 14 August, Sir John French and the rest of the expedition’s General Headquarters 

(GHQ) staff set sail for France, he carried with him instructions from the Secretary of War. “Owing 

to the infringement of the neutrality of Belgium by Germany, and in furtherance of the Entente 

which exists between this country and France,” Lord Kitchener’s instructions began, “His 

Majesty’s Government has decided, at the request of the French government, to send an 

Expeditionary Force to France.” The purpose of this force, Kitchener continued, was “to support, 

and co-operate with, the French Army against our common enemies.” Sir John’s mission was to 
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assist “in preventing, or repelling, the invasion by Germany of French and Belgian territory” with 

the ultimate objective of restoring the neutrality of Belgium.  

Upon arriving in France, the BEF commander was encouraged to hold discussions with the 

commander in chief of the French Army concerning the general military situation and “the special 

part which your force is able and adapted to play.” Kitchener instructed the British commander-

in-chief to make “every effort…to coincide most sympathetically with the plans and wishes” of 

the French. He should however avoid participating in forward movements “where large bodies of 

French troops are not engaged and where your force may be unduly exposed to attack.” Moreover, 

should such a contingency arise, Kitchener wished to be informed of it immediately. To make 

absolutely sure Sir John understood the nature of his relationship with the French, Kitchener then 

added, “In this connection I wish you distinctly to understand that your command is an entirely 

independent one, and that you will in no case come in any sense under the orders of any allied 

general.”493 With these words the command relationship between the British and the French was 

established for the next three years. 

 

The First Encounter and the Great Retreat  

On 15 August, the BEF commander’s first full day in the country, Sir John traveled to Paris 

to pay his respects to the French President Henri Poincare and Minister of War Adolphe Messimy. 

The following day he visited the French General Headquarters (Grand Quartier Général, GQC) to 

meet the Commander-in-Chief of the French Army, General Joseph Joffre. The French commander 

outlined the disposition of the French forces and announced he would shortly launch a general 
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offensive against the advancing German Army. When Joffre inquired when the British forces 

would be available to join in the attack he was disappointed to learn that Sir John’s forces had only 

just begun concentrating in the area between Maubeuge and Le Cateau and would require several 

more days to complete their assembly. The news meant that the concentration of the BEF would 

be six days later than the French High Command had previously reckoned.494  

After establishing the British General Headquarters at Le Cateau, Sir John traveled to 

Rethel on 17 August to meet General Charles Lanrezac who was in command of the unit that 

would be located on his immediate right, the French Fifth Army. Unlike the meeting between 

Joffre and the BEF Commander the day earlier, which had been cordial, Lanrezac and Sir John’s 

relationship was beset with friction from the start. According to a French witness, Lanrezac greeted 

Sir John’s arrival with the words: “Well, here you are…it is just about time. If we are beaten it 

will be thanks to you.” Though neither man could speak the other’s language there was no 

mistaking the tenor of the welcome. The two generals then retired to a private room to study the 

maps together; though with neither a staff officer nor translator present it is a mystery what they 

actually discussed. What is certain is that the BEF commander never forgot his first encounter with 

his French neighbor.495 

On August 20, Joffre issued his long-awaited orders for a general advance. The plan, which 

Joffre had outlined to Sir John at GQG four days earlier, called for a combined force of British and 

French to stage a grand pincer movement to cut off the advancing German Armies in Belgium. 

Two French Armies would attack through the Ardennes against the rear of the German Army while 

Lanrezac’s forces, then positioned in the angle between the Rivers Sambre and Meuse, together 
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with the BEF would advance north into Belgium outflanking the right wing of the German 

advance. Meanwhile, the French Territorial divisions on the BEF’s left would push forward 

gradually, closing the trap and enveloping the enemy. Later that evening, Sir John issued orders 

for the BEF to move northward in preparation for an advance on the left of the Fifth Army in 

keeping with Joffre’s plan.496 

Though the Fifth Army was stationed on the right flank of the BEF the two headquarters 

would be separated by more than 60 miles. To improve communication, the commanders 

exchanged liaison officers: Colonel Victor Huguet was assigned to the GHQ, while Lieutenant 

Edward Spears was attached to the Fifth Army’s headquarters at Rethel. Despite the presence of 

liaison officers, however, communication practices between the two headquarters were poor to 

nonexistent. On 22 August, as the BEF was moving into position near Mons in order to align with 

the Fifth Army, Sir John set out for a scheduled meeting with Lanrezac to discuss what was to be 

the first combined offensive of the war. While en route to Rethel the BEF commander encountered 

Lieutenant Spears on the roadside. The British liaison officer had been on the way to GHQ to tell 

Sir John that the French general no longer contemplated attacking but instead intended to remain 

on the south bank of the Sambre River. Armed with this news, Sir John immediately turned around 

and headed back to his headquarters at Le Cateau.497 Later that evening, Lanrezac informed Joffre 

that he was falling back to a new position. Because Lanrezac did not intend to inform the British 

of this decision, Spears set out for GHQ for the second time that day to inform Sir John of this 

important new development. Upon learning of Lanrezac’s decision, Sir John promptly cancelled 

the scheduled BEF advance. Around the same time an officer from Lanrezac’s staff arrived at 
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GHQ with a request that the BEF attack the right flank of the advancing German Second Army. 

Sir John, who without the constant dashing between the two headquarters by Spears that day would 

not have known that Lanrezac’s own forces were at that very moment in the process of retiring, 

refused the French officer’s request but promised that the BEF would hold their current position 

in Mons for at least 24 hours.498  

On the evening of 23 August, GHQ received word from Joffre that French intelligence had 

underestimated the German forces opposite the BEF. Despite this new information, Sir John 

ordered his forces to stand firm. Meanwhile, Lanrezac’s forces had come under attack by the 

German Second Army prompting its commander to order the general retirement of Fifth Army. 

Once more it fell to the British liaison officer Spears to undertake the long journey from Rethal to 

Le Cateau to inform Sir John about the momentous developments then taking place on the BEF’s 

right flank. Finally, at around midnight on 23 August Sir John issued orders for the BEF to 

retreat.499  

Already the day before, advance elements of a BEF cavalry brigade had encountered a 

German cavalry patrol on the road to Mons, in the process becoming engaged in what would 

become the first contact between the two armies of the war. Following this brief engagement, 

however, the rest of the BEF units had kept advancing toward their intended positions, widening 

the gap between themselves and already retreating French on their right. Early on the morning of 

23 August only hours after Sir John had issued orders for the BEF to prepare for withdrawal, the 

German First Army under the command of General Alexander von Kluck collided with the BEF 

at Mons. While the BEF had been wheeling north, the German forces had been wheeling south in 

an attempt to envelop the French armies. Believing the British were still at Maubeuge the Germans 
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were surprised to encounter the BEF at Mons and failed to properly pursue the attack. Even so, as 

the numerically superior force, it took the two German divisions only half a day to push the by 

then exposed British 3rd Division back from its salient at Mons, setting in motion what would 

become a much larger retreat in the coming days and weeks.500  

In the aftermath of the BEF’s first encounter with the enemy a myth arose that although 

they had been forced to withdraw British ‘rapid rifle fire’ had managed to inflict casualties of no 

fewer than 6,000 (and perhaps as many as 10,000) on the Germans during the one-day battle. In 

actuality, German casualties at the Battle of Mons were closer to 2,000. Though still some 300 

higher than those suffered by the British, the German casualty figures are far below the standard 

portrayals in British accounts of the battle.501 To the south, Lanrezac’s Fifth Army was still heavily 

engaged with the German Second Army in what became known as the Battle of Charleroi.  

Begun as tactical withdrawals, the BEF and French Fifth Army were still retreating on 25 

August when their forces became intermixed. The previous week a misunderstanding between 

Lanrezac and Sir John had led to French and British troops mistakenly being assigned the same 

billet. Now the completely uncoordinated retreat of the two forces was causing further delays and 

confusion. Because the British staff had not planed for the possibility of a retreat, it was initially 

left to the commanders of the BEF’s I Corps and II Corps, Generals Douglas Haig and Horrace 

Smith-Dorrien, to arrange the details themselves. On 24 August, however, realizing that the forest 

at Mormal stood in the way of the BEF’s path of withdrawal, Sir John ordered the II Corps to pass 

to the west and the I Corps to pass to the east, in the process dividing his forces. As the BEF’s I 

Corps retreated south the following day its troops unexpectedly found themselves having to share 
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a road with a French reserve division. The retreat of both units was made more complicated by the 

fact that a French cavalry corps was simultaneously moving across their path at right angles. The 

next day Von Kluck’s forces struck the isolated II Corps at Le Cateau. Although I Corps had 

skirmished briefly with a German force near Landreceis during the previous night, the majority of 

the almost 8,000 British casualties inflicted on 26 August  belonged to the Smith-Dorrien’s II 

Corps.502 

On 26 August, while the BEF was fighting a delaying action against the German First Army 

at Le Cateau, Lanrezac traveled to Sir John’s headquarters at St. Quentin to hold what was to be 

their second and final command conference. Unlike their first meeting nine days earlier the French 

Commander-in-Chief was also in attendance. Sir John used this opportunity to complain to Joffre 

about the poor manner in which his forces had been treated. Other than a decision that the Fifth 

Army would retire to Le Fère and not St. Quentin so that the British and French forces could avoid 

retreating along the same roads no other resolutions were made at the conference.503  

Two days later, facing mounting criticism from Joffre for not sufficiently adhering to the 

French tactical doctrine of offensive à outrance, Lanrezac ordered the Fifth Army to prepare for a 

counteroffensive. Hoping that the BEF’s I Corps stationed on his left could assist, the French 

commander sent a captain to General Haig’s headquarters near Mont d’Origny to feel him out on 

his proposal to attack the German Second Army near Guise the next morning. Haig expressed a 

willingness in principle to support the French Fifth Army in its attack but stressed that he would 

first have to acquire Sir John’s permission. In a blatant case of payback for the poor treatment he 

had received from Lanrezac since the war’s start, Sir John refused to allow Haig’s I Corps to 
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support the Fifth Army’s attack on the grounds that the BEF needed time to reorganize. As a result, 

when Lanrezac unleashed his offensive against Von Bulow’s Second Army at the Battle of Guise 

(known to the Germans as the Battle of St. Quentin) on 29 August it did so without the support of 

the BEF Consequently, the British missed an opportunity to turn the vulnerable right flank of Von 

Bulow’s forces. Nevertheless, Lanrezac’s counteroffensive managed to strike a temporary blow 

against the German Second Army, forcing Von Bulow’s forces to halt for 36 hours.504  

Annoyed that his I Corps commander had communicated directly with Lanrezac without 

his authority, Sir John sent Haig a note demanding to know how it was that any official exchange 

of ideas was initiated with the French Fifth Army. Increasingly disillusioned with his superior’s 

capabilities to command, Haig wrote back that he had initiated no such official exchange of ideas 

but owing to GHQ’s failure to make arrangements with the French regarding the use of roads for 

the retirement of his corps instead had been forced “for my own safety to enter into relations with 

the nearest French force on my right.”505  

The French Commander-in-Chief was also becoming alarmed at the lack of Anglo-French 

coordination. On the same day that Lanrezac’s forces staged their counteroffensive near Guise, 

Joffre drove to Sir John’s headquarters to plead with him not to withdraw the BEF from its current 

line running from Compiegne to Soissons. Badly shaken by the rapid turn of events since his arrival 

in France just two weeks earlier, Sir John told Joffre that the BEF was exhausted and would be 

unable to remain in the front lines.506 On 31 August Sir John informed Kitchener in London that 

he was withdrawing the BEF south to a position beyond the Seine, slightly to the west of Paris. 
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Kitchener was aghast at the news and promptly telegraphed Sir John demanding to know the 

reasons why such a drastic move was being taken as well as whether the retirement of the BEF to 

this position would “leave a gap in the French line or cause them discouragement, of which the 

Germans might take advantage.” Unsatisfied with Sir John’s response that he was being forced to 

retire beyond the Seine due to the French tendency to “fall back right and left of me, usually 

without notice,” the secretary of war traveled to Paris on September 1 to order the BEF commander 

to remain in the fighting line and conform to the movements of the French Army.507 On 5 

September, after retiring more than 165 miles to the outskirts of Paris, the BEF’s “Great Retreat” 

finally came to a halt. The Battle of the Frontiers was over.508 

 

The Miracle of the Marne  

The British retreat in August and early September was the cause of the first major Anglo-

French military crisis of the war. On 4 September, General Joseph Galliéni, the newly appointed 

Military Governor of Paris, traveled to British GHQ at Melun to propose an upcoming combined 

operation. With Sir John away inspecting the British I Corps, Galliéni, who had under his control 

both the French Sixth Army and the Paris garrison discussed his plan with Lieutenant-General 

Murray, the British Chief of the General Staff, instead. Galliéni urged the British to halt their 

retreat and suggested the two armies instead go over to the offensive together. But Murray lacked 

the authority to agree to such a change in course. After waiting three hours for Sir John’s return, 

Galliéni was forced to depart empty handed. Instead of an agreed upon plan to attack in unison the 

following day, Galliéni had secured from Murray only a provisional understanding that the B.E.F 
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would change front and occupy a general line behind the Grand Morin (a tributary of the Marne) 

“so as to leave the Sixth Army the space which was necessary for it.”509  

Simultaneous to the developments taking place at Melun, however, and in a sign of the ad 

hocery which still characterized relations between the two commands in the second month of the 

war, French officials were meeting with British representatives at Fifth Army headquarters near 

the village of Bray. Like Galliéni, General Franchet d’Espèrey, Lanrezac’s replacement at Fifth 

Army, had requested a meeting with the British Commander-in Chief to coordinate activities 

between their two armies. But with Sir John away and Murray already engaged with Galliéni at 

Melun, the commander of the French Fifth Army had to settle for the Sub-Chief of the British 

General Staff, Major General Henry Wilson. When Wilson arrived at Bray on the afternoon of 4 

September d’Espèrey shared with him a newly arrived message from the French Commander 

General Joffre suggesting the Fifth Army along with the B.E.F deliver battle the next day (5 

September) or the day after (6 September). After discussing the situation over with Wilson, 

d’Espèrey reported back to Joffre that although neither force would be able to deliver battle on 5 

September, the British Army was willing to make a change of direction. The British would take 

up a position facing east on the line Coulommiers and southward east of Meaux, d’Espèrey wrote, 

while the Fifth Army would face north-west and guard the British left.510 

When the conclusions reached at Melun and Bray reached Joffre and Sir John, the two 

commanders-in-chief realized they had a problem. Left to their own devices, representatives from 

each army had come to two entirely different arrangements. While Murray and Galliéni had agreed 

that the British would draw up behind the Grand Morin and face north, Wilson and d’Espèrey were 
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making plans for the B.E.F to be placed south of the Grand Morin, facing eastward.511 Each 

commander-in-chief blamed the other for the confusion. While Joffre later characterized his 

concern over the “uncertainty” of British intentions at this time as “altogether agonizing,” the 

British Field Marshall was growing increasingly perturbed by what appeared to him as constant 

changes in plans by the French. Unsure of French intentions, Sir John then ordered British forces 

to “retire a few miles further south.”512 For Joffre, however, the current confusion was more than 

a mere inconvenience, it was a symptom of an underlying disease. The absence of clear-cut 

authority, Joffre argued, was leading to dangerous delays in the Entente’s attempts to halt the 

German advance on Paris: “If I could give orders to the British Army as I would to a French Army, 

occupying the same positions, I would pass to the attack immediately.”513  

Aware of the seriousness of the situation then unfolding, Joffre sprang into action the very 

next day. On the morning of 5 September, the French Commander-in-Chief dashed off a note to 

Alexandre Millerand, Minister of War and a close personal friend, pleading for the government to 

take such action as necessary to “call Sir John’s attention…to the decisive importance of 

undertaking whole-heartedly this offensive.”514 Having implored the politicians to do all they 

could to get the British to participate in the planned offensive, Joffre then set off for GHQ to mount 

a personal appeal for Sir John’s support in the coming days. After describing his plans for an attack 

au fond before the assembled group of British officers, a visibly emotional Joffre turned to Sir 

John and concluded his presentation with the words: “Monsieur le Maréchal, the honor of England 
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is at stake!” Joffre’s outburst worked; the British Commander-in-Chief promptly declared his 

intention to do all he could to assist in the next day’s attack. 515 

On the morning of 6 September, the Entente Armies advanced eastward in unison. To the 

far left, the French Sixth Army attacked the right flank and rear of von Kluck’s First Army. In the 

center, the BEF cautiously advanced northeast toward the Grand Morin River, while on its right, 

the French Fifth Army struck at the juncture between von Kluck’s First Army and Karl von 

Bulow’s Second Army. The resulting seven day battle, the “miracle” of the Marne, in which the 

Entente armies succeeded in forcing a halt to the German advance in France, was a closely fought 

affair.  

The German Armies had come perilously close to defeating the Entente in the opening 

weeks of the war. Were it not for Von Kluck’s last minute decision to adjust course and move his 

forces southeast, away from Paris, thereby exposing his own right flank, the Schlieffen Plan might 

have worked. As it war, the German commander’s change in course provided the French High 

Command with an opportunity. In order to force a German retreat, however, the French needed 

the cooperation of the B.E.F, then wedged in between the French Fifth and Sixth Armies. Absent 

a formal command and control relationship between the two armies, French commanders in the 

Fifth and Sixth Armies took it upon themselves to make arrangements with the neighboring British. 

Confusion over the contradictory plans of the Melun and Bray conferences not only contributed to 

delays and frustration but resulted in the French Fifth Army and B.E.F wheeling their forces 

backwards in opposing directions, increasing the gap between them. Fortuitously for the French 
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and British, the Germans did not discover the gap and failed to insert themselves into the Entente 

line.516  

Even so, the Battle of the Marne was an enormously close-call for the Entente. 

“Everything,” Sir John noted, “depended on the timing of our movements,” and the “utmost 

measure of mutual support.”517 And yet, mutual support was initially lacking. After the war, the 

British Commander-in-Chief was at pains to stress that, up until the morning of 6 September he 

“could not then know” that the Germans had abandoned their offensive a full 24 hours earlier.518 

Of course, had better relations existed between the British GHQ and French headquarters, 

intelligence efforts might have benefited as well. The added day’s notice that the Germans were 

already retreating would have provided the Entente with additional time to exploit the situation to 

their advantage. Seen in this light, the Battle of the Marne, at least in part, represented a missed 

opportunity. As it was, when the British Expeditionary Force commenced its advance on 6 

September it found itself 9 miles to the southeast of the position initially called for by Joffre. 

Throughout the ensuring week-long battle the B.E.F struggled to keep pace with the French 

units.519 This lost opportunity to inflict an even greater blow on the German Armies was in part a 

consequence of failure to construct a command and control arrangement that could deal with the 

vagaries of multinational war.  

In the end, the events of early September 1914 marked both a tactical and strategic victory 

for the Entente. The British and French armies succeeded in halting the enemy’s advance, driving 

the German Armies back some 65 miles.520 Equally significant, the battle – which marked the first 
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time since the start of formal hostilities the previous month that the Entente powers had managed 

to seize the initiative – demonstrated to the Germans and the Entente itself that their armies could 

work together. But though temporarily driven back, the Germans were not defeated.  

 

The Race to the Sea 

With the Germans temporarily halted on the Marne, both sides now set in play a series of 

elaborate moves intended to outflank the enemy in the north. German objectives in attempting to 

envelop the Entente Armies on their far left in October 1914 included not only preventing French 

forces from “joining hands” with the Belgian Army in Antwerp but also gaining access to the coast 

and its valuable communications and rail network. The latter in particular alarmed the British who 

were entirely dependent on the Channel ports for resupply. Already in late September, the British 

Commander-in-Chief had suggested to General Joffre the transfer of the British Army to its former 

place on the left of the line.521 By the first week of October, with Germans within reach of the 

Channel ports, Sir John’s requests that the British be allowed to unify their lines took on a new 

level of urgency.  

Upon the conclusion of the Battle of the Marne, the BEF found itself arrayed east of 

Soissons along the River Aisne some 175 km southwest of Mons, where it had first engaged the 

enemy nearly a month before. With the immediate danger over and Paris now secure, Sir John 

informed General Joffre he wished to see the British forces take up their “original position” on the 

left flank of the French Armies. In making his case to the French Commander-in-Chief, the British 

Commander-in-Chief stressed the benefit shortened lines of communication would afford his 

forces. Relocating to the north would also greatly ease the introduction of newly arriving British 
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units into the main British force and allow British troops to aid in the defense of Antwerp. Although 

Joffre expressed support for the basic contours of Sir John’s proposal to reposition the B.E.F 

further north, he declared the timing for such a move to be undesirable. In the current climate of 

uncertainty in which both armies had “to be ready for any eventuality,” Joffre wrote, repositioning 

the B.E.F would “create confusion in the general dispositions of our armies.” Under current 

conditions, the transfer of the B.E.F would see British forces crossing directly through the French 

line of communications, preventing the transfer of French troops north for as many as ten days. 

Yet seeking to reassure the anxious Sir John that he was supportive of placing the whole British 

Army on the left of the French Armies, Joffre recommended that the British wait until the Entente 

Armies had resumed the advance and the front had been narrowed, when, in the opinion of the 

French commander, the timing for such a movement would be right.522 

After much back and forth, a compromise of sorts was worked out in which the British II 

Corps would be relieved and entrained for Abbeville at once with the other units of the B.E.F 

following in time. On 3 October, alarmed by the news that Antwerp was in danger of falling into 

enemy hands, however, Sir John once again informed Joffre of his wish to see a “speedy move” 

of all British forces to the north. By now, Sir John’s appeals for the relief of all remaining British 

units stationed on the Aisne front and their transfer north were becoming an almost daily 

occurrence. On 9 October a frustrated Joffre found himself “with the greatest regret,” forced to 

give way.523 

The relocation of the BEF from the Aisne front north during the first ten days of October 

presented the Entente Armies with a dangerous distraction at precisely the time when the enemy 
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was attempting to envelop their left wing. Late in September, Joffre had appointed General 

Ferdinand Foch his deputy and charged him with the important task of coordinating the action of 

French troops with that of British and Belgian forces in northern France. With the British 

Commander-in-Chief insisting on the immediate transfer of the entire B.E.F from its current 

position in the middle of the line to a sector further north, it now fell to Foch to make it happen. 

To facilitate the transport of the British II Corps General Foch made available motor buses capable 

of carrying some 10,000 men. The British III Corps were transported north by rail, a process which 

stretched the already strained French rail network at a dangerous juncture in the war.524 While the 

movements of the German VII, XIX and XIII Armies in early October would have required a 

corresponding action by the Entente in order to offset the danger of being outflanked, the more 

obvious candidate for relocation was the French Tenth Army, then positioned near Arras. By 

maintaining the composition of the Entente lines and simply shifting them leftward, the British 

and French Armies would have found themselves better positioned to confront the German 

envelopment maneuver. Such a course of action would not only have saved valuable time since it 

was easier for French officials to effect a local transfer than one across a distance of nearly 150 

km but would also have the added benefit of placing French (rather than British) infantry next to 

the French Cavalry Corps then already established east of Lille. As it was, the British II and III 

Corps were still “in the course of concentration” on 11 October when the Germans unleashed their 

attack in Flanders.525  

Beyond the tactical consequences of Sir John’s insistence on having the B.E.F transferred 

north in early October the incident had strategic implications as well. In French eyes, the British 
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demand to be to be stationed near the ports confirmed their worst fears: the British commitment to 

the fight was half-hearted at best. At the first sign of real danger the B.E.F would bolt for the 

British Isles.  

 

The Battles of Ypres 

The culmination of the race to the sea came in mid-October with a series of battles near 

Ypres in which the German Army sought to outflank and roll up the Entente line before securing 

the coast ports. Though the troops of three nations – United Kingdom, Belgium, and France – 

fought in the Flanders campaign of 1914, no arrangements were made for unity of command.526 

Instead, the command relationship among the three remained largely as it had since the start of the 

war, a largely independent affair.  

As Commander of the Army of the North, General Foch was charged by Joffre with the 

direction of the French forces in the north. However, Foch had neither command nor control of the 

Belgian or British Armies operating there. Officially, he could do no more than forward copies of 

orders issued to this own troops and make requests for cooperation.527 Thus, though fighting on 

the same front (and in some cases on the same ground) the 1914 Flanders campaign remained for 

the most part a series of separate battles fought independently by the Entente Armies, with little to 

no coordination among them.  

Communication channels between the three armies in the Flanders campaign were 

generally deficient. Instead of commanders coordinating movements of the three armies among 

themselves, an informal and irregular system arose in which staff officers from respective armies 

would travel to and from other headquarters in other to be acquainted with each others’ plans. 
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Rather than coordinate in any real sense of the word these staff officers were instead simply briefed 

on the others’ plans and sent on their way again.528 With no pre-established schedule for these 

visits, forward headquarters frequently relocated, and senior commanders often away inspecting 

troops, the system of rotating visits proved a poor way to stage a battle. One of the main 

participants later described the Entente armies during this period as “nous sommes toujours en 

retard de vingt-quatre heures et d’un corps d’armée.”529  

The lack of coordinated command structure during the Flanders campaign impeded 

military performance in a number of ways. Poorly delineated staging areas caused frequent 

congestion of the roads, delaying troops from taking up positions.530 On more than one occasion, 

the independence of the Entente commands led to divergent mission orders. While GHQ orders on 

22 October called for the B.E.F to remain on the defensive in the face of an expected attack by the 

German XXII Reserve Corps French territorial forces operating immediately to their left were 

ordered to stage a counterattack. When the counterattack failed, French troops flooded an area held 

by the B.E.F, “causing considerable confusion” in the process.531 Determined to renew the attack 

the following day, the French commander, General Victor d’Urbal, chose to appeal directly to the 

nearby British I Corps for cooperation. In support of d’Urbal’s request, Foch sent Sir John a letter 

asking that “the whole British Army … support the French attack by acting offensively along its 

whole front.” According to the British official history, copies of General d’Urbal’s request arrived 

at GHQ at 2:00 am on 23 October – a mere 7 hours before the planned start of the offensive – with 

Foch’s letter to Sir John arriving even later still.532 Due to the short notice, the British informed 
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the French, they would be unable to participate in the day’s attack. Though far from a one-time 

occurrence, such incidents were of course merely a symptom of the real malady: the lack of an 

established system of communication for the exchange of ideas and coordination of plans between 

the Entente armies.  

Yet even on those rare occasions where British and French headquarters were in agreement 

on the tactical objective and issued complementary orders to their troops, the implementation was 

often far from smooth. When on 26 October the order for an attack was given each national force 

advanced cautiously, moving forward only after being sure the foreign unit to their left or right 

had first done so. Although this gradual, rotational method of attack quickly proved unsuccessful, 

it was repeated over and over during the Flanders campaign of 1914. Attacking in this manner 

prevented the Entente Armies from striking simultaneously with the full force of their strength. 

But it also afforded the Germans the opportunity to concentrate their efforts on individual areas of 

the lines, confident that the British and French would not attack in unison.533 At Zonnebeke in 

West Flanders, not for the last time, the enemy demonstrated its skill at locating and striking the 

juncture between British and French units, a tactic designed to sow confusion. And yet, though the 

Germans seemed aware of the inherent weakness in such junctures, the Entente commanders 

appear to have given little thought to protecting these vital areas of the front. Rather than 

concentrate their resources at the junction between their two forces, Entente commanders chose to 

plug any gaps that might occur between the French and British Armies with dismounted French 

cavalry, hardly a match for the German infantryman of 1914.534  
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An early attempt by British and French commanders to stage a combined operation also 

demonstrated the shortcomings of the independent command system at this stage in the war. In 

early November, an ambitious plan to have eight battalions of the Ninth French Corps pass through 

the left of the lines of the BEF 1st Division so that British and French troops might attempt a double 

envelopment (“double attaque combinée”) of the enemy near Gheluvelt failed before it had even 

begun. Under the impression that the French infantry would begin their advance toward the British 

lines at 9 am the commander of the British 1st Division ordered its artillery silenced at 10:30 am, 

the hour at which the French force was expected to cross the ground directly in front of the British 

position. Even after the war, the French military always maintained zero hour had been at 10 am 

not 9 am. Regardless of the original starting hour, what is certain is that the French forces were 

delayed, only reaching the British lines well after noon.535 In the interim, the Germans had seized 

the opportunity afforded by the silenced British guns to capture the British lines. Though the arrival 

of the French reinforcements later that day allowed the British to mount a counterattack and 

recover their original positions, the mix-up over start times came at a high cost, with some 450 

British soldiers lost in the course of the day’s fighting.536 Tragically, such mishaps were all too 

common throughout the early months of the war.  

 

Operation of Causal Mechanism 

Were coalition members initially reluctant to adopt integrated command and control 

arrangements? Yes  
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In keeping with my theory, British officials initially displayed extreme reluctance at the 

prospect of surrendering military authority to the French. Although general staff discussions had 

taken place since 1906, many seemingly settled issues had to be re-visited (and in some cases 

altered) in early August once the British Government decided to send the BEF to France. Though 

historians have made much of the fact that timetables (complete with scheduled coffee breaks) for 

French rail movements of British troops from the ports to the zone of concentration had been fixed 

since at least 1913, prewar planning was uneven.537 Though advanced with respect to logistical 

and communication matters, the prewar negotiations ignored other vital aspects of coalition 

warfare almost entirely.538  

 The most glaring omission of all was the absence of any prewar agreement regarding 

command and control of the armies in the field. Though plans were put in place for the exchange 

of liaison officers down to brigade level, command and control itself was left unaddressed. 

Kitchener’s August 1914 instructions to Sir John expressed the hope that he would cooperate with 

the French general staff but stressed independence above all. At no point in 1914 did the British 

attempt to reconcile the inherent ambiguities of these instructions. No attempt was made to define 

what exactly “cooperation” meant or how Sir John might do so while retaining his independence 

of action. Absent from consideration was any discussion of what would (or should) happen should 

fundamental strategic and tactical differences between the two militaries arise.  
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 French views were more complicated. As the senior coalition member and home to the 

main front, the French could expect to be placed in control of any unified command arrangement. 

Due to the ambiguity of British policy in the summer of 1914, French political and military 

authorities were initially focused above all on getting the BEF to their shores. Once the BEF had 

arrived, French military leaders’ attention turned to making sure it remained in France. In the 

summer and fall of 1914, this was no easy task. In a climate of uncertainty in which French military 

authorities were doing all they could to prevent the BEF from racing back to the coast, it hardly 

seemed prudent for Paris to broach the subject of integrated command with British officials.  

Indeed, in their very choice of path of retreat British military leaders were reaffirming the 

importance they placed on independence. For the British, the main priority would always be 

protecting the Channel Ports. Consistent with the theoretical expectations of my theory, fear, in 

this case the British fear that access to the Channel Ports might be sacrificed for other objectives 

were the French to call the shots, was a major barrier to the adoption of greater integration early 

in the war. Despite repeated assurances from the French that they too valued the security of the 

ports and were determined to guard their access points, British leaders never trusted that French 

leaders would choose the Channel over Paris. In 1914 therefore all the French could do was try to 

keep the BEF in France and hope that an opportunity might arise at a later date to broach the 

subject of greater coordination.  

 

The Role of Defeat in Shaping Command and Control Arrangements 

By December 1914, the Western Front lay mostly stabilized from Switzerland to the 

English Channel. Though skirmishes in Flanders continued into December, the Western Front had 

settled into trench warfare by the end of the year. The French and British armies would spend 
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much of 1915 in search of breakthroughs. Crucially, their efforts to do so would be conducted 

mostly in isolation.  

 

Neuve Chapelle 

Having been forced to fight on the defensive for much of the opening phase of the war the 

French military were desirous of regaining the initiative at the earliest available opportunity. The 

discovery that German divisions in France and Belgium were being transported east to the Russian 

front in December 1914 together with evidence in late January 1915 that the enemy had gone over 

to the defensive appeared to offer just such an opportunity.539 Armed with this new intelligence 

Joffre began planning for not one but two offensives. Joffre had in mind a simultaneous attack 

against the two shoulders of the German salient (known as the Noyon salient) in the Artois and 

Champagne regions. Before the dual offensive could begin, however, the French Commander-in-

Chief wanted the British to relieve several French corps near Ypres. The relief action would not 

only free French forces for the coming offensive but would, in Joffre’s words, also yield a more 

“equitable distribution” of the French and British armies on the Western Front.540 In late 

December, the British Commander-in-Chief had agreed to a French proposal to have two of the 

four British reinforcement divisions currently being assembled in England and earmarked to arrive 

early in the new year take the place of a French corps in the north. By early January the two British 

divisions (the 27th and 28th) had begun to relieve the XVI Corps of the French Eighth Army, on 

the far left of the BEF, thereby fulfilling Joffre’s twin goals of having the British take over a greater 
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portion of the front while simultaneously freeing up French forces for use as reserves in the coming 

operation.  

In making the case for the British to take over more of the line in the winter of 1914-1915 

Joffre and his staff made no secret of their profound disappointment in their partner’s performance 

so far. At a meeting between the two Commanders-in-Chief at French headquarters at Chantilly 

on 21 January Joffre once again prevailed upon Sir John the need for the B.E.F go over to the 

offensive together with his own forces. By the end of the meeting, Joffre had secured an agreement 

to have the two remaining British reserve divisions scheduled to arrive from England later that 

winter relieve two French corps of the Ninth Army.541  

In early February, spurred by the news that French charges that the B.E.F were not pulling 

their weight were now making the rounds in London, Sir John commissioned plans for an offensive 

of his own. Within a week, the British Commander-in-Chief had adopted a plan put forth by Sir 

Douglas Haig to have the latter’s First Army attack in the direction of La Bassée and capture the 

village of Neuve Chapelle. Though Aubers Ridge was singled out as the eventual objective, the 

real objective of the operation was demonstrative; to silence the growing wave of criticism against 

the BEF and its commander. As Sir John’s Chief of Staff Lieutenant General Sir William 

Robertson put it, “the French don’t believe we mean business.” To prove otherwise, an attack “on 

a big scale” would be required.542  

While the British General Staff set about planning for their big offensive at their 

headquarters at St. Omer, the French General Staff was busy working out the arrangements for 
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their own offensive at their headquarters more than 220 km away at Chantilly. In mid-February, 

Joffre shared with the British General Foch’s scheme to have the French Tenth Army capture the 

ridge near Vimy and suggested the British might concentrate on the Aubers Ridge.543 Though little 

to no formal coordination was envisioned between the two armies, both general staffs instinctively 

understood their operations were to be undertaken simultaneously as part of a combined Anglo-

French offensive in the Artois. When news reached the continent in late February that London 

would no longer be sending one of two expected reinforcement divisions to France however, the 

French began to question the feasibility of their Artois campaign.  

The British Government’s decision not to send the last of its reserve divisions to France in 

early 1915 was a symptom of larger strategic debate then underway about how best to beat the 

Germans. To date, the “westerners” had prevailed with the result that the British had committed 

the majority of their resources to defeating the Germans on the Western Front. But now the 

“easterners” saw an opportunity. Armed with the latest wave of French protestations that the B.E.F 

was getting precious little accomplished in France, proponents of the “eastern” approach 

succeeded in getting the British 29th Division withheld from the Western Front for use at a later 

date for operations in the Mediterranean.544 The decision to withhold reinforcements from France 

proved hugely consequential to the state of Anglo-French relations. For the French military, the 

delay and eventual cancellation of the promised reinforcements seemed to confirm their worst 

suspicions that their British partners were not wholly committed to the French theater.545  
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But the decision had operational ramifications, as well. Without the promised 

reinforcements to relieve the two French Corps in the north Joffre stated it would be impossible 

for the French Tenth Army to play their part in the Artois campaign. When Sir Douglas Haig 

visited the headquarters of the Tenth Army at St. Pol on the last day of February to settle 

arrangements for the coming battle the French commander informed him that his forces would no 

longer be able to offer any support beyond the already committed four batteries of artillery.546 

From the French point of view the Tenth’s Army role in the combined Anglo-French Artois action 

was dependent on the prior relief of the two corps north of Ypres by British troops. Without the 

relief of the two French corps, which Joffre intended to use as a strategic reserve for the Tenth 

Army’s attack, the French did not judge themselves strong enough to participate in the coming 

operation. “The net result of this information,” Haig informed Sir John, was that the proposed 

British action against Neuve Chapelle, if carried out, would become “an entirely independent 

operation.”547 

Although alarmed by the turn of events, Sir John and his staff concluded they could ill 

afford to cancel the planned offensive against La Bassée. In light of recent developments, the 

significance of the British operation had taken on even greater importance. The operation had 

originally been designed to serve as a demonstration of British offensive capabilities to silence 

French criticisms. The War Cabinet’s decision not to send the 29th Division however suggested 

that the BEF had an image problem in London as well. Only the immediate adoption of offensive 
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action could silence both groups of critics. Further delay or postponement was thus out of the 

question.548  

On 10 March, following a 35-minute artillery bombardment of the enemy’s position, 

Haig’s First Army attacked. The British achieved tactical surprise against the Germans and by 

mid-morning were in possession of the village of Neuve Chapelle. A multi-hour delay in bringing 

up reserves however provided the Germans with time to reinforce their lines so that when the 

British IV Corps got underway again that afternoon the advantage had been ceded to the enemy. 

Although the attack was renewed the next day, the British failed to make progress and on 12 March 

Haig ordered the offensive halted. British losses in the three-day battle approached 13,000. 

German losses were roughly equal.549  

In the end, the Battle of Neuve Chapelle, the first British-planned offensive of the war, 

achieved none of its intended objectives. Though British forces captured the village of Neuve 

Chapelle, the main tactical objective – Aubers Ridge – remained in German hands. Strategically, 

the objective of the March 1915 offensive in the Artois had been to raise the prestige of the BEF 

in the eyes of their French partners. Yet here too the campaign was a failure. Although publicly 

the French Commander-in-Chief praised the British effort, privately his opinion of the BEF 

remained unchanged. The British at Neuve Chapelle, Joffre wrote the French Minister of War, had 

benefited from “our attack in Champagne, which attracted the German reserves.” The BEF, Joffre 

maintained, had only managed “to gain surprise…because of their preceding inaction.”550 
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French operations in Champagne against the German salient fared no better. After more 

than a month of heavy fighting in bad weather, Joffre ordered the operation halted on 18 March. 

In that time, the French Fourth Army in Champagne had gained 3 square kilometers of territory at 

a cost of 43,000 casualties. The Germans suffered casualties half that number.551 

Although originally intended as a combined campaign, Anglo-French operations on the 

Western Front in early 1915 quickly devolved into separate offensives, with no effective 

cooperation to assist each other when things went wrong. Devoid of coordination, neither offensive 

operation stood a chance at scoring the sought after breakthrough on the Western Front. In the 

words of a senior British diplomat, the entire wretched affair had been plagued by “a terrible tale 

of lack of coordination” from the start.552 

 

Once More into the Artois: The Battles of Second Ypres and Vimy Ridge  

Following the failure to stage a combined offensive in early 1915 the two staffs once more 

reverted to their old familiar ways. While the British were in a temporary holding pattern following 

their first major offensive of the war at Neuve Chapelle, the French High Command was 

determined to launch another great offensive soon. Having failed to achieve the desired 

breakthrough in the winter campaign in Champagne, Joffre now returned to his earlier plan of a 

“strong offensive” in the Artois. Before preparations could be finalized however the Germans 

struck at Ypres. Though French and Belgium troops took part in the Second Battle of Ypres (22 

April – 31 May) the brunt of the German onslaught fell on the British sector of the lines. At the 
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urging of the French, the British Second Army counter-attacked but was driven back. To the great 

displeasure of the British High Command, Joffre’s repeated calls for British counter-attacks in the 

Ypres salient coincided with his refusal to grant a British request to reinforce two shattered 

divisions with French forces. Still preoccupied with preparations for his Artois offensive 

(scheduled to begin in early May), the French Commander-in-Chief was unwilling to divert forces 

north.553  

On 9 May, the French launched their long-awaited offensive in the Artois. Once more, the 

main objective was the Vimy ridge. Though Joffre’s plans called for French forces to stage the 

main attack he wanted the British to mount a “partial” offensive of their own to cover the northern 

flank of the French Tenth Army in the Artois. In April, General Foch was dispatched to secure 

British assistance and make the necessary arrangements. Though far from a combined operation 

in either design or implementation, the British attacked as agreed on the first day of the French 

offensive. Though Joffre had intended for the British to play no more than a “supporting role” on 

the far left of the French lines, once the battle got underway his expectations grew. With French 

forces bogged down in a battle of attrition and no end in sight the French Commander-in-Chief 

demanded that the British push forward to the north. Or if they would not, to send relief to French 

forces at Vimy Ridge who, he argued, because of British inaction, now found themselves 

overwhelmed by German reinforcements. Worn down by their own engagements and suffering a 

shortage of munitions, the British offered only one division as relief. On 25 June, Joffre finally 

called off the offensive.554   
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Neither the British nor the French had much to show for their spring 1915 operations. At 

Ypres, the British suffered 60,000 casualties but failed to gain any ground. Although the French 

succeeded in advancing 3 kilometers along an 8 kilometer front at Vimy Ridge, they failed to break 

the German defenses or carry the heights. For these meager gains, the French suffered 140,000 

casualties. German losses in both battles, while significant, were half those of the Entente.555 The 

failure of the spring offensives revealed that after more than ten months of fighting the Entente 

powers still had not found a way to wage war together.  

 

The Conference System  

In the wake of devastating French losses in the Artois in spring 1915 the French High 

Command stressed the need for the Allies to work closer together. In late June, mere days after 

ordering a halt to fighting in the Artois, Joffre began an ambitious campaign to get French ministers 

to convince their Entente counterparts to allow the war effort to be “centralized” in his hands. The 

British and the Belgians, he argued, must be made to follow his instructions. Only if this were 

done, Joffre wrote, would “it be possible to coordinate all our efforts and make them converge 

against our adversaries, for whom the conduct of the war is clearly in the hands of only one 

belligerent.”556 Without a common plan of action and “direction” from his headquarters, Joffre 

argued, the coalition could not defeat the enemy. Though French political leaders had tired of their 

Commander-in-Chief’s autocratic ways and the high casualty toll of his offensives, his latest 

message found a receptive audience in Paris. With the British Secretary of War Lord Kitchener 

already scheduled to visit France in early July in connection with a previously planned Anglo-
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French ministerial conference, the French Government agreed to engineer a meeting between the 

two men at Joffre’s headquarters at Chantilly.  

On 6 July 1915 the British and French prime ministers along with members of their wartime 

cabinets convened the first formal Anglo-French summit of the war at Calais. Chiefly a political 

summit, the Calais meeting dealt mainly with strategic matters such as which theater of war to 

prioritize; though more immediate military issues like shortages in manpower and munitions were 

discussed by the politicians as well. Although no formal agreement was adopted, the meeting 

marked a watershed in Entente wartime coordination. Prior to the conference, strategy had been 

made in London and Paris and then shared between the capitals. With Calais, both governments 

recognized for the first time that greater coordination in strategic planning was needed if the 

Entente powers were to be victorious.557 

The following day, on 7 July, British and French military chiefs met at Chantilly in the first 

military conference of the war. Joffre’s purpose in holding the Chantilly conference was “to get 

something in writing that would provide a firm foundation for the conduct of the autumn 

campaign.” By the end of the meeting Joffre had secured a timetable for the arrival of British 

divisions to France.558 On 11 July, Joffre met with Sir John to discuss future plans. Once again, 

the French Commander-in-Chief proposed dual offensives in Champagne and Artois, the latter of 

which this time was to coincide with a British ‘grand push’ in the Arras region. Opposed to both 

the timing and location chosen by the French for the British offensive, Sir John spent much of July 

and August attempting to convince Joffre to allow the BEF to attack near La Bassée instead. After 

much squabbling over start times and dates between British and French commanders, Sir John was 
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ordered by Kitchener to accede to Joffre’s wishes.559 After additional postponements by the 

French, the attack finally commenced on 25 September. Known as Loos to the British and as Third 

Artois to the French, the autumn Entente offensives proved no more decisive than the spring 

offensives. British casualties totaled almost 60,000 while French losses surpassed 190,000. The 

Germans sustained casualties of 178,000.560 

The failure of the autumn Entente offensives had profound consequences for the political 

and military management of the war in both France and Britain. In late October, within days of the 

offensives being halted, the Viviani government fell and a new prime minister and minister of war 

were appointed. For months, Joffre had been lobbying the French government to grant him 

additional powers of command over French forces in the Balkan and Dardanelle theaters. Now he 

raised the matter with the new prime minister, Aristide Briand. Military success, Joffre argued, 

required unity of command: there must be a single commander with authority over French forces 

in both the “principal” as well as the “secondary” theaters. Yet under the current system, he pointed 

out, he had no authority over French forces in the Near East with French commanders there instead 

reporting directly to the minister of war. In December, Briand bowed to Joffre’s demands for a 

greater centralization of power and granted him additional powers in the Dardanelles and Balkans 

theaters, along with the title of Commander-in-Chief (generalissimo) of all the French Armies.561  

The British also responded to the disasters of 1915 by making changes to their command 

formula. The first of these major command changes involved the appointment of Sir William 

Robertson as Chief of the Imperial General Staff (CIGS) in November. Robertson’s appointment 
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coincided with an expansion of the powers (including the power to directly advise the War 

Cabinet) of the CIGS at the expense of the Secretary of War, Lord Kitchener. In December, the 

government made its most significant command change to date, replacing Sir John as Commander-

in-Chief with General Sir Douglas Haig, Commander of the First Army.562  

A third consequence of the failure of 1915 campaigns can be found in the concerted effort 

of leaders in both countries to increase strategic coordination between the two governments in 

order to place the Anglo-French war effort on firmer footing for the coming year. Although there 

had been individuals in both capitals who from the beginning had argued that greater coordination 

between the two governments was needed, the failure of the autumn offensives allowed these 

voices to grow stronger.  

Accordingly, in early December, French and British leaders gathered once more in Calais 

to discuss their plans for 1916. Since the collapse of the fall offensives, such political conferences 

had been occurring with increasing frequency: in the first thirteenth months of the war there had 

been just one Anglo-French political conference; in the last three months of 1915 there were 

four.563 As with the first Anglo-French gathering in July at Calais, the December 1915 conference 

dealt mostly with strategic matters, in this case whether to place greater emphasis on “secondary” 

theaters in Salonika and the Dardanelles.564 Once more, a military conference followed the political 

conference. From 6-8 December 1915 the commanders-in-chief and staffs of the British and 

French armies met at Chantilly to discuss their plans for the 1916 campaign. Together, the two 

conferences represented the most significant effort to coordinate strategy and plans the British and 

French had taken to date.565  
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Verdun and the Somme 

 At Chantilly in December 1915, French, British, Russian and Italian representatives agreed 

to conduct simultaneous offensives for 1916. The Russians and Italians would attack on their 

respective fronts while the British and French would stage a combined offensive on the Western 

Front. Through the synchronization of their attacks Entente leaders hoped to overwhelm the 

Germans. This was coordination of strategy to a degree hitherto unseen in the war. But it remained 

to be seen whether the French and British could fight side by side. As with previous attempts at 

Anglo-French coordination, there was much disagreement about the timing and location of the 

planned 1916 offensive on the Western Front. Although Haig and his staff preferred a site closer 

to the Belgian coast and suggested Ypres as a possibility, Joffre insisted that the attack be 

conducted further south in the Somme so that the main British and French attacks could be 

conducted alongside one another as “jointives.” As for the timing of the offensive, Joffre informed 

Haig that because of their tremendous losses in 1915 the French armies would only be capable of 

undertaking one big offensive effort in 1916 and then not before spring at the earliest.566 On 14 

February 1916, Haig and Joffre met at the latter’s headquarters at Chantilly to finalize the general 

arrangements for the Anglo-French offensive.567 As is so often the case in war, however, the enemy 

gets a vote. On 21 February – one week to the day after the Chantilly Conference – the Germans 

attacked at Verdun.  
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In attacking the ancient fortress, the Germans hoped to bleed the French white, thereby 

knocking “England’s best sword … out of her hand.”568 For five months, a bloody battle of attrition 

raged along a front of just 15 miles. By June, 65 French Divisions had passed through the hellish 

fire of Verdun, forcing Joffre to halve the number of French divisions pledged to his long-planned 

Anglo-French offensive on the Somme.569 As the German attack on Verdun ate up more and more 

French divisions, French calls for the British to “relieve” the pressure on their forces grew in 

urgency throughout the spring.570 In late May, the two Commanders-in-Chief met to finalize plans 

for the Somme offensive. When Haig proposed a 15 August start date so that the newly-arrived 

Kitchener Armies, for whom the Somme was to be their first battle, could receive additional 

training, Joffre exploded in anger. If the British waited until August to launch their attack, Joffre 

told Haig, the French Army would “cease to exist.” With the Russians scheduled to begin their 

own offensive on 15 June, the two commanders eventually settled on a start date of 1 July.571 

Although the two commanders-in-chief had agreed on a start date for the combined 

offensive at the May conference each commander interpreted the 1 July date differently. Joffre had 

understood 1 July to mean that British would launch their infantry assault on the Somme by this 

date. The British, however, understood it to mean they would commence their artillery 

preparations by this date.572 Thus, although the idea for a combined Anglo-French offensive at the 

Somme had been in the works since late 1915, it was not until the last days of May 1916 that the 
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start date for the offensive was finally fixed. After almost six months of preparations, the scene 

was set for the first real combined operation of the war.  

On 24 June 1916, British and French artillery commenced their preliminary bombardment 

of German positions on the Somme. Although the seven-day artillery bombardment that followed 

inflicted more than 25,000 casualties upon the enemy, it failed to dislodge the Germans from their 

well-entrenched positions.573 As a result, when the British armies attacked on 1 July they suffered 

what were – even by the standards of the day – catastrophic losses. At the Somme, the British 

sustained losses of 57,470 (a third of them fatalities) on the first day alone.574 By the time the battle 

drew to a close in November, British losses on the Somme totaled between 420,000 and 450,000. 

Between the Somme and Verdun, the French lost 580,000 in the 1916 summer campaigns. The 

Germans suffered casualties of at least 450,000, and potentially as high as 600,000.575 Were it not 

for the high loss of life the gains made by the Entente in the course of these battles would be almost 

trivial. At the Somme, the British gained a strip of land thirty miles long and seven miles wide 

while at Verdun the French made inroads of just two miles.576 

 

The Calais Agreement 

 As in the wake of previous defeats, the Entente losses of 1916 led to fundamental changes 

in the political and military management of the war. In Britain, the failure of the Somme offensive 

led to the fall of the Asquith Government and the formation of a new Coalition Government under 
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Lloyd George in early December 1916.577 The new prime minister was to play a decisive role in 

the transformation of the Anglo-French command relationship.  

In France, growing political unrest following the devastating losses at Verdun threatened 

the survival of the Briand Government and led to a major government reorganization including the 

appointment of a new Minister of War and the formation of a War Committee charged with 

providing “supreme direction” of the war. In mid-December, Joffre, the man who had led French 

Armies since the start of the war and who, more than any other figure had been responsible for the 

military strategy of Entente on the Western Front, was pushed aside in favor of the “hero” of 

Verdun, General Robert Nivelle.578  

  One consequence of these momentous changes was the abandonment of the plans put in 

place for 1917 by Haig and Joffre at the conference of commanders in Chantilly in November 

1916. For some time, the British had wanted to stage their own offensive in Flanders with the 

objective of capturing the Belgian coast and ending the German naval threat to British shipping. 

However, at their first meeting on 20 December, the new French Commander-in-Chief informed 

his British counterpart he had something altogether different in mind.579 Nivelle’s plan for 1917 

called for the French to “surprise” the Germans with a massive attack in the Aisne sector while 

British and French forces carried out supporting operations in the Arras. In order to free up French 

forces for his “decisive” offensive in the Aisne, Nivelle asked Haig to take over a portion of the 

French lines. Haig refused to extend his lines further south and appealed to London for support. In 
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January, after he was ordered by Lloyd George to “give way,” Haig agreed to have the BEF relieve 

a 13 kilometer portion of the French front.580  

 Highly critical of the British High Command and its handling of the war, the new prime 

minister was determined to bring the politicians back into the fold. His method for doing so would 

lead to one of the biggest crises of the war for the British military. Working with the French, Lloyd 

George crafted a secret plan to have Haig placed under the command of the French Commander-

in-Chief. When British and French military and political leaders met at Calais on 26 February to 

discuss transport preparations for the spring offensive the British Commander-in-Chief found 

himself confronted with a proposal for an entirely new system of command. Drafted in advance 

by Lloyd George and the French, the proposal called for the subordination of the BEF to the French 

Army. Under the scheme, the French would have complete operational control of the British forces 

and Haig’s authority would be restricted to the administration of discipline and training of new 

units. A British staff led by a “Quartermaster General” (or Chief of Staff) would take up residency 

at Nivelle’s headquarters at Beauvais and report directly to the War Committee in London.581  

After a near-revolt by Haig and his generals, a compromise agreement was worked out by 

the War Cabinet Secretary, Maurice Hankey. Under the terms of the February 1917 Calais 

Agreement, Haig agreed to conform his plans to those of the French Commander-in-Chief for the 

forthcoming operation. Haig’s subordination to Nivelle however would be limited to the period of 

planning and execution of the operation, a period expected to last no more than a fortnight. Once 

completed, Haig would resume command and control of the BEF Although Haig was to adhere to 

Nivelle’s instructions during the planning and execution of the campaign, the watered down 
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compromise agreement left him “free to choose the means he will employ and the methods of 

utilizing his troops in the sector of operations allotted to him by the French Commander-in-Chief.” 

Haig was also granted the right to appeal to his government should he at any time during the period 

of Nivelle’s “trial” command find the safety of his army imperiled.582Even with these caveats, the 

Calais Agreement represented the first significant development in the evolution of the command 

system of the Entente on the Western Front in the war to date. 

 

The Nivelle Offensive 

 On 9 April the British First and Third Armies commenced their attack at Arras. Although 

intended only as a diversionary operation, the British Third Army achieved success early on the 

first day with the capture of Vimy Ridge. After this initial success the British waited two days 

before renewing the assault, giving the Germans time to fortify their positions and bring up 

additional reserves. Fighting dragged on until the end of May with neither side making any 

substantial progress in territory gained. Still, Haig and the BEF had dutifully played the part 

assigned to them of diverting attention from Nivelle’s offensive further south.583 

Surprise had been a key element of Nivelle’s plan from the beginning. It was for this reason 

that the British had been tasked with pinning down the German reserves with a separate operation 

at Arras. Through French carelessness, the detailed plans of the French Fifth Army fell into 

German hands in February with the result that when the French attacked at Chemin des Dames on 
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16 April the Germans were ready for them.584 Between 16 April and 25 April, the French sustained 

134,000 casualties, of which 30,000 were fatalities.585  

Although a modest success in terms of the ground gained, the Nivelle offensive was 

ultimately undone by the high expectations its commander’s had set for the operation. Nivelle’s 

objective had been “nothing less than the destruction of the major part of the enemy’s forces on 

the Western Front.”586 When his offensive failed to achieve anything of the sort French leaders 

lost all confidence in their new Commander-in-Chief. Unable to remove Nivelle so soon after his 

appointment for fear of the effect such a move would have on public opinion, French politicians 

searched instead for ways to sideline the French commander.587 (The effect Nivelle’s removal 

would have on their relations with the British, so soon after the contentious Calais Agreement, was 

no doubt also on their minds.) On 29 April, the French Government appointed Philippe Petain as 

Army Chief of the General Staff and military advisor to the government. Though not formally 

relieved of command until 15 May, the significance of Petain’s appointment was not lost on the 

British.588 

The French crisis in confidence following the failure of the Nivelle offensive extended 

beyond the command to the poilus. In May, mutinies broke out throughout the army. From May 

until early June when the crisis of “collective indiscipline” finally began to subside, acts of munity 

were reported in 54 divisions.589 Though alarmed by the state of malaise in his armies, Petain kept 

the true scale of the mutiny hidden from the British. Instead, when Petain met Haig in Paris on 4 
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May he told him his men required time to rest.590 The May conference of military leaders was also 

the occasion for ending the temporary command arrangement that had seen Haig subordinated to 

Nivelle since Calais.591  

Freed from Nivelle’s control and with Petain otherwise occupied, Haig was now able to 

return to his longed-after Flanders offensive. The British had fought the Battle of Arras for the 

good of the coalition. With Nivelle gone and his methods judged a failure, Haig set to work 

preparing plans for an attack on the Ypres salient. By driving the Germans from Ypres, Haig hoped 

to open the way to the Channel ports and free British shipping of the German menace.592 In June, 

a preparatory battle was fought at Messines. On 31 July 1917 the main effort got underway in 

Flanders.  

Although always intended to be a British operation, Haig originally planned for the BEF’s 

attack in Flanders to be supported by parallel French attacks. In May, Petain promised to contribute 

forces to Haig’s great Flanders offensive and launch his own offensives against the Chemin des 

Dames and at Verdun. As the mutinies spread throughout the French Army in the summer of 1917, 

however, Petain was forced to cancel the Chemin des Dames offensive and postpone the Verdun 

operation by more than a month. The number of divisions pledged to Haig’s offensive in Flanders 

was also significantly scaled back.593  

Known as the Third Battle of Ypres or Passchendaele, Haig’s grand offensive in Flanders 

in 1917 dragged on until November at a cost of 275,000 British casualties.594 Like the Nivelle 

Offensive, Haig’s offensive achieved only marginal gains. Although the British captured the 
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Passchendaele Ridge in November, the British Commander-in-Chief recognized the position was 

not defensible. Far from attaining the breakthrough Haig envisioned, the Flanders offensive of 

1917 yielded a gain of just five miles. Nor did the campaign succeed in clearing a way to the 

Channel ports, the original objective of the operation.595 As the 1917 campaign drew to a close, 

the Entente appeared no nearer to victory. Although the start of the year had witnessed the adoption 

of a new, temporary command arrangement, the failure of the Nivelle Offensive was followed by 

a swift return to the usual practice of independent operations. Passchendaele, like the Battle of 

Loos before it, revealed the limitations of a command relationship in which each army was free to 

chart its own course. 

 

The Supreme War Council 

 Despite the failure of the Calais Agreement and the Nivelle Offensive, the British Prime 

Minister Lloyd George still believed that the path to victory lay through greater coordination of 

the Entente government and armies. Only through unity of direction and action, and if necessary 

unity of command, could the British and French defeat the Germans on the Western Front.596 

Independent of Lloyd George’s efforts, some members of the French and British military staffs 

had begun to put forward their own ideas for more concerted action on the part of the Entente 

armies. With the “Nivelle experiment” still fresh in British minds, however, unity of command 

was still out of the question.597 Instead, the military advisors discussed the possibility of creating 

a “central organization of the Allies” or “permanent Inter-Allied military organization” which 

might coordinate the direction of the war effort. Although the military professionals’ ideas greatly 
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differed from that of the politicians, it is clear that by late 1917 there was growing support in both 

camps for greater wartime coordination.598 

 In late August, convinced that Haig’s Flanders offensive would fail, Lloyd George 

redoubled his efforts to construct an Anglo-French apparatus to manage the direction of the war.599 

In these efforts he was aided by the new French premier, Paul Painleve. At Boulogne in late 

September, the two men discussed their plans for coordinating military policy and strategy. 

According to Painleve, Lloyd George agreed to his two-step scheme to form an allied general staff, 

followed at a later date by the appointment of a French Commander-in-Chief for the two armies.600 

However, an earlier proposal by Painleve to have Foch become chief of staff of an allied council 

was refused by Lloyd George who saw in the scheme a way for him to supplant the military leaders 

from their powerful perch of wartime management. Although French politicians favored the 

appointment of a generalissimo to the creation of an inter-allied council or general staff, Painleve 

secured support from French Ministers for the council scheme.601 Lloyd George’s efforts to win 

the backing of his own government met with greater opposition. Members of the British War 

Cabinet were “horrified” when in mid-October the prime minister circulated a proposal to create 

a permanent allied council and general staff in Paris.602  

 In the midst of Lloyd George’s efforts to gain support for the new wartime machinery, the 

Austrians and Germans launched the Twelfth Battle of the Isonzo at Caporetto on 24 October 

1917. The suddenness of the Italian collapse alarmed both the French and British governments 

who immediately began preparations to send divisions to the Italian front. On 30 October the War 
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Cabinet convened and, spurred by the deteriorating situation in Italy, “practically accepted in 

principle” the prime minister’s plan for an allied war council and general staff.603  

In early November, after a hastily convened meeting in London to discuss the worsening 

Italian situation, Lloyd George and Painleve decided to travel to Italy for talks with the Italian 

government. On route, Lloyd George stopped in Paris to brief the American Commander-in-Chief, 

General John Pershing, on the Anglo-French plans for the new allied council. Although professing 

support for greater military coordination among the allies, Pershing declined the prime minister’s 

invitation to attend the forthcoming conference of prime ministers in Italy on the grounds that the 

meeting “seemed to be more for political coordination than for purely military control.”604  

 At the Rapallo Conference on 7 November 1917, the governments of Italy, Great Britain, 

and France announced the formation of a Supreme War Council (in French, le Conseil supérierur 

de guerre) to coordinate future war plans.605 Consisting of the prime ministers and one military 

representative of each nation, the agreement called for the Council to meet in Versailles on a 

regular basis for the object of coordinating military action on the Western Front. Although its 

stated mission was to “watch over the general conduct of the war,” the Supreme War Council 

(SWC) was a political and not a military body.606 The actual conduct of military operations would 

remain the responsibility of the respective governments and military commands of each power. 

 Barely a week after its creation, the Supreme War Council faced its first crisis. In mid-

November, the fall of the Painleve government led to the appointment of Georges Clemenceau as 

prime minister. Wishing to imbue the SWC with greater powers than the ones granted to it at 
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Rapallo, Clemenceau, whose portfolio also included the ministry of war, plotted to replace the 

political representatives on the Council with a French generalissimo. In wanting to transform the 

SWC from a civilian body into a military council, the new French prime minister received support 

from President Woodrow Wilson’s representative, the American diplomat “Colonel” Edward 

House. Like Clemenceau, House had little faith in a civilian-led Council. Without a single 

Commander-in-Chief to coordinate operations on the Western Front, the American believed, the 

scheme would fail to achieve the desired “unity of action” the governments sought. Already facing 

strong opposition at home due to the Rapallo Agreement, Lloyd George – for whom the SWC had 

always been primarily a means to gain control of British generals – refused the accept the French 

and American proposal. In his report to the president, a frustrated Colonel House described the 

new body as a “farce.”607 Thus, though the final months of 1917 witnessed the creation of a 

permanent wartime machinery to coordinate operations on the Western Front, the foundations 

upon which the SWC were built were far from firm.  

 

The Executive War Board 

 Following the Nivelle experiment in early 1917, French and British commanders jettisoned 

the strategy of coordinated offensives. While the British followed the failure of the Nivelle 

offensive with a major campaign in Flanders, the French Army, still suffering from low morale, 

carried out just two limited attacks for the remainder of 1917. Thus, when the second session of 

the Supreme War Council (the first session had been held at Rapallo) was called to order on 1 

December at Versailles the task before the council was the development of a strategy for 1918.608 
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Despite the creation of a Supreme War Council to facilitate the coordination of wartime strategy, 

however, the Entente members were no closer to agreement on a course forward.  

For the French, there could be no question of going on the offensive in 1918. The mutinies 

of 1917 had weakened, perhaps irrevocably, the French Army. Without the means to launch a 

large-scale offensive, “it is necessary to hold; it is necessary to endure,” Clemenceau told his War 

Committee in December. The French Commander-in-Chief, General Petain, also recommended 

adopting a “waiting policy” on the Western Front, at least until the American force currently being 

built up could enter the fight.609 The British, however, were divided when it came to the 1918 

strategy. Lloyd George, doubting that victory against Germany on the Western Front was possible, 

was in favor of launching campaigns in secondary theaters in the new year. His Commander-in-

Chief, General Haig, however, favored a return to the offensive and a continuation of the Flanders 

campaign.610 (The American military representative to the council, General Tasker H. Bliss, had 

not yet taken up his position at Versailles. However, the Americans had previously shown 

themselves more than willing to “sit out” such strategic debates until such time as their presence 

in Western Europe afforded them a louder voice.611) Events would soon break the logjam.   

Since the start of the war, French and British military authorities had carefully been 

tracking the number of German divisions before them. In early 1918, the intelligence services of 

both armies discovered the Germans, following the initiation of peace negotiations with the 

Russians in December, had begun massing forces on the Western Front. On 1 December 1917, 

French intelligence counted 151 German divisions on the Western Front. By the first week of 
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January 1918, six more divisions had arrived from the east. In early February, there were 171 

German divisions arrayed along the Franco-British front.612 The alarming discovery spurred the 

Military Representatives at the SWC to action. In late January, they called for the formation  of a 

general reserve for the Western and Italian Fronts.613 Only through concerted and coordinated 

action, the military advisers argued, would it be possible to halt the coming German offensive. In 

order to withstand the German onslaught, the Commanders-in-Chief must treat the entire Western 

Front as a single strategic field of action rather than as compartmentalized and independent 

“national” fronts, as they had done in the past.  

On 30 January 1918, the Council agreed to the formation of an executive committee, 

known as the Executive War Board (EWB), to oversee the creation and administration of the inter-

allied reserve. Composed of the military representatives of Italy, Britain, and America, and chaired 

by General Ferdinand Foch, the EWB was charged with determining the size of the general reserve 

force as well as the contribution each national army should make to it.614 In early February the 

EWB settled on an initial reserve strength of thirty divisions. The composition of the reserve, 

however, was hotly contested. Not surprisingly, views were split along national lines with the 

British and French military representatives each arguing in favor of lowering the number of 

divisions their armies would be asked to contribute.615 This was “war by committee” in its worse 

form. 

While the EWB continued to work towards the establishment of a general reserve in 

February and early March, the British and French Commanders-in-Chief were busy making their 
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own plans. Both men preferred the existing system of gentlemen’s agreements to the bureaucracy 

of the SWC and EWB. In late February, Haig informed the British Government he would be unable 

to contribute any divisions to the new general reserve without upsetting his plans for defense. If 

forced to do so, he told Lloyd George, he would resign. Besides, Haig noted, he and Petain had 

already come to a personal arrangement regarding reinforcements.616 In the case of the British, 

these plans consisted of a commitment to the French to send between “six to eight” divisions along 

with field and heavy artillery in the event the brunt of the German attack fell along their portion 

of the front. However, in the event that the German offensive was directed against British lines, 

Haig told Petain, not to expect any assistance. In exchange, Petain promised to reserve his Third 

Army for  possible action in the British zone near the Somme.617  

The French Commander-in-Chief proved only somewhat less hostile to the idea of a 

general reserve. Privately, he complained to Foch that the number of divisions required of him was 

too high and could not be met.618 He told The Times’ war correspondent Colonel Charles 

Repington, he would not allow “Foch and Co. to interfere” with his reserves.619 Petain’s 

inflexibility and Haig’s refusal to earmark any divisions to the new project greatly angered General 

Foch who feared that in the absence of a general reserve British and French generals would once 

again “look to their [own] front.” On 14-15 March, the matter was brought before a meeting of the 

Supreme War Council in London. To Foch’s extreme disappointment, Lloyd George and 

Clemenceau backed their respective Commanders-in-Chief. In view of the “now imminent” 

German attack, the French prime minister told Foch, it would be “impossible to withdraw divisions 
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from Sir Douglas Haig or General Petain.”620 The decision all but marked the death of the 

Executive War Board. Without national contributions to the general reserve, Foch argued, there 

was little purpose in having a committee tasked with their control.621 

 

Unified Command  

On 21 March 1918, the Germans unleashed their long-anticipated offensive on the Western 

Front. In aiming their attack at the junction between the Anglo-French armies, the Germans 

demonstrated yet again their grasp of the uneasy state of the Entente coalition. The brunt of the 

German attack fell on the British Third and Fifth Armies between Arras and Oise. Between 21 

March and 26 March the German attacks came close to splitting the French and British armies. 

The plans put in place by Haig and Petain were insufficient to meet the growing crisis. With the 

full weight of German attack now upon them, Haig appealed to Petain for reinforcements as 

agreed. Although Petain met Haig’s initial requests, the British Commander-in-Chief soon found 

Petain unwilling to dispatch additional reinforcements.622 In the “thick and menacing fog of 

battle,” as Foch and others had predicted, neither Haig nor Petain was willing to part with their 

reserves, regardless of the personal agreements made beforehand.623  

As the British Fifth Army fell back to its left in the direction of the coast, the gap between 

the British right and French left widened. While Petain’s armies retreated in the direction of Paris, 

Haig’s troops retreated toward the coast.624 In the absence of a stronger instrument to bind the 
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British and French forces together each army was, as Foch had warned, “governed by 

considerations of its own particular interests and dangers,” losing sight of “the common weal.”625 

Once more, the worsening military situation gave rise to renewed attempts to improve 

integration. On 26 March French and British leaders met at Doullens to deal with the growing 

crisis.626 The day before at Abbeville the new Chief of the General Imperial Staff, Sir General 

Henry Wilson, had successfully extracted from Haig a verbal agreement that Foch should be 

granted powers to “coordinate the action.” The present crisis had driven even Haig, one of the 

fiercest critics of unified command, to conclude that only greater unity of action could forestall the 

eventual collapse of his armies and the loss of the Western Front.627  

At Doullens, the British and French representatives agreed to charge Foch with the 

coordination of the military action of the two Commanders-in-Chief. However, as a mere 

“coordinator,” Foch still lacked the authority to issue orders to the Entente armies.628 It was not 

until 3 April at Beauvais with a subsequent agreement that the British and French governments 

granted Foch the crucial powers of implementation, thereby providing him with the actual 

authority needed to move divisions. Thus, it was at Beauvais and not Doullens that Foch assumed 

operational control of the British Army and became generalissimo.629 Under the terms of the 

Beauvais Agreement, the Commanders-in-Chief would retain full tactical control of their armies. 
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As with the SWC and EWB, the Commanders-in-Chief also retained the right of appeal to their 

governments if at any time they believed Foch’s orders placed their army in danger.630 

The effects of Foch’s new powers were felt instantly. On 7 April, following a request the 

previous day from Haig for French relief, Foch ordered Petain to send a force of four infantry and 

three cavalry divisions to the British sector west of Amiens. Although sent to a location further 

south than Haig had wished the action demonstrated the speed with which decisions could be made 

when authority rested not in the hands of a committee or two commanders but an individual. (By 

choosing to send the French reinforcements to a sector west of Amiens, and not Saint-Pol as Haig 

would have preferred, Foch retained the flexibility to send the units northwards or southwards as 

events required, in the process demonstrating the benefit of a general reserve.631)  

 

Operation of Causal Mechanisms 

 

Were members reluctant to implement changes in command and control arrangements outside of 

periods of major defeat? Yes 

 

 In 1914, Lord Kitchener’s instructions to Sir John made clear that the British Commander-

in-Chief was to have an “entirely independent” command and “in no case come…under the orders 

of any allied general.” Kitchener’s instructions to Haig in December 1916 were equally clear on 

the matter.632 Throughout the war, the British military retained its staunch opposition to the 

creation of any organization or body that might wrest control of British forces from their hands. 
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When the proposal for a Supreme War Council was circulated at Rapallo in November 1917, the 

Chief of the Imperial General Staff, General Robertson, stormed out of the room in protest.633 

Opposition to the creation of a single Commander-in-Chief was even stronger. At Calais, both 

Robertson and Haig threatened to resign if Nivelle’s command was made permanent. In 1918, 

Robertson would fall from power over the issue of the general reserve.634 

 Nor did most British politicians or the public see much merit in these schemes. The Rapallo 

Agreement was met with much hostility in London forcing an anxious Lloyd George to defend the 

creation of the Council before Parliament. Public opposition to the new allied machinery was 

strong. In agreeing to a permanent military council, The Times’ military correspondent noted, the 

prime minister had gone against “the desires of our leading soldiers at home and abroad, and 

contrary to the public interest.”635 Such was the state of British opposition to changes to the 

command relationship that the French authorities ordered censors to suppress press speculation 

about any new command architecture the Doullons Conference might produce for fear of the 

backlash this would cause in Britain.636 Outside of the prime minister there was little support in 

Britain for a Anglo-French integrated command structure. 

Although publicly the prime minister portrayed himself as motivated by a desire to achieve 

unity of action there can be little doubt that the chief motive behind both his February 1917 plot 

to place Haig under Nivelle and January 1918 effort to force the SWC on Robertson was his own 

desire to wrest control of the war effort from the military professionals.637 After meeting Lloyd 
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George in Paris in early November 1917, General Pershing later recalled: “I got the distinct 

impression that he…sought some means of controlling the activities of the British Army.”638  

 French views were more complicated. As the senior coalition member and home to the 

main front, the French could expect to be placed in control of any unified command arrangement. 

As far back as April 1915, Joffre had tried to establish some form of formal authority over the 

BEF.639 French politicians however refrained from broaching the subject of  unified command with 

their British counterparts until late in the war out of a recognition that such a system of command 

would almost certainly be viewed by London as an impossibility. Clemenceau’s appointment to 

the premiership in November 1917 did much to change French views. Although Rapallo had been 

the brainchild of Painleve and Lloyd George, Clemenceau was determined to obtain unity of 

command on the Western Front whatever the cost.640 His determination was matched only by 

General Foch. But as the likely candidate to fill the position his motives were hardly pure.  

 But while the politicians campaigned for a new system of direction for the war their efforts 

only bore fruit in the wake of successive military defeats. It was not until the failure of the French 

autumn offensives and the Battle of Loos in late 1915 that the conference system emerged. The 

impetus for the February 1917 Nivelle experiment can be found in the battles of the Somme and 

Verdun. Each successive crisis brought the Entente closer together. Without these defeats of 1915-

1917 French and British politicians never would have been able to harness the support needed to 

bring about unified command. No one understood this better than Lloyd George. The achievement 

of unity of command, the prime minister concluded, required “a greater disaster than the Nivelle 

disappointment.”641 Caporetto in October 1917 fulfilled that requirement. Anxious to utilize the 
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occasion to secure greater coordination among the Entente armies, Lloyd George and Clemenceau 

circulated their proposal for an allied council in November at the conference at Rapallo. Upon 

returning to London, the British prime minister drew the necessary connection between the two 

events in a speech before the Parliament: “The Italian disaster may yet save the alliance, for 

without it I do not believe that even now we should have set up a real Council.”642  

 The pattern repeated itself in January 1918 when the massive buildup of German forces on 

the Western Front led to the creation of the Executive War Board and calls for the construction of 

a general reserve. In late March, after the collapse of the British Third Army and with British and 

French troops in retreat, Entente leaders tasked Foch with coordinating the military action of the 

two armies. When his powers of coordination proved insufficient to the task at hand, British and 

French leaders conferred upon Foch additional authority by granting him operational control. 

Thus, from 1914 until 1918, each defeat on the Western Front made possible the next step toward 

unity of command. 

 

Was the trend in changes in command and control arrangements toward greater rather than less 

integration? Yes 

 

 From little to no coordination at the start of the war Anglo-French military relations 

eventually developed into a system of unified command. Throughout, the trend was toward greater 

integration. At the start of the conflict, coordination between the two armies was limited to the 

intermittent exchange of information between field headquarters. Though each general 

headquarters maintained liaison military missions with the other, these missions functioned chiefly 
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as information clearinghouses. Liaison officers in both armies saw their job as supplying their 

hosts with information about their own operations rather than the coordination of activities 

between the two armies.643 Already in March 1915, Lord Esher, a member of the British War 

Cabinet, had discovered as much, writing to a colleague: “there is no real liaison….There is a 

complete failure of liaison – if by that word is meant frank collaboration in planning or sincere 

cooperation in in executing operations – between the allied armies.”644 

 By the end of the first year of the war the practice of relying on the liaison staffs had been 

replaced by the adoption of the “conference system,” a formula intended to bring political and 

military leaders from both countries together on a more regular basis so that unity of action and 

purpose might be achieved. In time, the political conferences gave rise to conference of 

commanders where military strategy could be hashed out among the generals. Starting in 1915, 

the Commanders-in-Chief and members of their staffs began meeting on a regular basis.645 

Although plans were now being shared, this was communication and not coordination. In every 

important respect the High Commands remained as independent as ever.  

 The trend toward greater integration continued in 1917 with the adoption of the Nivelle 

experiment. Although the experiment marked a further step in the evolution of the Anglo-French 

command relationship it did not produce any formal apparatus. The Calais Agreement merely 

“placed the commander of one army in temporary command of another for a particular purpose,” 

it did nothing to ensure the permanent coordination and direction of Entente operations on the 

Western Front.646 Nevertheless, it was an important step.  
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 After the failure of the Nivelle experiment in early 1917 the British and French returned to 

their existing system of independent command. By year’s end however the two governments had 

taken the next step toward integration and agreed to the establishment of a permanent inter-allied 

body. The Supreme War Council was a political and not a military body, however. As such, “it did 

nothing to improve the system of military command.”647 As Elizabeth Greenhalgh notes, the 

Council was an instrument for arriving at a common policy in the conduct of the war; not an 

instrument for carrying out that policy.648 Constitutionally speaking, the SWC was no different 

from the ad hoc conference system which preceded it; neither required any member to sacrifice 

authority or surrender operational control over its forces. Executive authority remained with the 

respective Commanders-in-Chief.  

The only difference was the creation of a permanent staff of military representatives at 

Versailles who functioned as “technical advisors” to the Council. Unlike the SWC, however, who 

met only around once a month, the Permanent Military Representatives were continually in 

session.649 Although charged with assisting the Council in its work, the military representatives 

could officially do no more than study the military situation. The general staffs and Commanders-

in-Chief still retained control of the day-to-day operations of the war. Still, the creation of a 

permanent military secretariat at Versailles marked a fundamental departure from previous 

attempts at greater integration.  

 It was from the Permanent Military Representatives that the idea for a general reserve – as 

well as an executive council to oversee it – first emerged in January 1918.650 Although the 
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Executive War Board in many respects was a duplication of the permanent military committee at 

Versailles, its creation represented a growing recognition on the part of military professionals that 

something more than unity of action was needed. An example of “war by committee,” the EWB 

was an attempt to craft a combined command on the Western Front. Determined to resist what they 

correctly saw as an attempt to reduce their powers of command, Haig and Petain refused to grant 

the body operational control of their reserves. Without the necessary authority to order the 

movement of forces the EWB could not perform its primary function and the project quickly 

collapsed.651  

 The German spring offensives in 1918 provided the final impetus toward integration. 

Instead of a committee to coordinate reserves, a commander-in-chief was appointed. At first, Foch 

was merely given the power to “coordinate” military action between Haig and Petain. But in April 

at Beauvais his powers were expanded to allow him to exert operational control over the reserves. 

Gradual experimentation had marked the entire process from start to finish. Throughout, the trend 

was always toward greater integration: from a liaison system at the start of the war; to the adoption 

of the “conference method” in 1915; to the Nivelle experiment and Supreme War Council in 1917; 

and finally, Foch’s appointment in 1918.  

 

Did greater integration lead to improved military effectiveness? Yes 

 

 At the start of the war, the absence of clear communication channels contributed to frequent 

and often deadly misunderstandings between French and British commanders. Absent effective 

communication there could be no coordination. Though present from the start, liaison officers saw 
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their job as one of supplying information about their own plans to other headquarters, rather than 

the coordination of plans.652 

On more than one occasion the lack of coordination led British and French military forces 

to find themselves converging on the same road. In the absence of machinery to manage 

communication between the two Commanders-in-Chief and their staffs, British and French 

generals stationed next to each other were often left to make arrangements on their own. Often, as 

was the case in September 1914 with the Bray and Melun talks, the net result was contradictory 

plans.  

On those rare occasions early in the war when British and French leaders tried to launch 

combined operations the process often collapsed before it even began. Instead of working together, 

each general staff preoccupied itself with its own plans and operations for much of the war. On 

occasion one commander might request from the other a “supporting” attack (as Joffre did in the 

Artois in 1915) but the result was typically far from an integrated effort. Drawn up and often 

implemented in isolation, these mutually supporting offensives were implemented “in 

conjunction” rather than as part of a single, coordinated operation. Though both armies tried their 

best to accommodate requests to launch supporting attacks, resentment and recriminations were 

unavoidable. Inevitably, each army’s efforts to attack on its own would stumble where upon they 

would call for relief from the other only to be told that no relief was available. Not surprisingly 

these disconnected operations, what Sir John French was to refer to as the “inevitable evils” of 

divided command, proved unable to break through German defenses.653  

From 1915 until 1917, British and French generals each sought their own way to break the 

stalemate. Rather than introduce their forces into the battle simultaneously allowing for the 
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concentration of force against the Germans, the British and French Armies often staged localized 

battles or thrust troops in piecemeal as they arrived to the front. The net effect was that any 

advantage that was gained was purely local.654  

 Historians have put forth a number of explanations (not mutually exclusive) including 

technology, new tactics and doctrine, as well as the arrival of the Americans as the decisive factor 

that brought victory to the Entente in 1918.655 In contrast to these existing explanations, I argue 

that it was was the creation of a general reserve in 1918 and the appointment of a single 

commander-in-chief to wield it, that changed the trajectory for the Entente powers. Conventional 

wisdom holds that the war was won during the “hundred days” between August and November 

1918. However, a precondition for the Entente’s success on the offensive in the fall was the 

Entente’s success on the defensive that spring; success that could only be arrived at, I argue, after 

the creation of a general reserve and the adoption of unified command.656  

 

Conclusion 

 The case of the Entente Powers on the Western Front provides strong confirmation for my 

theory of evolutionary learning in multinational war. The British military jealously guarded its 

independence through much of the war. The French were more receptive to experimentation and 

the eventual adoption of more integrated command structures than the British, but only because 

the locality of the battlefield and their status as the senior coalition member all but guaranteed they 

would be in charge. Only when faced with the very real possibility of defeat in March 1918 did 
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Haig and the rest of the British military establishment finally give way and concede to the adoption 

of a unified command under Foch.  
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Chapter 6 

Korea, 1950-53: The United Nations at War 

 

As wars go, the Korean War is unique. The war marks the only occasion in which the 

United Nations sponsored collective military action against another state. To coordinate this 

action, the international organization authorized the creation of a United Nations Command (UNC) 

under the command of the United States government. Largely as a result of this fact the conflict is 

often considered the sole instance of a unified command structure in a multinational war. In 

actuality, however, the Korean War was characterized by unusual command relationships at almost 

every level. In all, 13 UN member states other than the United States would contribute combat 

forces to the conflict.657 Unlike most multinational wars before or since foreign contingents sent 

to Korea did not serve under their own national commands but were instead attached to US units 

at the outset. The unprecedented level of lower-unit integration in the conflict marks a second 

major way in which the Korean War is unusual, even among multinational wars. But while the 

combat forces of participating UN members were integrated into US divisions and corps from the 

very start the same was not true of the South Korean forces. For much of the first year of the war, 

South Korean military forces operated independently of the UN Command under a separate 

channel of command. While on paper the UNC appeared to be an example of a unified command 

apparatus the independence afforded the South Korean Army meant that in reality the command 

arrangement more closely resembled a combined command for the first year of the war. Because 

of this unusual arrangement the main focus of this chapter is on the US-South Korean command 

relationship. 
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The remainder of this chapter proceeds as follows. The first section describes how the 

immediate aftermath of World War II led to the gradual emergence of two independent Korean 

states, each sponsored by a different great power. This account is followed by an examination of 

the command and control arrangements at the outbreak of hostilities and an assessment of my first 

hypothesis. Because the United States did not yet have a formal security commitment to South 

Korea, some detail is necessary to explain the evolution of the US military commitment in Korea. 

The next section chronicles the evolution of fighting in the first year of the conflict and offers an 

assessment of the remaining hypotheses of my theory. Because the Korean War was a 

multinational war for both sides, the fourth section of the chapter presents a brief survey of the 

enemy’s command and control arrangements. The fifth section of the paper discusses alternative 

explanations for the trajectory of command and control arrangements in the Korean War. The final 

section summarizes the main findings of the chapter. 

 

Prewar Military Coordination 

 Although American military advisors had been stationed in Korea as far back as 1884, the 

seeds of the modern US-Korean military relationship were sown in the final days of World War 

II. Already at the first Cairo Conference in late November 1943 President Franklin D. Roosevelt, 

Prime Minister Winston Churchill and Chiang Kai-shek of the Republic of China issued a joint 

statement (known as the Cairo Declaration) proclaiming their commitment to a “free and 

independent” Korea after the war’s end. The three leaders reaffirmed their support for an 

independent Korea at the Potsdam Conference on July 26, 1945.658  Unlike the conference protocol 
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concluded four days later which dealt chiefly with the matters concerning the treatment of 

Germany in the immediate post-war occupation period, however, the Soviet Union was not a party 

to the Potsdam Declaration since it had not yet declared war on Japan.659 Although Stalin had 

privately communicated his support for an independent Korea to Roosevelt at both Tehran and 

Yalta, and agreed with the president’s proposal for a joint trusteeship, it was not until the Soviet 

declaration of war against Japan on 8 August 8 1945 that Moscow announced its adherence to the 

Cairo and Potsdam declarations.660 

 While still at Potsdam, American officials decided that arrangements for the receipt of the 

surrender in the Far East must be worked out immediately given the faster than expected turn of 

events. In the case of Korea, the Department of State recommended that the surrender of Japanese 

forces take place as far north as practicable. Given the scarcity of US forces then available in the 

region, however, the US Army worried about its ability to project power far enough north before 

the arrival of Soviet troops on the peninsula. In the end, the US delegation recommended to 

President Harry S. Truman that the 38th parallel be selected as the dividing line between the Soviet 

and American zones of occupation so that the capital, Seoul, would fall within the American 

zone.661 To the surprise of the Americans, the Soviets agreed with the choice of demarcation line. 

Accordingly, when on 15 August 1945, the U.S. Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS) issued instructions for 

the surrender of Japan, their orders directed all Japanese ground, sea, air, and auxiliary forces 
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within Korea north of 38 degrees latitude to surrender to the Commander-in-Chief of Soviet Forces 

in the Far East, while all those stationed south of this line were ordered to surrender to the 

Commander-in-Chief, U.S. Army Forces, Pacific.662 

Though it would come to have lasting consequences for the Korean people the adoption of 

the 38th parallel as a boundary between the two occupation zones in August 1945 was never 

intended to be a permanent dividing line.663 Chosen arbitrarily rather than on the basis of any 

historical or geographical considerations, the demarcation line was an impractical boundary for 

both topographical and other reasons. Running 190 miles across the peninsula, the boundary line 

crossed 12 rivers, 6 north-south rail lines, more than 130 roads and intersected high ridges. 

Covering 37,000 square miles, the American zone of occupation was home to 21 million people. 

The northern zone, while at 48,000 square miles significantly larger in territory, was home to just 

9 million people. Although 12 of the 20 major Korean cities lay within the American zone, the 

southern occupational zone was composed primarily of agricultural land compared to the more 

industrial north.664 

Although occupation zones for the American and Soviet forces had been established and a 

boundary between the two adopted already by August 1945, plans for a joint trusteeship in Korea 

had not progressed any further by the end of the year when the foreign ministers of the Big Three 

met in Moscow to draft treaties of peace. To help the process along, the ministers established a 

Joint Commission to help prepare for the creation of a provisional Korean government.665 But, as 

with so many other post-war plans dreamt up by Washington and Moscow in the initial days after 
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victory, plans for a US-Soviet commission to oversee a joint trusteeship in Korea went nowhere. 

In September 1947, the United States, frustrated by the lack of progress and increasingly alarmed 

at what it perceived to be growing Soviet ambitions in the Far East, took the question of Korea’s 

status to the General Assembly of the United Nations.666 By then, however, both great powers had 

already made significant strides in constructing civilian and military institutions in Korea.  

 

The ROK Constabulary 

Already in August 1945, prior to the formal surrender of Japanese forces in Korea, the U.S. 

had designated an occupation force, known as U.S. Army Forces in Korea (USAFIK), to 

administer Korean territory south of the 38th parallel. Commanded by Lieutenant General John R. 

Hodge and comprised of three infantry divisions from the U.S. XXIV Corps, USAFIK was charged 

with carrying out the terms of surrender and establishing security in the south. In early September, 

Washington appointed a military governor and set up the U.S. Army Military Government in 

Korea (USAMGIK) to oversee the day-to-day operations of government administration.667  

Soviet occupation plans followed a different course in the north. On 11 August, two days 

after entering the war against Japan, Soviet forces crossed the Chinese-Korean border. With major 

hostilities largely over, it took the Soviet 25th Army just two weeks to reach the 38th parallel. After 

establishing their headquarters in Pyongyang in late August Soviet military authorities began the 

task of everyday government administration. During the initial occupation period in the north, a 

cadre of Soviet party and military officials oversaw the creation of new government institutions.668 
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As with U.S. occupation authorities in the south, Soviet military authorities were to play an 

important role in laying the foundation for an independent state in north Korea.  

 At the top of the list of priorities for both occupying powers was reconstituting Korean 

national defense forces. After disbanding the Korean Army in August 1907 and annexing the 

country in 1910, Japan had stationed a garrison force (known as the Japanese Korean Army or 

Chosen-gun) in Korea, ostensibly to provide security for the Korean people but in reality to protect 

the colonial government. Although Japanese colonial authorities did not allow for a national army, 

Korean citizens were permitted to join the Imperial Japanese Army. Consequently, an estimated 

360,000 Koreans, many of them volunteers, served in the Japanese Army and Navy during the 

Pacific War.669  

After the formal surrender of Japanese forces in southern Korea in early September, the 

U.S. military government quickly moved to fill the vacuum left by the departing Japanese security 

forces. In November 1945, a new Korean police agency, the Korean National Police Bureau, was 

created to replace the former Japanese-led Bureau of Police. That same month the commander of 

USAFIK, General Hodge, approved a proposal to develop a 45,000-strong volunteer Korean 

national defense force. However, this proposal was ultimately judged too ambitious and was 

replaced instead with a plan for a 25,000 police reserve constabulary force. Recruiting stations for 

the constabulary opened in January 1946. By April, the police force had grown to more than 2,000 

men. Because the U.S. military government still retained authority over southern Korea, an 

American colonel was chosen to head the force.  
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When in September Koreans began assuming more administrative responsibility in the 

government in anticipation of the eventual establishment of an independent country, American 

officers attached to the constabulary were ordered to assume a strictly advisory status. By year’s 

end, Korean commanders had been assigned to all of the constabulary regiments. But while on 

paper Korean officers were now in charge of the constabulary, in practice the U.S. Army would 

continue to exercise authority over the nascent security force until the termination of USAMIK in 

August 1948.670 

Simultaneous to many of these developments the United Nations was becoming more 

involved in Korean affairs. In November 1947, the newly created international body announced 

the creation of a nine-member temporary commission to supervise elections and assist in the 

withdrawal of occupying forces in Korea. The following May, after being prohibited by the Soviets 

from entering their zone of occupation, UN observers in the south oversaw elections for a new 

National Assembly. The Assembly quickly set to work drafting a constitution and in July elected 

Syngman Rhee president. On 15 August 1948, USAMGIK relinquished civilian authority to the 

new government and the Republic of Korea (ROK) was born.671  

 

The United States Korea Military Advisory Group (KMAG) 

The new ROK state quickly concluded a security agreement with the United States. Under 

the August 1948 military agreement, the U.S. Army would retain operational control of all Korean 

forces and continue to exercise authority over all military matters south of the 38th parallel. In 
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addition to continuing to train and equip the now 20,000 strong ROK Constabulary, the Americans 

would be responsible for overseeing the creation of a Korean Coast Guard. To assist in both tasks, 

the U.S. Army created the Provisional Military Advisory Group (PMAG) for Korea.672  

 Arrangements for the declaration of an independent state were also moving forward in the 

Soviet-controlled north. Unlike the Americans in the south, the Soviets in 1945 had not established 

a formal military government in their zone of occupation, though they did exercise influence and 

exert their authority in other ways. Already in October of that year, the Soviet authorities had 

installed Kim Il Sung as head of the Korean Communist Party. The following February they set 

up a Provisional People’s Committee for North Korea with Kim as chairman. An election was held 

under Soviet auspices in November 1946 and a new legislative body, known as the People’s 

Assembly of North Korea, was formed. Finally, on  10 September 1948, less than three weeks after 

the ROK declaration of independence, the north Koreans announced the creation of their own state, 

the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (DPRK), with Kim as its premier.673 

 The inauguration of two independent states, one democratic, the other communist, on the 

Korean peninsula in the summer of 1948 did not bring about an end to UN involvement, however. 

In December, the General Assembly passed a resolution recognizing the lawful establishment of 

the Government of the Republic of Korea, calling it the “only such Government in Korea.” In 

addition to conferring recognition on the ROK, the resolution called for both occupying powers to 

withdraw their forces from Korea “as early as practicable.” In order to “bring about the unification 

of Korea and the integration of all Korean security forces,” a permanent United Nations 
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Commission on Korea (UNCOK) was also established.674 In response to these actions, the Joint 

Chiefs of Staff directed the Commander-in-Chief of the Far East Command (CINCFE), General 

Douglas MacArthur, to begin withdrawing American forces – then numbering around 16,000 – 

from Korea immediately. Barely two weeks later, on December 25, the Soviet Union announced 

it had completed the withdrawal of its forces from North Korea. Throughout 1949 the U.S. would 

continue to gradually reduce the size of its combat forces in Korea.  

 Meanwhile, plans for an independent South Korean military force were slowly taking 

shape. Already in October 1947, alarmed by the role Soviet military advisors were playing in North 

Korea and worried that the nascent constabulary force it had developed would not be enough to 

defend the south once they withdrew, Washington had asked General MacArthur to investigate 

whether a South Korean army should be formed. Although the commander of USAFIK expressed 

support, MacArthur advised against the creation of an independent South Korean army “until 

action is reached by the United Nations.” In lieu of a South Korean army, MacArthur proposed 

that the size of the constabulary be increased to 50,000 and that additional American advisers be 

assigned to assist with its training. In March 1948, the Joint Chiefs of Staff endorsed both 

proposals.675  

 Establishing an army of its own however was high on agenda of the new ROK state. In 

November 1948, the government of South Korea passed the Armed Forces Organization Act, 

paving the way for a major defense reorganization. On 15 December just three days after the 

passage of the UN resolution calling for the withdrawal of foreign forces from the peninsula, the 

ROK authorized the creation of a department of national defense, army, and navy. Existing 
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constabulary forces were reorganized into units for the new ROK army. To assist with this 

transformation, President Rhee requested that the U.S. establish a military mission. Technically, 

such a military mission already existed in PMAG, the advisory group established by the USAFIK 

back in August 1948. With a total staff of fewer than 200, however, the group had struggled to 

carry out its many advisory duties in the years since. Therefore, on 1 July 1949, following the 

departure of the last U.S. combat forces from Korea, PMAG was redesignated the United States 

Military Advisory Group to the Republic of Korea (KMAG). The advisory group was tasked with 

“advising and assisting the Government of the Republic of Korea in the organization, 

administration, and training” of its security forces.676  

 Early plans called for KMAG to fall under the operational command of the Far East 

Command (FECOM) in Tokyo. However, because of a bad experience with a U.S. military 

advisory group to the Philippines a few years earlier, General MacArthur declined to accept 

operational authority over KMAG unless Washington also provided him with the authority to 

assign the group’s objectives. As a result, the U.S. Ambassador to Korea, John J. Muccio, was 

given operational control of KMAG. Although the U.S. Ambassador would be responsible for the 

day-to-day administration of the advisory group, the Far East Command was given the important 

mission of supporting the military advisory group logistically as well as evacuating all U.S. 

personnel in the event of an emergency. This unusual arrangement marked the first, but hardly the 

last, instance of divided command authority in Korea.677 

 While Ambassador Muccio was to have overall control of the new advisory group, the 

internal direction of KMAG was placed in the hands of its chief of staff, General William L. 
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Roberts. As Chief, KMAG, Roberts was charged with supporting and developing the nascent ROK 

armed forces. During the prewar years, the primary function of KMAG was to advise, train, and 

to a lesser extent, equip ROK Army (ROKA) forces. To accomplish this mission, KMAG 

personnel were assigned to all administrative and tactical echelons in the ROKA as part of an 

elaborate counterpart system. Because most ROKA installations at the time were located in the 

vicinity of the Seoul-Inchon area, two-thirds of all KMAG personnel were stationed near Seoul. 

In theory, each ROKA division, battalion, and regimental commander was to have an advisor, but 

a U.S. imposed 500-man ceiling for KMAG personnel in Korea along with the rapid growth of the 

ROKA meant that many battalions went without American advisors before 1950.678 In order to 

ensure the widest coverage possible, the group’s headquarters were housed in the same building 

as the ROKA Headquarters. Because of KMAG’s emphasis on the training of combat units, 

however, the counterpart relationship was weakest at the highest levels of command. KMAG’s 

allotment to the ROK Army Chief of Staff, for example, consisted of just two members, a colonel 

and a captain. Prior to the war, the relationship between the KMAG commander and the ROK 

Minister of National Defense was limited to just a handful of meetings and the occasional exchange 

of correspondence.679  

 Under the terms of reference sent to General Roberts in July 1949, KMAG personnel were 

expected to advise rather than exercise direct authority over their Korean counterparts. The nature 

of the command relationship between KMAG and ROK was laid out in the KMAG Advisor’s 

Handbook, which read, in part: “Advisors do not command; they ADVISE.”680 Prohibited from 
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directly exercising authority over the ROKA, KMAG officers were instead encouraged to perform 

their training duties through the use of influence, suggestion and guidance. An American officer 

attached to KMAG likened the group’s function during this time to that of a “parasite in reverse,” 

a foreign organism attached to the body of the Korean Army in order to give it direction and 

guidance.681  

 In addition to training and guidance, the U.S. furnished South Korea with assistance in the 

form of surplus military equipment and aid. In late 1949, the Korean government was given 40,000 

Japanese rifles together with available stocks of ammunition for use by its security forces. With 

the withdrawal of U.S. occupation forces that same year, the U.S. transferred military and naval 

equipment with an estimated total value of $56,000,000 to the southern Korean security forces.682 

Intended to support a security force of 50,000 men, the ground force equipment turned over to the 

Korean government consisted of: 100,000 small arms (including rifles, pistols, and machine guns); 

approximately 50,000,000 rounds of ammunition; more than 2,000 rocket launchers; and 4,900 

vehicles of all types. The U.S. also left behind larger artillery equipment, including “a large 

number” of 37-millimeter and 57-millimeter antitank guns, 105-millimeter howitzers, 60- and 80-

millimeter mortars and over 70,000,000 rounds of ammunition for these weapons.683 

The third leg of the US-ROK security arrangement, U.S. economic assistance, was the 

weakest. Not counting the U.S. funds from the Government and Relief in Occupied Areas 

(GARIOA) program from 1946-48, the U.S. Congress appropriated funds totaling just 

$77,500,000 to Korea before the war. Allocated through the Mutual Defense Act of 1949, much 
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of this money was made available in small and irregular installments.684 In January 1950, in a 

development that Dean Acheson presciently warned would have the “most far-reaching adverse 

effects,” the House of Representatives rejected a Korean aid bill. Though Congress subsequently 

allocated $60,000,000 to South Korea the following month as part of the Far Eastern Economic 

Assistance Act, the amount was 40% less than what the Truman administration had wanted and 

only two-thirds the size of the aid package given to the Republic of China. In all, congress made 

available just $110,000,000 to South Korea for the fiscal year ending 30 June  1950. However 

because of congressional red tape, much of this authorized assistance had not yet been transferred 

to Korea when the north attacked that summer.685 

 

Command and Control Arrangements at the Outbreak of Hostilities 

 Early on the morning of Sunday, 25 June 1950, amidst heavy fog and soft drizzle, the North 

Korean People’s Army (NKPA) launched a full-scale invasion of the Republic of Korea. After a 

two-hour heavy artillery bombardment, some 89,000 soldiers from the NKPA I and II Corps 

accompanied by 150 Soviet-built T-34 tanks streamed across the 38th parallel. In the west, the 

NKPA I Corps staged a two-pronged attack against Kaesong and Uijonbu, seizing both cities 

within a few hours. Further east, elements of the NKPA II Corps attacked along the Chuncon-

Hongchon axis, in the process separating two ROK Army divisions from the main ROKA force 

near Seoul.686  
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 Despite numerous smaller incursions by North Korean forces in the preceding months, the 

timing, scale, and coordination of the attack caught the South Koreans and Americans by surprise. 

Along with achieving tactical surprise, the North Koreans benefited from the fact that many of the 

South Korean forward defensive positions were thinly held and lacked defensive depth. Of the 

four divisions and one regiment assigned to the border, only one regiment of each division and a 

single battalion were in defensive positions at the 38th parallel. The remaining units were stationed 

ten to thirty miles away in reserve. Moreover, many ROK officers and soldiers had been granted 

weekend passes and were away in Seoul. According to the official history of Korean Army, as 

many as one-third of all ROKA troops normally stationed at the front were on leave. Many of the 

already thinly held forward defensive positions were thus severely undermanned on the morning 

of the invasion.687 

 Adding to the confusion of the early hours of the invasion was the complicated relationship 

between KMAG and the ROK forces, and in particular, a lack of clarity regarding the role U.S. 

advisors should play. KMAG’s original terms of reference from July 1949 had made no mention 

of what the group’s mission would be in the event of war, leaving many U.S. advisors on the 

morning of June 25 unsure of how to respond to the events unfolding around them. While some 

KMAG personnel assigned to ROK units at the front chose to engage the enemy by fighting 

alongside the South Koreans, other KMAG staff remained wedded to their traditional advisory 

role.  
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 Making matters even more complicated was the fact that, like their ROK officer 

counterparts, large numbers of KMAG personnel were away from the front on weekend passes in 

Seoul. Even before the invasion, several frontline KMAG units were operating well below their 

intended quota of 27 advisors (13 officers and 14 enlisted men) per division. Many frontline 

KMAG contingents, were thus well below their regular staff levels on the morning of the attack. 

One ROK division guarding the northern approaches to Uijonbu for example had just two officers 

and six enlisted men serving in its KMAG detachment.688  

  Confusion regarding the role the U.S. advisors should perform extended beyond the front 

lines to KMAG’s Headquarters in Seoul. In an unfortunate coincidence, the new chief of the 

advisory group, Colonel W.H. Sterling Wright, who had only recently replaced General Roberts 

as head of the advisory group, was away on personal leave in Tokyo. In his absence, temporary 

command of the advisory group fell to Lieutenant Colonel Carl H. Sturies.689 Upon returning to 

Korea on 26 June, Wright, uncertain as to what was expected of the advisory group now that the 

North Koreans had attacked, ordered the evacuation of all nonessential KMAG personnel to 

Suwon, 22 miles south of Seoul, in preparation for general evacuation to Tokyo. Already on the 

first day of the invasion those KMAG advisors serving on the most vulnerable portions of the front 

had been evacuated to the rear. The five-man KMAG team attached to the ROK 17th Regiment 

stationed on the isolated Ongjin Peninsula in the west was evacuated by mid-day on 25 June. 

KMAG officers serving in the ROK 1st Division near Kaesong were also withdrawn to the capital, 

though the senior American advisor, Colonel Lloyd H. Rockwell, managed to carry out some joint 

reconnaissance with his Korean counterpart beforehand. On 27 June the Far East Command began 
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evacuating KMAG members to Japan.690 Although many of the advisors that were withdrawn were 

ordered back to their ROK units a few days later, much of the damage caused by their sudden 

departure could not be undone. In addition to damaging the morale of the South Koreans, the 

departure of KMAG personnel from the frontline had real consequences for the combat 

effectiveness of the ROK units, who at the time were still reliant on the American advisory group 

for all of their logistics, supplies and equipment. 

 Nor did the ROK Army do its utmost to maintain a strong working relationship with their 

American advisors during the initial invasion crisis. On the morning of 27 June, without notifying 

the Americans, ROK Army HQ evacuated Seoul for Sihung-ni, south of the Han River. The ROK 

high command also did not include KMAG in important tactical decisions, like its decision to 

prematurely bomb the bridges over the Han River on the night of 27-28 June, a move which 

resulted in the deaths of more than 500 people and left three ROK divisions (along with all their 

equipment) stranded in Seoul.691  

 

The U.S. Intervenes 

 Much of the initial confusion surrounding KMAG’s role following the outbreak of 

hostilities on 25 June stemmed from the fact that the Far East Command in Japan, whose 

responsibility it was to evacuate the group in case of emergency, was itself awaiting instructions 

from Washington on how to respond to the unfolding crisis. Because of the thirteen-hour time 

difference between the two capitals, the first reports of the North Korean invasion reached 

Washington already on the evening of Saturday, 24 June. The Department of State first learned of 

																																																								
690 In some instances, the advisors themselves had requested evacuation, while in others KMAG HQ had ordered it. 
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the attack from a reporter seeking comment from the Bureau of Far Eastern Affairs concerning a 

cable he had just received from the United Press correspondent in Seoul. Although the State 

Department had received its own cable from Ambassador Muccio at 9:26 pm that evening it had 

not yet been decoded leaving officials in the dark about the events then unfolding on the other side 

of the globe. After confirming that a major North Korean offensive was underway, Secretary of 

State Dean Acheson telephoned President Truman, who was spending the weekend in 

Independence, Missouri.692  

Upon returning to Washington the next day, the president convened a meeting of his 

national security advisors to discuss the situation in the Far East. By the end of the meeting, 

Truman had made several important decisions regarding Korea. Along with ordering the U.S. 

Seventh Fleet to move from the Philippines to the Formosa Strait to protect the Chinese Nationalist 

Government, Truman authorized the Joint Chiefs to instruct General MacArthur to:  

 

a.) continue to send such ammunition as considered necessary to prevent the loss  

of the Seoul-Kimpo-Inchon area; 

b.) send a survey party to Korea immediately; 

c.) engage in such air and naval action as necessary to prevent the overrunning of the 

Seoul-Kimpo-Inchon area as necessary to ensure safe evacuation of the U.S. 

nationals.693 

 

																																																								
692 Muccio’s cable was not decoded until 11:47 pm that night. For the text of the US Ambassador’s cable, see Foreign 
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Office, 1976), 127. Richard Whelan, Drawing the Line: The Korean War, 1950-1953 (Boston: Little, Brown and 
Company, 1990), 112-3. 
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The president told the assembled group that because he was acting on behalf of the United Nations 

he would wait to issue additional orders until the international body had acted. For the same reason, 

he said, he was “not yet ready to put MacArthur in as Commander-in-Chief in Korea.”694  

Although Truman had authorized the use of air and naval forces to safeguard the evacuation 

of U.S. personnel at the meeting on the evening of June 25, the option of sending ground troops 

had not yet been discussed. The possibility that U.S. combat troops might need to be sent to Korea 

first arose at a meeting at Blair House the following evening when Truman asked the Chairman of 

the Joint Chiefs of Staff, General Omar Bradley, whether the National Guard should be mobilized. 

After being advised by both Bradley and the secretary of state to wait a few days, Truman decided 

to hold off for now, telling the group, “I don’t want to go to war.” Only moments before in the 

same meeting, however, the president had lent his support to Acheson’s suggestion that he 

authorize the U.S. Navy and Air Force “to offer the fullest possible support to the South Korean 

forces, attacking tanks, guns, columns, etc., of the North Korean forces in order to give a chance 

to the South Koreans to reform.” Following the decisions reached at this meeting, the Pentagon 

instructed MacArthur to “clear South Korea of North Korean forces.”695 The decision made at the 

26 June meeting to allow U.S. air and naval assets in Korea to engage North Korean forces marked 

the first overt demonstration of U.S. commitment to the defense of South Korea since the start of 

the crisis. By authorizing U.S. air and naval forces to engage North Korean forces Truman 

transformed the U.S. military mission in Korea from what had until then been chiefly an advisory 
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and support mission into a combat mission, paving the way for the commitment of U.S. ground 

troops a few days later.696 

On 27 June (Tokyo time) General MacArthur sent a team of 15 officers led by Brigadier 

General John H. Church to Korea to report on the situation. Initially intended to be a small survey 

and liaison group whose mission was to determine the amount and type of aid the South Koreans 

would require, the group’s mission was amended while en route to Korea following the arrival of 

Truman’s new orders from the JCS. Upon landing in Suwon, Church’s team was designated 

General Headquarters Advanced Command and Liaison Group in Korea (GHQ, ADCOM). Along 

with the new name, the group’s mission was expanded to include control of KMAG and the 

stabilization of the Republic of Korea Army. The remaining KMAG staff still in the country and 

now under the operational command of ADCOM began assembling at Suwon in order to brief the 

U.S. commander.697  

The next day Church radioed MacArthur a report on the current military situation. Alarmed 

by the news that Seoul was already in the hands of the North Koreans, MacArthur decided to fly 

to Korea the next morning to assess the situation on the ground himself. Arriving in Suwon just 

before noon on Thursday, 29 June, the ADCOM commander told MacArthur that his command 

post could account for only 8,000 of the pre-war ROKA force of approximately 100,000 men. 

Before his briefing was over – and in a sign of just how fluid the military situation had become – 

Church’s staff announced that an additional 8,000 ROK soldiers had been located and that these 

forces were expected to grow by another 8,000 by nightfall. After receiving the briefing, 

MacArthur traveled north to the banks of the Han River to observe the actions of the South Korean 
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forces. Before departing ADCOM HQ later that afternoon MacArthur told Church he would 

recommend to the JCS that U.S. ground troops be committed in Korea.698  

Upon his return to Tokyo that evening MacArthur immediately cabled the Pentagon a 

report of his visit to the front. In a three-page memo to the Joint Chiefs he described the South 

Korean Army as being “entirely incapable of counter action” and warned of a grave danger of a 

further breakthrough. If the present North Korean advance was allowed to continue much further, 

MacArthur added, “it would seriously threaten the fall of the Republic.” Only the introduction of 

U.S. ground combat forces, he reported, could offer any assurance of holding the present line.699 

The general then requested that Washington authorize the deployment of U.S. ground troops to the 

South Korean battle area. “If authorized,” he concluded, “it is my intention to immediately move 

a U.S. regimental combat team … and to provide for a possible build-up to a two-division strength 

from the troops in Japan for an early counter-offensive.”700 

The Army Chief of Staff, General J. Lawton Collins, received MacArthur’s cable at the 

Pentagon at 1:30 A.M. on Friday, 30 June and alarmed by the commander’s request to introduce 

American ground forces into combat, asked for a teletype conference (telecon) with the Far East 

Commander. Collins began by noting that the authorization the commander sought required 

presidential approval and thus would not be available for several hours. In the meantime, Collins 

told MacArthur, he was authorized to move one regimental combat team (RCT) to the Pusan Base 
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Area immediately. MacArthur tele-typed back that the authorization Collins had granted did not 

give him “sufficient latitude for efficient operation in the present situation” and thus did not satisfy 

his basic requirements. “Time is of the essence and a clear cut decision without delay is 

imperative,” he added. Picking up on the urgency in MacArthur’s last message, Collins replied 

that he would immediately proceed to request presidential approval and expected to have an answer 

ready “perhaps within half [an] hour.” Collins then telephoned the Secretary of the Army, Frank 

Pace, Jr., who, shortly before 5:00 A.M., telephoned Truman at Blair House to request 

authorization. The president gave his immediate approval for the RCT to be sent to Korea but told 

Pace that he would require more time before deciding whether to commit the two divisions.701 The 

Secretary of the Army conveyed this information to Collins at the Pentagon who then concluded 

his telecon with MacArthur by stating once more that his authorization to move one RCT to the 

combat area had been approved.702  

Later that morning the president convened a brief meeting with the same group of officials 

who had attended the 25 June meeting at Blair House. After announcing he had already authorized 

the transfer of one regimental combat team, he solicited advice from the group on whether 

additional combat troops should be sent. The discussion then turned to Formosa. At the end of the 

meeting, following the unanimous advice of the group, Truman announced he would authorize the 

two divisions from Japan to follow the regimental combat team to Korea. The entire meeting had 
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taken less than 30 minutes. The U.S. was now committed to large-scale military action in Korea. 

Shortly before 2:00 PM on 30 June (Washington time), the Joint Chiefs issued new instructions to 

MacArthur. The revised instructions lifted all previous restrictions on the use of force. With this 

order, MacArthur assumed operational control of all U.S. military activities in Korea.703 

Even before the momentous decision to commit U.S. ground troops had been reached, 

however, the U.S. Army’s relationship with the ROK Army had begun to transition. Although 

ADCOM still had no official authority over the South Koreans, its commander, General Church, 

nonetheless exerted influence in battlefield decisions undertaken by ROK leadership. Already on 

28 June, Church had ‘advised’ the ROK chief of staff, General Byong Duk Chae, to order his 

forces in Seoul to carry out a street-by-street defense of the capital and to defend the Han River 

line at all cost. He then ordered KMAG personnel to assist ROK officers in rounding up stragglers 

so that they could be sent back to the river to mount a defense. When the North Koreans began 

crossing the Han on the morning of June 30 Church ‘directed’ Chae to counterattack.704 Though 

lacking formal operational control (OPCON) or command (OPCOM), Church used ADCOM to 

carry out command functions. To borrow the words of the U.S. Army’s official history of Korea, 

the ADCOM commander  “took charge” of the South Korean army.705  

In addition to assuming these command functions, Church attempted to unite his command 

post with that of the South Koreans. Although no formal architecture as yet existed Church sought 

to construct an informal combined command at ADCOM’s base in Suwon.  On June 28, his first 
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full day in the country, Church sent two KMAG advisors to locate the ROK Army Chief of Staff 

General Chae and bring him and his staff back to his base. At Church’s suggestion, the 

headquarters of the ROK Army were moved to the same building as ADCOM.706 Church’s efforts 

to create a combined headquarters in Suwon during the early days of the war experienced a serious 

set back a few days later when, acting on an erroneous report that an enemy column was 

approaching, the entire ADCOM and KMAG contingent abandoned the command post without 

informing their ROK counterparts. Church, who had been away from the command post at the 

time, promptly ordered his team back to Suwon. Before evacuating the post earlier that evening, 

however, the American officers had intentionally destroyed much of the communications 

equipment in order to prevent it from falling into enemy hands. As a result of this action, Church 

was forced to order ADCOM and KMAG to relocate to Taejon where they set up a command post 

the morning of 1 July. The ROKA headquarters however remained in Suwon for a further three 

days, only joining the Americans in Taejon on 4 July.707 

Other U.S. Army personnel stationed in Korea during late June and into early July also 

took on additional roles outside their formal advisory capacity. After the initial evacuation of 26-

27 June there had been a noticeable change in the actions undertaken by KMAG. Already by 29 

June  the KMAG personnel Colonel Wright had sent to Japan a few days earlier began arriving 

back in Korea.708 Around the same time, those KMAG advisors who had stayed behind found 

themselves going ‘operational.’ With the ROKA teetering on collapse, many KMAG officers, 

acting on their own initiative, decided to step into the void in order to prevent the complete 

destruction of the South Korean Army. The range of duties carried out by KMAG advisors during 
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June and early July varied from helping to collect stragglers and reorganizing units to going on 

patrol duty to collect intelligence, to actual command of ROK units. On several occasions, KMAG 

advisors, usually at the request of ROK commanders whose units were facing critical combat 

situations, assumed outright command of South Korean forces.709 Still formally only authorized to 

act in an advisory capacity, KMAG officers who took on additional duties during this period in 

most cases did so independently of guidance from ADCOM.710  

Not surprisingly, the degree of control exercised by KMAG officers increased after it 

became clear on 30 June that U.S. combat troops would be committed. The KMAG chief 

positioned his advisors at key points along the retreat in order to stiffen the South Korean soldiers 

as well as to gather as much information for American commanders as possible.711 Following the 

arrival of the first U.S. combat forces from the U.S. Eighth Army in early July, KMAG assumed 

the function of liaison duties and acted as a kind of fact-gathering agency for EUSAK, reporting 

on ROK Army dispositions and capabilities.712 In order to carry out this new role, KMAG 

personnel operated their own communication network with EUSAK, separate from the ROKA 

command communications network. U.S. instructions issued to ROKA HQ in the manner 

described above were relayed to local KMAG command advisors over separate KMAG 

communications channels.713 As the U.S. undertook most of the logistics in the war, KMAG 

officers were also charged with supplying ROK units with equipment.714 
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The United Nations Command 

From the beginning, the Truman administration wished to include the United Nations in its 

handling of the crisis. Viewing the North Korean attack as a threat to “the foundations and the 

principles of the United Nations,” President Truman believed the United States must act in order 

to bring the new international organization “through its first great effort in collective security.”715 

At the request of the U.S. Representative to the United Nations, Warren Austin, Secretary-General 

Trygve Lie convened an emergency session of the Security Council on the afternoon of 25 June. 

Because the Soviet Union was currently boycotting the Security Council over that body’s refusal 

to seat a delegate from the People’s Republic of China (PRC), the Soviet representative, Jacob 

Malik, was not in attendance.716 At the end of the emergency meeting the Council adopted a 

resolution [S/RES/82] declaring the North Korean invasion a “breach of the peace” and calling for 

the immediate cessation of hostilities as well as the withdrawal of all North Korean forces to the 

38th parallel. Member states were asked to assist the UN in the execution of the resolution and to 

refrain from giving assistance to the North Koreans.717  

On 27 June, the Security Council met again to discuss a U.S.-sponsored resolution 

requesting members of the United Nations to “furnish such assistance to the Republic of Korea as 

may be necessary to replete armed attack and to restore international peace and security in the 

area.” With the Soviets still absent, the resolution [S/RES/83], which committed the UN to military 

action in Korea, passed by 7 votes to 1 (Yugoslavia) later that evening.718 Because of an 

unexpected postponement to allow the Indian and Egyptian delegates time to receive instruction 
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from their home governments, American action, said to be in support of the resolution, actually 

predated the UN resolution. Earlier that day, confident that the resolution would pass, the White 

House had issued a statement announcing the president had ordered U.S. air and sea forces “to 

give the Korean Government troops cover and support.”719 Already on the evening of 26 June 

(Washington Time), however, U.S. fighter aircraft providing cover for the evacuation of U.S. 

personnel from Korea had engaged North Korean forces for the first time. Having been previously 

instructed by the JCS to take “aggressive action” against any aircraft interfering in their mission, 

U.S. pilots of the Far East Air Force shot down a North Korean YAK-3 fighter plane over Kimpo 

airfield outside Seoul.720 When asked on 29 June at his first press conference since the crisis had 

begun if the growing U.S. support of the South Korean forces in recent days constituted war or 

not, Truman replied: “We are not at war.” Another reporter then asked if it would be correct instead 

to call the president’s actions “a police action under the United Nations,” using a phrase first used 

by Senator William Knowland on the floor of the Senate the previous day. “Yes,” the president 

replied, “That is exactly what it amounts to.”721 

Although officials in Washington wanted the imprimatur of the United Nations, it was as 

yet still unclear to both parties what form the UN involvement should take. In early July therefore 

the U.S. delegation approached the French and British representatives with a draft resolution 

proposing that that a U.S. commander be assigned to take charge of the operation. Already, there 

had been “considerable discussion” at the UN over what the machinery for coordinating assistance 
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would look like, including questions about what role the body’s Military Staff Committee (MSC) 

might play. Opposed to the idea of going through the MSC, the Joint Chiefs advised the State 

Department to “stick to the principle that the Committee should have no jurisdiction whatever to 

deal with problems of the strategic direction or command of the joint forces.” On 3 July, the U.S. 

delegation quietly began approaching members “to feel them out” on their positions on the use of 

the committee, and to see whether they might instead agree to the creation of a unified command 

under a U.S. commander.722 For public relations reasons, Washington had decided that another 

country should be asked to introduce the resolution and the U.S. delegation was now in search of 

sponsors. The Norwegians refused to sponsor the resolution unless the words “as agent for the 

United Nations” were added to the designation of the U.S. commander, a position the Americans 

rejected. However both the British and French governments agreed to introduce the resolution 

provided a minor alteration was first made to one of the other proposals in the American draft. 

Along with their recommendation that a unified command be established under a U.S. commander, 

the Americans had suggested that the United Nations flag be used to signal that members were 

acting under the auspices of the international organization rather than in their capacity as states. 

While they were prepared to back the Americans on the issue of the unified command, both Britain 

and France wanted the flags of participating nations flown alongside that of the UN.723 Aside from 

this request the two countries saw no other problems with the American proposal and it was 

adopted on 7 July by a vote of 7 to 0, with three abstentions (Egypt, India, and Yugoslavia).724 
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The new UN Security Council resolution [S/RES/84] requested member states wishing to 

contribute military forces to “make such forces and other assistance available to a unified 

command under the United States.”725 Because no formal system yet existed for the transmittal of 

such offers, however, the Secretary General on 14 July dispatched communications to the 52 

Member Governments that had favorably replied to the two previous Security Council resolutions 

relaying the American government’s request for military assistance. Member states were asked to 

communicate their offers of assistance to the Secretary General in general terms, while leaving 

detailed arrangements to be made with the U.S. government directly.726 Typically, states 

approached the State Department with a general inquiry or informal offer of assistance. The State 

Department then transmitted these informal offers to the Department of Defense for review. The 

final decision lay with the Joint Chiefs of Staff.727 However, with the exception of an offer of 

33,000 ground troops from the Nationalist Chinese Government, all offers of assistance were 

accepted.728 

On 8 July, President Truman announced the appointment of General MacArthur as 

Commander-in-Chief, United Nations Command (CINCUNC).729 Because the previous day’s 

Security Council resolution had explicitly requested that the United States government designate 

a commander, MacArthur’s appointment as commanding general of the military forces of the 

unified command was not subject to UN approval. However, a small controversy did arise within 
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the U.S. government concerning the language used by the president in conferring authority on 

MacArthur. Rather than ‘directing’ the general to use the United Nations flag in the course of 

operations, the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs, General Bradley, thought that the president should 

instead ‘authorize’ him to do so. In the end, the president’s statement did both.730  

From the start it was clear to all that the United Nations Command would be a U.S.-run 

organization.731 Due to the urgency of the situation and a shortage of personnel, the Joint Chiefs 

of Staff decided to set up the new command at the General Headquarters, Far East Command 

(GHQ, FECOM) in Japan rather than establish an entirely new headquarters. Thus, when 

MacArthur formally established the United Nations Command on 24 July in Tokyo, U.S. personnel 

assigned to FECOM simply ‘doubled up’ on their staff duties, in effect becoming the UNC Staff 

overnight.732 Like the unified commander himself, the entire command machinery was to be 

American.  
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United Nations Security Council Official Records Fifth Year 479th Meeting: 28 July 1950, No. 20 (S/PV.478) 1-3; 
Donald Boose, “Korea C2 Documentation,” US Army War College Handout, 9 October 1999 (author’s possession). 
732 For MacArthur’s official order establishing the United Nations Command, see United Nations Security Council, 
Note Dated 25 July 1950 from the Representative of the United States of America to the Secretary-General 
Transmitting the Text of Communiqué Number 135 of the Far East Command, S/1629 (25 July 1950). KIMH v.1, 344; 
Paul F. Braim, The Will to Win: The Life of General James A. Van Fleet (Annapolis, MD: Naval Institute Press, 2001) 
297; Schnabel, Policy and Direction, 103 
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Table 6.1: UN Ground Unit Contributions in Korea, 1951-53 

Country Type of Unit Strength Time of 
Arrival in 
Korea 

Time of Entry 
into Combat 

Colombia Battalion 1050 June 1951 August 1951 
Ethiopia Battalion 1130 May 1951 August 1951 
Philippines Battalion 

Combat Team 
(2) 

1363 September 
1950 

March 1951 

Belgium Battalion 672 January 1951 March 1951 
Netherlands Battalion 742 November 1950 December 1950 
Greece Battalion 788 December 1950 N/A 
Thailand Battalion 1182 November 1950 November 1950 
Turkey Brigade 4567 October 1950 November 1950 
Canada Battalion 

 
Brigade 

959 
 
6,460 

December 1950 
 
April 1951 

February 1951 
 
N/A 

New Zealand Artillery 
Battalion 

837 January 1951 January 1951 

Australia Battalion 1030 September 
1950 

November 1950 

United 
Kingdom 

Brigade 
 
Brigade 
 
Brigade733 

2730 
 
6600 
 
2023 

August 1950 
 
August 1950 
 
May 1951 

September 
1950 
November 1950 
 
 

France Battalion 1150 November 1950 December 1950 
Source: William J. Fox, History of the Korean War: Inter-Allied Co-Operation During Combat 
Operations, Military History Section, Far East Command, August 1952, (Tokyo: n.d.), 212-19. 
Combined Arms Research Digital Library/U.S. Army Military History Institute.  

 

Although it was staffed entirely by Americans, the mandate of the new headquarters 

extended to all UN forces dispatched to Korea. In addition to supplying and supporting the UN 

troops in theater, the UNC was entrusted with their operational control and with constructing plans 

for the overall defense of South Korea.734 Aside from flying the United Nations flag and those of 

the participating nations, the only requirement the Security Council placed on the UN commander 

																																																								
733 The unit in question, the 28th British Brigade, replaced the 27th British Brigade, sent to Korea in late August 1950. 
734 Won Gon Park, “The United Nations Command in Korea: Past, Present, and Future,” The Korean Journal of 
Defense Analysis vol. 21 no. 4 (Dec., 2009): 485-499;  
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was the request for periodic reports from the battlefield. At MacArthur’s suggestion, it was decided 

that these reports would be sent to the Security Council on a biweekly basis. As with everything 

else in the war, however, even the reports themselves were transmitted through the official U.S. 

command channel, going from MacArthur at FECOM to the Joint Chiefs at the Pentagon before 

being sent to the State Department for transmittal to the Security Council by the American 

delegation in New York.735 (Because the reports were sent to whichever member held the 

presidency of the UNSC, a position which rotated on a monthly basis, the United States found 

itself in the awkward situation of having to transmit these combat reports directly to the Soviet 

delegation during the month of August 1950 when, after ending its boycott, the Soviet Union 

assumed the presidency.) Apart from this reporting function, the UN Command had no other 

responsibilities to the Security Council. As a result of this unique arrangement a single country 

had complete control over the entire wartime operation, from the planning phase right through to 

the execution stage. Though called the UN Command, the United Nations Security Council had 

no command authority.736 Apart from its unorthodox mandate, the UN Command functioned like 

a normal U.S. command headquarters.  

Even before the creation of the United Nations Command some nations had offered 

military assistance to the United States. On 28 June the British government had become the first 

do so by making elements of its fleet available to the U.S. government. Australia, New Zealand, 

and the Netherlands also dispatched naval forces to support the Americans prior to the creation of 

the UN Command. At the time, these forces had been placed under the Naval Forces, Far East 

																																																								
735 During periods of heightened combat activity, the UN Command also sent communiqués to the President of the 
Secretary-General. See Letter Dated 24 July 1950 From the Permanent Representative of the United States of America 
to the President of the Security Council Transmitting the First Report to the Security Council by the United States 
Government on the Course of Action Taken Under the Unified Command (USG) in Accordance with the Security 
Council Resolution of 7 July 1950 (S/1568), 25 July 1950; Schnabel, Policy and Direction, 103. 
736 Hermes, Survey, 55.  
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Command (NAVFE).737 Foreign air force contingents were attached to the Far East Air Forces 

(FEAF). In August, after the creation of the UN Command, MacArthur, acting in his capacity as 

CINCFE, formally designated the FEAF and NAVFE as UNC components.738 UN ground forces 

were placed under the operational control of the Eighth Army  (EUSAK). Because most UN 

member states that eventually contributed ground forces sent either a battalion or brigade, the Joint 

Chiefs decided to attach these units to American divisions rather than allow them to operate 

independently. With the exception of the U.S. 7th and 24th Infantry Divisions which were kept 

separate as part of a U.S. army study to test new combat methods, all U.S. divisions in the Korean 

War had UN units attached to them by spring 1951.739 For the duration of the war, the UN 

operational chain of command ran from the Joint Chiefs of Staff through the Far East 

Command/UN Command to the Eighth Army in Korea. The decision to attach UN ground 

contingent to U.S. army units made the Korean War unlike any other in history. Previous 

multinational wars consisted of discrete national units under national command, with integration 

or coordination only happening at the highest levels of command. Unlike in World War II were 

different national units were rarely mixed below the corps level, integrating national units into 

U.S. divisions and corps was the norm in Korea.740  

But while the architecture was largely in place by late July 1950 the actual practice of U.S. 

commanders exerting operational control over UN forces had not begun due to the fact that no 

																																																								
737 The Memoirs of Lord Gladwyn, 20; Schnabel, Policy and Direction, 115 
738 The third service component, Army Forces, Far East (USAFFE), was not activated until October 1952. Because 
controlling all Army units in the area was inherent in the broader CINCFE role – and because he believed that 
interposing an Army headquarters would duplicate the functions of the GHQ, Far East Command – MacArthur never 
established an Army headquarters during his time as CINCUNC. Instead, the commanding general of each Army 
command reported directly to CINCFE. Hermes, Survey, 362-5; Appleman, South to the Naktong, 51, Schnabel, Policy 
and Direction, 48; Boose, US Army forces in the Korean War, 58; KIMH v.1., 514. 
739 Sandler, The Korean War, 164. 
740 Sheila Miyoshi Jager, Brothers at War: The Unending Conflict in Korea (New York: W.W. Norton & Company, 
2013), 98-99.  
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other countries had yet sent ground forces to Korea. Outside of the Americans, the first UN ground 

contingent to arrive in Korea was the 27th UK Brigade from Hong Kong on 28 August.741 However, 

because this unit did not enter into combat until the following month and subsequent UN ground 

troops did not do so until November 1950, the question of operational control was largely a 

theoretical one during the first phase of the war. Indeed, it was not until 26 September 1950 that 

an actual plan for integrating foreign forces in the UNC was created.742 

 

The U.S.-ROK Combined Command 

Although other UN forces were not yet in country making the issue of command authority 

among UN members still largely a moot point, the arrival of American combat forces in early July 

necessitated the hasty creation of a command arrangement between the U.S. Army and the ROKA. 

Already on 1 July an advance unit (known as Task Force Smith) from the 21st Infantry Regiment 

of the U.S. 24th Division had landed in Pusan. Unlike the KMAG or ADCOM personnel already 

in Korea, these men were not to be used as headquarters guards or advisors, but to fight the North 

Koreans.743 In anticipation of the arrival of large numbers of U.S. combat troops General Church 

concluded a wide-ranging agreement on issues related to ROK-U.S. cooperation and combined 

operations with the ROKA Chief of Staff at Taejon that same day. The agreement paved the way 

for the formation of a combined front three days later. On 5 July  at Osan, U.S. combat forces for 

the first time engaged the enemy.744  

																																																								
741 William J. Fox, History of the Korean War: Inter-Allied Co-Operation During Combat Operations, Military 
History Section, Far East Command, August 1952, (Tokyo: n.d.), 56; KIMH v.1, 916. 
86 Fox, History of the Korean War, 2. 
743 Jager, Brothers at War, 74-5; Schnabel, Policy and Direction, 81-2; Bok, The Impact of US Forces in Korea, 44; 
KIMH, v.1, 285-87. 
744 KIMH, v.1, 295-297; Schnabel, Policy and Direction, 82; Braim, The Will to Win, 227 
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For the next ten days, something like a combined command existed between the ROK 

Army and ADCOM, with each country exerting operational control over its own forces. Under the 

1 July agreement, it was decided that U.S. forces would focus their combat power along the Seoul-

Pusan rail line and areas to the west, while the ROK forces would defend the east. Assigned 

separate areas of responsibility (AORs), the military forces of the two countries largely operated 

independently of each other for much of July.745 Indeed it was not until the end of the month that 

the first combined operation of the war was carried out between U.S. and ROK forces.746 

 

Figure 6.1: U.S.-ROK Command Relationship, July 1-14, 1950747 

 

																																																								
745 Bok, The Impact of US Forces in Korea, 44; Schnabel, Policy and Direction, 72; Paik, From Pusan to Panmunjom, 
25. 
746 The first combined operation of the war was carried out on June 22-23 between the ROK 1st Division and the ROK 
17th Regiment of the Capital Division and the 24th RCT of the US 25th Division against the NKPA 15th Division in the 
Kallyong Pass, twenty miles northwest of Sangju. Paik, From Pusan to Panmunjom, 26-27, 62; William T. Bowers, 
Wililam M. Hammond, and George L. MacGarrigle, Black Soldier, White Army: The 24th Infantry Regiment in Korea 
(Washington, DC: US Army Center of Military History, 1996), 96 
747 ADCOM arrived in Korea on 27 June 1950. From 4 July until 12 July command of all US forces in Korea was 
under the 24th Infantry Division commander, Major General William F. Dean. On 13 July General Walton Walker 
activated Headquarters, Eighth US Army in Korea (EUSAK) at Taegu and assumed command of all US forces in 
Korea. The ROKA command structure also underwent several transformations during the first few days of the war. 
The graphic shows the ROK Army structure as it existed from July 5 onwards. KIMH v.1., 281, 299; Boose, US Army 
forces in the Korean War, 69, 97. 
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While Task Force Smith was fighting a delaying action in the north, other elements of the 

U.S. Eighth Army began arriving from Japan. By July 5, most of the 24th Division had been moved 

to Korea and was in the process of being sent north. By the end of the following week elements 

from two more U.S. divisions (25th Division, 1st Cavalry Division) had arrived. Up until the middle 

of the month, control of U.S. forces stationed in Korea was divided between ADCOM and the 

commander of the U.S. 24th Division, Major General William Dean. At midnight on 12 July, with 

sufficient U.S. combat forces now in the country, control of all U.S. forces in Korea was transferred 

to the U.S. Eighth Army under the command of General Walton Walker.748 Operational control of 

all ROK forces still lay officially with the ROK Army Headquarters, however. 

 

The Taejon Letter 

Since South Korea was not a member of the United Nations, the creation of the UN 

Command on 7 July meant that changes to the U.S.-ROK command relationship had to be made. 

In order to clarify the status of South Korean forces in relation to the UN Command, President 

Syngman Rhee sent General MacArthur a letter on 15 July granting him “command authority” 

over all land, sea, and air forces of the Republic of Korea for the duration of the present state of 

hostilities. The following day Rhee issued verbal orders to the ROK Army Chief of Staff, General 

Chung Il Kwon, telling him to place himself under the UN Command.749 With this action, 

MacArthur assumed nominal operational control of all ROK forces. No other military 

documentation or agreements were exchanged between the two governments until after the war. 

																																																								
748 Gibby, The Will to Win, 137; Boose, US Army forces in the Korean War, 63.  
749 For a copy of the letter, see United Nations Security Council, Note Dated 25 July 1950 From the Representative of 
the United States of America to the Security-General Transmitting the Text of an Exchange of Letters between 
President Syngman Rhee of the Republic of Korea and General Douglas MacArthur, S/1627 (25 July 1950). 
Appleman, South to the Naktong, 111-2. 
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The entire wartime military relationship between the United States and the ROK in other words 

was based on a single letter of less than 300 words.750  

Sent from Taejon where the South Korean government had fled after the fall of Seoul, 

Rhee’s letter authorized MacArthur to further delegate operational control of the ROK forces to 

such military commander(s) as he saw fit. Accordingly, MacArthur formally transferred 

operational control of ROK ground forces to the EUSA Commander, General Walker, on 17 July. 

Control of ROK naval and air forces was assigned to the FECOM Naval and Air Force 

commanders, respectively.751   

But while on paper all ROK ground forces were now under the operational control of 

EUSAK, in practice the ROK Army Headquarters would continue to exercise direct control over 

ROK forces during the retreat to Pusan.752 In late July, the ROK Army reorganized itself into two 

corps: the ROK I Corps was given the ROK 8th and Capital divisions and established a 

headquarters at Sangju, while the ROK 1st and 6th divisions were assigned to the ROK II Corps, 

whose headquarters were established at Hamchang. A fifth division, the ROK 3rd Division, was 

placed under the command of the ROK Army Headquarters at Taegu. As other ROK divisions 

reconstituted themselves that summer and fall they were also placed under the direct control of the 

ROKA HQ.753  

On 26 July, General Walker issued instructions for the withdrawal of all forces to the 

Naktong River Line. Also known as the Pusan Perimeter, the line was shaped like an inverted L 

																																																								
750 The discovery of this letter, but not its contents, was made public in June 1953. Walter Simmons, “Letter by Rhee 
Only Contact with 8th Army,” Chicago Daily Tribune, June 14, 1953, p.3. 
 751 KIMH v.1, 347, Boose, US Army forces in the Korean War,74; Monograph: Special Problems in the Korean 
Conflict, 8. 
752 Paik, From Pusan to Panmunjom, 156-7. 
753 These were the ROK 2nd, 5th, 9th, and 11th Divisions. Boose, US Army forces in the Korean War, 75. Kathryn Roe 
Coker, Deborah Foster-King, Jennifer Friend, eds., United States Army Reserve: Mobilization for the Korean War 
(Fort Bragg: Office of the Army Reserve Historian, 2013), 67; KIMH vol.1, 349-52. 
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stretching 80 km east-west from Yongduk to Naktongni and 16 km north-south to Masan. The five 

divisions of the ROK were assigned the northern section of the defense line while the three U.S. 

divisions deployed south of Waegwan to the southern coast.754 Apart from a combined operation 

near Sangju on 22-23 July ROK and U.S. forces did not carry out operations together until two 

months later, however.755 It was not until 13 September in preparation for the breakout from the 

Pusan Perimeter, that the first ROK unit – the ROK 1st Division – was formally assigned to a U.S. 

unit, the newly created U.S. I Corps under Major General Major Frank W. Millburn, beginning the 

long process of integrating ROK units with American forces.756 

 In early August, the ROK Army Headquarters (ROKA, GHQ) relocated to Taegu in order 

to be closer to Walker’s command. In addition to this headquarters, the ROKA retained separate  

corps headquarters at Uisong and Kunui for the operational direction of all ROK forces.757 The 

South Koreans had complete authority over the location and administration of these headquarters, 

as evidenced by their decision on 5 September to begin evacuating the Defense Ministry and 

ROKA GHQ to Pusan. Although ordered to return to Taegu by President Rhee, the incident further 

highlights the degree of independence maintained by the ROK military authorities at the time. 758 

  Crucially, the ROK headquarters retained complete freedom of action with regard to 

employment of ROKA forces. While the ROKA leadership was instructed to delay the enemy 

along the Naktong Line the ROKA GHQ was given responsibility for deciding how to do so. 

Decisions about where to station forces, which forces to commit and when, as well as which enemy 

units to target, were all made by ROKA GHQ and the Corps and Division commanders, not by 

																																																								
754 KIMH v.1., 409, 431-33; Paik, From Pusan to Panmunjom, 29. 
755 Jager, Brothers at War, 103. 
756 Il-song Park, “The Dragon from the Stream: The ROK Army in Transition and the Korean War, 1950-1953” (Ph.D 
diss., Ohio State University, 2002), 124; Boose, US Army forces in the Korean War, 70; Jager, Brothers at War, 10., 
757 KIMH v.1, 437.  
758 Ibid, 523. 
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EUSAK. The ROKA GHQ also retained the freedom to designate and transfer ROK units as they 

saw fit, including reserves.759 Throughout this period operational decisions were undertaken 

independently by the ROKA with General Walker only made aware of these developments after 

the fact through reports.760  

  The ROKA GHQ also retained sole responsibility for issuing orders to ROK forces. 

Requests for certain actions initiated with the EUSAK commander but were passed to ROK Army 

Chief of Staff who then issued the official orders to ROK Corps and Division commanders.761 The 

actual command channel thus ran through several ROK headquarters, each of who retained their 

freedom to issue orders to ROK units below them. Because the American requests generally 

consisted of instructions to occupy or hold a particular line, ROK Army leaders were granted 

enormous flexibility in carrying out operations during this period. 

 

Figure 6.2: Organization of UNC Ground Forces in Korea, September 15, 1950 

 

																																																								
759 Initially designated as a reserve unit, the ROKA was attached to the 7th Division to the ROK II Corps in late 
September. KIMH v.1, 729. 
760 Ibid, 339. 
761 Ibid, 348; Appleman, South to the Naktong, 111-2; Hausrath, The KMAG Advisor, 86. 
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 Even after the breakout from Pusan in mid-September, however, the ROKA GHQ 

continued to exert a very high level of operational control over its forces. ROK forces were once 

again assigned their own portion of the front with the ROK I Corps given the Angang-Yongsan 

River front and the ROK II Corps assigned the Sinnyong-Yonchon’on front further east.762 The 

only units actually attached to the Americans at this time and thus under the direct control of the 

U.S. were an ROK division and two regiments in the east. In early September at a ‘coordination 

council’ between officials from the ROKA and U.S. Army agreed to allow the 1st ROK Marine 

Regiment to be incorporated into the U.S. X Corps in preparation for the landing at Inchon. The 

ROK 17th Regiment of the Capital Division was also later assigned to Americans for use during 

the landings. In the south, only one ROK unit, the ROK 1st Division, was assigned to Eighth Army, 

and then as a reserve.763 The majority of the ROK forces at this time belonged to ROK divisions 

attached to the ROK I and II Corps who in turn were under the command of the ROKA HQ but 

received operational guidance from the Eighth Army. 

 

Korean Augmentation to the U.S. Army (KATUSA) 

 Although the U.S. for the most part did not exercise direct control of ROK forces during 

the first few months of the war, several thousand South Koreans did serve in American units as 

part of a unique combat replacement program known as the Korean Augmentation to the U.S. 

Army (KATUSA). All three of the U.S. divisions sent to Korea from Japan in July had been 

severely understrength. On 25 June each division was nearly 7,000 below their wartime-authorized 

																																																								
762 KIMH v.1, 658-9. 
763 Ibid, 596-7, 703. 
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strength of 18,900.764 Once in Korea, these units suffered heavy early combat losses, further 

weakening their effective combat strength. To address the severe shortage in American manpower, 

South Korean and American military authorities agreed in mid-August to allow Korean soldiers to 

serve in American units. Under an 15 August agreement between the ROKA and the EUSAK, 

ROKA replacements were assigned to U.S. units as part of a ‘buddy system’ that saw them paired 

with American soldiers down to the company level. U.S. divisions began receiving their first 

KATUSA augmentations later that month. Legally still part of the ROK Army and administered 

by the ROK government, KATUSA soldiers were under the direct operational and tactical control 

of the American units to which they were assigned. However, responsibility for the discipline and 

control of these units remained with the ROKA.765 

Intended as an emergency measure to provide immediate combat manpower to the 

Americans, the KATUSA program was scaled up rapidly in September, reaching a wartime peak 

of 26,0000 the following month.766 As more and more UN forces became available during the fall, 

however, the KATUSA program was significantly reduced in size and its mission altered. In late 

October, the U.S. Army began the transfer of KATUSAs to ROK Army units. KATUSA soldiers 

continued to serve in U.S. units until the end of the war though after the Fall of the first year they 

mostly undertook scouting, intelligence, and translation work, or other non-combat duties like 

guarding enemy POWs.767  

																																																								
764 Schnabel, Policy and Direction, 54, 84 note 1. 
765 KATUSA soldiers were paid by the ROK but equipped and fed by the Americans. KIMH v.1, 447, 515; Finley, 
The US Military Experience in Korea, 60; Sandler, The Korean War, 78; David C. Skaggs, “The KATUSA 
Experiment: The Integration of Korean Nationals into the US Army, 1950-1965,” Military Review, vol. 38 (April 
1974) 54; Monograph: Special Problems in the Korean Conflict, 65. 
766 Martin Blumenson, “KATUSA,” Military Review 37(5) August 1957: 51-56; Skaggs, “The KATUSA Experiment”, 
53; Braim, The Will to Win, 277-8. 
767 Sandler, The Korean War, 79. 
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Although an early attempt at integration at the lower-unit level, the KATUSA program was 

regarded as a failure by the U.S. Army. At the height of the KATUSA experiment in October 1950, 

KATUSA soldiers were estimated to be only 10 percent as effective in combat as American 

soldiers.768 Because of the seriousness of the manpower shortage, most Korean complements 

assigned to American units in August and September were thrown into combat without any 

training. Many had never been soldiers before and were simply picked up by the ROKA from the 

streets of Seoul. American soldiers complained that the KATUSA soldiers “didn’t so much as 

know how to load a rifle.”769 Those KATUSA soldiers fortunate enough to receive training before 

being committed to action in the fall of 1950 were typically given between just 84 hours and ten 

days of instruction. Given their almost nonexistent training and the language difficulties associated 

with multinational units, it is hardly surprising that U.S. commanders found the KATUSA soldiers 

to be more of a burden than a help. U.S. military authorities concluded these soldiers performed 

best when they were assigned to service and support units rather than combat outfits. From the 

point of view of immediately providing combat effective soldiers, however, the program was 

judged a failure.770 

 

Operation of Causal Mechanisms 

 

Were coalition members initially reluctant to adopt integrated command and control 

arrangements? No. 

 

																																																								
768 Skaggs, “The KATUSA Experiment,” 54, Monograph: Special Problems in the Korean Conflict, 71. 
769 Blumenson, “KATUSA,” 53; Skaggs, “The KATUSA Experiment”, 53. 
770 Monograph: Special Problems in the Korean Conflict, 71; Blumenson, “KATUSA”, 55; Hermes, Survey, 55; 
Skaggs, “The KATUSA Experiment”, 54. The KATUSA program remains in existence today.  
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Contrary to my theory’s first hypothesis, the members of the UN Security Council do not 

appear to have objected to the creation of a unified command under a U.S. commander in July 

1950. “If confusion is to be avoided,” the British delegate Sir Gladwyn Jebb told his colleagues, a 

unified command was “essential.” Moreover, it seemed perfectly logical to many states at the time 

that the United States furnish the commander. According to the Representative from Cuba, the 

United States should “for obvious reasons” undertake the unified command of the United 

Nations.771 

Of course one major reason for this lack of concern with the type of command structure 

was the fact that at the time of its creation hardly any countries expected to contribute combat 

forces to the operation. Although many member states endorsed the 27 June Security Council 

resolution which called for UN members to furnish the Republic of Korea with the assistance 

necessary “to repel the armed attack and to restore international peace,” most initial offers of 

assistance took the form of material support such as food stuffs or medical supplies. A handful of 

states offered to make naval or air units in the area available to the U.S. Government but, with the 

exception of the Chinese Nationalists, none was prepared to send ground troops.772 When it 

became clear that no other offers of ground forces were forthcoming the Joint Chiefs approached 

the Secretary-General with a request for additional military contributions. Even after Secretary-

General Lie circulated the U.S. appeal for “combat forces, particularly ground forces” in mid-July 

many UN members still found reasons not to do so. Several states communicated their support in 

principle but noted that “practical difficulties” presently prevented them from sending ground 

troops to Korea. Others, like the French and Belgians, responded by offering additional naval 

																																																								
771 United Nations Security Council Official Records, Fifth Year: 476th Meeting: 7 July 1950, No. 18 (S/PV 476), 3,7. 
772 S/1619 (21 July 1950); Fox, History of the Korean War, 2. 
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forces or assistance with air transport.773 As Security Council resolutions rather than General 

Assembly resolutions, the 25 and 27 June and 7 July resolutions committing the UN to military 

action were voted on by just eight states. On 7 July when the crucial resolution was adopted the 

only UN member yet with combat forces in Korea was the United States.774 Even with the 

anticipated air and naval contributions from other countries down the road the U.S. contingent was 

still expected to be the largest. It seemed only reasonable, therefore, that a U.S. commander be 

selected to lead the operation. Later on, countries that decided to send troops found themselves 

having to work within the confines of the existing command apparatus.  

Unlike in both world wars, the British military authorities did not initially oppose the 

decision to assign operational control of their forces to the United States. Although the British 

Chiefs of Staff Committee (CSC) had originally advised against military participation in the 

conflict, once the politicians decided to go ahead anyway the British Chiefs do not appear to have 

questioned the command arrangement. The senior British officer attached to MacArthur’s 

command, Air Vice-Marshall C.H. Bouchier, was instructed to act as the “eyes and ears” of the 

British military but otherwise told not to interfere with the UN commander’s authority.775 The 

tenor of these instructions are a far cry from those given to Field Marshal French in 1914 upon the 

																																																								
773 See, for example, Telegram Dated 20 July 1950 from the Permanent Representative of the Netherlands to the 
United Nations Addressed to the Secretary-General in Reply to the Secretary-General’s Cablegram of 14 July 1950 
(S/1621) 24 July 1950; Cablegram Dated 19 July 1950 From the Secretary of the Foreign Affairs of the Philippines to 
the Secretary-General in Reply to the Secretary-General’s Cablegram of 14 July 1950 (S/1613) 21 July 1950; 
Cablegram Dated 24 July 1950 From the Prime Minister of Iran to the Secretary-General In Reply to the Secretary-
General’s Cablegram of 14 July 1950 (S/1624) 24 July 1950;  Letter Dated 19 July 1950 From the Permanent 
Representative of France to the United Nations to the Secretary-General in Reply to the Secretary-General’s 
Cablegram of 14 July 1950 (S/1611) 21 July 1950; Letter  Dated 22 July 1950 From the Permanent Representative of 
Belgium to the United Nations to the Secretary-General in Reply to the Secretary-General’s Cablegram of 14 July 
1950 (S/1620) 22 July 1950. 
774 Aside from the permanent five, the membership of the Security Council in 1950 included China, Cuba, Ecuador, 
Egypt, India, Norway, and Yugoslavia. Neither the Soviet Union, who was boycotting, nor India and Egypt, who had 
not received instructions from their capitals in time, participated in the voting on June 27. Egypt, India, and Yugoslavia 
abstained from voting on the July 7 resolution. 
 775 On the opposition of the British Chiefs of Staff, see Thomas Hennesey, Britain’s Korean War: Cold War 
Diplomacy, Strategy and Security 1950-53 (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2013), 19-20. 
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BEF’s arrival in France. In time, however, the British and other European countries would come 

to regret their quiet acquiescence.  

The South Koreans also did not initially criticize the command arrangement though again 

for not entirely unsurprising reasons. Outnumbered, underequipped, and less experienced than the 

North Korean forces, the ROK Army hardly stood a chance. Against a North Korean force of 

170,000 troops, the ROK Army on paper numbered just 98,000 men. Unlike the NKPA, which 

had two armored divisions, the ROKA had no tanks. The ROKA was also outnumbered and 

outranged in artillery. While the NKPA 122mm guns had a range of nearly seventeen miles, the 

ROKA American-supplied 105mms, many of which had not been fired for years, had an effective 

range of less than half that distance. Along with armor and artillery, the NKPA had 200 Soviet-

supplied Yak planes. The ROK by contrast had neither combat aircraft nor antiaircraft batteries.776 

North Korean commanders also had fresh combat experience having recently fought in the Chinese 

Civil War while ROKA Commanders had none. Considering all this, “it was a marvel,” the Eighth 

Army Commander General Matthew Ridgway later wrote, that the ROKA managed to delay the 

North Korean armies at all.777   

The gravity of the situation in June 1950 prompted the ROK government and military 

leaders agreed to take whatever actions they had to guarantee international support. The South 

Koreans did not question the wisdom of the command arrangement or oppose integration, in other 

words, for the simple fact that the very survival of the state was in question. With their country 

nearly completely overrun, Rhee readily signed away control of ROKA forces to the Americans 
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in July. While the South Korean experience does not match the predictions of my first hypothesis 

it does however conform to the hypothesis that states will be less reluctant to surrender control 

over their forces in periods of military defeat since there can be no greater military catastrophe 

than the near collapse of a country. Aside from this obvious reason there is another reason why the 

South Koreans did not challenge the UN command arrangement. While on paper the U.S. would 

be in charge, in actual operations the operational control of ROK ground forces would be 

channeled through the ROKA chain of command.778 The utter decimation of the ROK coupled 

with the fact that they would be given de facto operational control thus mitigated many of the 

normal reasons states normally have for opposing unified command structures. Despite their early 

acquiescence, the ROK, like the British, would in time come to question the arrangement. 

While the UN members that contributed forces and the South Koreans did not initially 

express anxiety about the command arrangement, U.S. military authorities did. Already at the first 

National Security Council meeting on June 28, the Secretary of Defense Louis A. Johnson had 

questioned whether the British offer of naval forces should be accepted, reminding the president 

that the U.S. Navy “did not want them” during the last war due to a difference in signals equipment 

and “other difficulties.” Truman however was intent on having as many contributions from as 

many countries as possible and told his secretary of defense that this was a different situation, 

adding, “We do want them now.”779  

The U.S. Congress was also eager to see as many other countries as possible contribute 

forces. At a meeting with the president on 30 June members of the congressional leadership 

stressed the importance of getting “some show of Allied as distinct from American forces in there.” 
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There were two reasons for wanting this, Senator Millard E. Tydings, Chairman of the Senate 

Armed Services Committee, told the group. First, this would reassure the American public once 

the “casualty lists began to appear.” Second, it would help with the attitude of the world at large. 

Like the president, Tydings believed it was paramount that nobody thought this was a “private 

American war.”  The Senate Majority Leader, Scott W. Lucas, agreed, stating “the more nations 

the better” since it would indicate that what Washington was doing “was the United Nations and 

not a United States action.” Because their primary concern was portraying the intervention as an 

international rather than an American operation, the Congressional leadership was unconcerned 

with the combat effectiveness of the foreign forces that might be contributed or even the size of 

these contributions. Ecuador was a member of the United Nations Security Council, they noted, 

couldn’t it be asked “to give some troops?” Even “just a company, just a company or two,” the 

Congressmen noted, “would be valuable.” 780 

The Pentagon however was more cautious in its approach. While appreciating the 

psychological effect assistance from other countries might confer, the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs 

was decidedly cool about putting such forces into American lines, noting the tremendous 

difficulties associated with supplying and controlling troops of a number of different countries. 

Troops of other countries, Bradley reminded the Congressional delegation, “are not trained or 

organized the ways ours are, and they have very different military procedures from our own.” 

Moreover, Bradley said, it would take six to eight months to get them there and get them “in shape” 
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to do some fighting. It was useless therefore to expect, he said, that these forces “could be of real 

military assistance.”781  

Although the Congressional leadership was keen to see as many countries as possible 

participating in the UN operation, they were equally adamant that any foreign military forces sent 

to Korea should be under the command of General MacArthur. It was crucial, they told the 

president and his advisors, that a unified command be established and that every other nation 

understand that MacArthur “was the boss.”782 Thus, while the politicians and defense officials may 

not have agreed on the necessity of including foreign forces, both believed in the necessity of 

having a unified command.  

 

The Role of Defeat in Shaping Command and Control Arrangements  

By early fall 1950 cracks in the UN command structure were already beginning to appear. 

Despite having fought a coalition war only a few years earlier, the U.S. seemed to have forgotten 

many of the lessons involved in multinational warfare. In late September, U.S. commanders badly 

bungled the arrival of the first non-U.S. or British ground forces in Korea, the 10th Battalion 

Combat Team of the Philippine Expeditionary Forces to Korea (PEFTOK). Eighth Army officers 

not only failed to prepare a bivouac area, forcing the unit to remain on the transport ship until a 

suitable location could be found, they also failed to provide winter clothing and other equipment 

as promised. Adding insult to injury, U.S. officers, acting under the mistaken belief that Filipinos 

spoke Spanish, attached the unit to a Spanish-speaking infantry regiment from Puerto Rico.783 

Perhaps not entirely unrelated to this inauspicious start, relations between the Filipino commander 
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and the U.S. command were fraught with difficulties. In November, after PEFTOK had been 

transferred to another U.S. unit, the battalion’s commander, Colonel Mariano C. Azurin, reportedly 

refused to follow U.S. orders. The Filipino commander is also alleged to have resisted the Eighth 

Army’s attempt to reassign several of his companies to another unit, a move he argued violated an 

earlier U.S. pledge made to the Philippine government that the unit’s tactical integrity would be 

preserved. Following these incidents, Azurin sent letters to the Philippine president and chief of 

armed forces complaining that the UNC was acting in bad faith and asked for his unit’s recall 

home. At the request of the Eighth Army commander, the “troublesome” and “uncooperative” 

PEFTOK commander was relieved of his command.784 

The U.S.-ROK command relationship was also showing strain. In late September, 

following the U.S. decision to halt at the 38th Parallel until UN approval for the crossing had been 

secured, President Rhee convened an urgent meeting of his military leaders at the ROK Army 

Headquarters at Taegu. Rhee was eager to have the ROK forces “march north without delay.” 

Earlier that month, the South Korean president had announced that ROK forces would pursue the 

North Korean Army across the parallel with or without UN forces.785 At the Taegu conference on 

29 September he tried to make this a reality. When the ROK Chief of Staff General Chung Il Kwon 

reminded him that he had already transferred operational control of ROK forces to the Americans, 

the president angrily responded, “Who do you think is the Commander in Chief of the ROK Armed 

Forces? General MacArthur or the President of this nation?” Rhee then issued a written order 

commanding his generals to proceed northward at once. To avoid a direct confrontation with the 

Americans the ROK Chief of Staff manufactured a reason for his forces to cross the border the 

following day. Citing “critical terrain north of the Parallel” necessary to the defense of elements 
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of the ROK I Corps, General Chung told General Walker that unless his forces were allowed to 

attack and secure the position right away they would suffer “serious losses.” The Eighth Army 

commander consented and the ROK Army issued the written orders to their forces. The next day, 

with ROK troops already across the border, the UN Command issued an order authorizing ROK 

Army Headquarters to enter North Korea.786 

 In the end, the crafty South Korean work-around probably helped the Americans by freeing 

them from having to make the decision on their own. Both Washington and the other members of 

the UN coalition were eager to avoid any debate over the complicated matter of whether to cross 

the 38th Parallel. While the U.S. claimed that the UN resolution of 27 June provided all the legal 

basis it needed do so, other members of the UN were only too happy to be presented with a fait 

accompli.787 Still, the incident served to illustrate the frailty of the U.S.-ROK command 

arrangement. Despite having formally ceded control of ROK forces to the Americans, Rhee could 

still exert influence over the combat situation. Also complicating matters that first fall of the war 

was a decision taken by the UN Commander to divide military authority in Korea by setting up 

two separate ground commands.  

 

Divided Command: The Eighth Army and X Corps 

In late August, in preparation for the large-scale amphibious. landing at Inchon in mid-

September, MacArthur activated a new corps, designated U.S. X Corps, and appointed his chief 

of staff, Lieutenant General Edward M. Almond, corps commander. Rather than assign the new 

corps to CG EUSAK, however, MacArthur allowed Almond to retain his position as chief of staff 

alongside his new command. His decision to do so was not only contrary to standard army doctrine 
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at the time but also violated the principle of unity of command. By refusing to subordinate one of 

the two commands to the other, MacArthur divided American forces in Korea. Instead of unifying 

the ground forces, each ground component would function as a separate army, independent of the 

other and report separately to MacArthur in Tokyo. The unorthodox arrangement meant that 

operations in Korea could not be coordinated and commanded from a single, central headquarters 

in theater.788 

The unusual command structure did not escape attention at home. At a wartime briefing 

with the JCS in early December, Senator Connally asked the chairman why General MacArthur’s 

armies were “split into two armies, one in the east and one in the west.” General Bradley cited 

geographic considerations. The existence of the Taebaek Mountains, a large mountain range 

running down the center of Korea, he surmised, probably meant that the UN Commander “could 

maintain better communications between groups on the east and on the west by radio through 

Tokyo than he could by overland communications through the mountains.”789 In truth, 

MacArthur’s decision had little to do with geography and everything to do with his close, personal 

relationship with his chief of staff and protégé, Almond, and a desire to give his second in 

command the prestigious. job of commanding the amphibious landing.790 

Military experience, of course, demanded a unified ground authority. And, if given the 

opportunity, the Joint Chiefs likely would have prevented the CINCUNC from dividing his ground 

forces between two commands. The Army Chief of Staff, General Joseph L. Collins, was 

especially upset by MacArthur’s decision to maintain X Corps as an independent force. Other 
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members of the JCS also thought the arrangement odd.791 But the chairman, General Bradley, felt 

strongly that the Chiefs had “no business, here in Washington, 8,000 miles away, asking the local 

Commander what his tactical plans are.” The War Department, Bradley reminded Collins, had not 

asked U.S. commanders a single question all during the Battle of the Bulge. Just as they themselves 

had been left alone to “do the fighting” without interference from Washington, it should be “the 

same now” for MacArthur, argued Bradley.792  

MacArthur’s decision to maintain two separate U.S. ground components during the 

invasion of North Korea in the fall of 1950, of course, was not just a tactical issue it was an 

organizational one and a decision that would have all manner of consequences. When added with 

the fact that Eighth Army had already allowed the ROKA to operate as an independent force, the 

net result was three separate armies acting largely independently of each other under an unwieldy 

command structure. While the command channel in each case ran back to MacArthur at GHQ, 

Tokyo, the complicated arrangement was hardly an efficient way to fight, especially when 

considering the narrow frontage of the Korean peninsular. 

Further complicating this fragmented command arrangement was an earlier decision made 

by MacArthur to make Eighth Army responsible for the logistical support of all forces in Korea. 

Rather than allow X Corps to interact directly with the logistical agencies in Japan, all supply 

matters had to be routed through Walker’s headquarters first. As a result of this arrangement, the 

CG EUSAK found himself in the highly unusual position of having to supply X Corps without 

having any control over its operations in the fall of 1950. In addition to saddling Walker with 
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additional responsibilities, the introduction of the Eighth Army into X Corps logistical channels 

complicated arrangements during the critical period in early October when Almond’s unit was 

relocating from Inchon to the east coast in preparation for an amphibious invasion of North Korea. 

The supply difficulties brought on by this complex logistical arrangement grew so serious during 

the landing at Wonsan later that month that emergency rations had to be airlifted to X Corps.793 

Making matters worse was the fact that Almond, through his other ‘hat’ as MacArthur’s chief of 

staff, had a direct line to CINCUNC in Tokyo and as such could make sure that X Corps got 

preferential treatment in the allocation of equipment and supplies. One result of this atypical and 

excessively cumbersome command arrangement was therefore that X Corps was “stronger, 

fresher, [and] better-equipped,” a situation understandably resented by the Eighth Army 

Commander.794 Along with creating logistical hurdles and generating bad blood between the two 

commanders, the fragmented command arrangement meant the UN forces would be ill equipped 

to deal with sudden changes of the battlefield. 

 

The Chinese Intervention  

By the time X Corps landed at Hamhung on the eastern coast on October 17, the North 

Koreans were already in full retreat. Originally intended to move west after landing to link up with 

the Eighth Army, MacArthur now instead directed X Corps to move northeast to the Yalu River 

and ordered Eighth Army to mount a separate drive north. Rather than concentrating his forces, in 

other words, the theater commander dispersed them in two across the width of the peninsula. By 

sending X Corps into northeastern Korea instead of consolidating his forces on a single front, 
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MacArthur’s new directives widened the already twenty-to-thirty five-mile gap then existing 

between the two armies.795  

With X Corps still disembarking in the east, Eighth Army was the first to launch the all-

out offensive. Following the activation of U.S. I and IX Corps and the arrival of the British 27th 

Infantry Brigade in late summer, Eighth Army’s order of battle from west to east now ran:  IX 

Corps (25th Infantry Division, 2nd Infantry Division, and 65th RCT); I Corps (1st Cavalry Division, 

24th Infantry Division, ROK 1st Division, 27th British Commonwealth Brigade); and ROK II Corps. 

The ROK I Corps, which previously had occupied the farthest point east in Eighth Army’s sector, 

was temporarily assigned to X Corps but retained its status as the equivalent of a field army.796  

When forces from the 1st Cavalry Division and ROK 1st Division captured Pyongyang on 

October 19 it looked to many as if the war was almost over.797 In Washington, the JCS was so 

confident that the end of the war was in sight that it issued instructions for the post-war occupation 

phase in North Korea.798 To commanders in the field it appeared as if all that was left to do was to 

mop up the shattered and still retreating NKPA forces. Believing his forces had entered the final 

phase of combat operations and therefore no longer required additional ammunition stocks, the 

commander of the Eighth Army, General Walker, told MacArthur to divert all bulk-loaded 

ammunition ships then en route to Korea back to Japan.799 

Now stationed on the right flank of the western front, ROK II Corps, as it had since its 

activation in mid-July, exercised significant operational freedom.800 Rather than advance as a 
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single coordinated army, the individual units of the Eighth Army advanced in dispersed columns 

in a race to the north.801 As Eighth Army began its drive up the western side of Korea to the 

Chongchon River, the three divisions comprising ROK II Corps (6th, 7th, and 8th) raced northwards 

to the North Korean border. In late October, though still under the direct operational control of I 

Corps, the ROK 1st Division attacked north from Kunuri alongside the ROK 6th and 8th Divisions, 

while the other units belonging to I Corps moved in a northwesterly direction.802  

On 25 October elements of the ROK 1st Division operating in the vicinity of Unsan captured their 

first Chinese soldier. Though called the Chinese People’s Volunteers Army (CPVA) for short, the 

force that entered North Korea in late October 1950 was for all intents and purposes part of the 

Chinese People’s Liberation Army (PLA). The CPVA were formed into organized units, adhered 

to PLA orders and discipline, and were supplied by PLA depots.803 Although this important 

discovery was promptly conveyed to the Eighth Army Forward Command Post, it was not 

communicated to the ROK 6th Division operating ten miles to the northeast at Onjong for the 

simple reason that the two divisions were under two separate commands, one American, the other 

South Korean. Though operating adjacent to each other and both South Korean units, the ROK 1st 

Division received its orders from the commander of I Corps, General Frank W. Milburn, while the 

ROK 6th and 8th divisions received their orders from the ROK II Corps HQ. With no direct 

mechanism in place for the commander of the ROK 1st to communicate this vital information to 

his countrymen stationed nearby, the ROK 6th was kept entirely in the dark until the following day 
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when one of its battalions ran head on into Chinese resistance and suffered 350 casualties. A 

regiment from the ROK 6th sent to rescue the battalion incurred casualties of around 1,000. A 

second regiment, the ROK 7th Regiment, had reached as far as Chosan on the banks of the Yalu 

but was now entirely cut off. With the situation of their forward units crumbling, the rest of the 

ROK 6th Division fled south toward the Chongchon River. In just four short days the entire division 

had all but ceased to exist.804  

The sudden appearance of Chinese forces on the battlefield also took U.S. forces by 

surprise. To the west, in what became known as the “tragedy of Unsan,” U.S. 3rd Battalion were 

virtually destroyed losing 600 of its 800-strong force. Unaware that the enemy was operating in 

the area and mistaking them for ROK soldiers, two squads from the 3rd Battalion had allowed a 

company of Chinese soldiers to cross a bridge over the Nammyon River in the early hours of the 

morning on 2 November. After crossing the bridge unchallenged, the Chinese commander sounded 

his bugle signaling his men to attack the battalion’s command post. As U.S. soldiers crawled out 

of their foxholes they were struck down by wave after wave of charging Chinese soldiers. Nearby 

U.S. units were unable to breakthrough to rescue the unit forcing the remnants to fight on alone 

until ammunition and rations ran out.805  
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Figure 6.3: The Invasion of North Korea, November 1950 

 

    Source: Billy Mossman, Ebb and Flow, p. 46. 

 

With the collapse of the divisions in ROK II Corps the entire right flank of I Corps, 

representing half the total combat force of the UN Command, was now dangerously unprotected 

and in danger of envelopment. On 1 November Walker responded to the unfolding crisis by 

ordering the commander of I Corps, General Milburn, to take command of any ROK II Corps 

troops that came into the U.S. I Corps area. The following day, Milburn instructed the ROK corps 

commander, General Yu Jae Hung, to hold Kunuri and its road network. To assist the South 

Koreans in this mission, Milburn placed the 9th Infantry Regiment, U.S. 2nd Division under Yu’s 

control.806 The move marked only the second (as well as the last) time in the war in which 
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American units were officially assigned to an ROK command.807 Apart from this temporary 

measure, no other changes in the U.S.-ROK command relationship were undertaken in response 

to the first major setback of the war. Though its frontline had largely collapsed, the ROK II Corps 

HQ was allowed to continue to operate as a separate headquarters under the command of the ROK 

Army.  

The loss of nearly an entire ROK division as well as a U.S. battalion in fall 1950 was in no 

small part due to the complicated command structure which saw units operating in the same area 

of operations but under two different command channels, with no established line of 

communication between the two. Although the persistent refusal of Washington and the UN 

Commander to believe the Chinese would actually intervene in the war undoubtedly played a 

major role in the disaster by causing U.S. and ROK units to disperse themselves as they raced 

northwards, it was the disjointed U.S.-ROK command structure which afforded the ROKA 

leadership the freedom necessary to disperse their forces far to the north where they became 

isolated from the rest of Eighth Army. Sadly, the damage inflicted by this fragmented command 

arrangement had barely just begun.  

 

The “Big Bugout” 

Further east, in Almond’s X Corps sector, the ROK 3rd Division encountered stubborn 

Chinese opposition around the same time that Walker’s forces had come under attack in the west. 

However, just as Eighth Army commanders had not communicated the discovery of large numbers 
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of Chinese forces to the ROK II Corps headquarters, they had also failed to notify Almond’s 

headquarters since no direct line of communication between the two independent U.S. commands 

existed.808 Although the Eighth Army did notify the UN Commander about their important 

discovery, by the time this information reached MacArthur in Tokyo and was ready for 

dissemination to Almond, elements of X Corps had already run into Chinese Communist Forces 

(CCF). 

On 11 November, after a brief pause to assess the situation, the commander of X Corps, 

General Almond, ordered the 1st Marine Division to resume its advance to the north. The advance 

was in keeping with the UN Commander’s plans to stage a “massive compression envelopment” 

of enemy forces. Still underestimating the number of Chinese forces in the area and believing the 

U.S. Air Force had sufficiently obstructed enemy reinforcement and supply, MacArthur ordered 

both Almond and Walker to prepare to attack in late November. “If successful,” MacArthur wrote, 

“this should for all practical purposes end the war.”809 By advancing northeast in early November, 

however, X Corps had shifted the center of its mass away from the main strength of the enemy. 

Along with overextending itself, this movement had widened the gap between the right flank of 

Eighth Army and the left flank of X Corps. By mid-month, the closest Eighth Army unit to X 

Corps was 80 miles to the southwest.810 As had been the case since the formation of Almond’s 

corps in August, GHQ in Tokyo communicated the details of the new plan separately to the 

commanders of X Corps and Eighth Army.811  
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As Walker’s forces slowly began to advance on 25 November they came under heavy 

enemy fire. When the Chinese began attacking in strength two days later the Eighth Army 

commander radioed Tokyo, not Almond in the east. In Walker’s center, IX Corps reeled back 

while on the right ROK II Corps scattered. In what would become a recurring theme of the war, 

the Chinese had concentrated their attack along the boundary seam between U.S. and ROK units, 

in this case between the U.S. 2nd Division on IX Corps right and the ROK II Corps sector further 

east. Between 25 November and 1 December, the 2nd Division suffered over 4,500 casualties. 

When total losses since 15 November were factored in, the losses represented one-third of the 

division’s actual strength.812  

Walker’s decision to position the ROK II Corps on his right flank where it was charged 

with the important task of serving as a “link” with Almond’s X Corps now came back to haunt 

him. Despite the presence of a liaison officer, the Eighth Army commander was finding it difficult 

to keep track of General Yu’s forces in the ROK II Corps sector. The collapse of the ROK II front 

for the second time in almost as many weeks prompted Walker to shift the IX Corps boundary 

further east into General Yu’s area. Facing the threat of envelopment, Walker ordered the units on 

his far left (U.S. 24th Division and ROK 1st Division) to retreat to the Chongchon River to reinforce 

his right flank.813 

Around the same time, the Marines in northeast Korea began to encounter strong resistance. 

On 28 November, the Chinese slipped behind the Marines and cut their supply route.814 On the 

same day, MacArthur called Walker and Almond to Tokyo for an emergency command 

conference. Finally understanding the gravity of the situation facing his divided forces in Korea, 
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the theater commander notified Washington that for the first time since the war’s start he would 

assume the defensive. With the intervention of the Chinese Army, he told the Joint Chiefs of Staff, 

“We face an entirely new war.”815  

In light of the hugely significant but largely unexpected entry of the Chinese into the war, 

the UN Commander ordered Walker to make whatever withdrawals were necessary to avoid 

envelopment. Almond was told to maintain contact with the Chinese but assemble his dispersed 

forces in the Hamhung-Hungnam coastal area. Because he had dispersed his forces so widely in 

his race to the north, Almond was unable to offer any assistance to the beleaguered Eighth Army, 

then facing the brunt of the Chinese assault, until he first united his own forces then spread out 

over a hundred square miles. Before he could assist the Eighth Army, Almond told MacArthur, 

the Marines and three battalions of the 7th Infantry Division at the Changjin (Chosin) Reservoir 

had to be retrieved. The rest of the 7th Division, then operating 60 miles northward at Hyesanjin 

on the Yalu, and the ROK I Corps operating even further north at Hapsu and Ch’ongjin, would 

also have to be withdrawn.816 

Just as X Corps and Eighth Army had advanced separately into North Korea during the 

November offensive, their retreat in December was a largely uncoordinated affair. Rather than 

immediately ordering a coordinated withdrawal of the two ground components and establishing a 

continuous defensive line across the peninsula to protect Eighth Army’s vulnerable right flank, 

MacArthur allowed X Corps to maintain its independent status and carry out separate delaying 

operations in northeastern Korea into the first week of December. While the JCS urged MacArthur 

to arrange immediately for “sufficient coordination” between the two armies “to prevent large 
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enemy forces from passing between them or outflanking either of them,” the UN Commander 

maintained that X Corps was putting pressure on the Chinese supply lines in the east and should 

not be diverted from this important task.817 Much less dependent on gasoline and creature comforts 

than the U.S. military, such a strategy was unlikely to sufficiently restrict CCF troop movements 

in the short term, however.818 Any pressure Almond’s forces were able to exert upon the CCF 

supply lines in the east would thus do little to halt the six armies and more than 165,000 Chinese 

soldiers than bearing down on Eighth Army in the west.  

On 8 December, after the Chinese offensive in the west had driven Walker’s forces from 

Pyongyang, MacArthur finally yielded to the overriding wisdom of consolidating his strength in 

Korea and ordered Eighth Army to absorb X Corps. The actual transfer of control however would 

have to wait until after X Corps had evacuated North Korea later than month.819 By then, the Eighth 

Army was racing south toward Seoul. Under constant threat of envelopment from the right, Walker 

had been forced to stretch his divisions thinner and thinner until the Eighth Army’s east flank 

position became longer than its front. In ten days Eighth Army had retreated 120 miles. By 

December 23, I Corps had reached the lower banks of the Han and Imjin rivers, while IX Corps 

straddled the 38th parallel.820  

As the Eighth Army staggered south in disarray in what became known as the “big bugout,” 

Almond’s X Corps evacuated their holdings in northeast Korea. On 17 December, one day after 

President Truman declared a national state of emergency, ROK I Corps set sail for Samchok and 

Pusan in the south. By 23 December the remainder of X Corps had been evacuated by air and sea 
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from Hungnam to Pusan.821 Five days later X Corps officially passed to the control of Eighth 

Army. Although the evacuation of 105,000 men, 17,500 vehicles and 350,000 tons of supplies 

from Hungnam in December 1950 represented a logistical triumph for the U.S. Army, the 

withdrawal of X Corps from northeastern Korea came at a high cost. Along with suffering losses 

totaling more than 8,735 men, X Corps left behind the equivalent of half a division’s worth of 

equipment during its retreat from the Yalu.822  

 

Figure 6.4: U.S. Eighth Army Retreat, December 1 - 23, 1950 

 

  Source: Billy Mossman, Ebb and Flow, p. 152. 
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Intended as a general offensive whose objective had been the northern border of Korea and 

the end of the war, the offensive launched by the UN Command in November 1950 instead came 

close to destroying the Eighth Army. Fought under a divided command, the forces of X Corps and 

Eighth Army struggled to coordinate their movements in the face of overwhelming enemy odds. 

By 3 December the Eighth Army had suffered more than 10,000 killed, wounded, and missing. 

Before the month was over the enemy would inflict a further 3,000 casualties on Walker’s forces. 

In its hurried retreat south to protect its vulnerable right flank, Eighth Army also lost considerable 

amounts of supplies and equipment, much of it voluntarily destroyed to prevent it from falling into 

the enemy’s hands.823  

Because of the sheer size of the Chinese and NKPA forces – estimated at around 400,000 

soldiers – the enemy offensive in winter 1950 would have posed a serious threat to the UN forces 

(then numbering just 250,000 combat troops) no matter what.824 Had less cumbersome lines of 

communication existed between Almond and Walker, however, it is likely that both commanders 

would have become aware sooner of the presence of significant numbers of Chinese forces moving 

toward them. Instead, the Chinese managed to achieve complete tactical and strategic surprise. In 

what became the biggest intelligence failure of the war, the CCF crossed the Yalu in secret and 

unleashed a massive attack all along the UN lines. 

The divided ground command and wide dispersal of forces also made it much more 

difficult for the UN forces to mount an effective resistance once the Chinese struck. Instead of 
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closing the gap and forming a continuous defensive line across the peninsula, MacArthur allowed 

each ground command to carry out isolated withdrawals, further widening the distance between 

his lines in the process. Had the UN Commander constructed a continuous defensive position under 

a single, unified ground command, as the JCS and members of his own staff recommended, many 

of the resulting communication and logistics problems encountered during the retreat likely could 

have been mitigated or averted altogether. Although the UN forces may still have needed to 

withdraw in order to strengthen their lines, a unified command would have afforded them the time 

necessary to carry out an orderly retreat. Instead of a coordinated and managed retreat, the 

withdrawal of Eighth Army and X Corps from North Korea in the winter of 1950 ended in a rout.  

Part of the blame for this devastating turn of events lies with the Joint Chiefs of Staff who, 

operating according to the custom of the day, refused to interfere with the tactical decisions of the 

theater commander.825 Instead of insisting that MacArthur establish a unified command to 

coordinate the actions of X Corps and Eighth Army, the Joint Chiefs merely informed him that 

they believed such a course of action was best. After declining to heed their advice, the Chiefs 

allowed MacArthur to mount his ambitious ‘Home by Christmas’ offensive under a divided 

command. Secretary of State Dean Acheson regarded the developments of November 1950 as the 

most critical period of the war. Summarizing this period in his memoirs years later, Acheson 

concluded:  

 

Then all the dangers from dispersal of our own forces and intervention by the Chinese were 
manifest. We were all deeply apprehensive…[but] I was unwilling to urge on the President 
a military course that his military advisers would not propose. They would not propose it 
because it ran counter to American military tradition of the proper powers of the theater 
commander since 1864…If General Marshall and the Chiefs had proposed withdrawal to 
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the Pyongyang-Wonsan line and a continuous defensive position under unified command 
across it … disaster would probably have been averted.826 

 

Although, as Acheson correctly noted, the chief fault in the campaign lay with the absence 

of unity of command between Eighth Army and X Corps, the fragmented nature of the entire UN 

command structure also contributed to the unprecedented scale of the setback. Throughout the 

campaign, ROK forces were spread out in what amounted to three separate field armies: In the 

west, the ROK 1st Division was under the I Corps. In the center, ROK II Corps – though nominally 

under the control of Eighth Army – was granted enormous operational freedom and allowed to 

maintain its own corps headquarters. Further east, ROK I Corps maintained a similar arrangement 

with X Corps.  

Complicating the already complicated arrangement was the Eighth Army commander’s 

decision to place the ROK II Corps on his far right in a position where it was expected to serve as 

the “link” to X Corps. Together with the 1st Marine Division, the ROK II Corps was given the 

almost impossible task of protecting the gap between Eighth Army and X Corps while each 

advanced in separate directions. On the left of ROK II Corps, the ROK 1st Division operated nearby 

but under a different command channel. The net result was an unwieldy arrangement in which 

units operating in the same area of operations were unable to maintain direct communications with 

each other, share intelligence, or concentrate their forces against the enemy onslaught.  

The Chinese New Year’s Offensive  

With MacArthur’s decision to assign X Corps to Eighth Army in December 1950, U.S. 

forces in Korea now operated under a unified command structure for the first time since September. 

The death of General Walker in a car accident on 23 December however meant that he did not live 
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long enough to see the new command arrangement take shape. Upon taking command of Eighth 

Army on 26 December the new commander, General Matthew B. Ridgway, immediately made 

clear to Almond that X Corps would no longer enjoy a favored status or do business directly with 

Tokyo.827 In another important change, the UN Commander, tempered by the failure of his ‘end 

the war’ offensive, stepped back from his earlier role of planning and directing operations. At a 

meeting between MacArthur and Ridgway in Tokyo, the UN Commander told the new Eighth 

Army commander he would have total freedom to plan and carry out operations as he saw fit. 

When Ridgway asked if this newfound authority extended to offensive decisions, MacArthur told 

him: “The Eighth Army is yours, Matt. Do what you think best.”828 Going forward, Ridgway would 

inform MacArthur of his decisions but the UN Commander would no longer direct military 

operations in Korea as he had done in the past.  

Although on paper UN forces were now unified, the overall command picture remained 

fragmented. The ROK Army headquarters continued to exercise direct operational control of all 

but two ROK divisions. With the exception of the ROK 1st and 6th attached to U.S. corps in the far 

west, and thus firmly under Eighth Army’s chain of command, ROKA Headquarters maintained 

considerable freedom of action over the disposition of ROK forces. While technically still under 

the operational control of Eighth Army, the disposition of these units on the far eastern flank as 

well and the fact that they received their orders from and reported to the ROKA HQ and not the 

Eighth Army meant that the South Korean high command in practice enjoyed far greater flexibility 

than otherwise would have been the case. The authority exercised by the ROKA leadership 

extended beyond mere tactical level decisions to include the positioning and movement of entire 

corps-level units. ROKA HQ also retained the freedom to attach (or detach) ROK divisions to 
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other units as they saw fit as well.829 By late December, this excessively cumbersome chain-of-

command arrangement ran from Eighth Army headquarters in Seoul through ROKA Headquarters, 

to a ROKA Frontline Headquarters at Kangnung on the east coast, to each of the three ROKA 

corps headquarters, and finally to the ROK division commanders on the frontlines.830   

 On 31 December the Chinese launched their third offensive of the war. In all, six Chinese 

armies and three NKPA corps totaling 32 divisions and at least 240,000 soldiers struck the UN 

lines running from Munsan to Yangyan on the east coast. In the west, the Communists once again 

demonstrated their mastery of situational awareness by striking the seam between the ROK 1st and 

6th Divisions, astride the I Corps and IX Corps boundary.831 Farther east, on the central front, 

Chinese and North Korean forces attacked along the boundary between ROK III and II Corps. The 

ROK III Corps in the central corridor quickly crumbled. As the ROK units fled south in disarray 

they left behind large amounts of equipment and ammunition. Although aware that the situation in 

the center was serious, Ridgway was kept somewhat in the dark about what was happening in the 

South Korean sectors due to the paucity of reports and frequent breakdown in communications 

between the ROK front line and his own headquarters.832 Upon learning that ROK III Corps HQ 

at Yangp’yong had lost contact with two of his divisions, Ridgway ordered Almond’s X Corps to 

assemble north of Wonju in order to reinforce the threatened ROK III Corps sector. On 3 January 

Almond assumed responsibility for a 35-mile sector of line running directly west of Hongchon. To 

assist with Almond’s defense of this front, the X Corps commander was granted control of the 
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remnants of the three ROK III Corps divisions (ROK 2nd, 5th and 8th Divisions) operating nearby.833 

That same day Ridgway ordered the evacuation of the bridgehead at Seoul.  

As Eighth Army retreated south to Osan, Communist forces continued to threaten the ROK 

lines further east. On 2 January, following the virtual collapse of ROK III Corps in central Korea 

the previous day, Ridgway met with President Rhee and demanded housecleaning of the ROK 

Army. In response, the ROK Army carried out the first major reorganization of ROK command 

headquarters since the start of the war. After its dismal performance in December, the ROK II 

Corps had been left with just one division (ROK 3rd Division) and assigned a narrow frontage 

between ROK III and I Corps in the east. On 10 January, with CCF and NKPA forces threatening 

breakthrough in the ROK III-ROK II Corps boundary area, this corps was deactivated and its sole 

division transferred to the control of the ROK Army Headquarters. Along with the deactivation of 

the ROK II Corps, the ROKA HQ relieved the commander of ROK III Corps. With Almond now 

in control of three of the four divisions previously comprising ROK III Corps, the new corps 

commander was left with only one division (ROK 7th Division). Later that month, ROK III Corps 

received the ROK 3rd Division as a reserve.834 Despite the loss of three of its divisions to X Corps, 

the ROK Corps III HQ at Yangp’yong remained operational and continued to receive instructions 

from the ROKA HQ.835 

With the virtual collapse of ROK III Corps and the deactivation of ROK II Corps, the gap 

between U.S. X Corps in the central corridor and the ROK I Corps on the east coast now became 

a problem. On January 8, the NKPA V Corps struck the U.S. 2nd Division and ROK 8th Division 
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in a frontal attack while forces from the NKPA II Corps penetrated the gap between X Corps and 

ROK III Corps and slipped behind the lines of Almond’s forces. By mid-January, with serious 

enemy activity deep behind X Corps lines, it looked as if UN forces might have to evacuate Korea. 

However X Corps managed to hang on and by the end of the month a new defensive line had been 

established running from Wonju to Samchok on the eastern coast.836  

 

Figure 6.5: Organization of UNC Ground Forces in Korea, December 31, 1950837 

 

 

 

By then, Eighth Army’s long march south in the west had also finally come to an end. In 

the span of just seven days UN forces had been driven back almost 70 miles from Munsan to 

Pyongtaek. Since the start of the Chinese offensive in the first week of November the Eighth Army 
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had withdrawn 275 miles, the longest retreat in U.S. military history.838 The Chinese winter 

offensives had cost the UN forces dearly. But it had also spurred reform. With the attachment of 

X Corps to Eighth Army in late December the command picture for U.S. and UN forces was more 

settled than it had been for months. The same could not be said however for the U.S.-ROK 

command relationship which, because of the continued independence of ROKA HQ and its many 

corps headquarters, continued to rely on exceedingly long lines of communication and complex 

command and control procedures. The ROK Army did not escape entirely unscathed from the 

Chinese winter offensives, however. The collapse of the UN front in December and January led to 

the deactivation of the ROK II Corps and the temporary transfer of three other ROK divisions to 

Almond’s command.  

 

The Perils of Lower-Unit Integration: The Battle of Hoengsong and Massacre Valley 

With UN defensive lines finally stabilized and Seoul once more in the hands of the enemy, 

the commander of Eighth Army, General Ridgway, decided to go on the offensive. On the night 

of 25 January UN forces launched their first attack in two months. Dubbed Operation Thunderbolt, 

the limited-objective offensive was intended as a confidence boosting measure for an army that 

was still thought to be suffering from ‘bug out’ fever. By 10 February Eighth Army had reached 

the Han River, the operation’s original aim, and recaptured Kimpo Airfield and Inchon Harbor 

west of Seoul.839 In conjunction with Eighth Army’s drive on the capital, Ridgway ordered X 

Corps to attack northwards toward a line stretching roughly due east of Seoul. Known as Operation 

Roundup, the plan called for ROK III and X Corps to envelop the enemy salient near Hongchon 

that had developed following the North Korean infiltration the previous month. Because ROK 
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units and UN forces were heavily intermingled on the center front, close coordination between the 

two would be required. With ROK divisions for the first time operating under X Corps command 

(having been transferred to its control in the wake of the disastrous Chinese winter offensive,) and 

lacking any organic artillery or armor, General Almond devised a new command arrangement that 

would see American artillery and armor support teams attached to ROK units for the first time. 

The ad hoc arrangement would prove to be one of the costliest mistakes of the war.  

On 5 February, as Eighth Army fought its way north in the west, X Corps forces prepared 

to jump off. The ROK 8th and 5th divisions would lead the attack from their position north of 

Hoengsong. When X Corps received the ROK 3rd Division from Eighth Army three days latter 

Almond placed it in the center between the two other ROK divisions under his command. To the 

west, ROK III Corps comprising ROK 7th and 9th divisions would attack in conjunction with X 

Corps. To assist the ROK divisions on the center of the X Corps line Almond attached support 

forces of artillery and armor created from two of his U.S. divisions. A support force from U.S. 2nd 

Division made up of light and medium artillery and known as Support Force 21 was attached to 

the ROK 8th Division on its left. A similar support force from the U.S. 7th Division (Support Force 

7) was attached to the ROK 5th division on the right. The arrangement marked the first time in the 

war that U.S. artillery and armor were directly attached to ROK units.840 The question of who 

would command these units was left open.  

Meanwhile, Chinese forces were preparing an offensive of their own. On the night of 11 

February the enemy launched a powerful counterattack against the X Corps front. As four Chinese 

divisions surged forward, the ROK lines buckled. During the night, the Chinese succeeded in 

overrunning three regiments of ROK 8th Division, engulfing the American support forces in the 
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process. Shortly after midnight, the commander of Support Force 21, Lt. Col. John W. Keith, Jr., 

radioed the 2nd Division Artillery commander for permission to withdraw to a position three miles 

away near the 3rd Battalion, 38th Infantry. At the same time, he requested that 2nd Division ask the 

ROK 8th Division commander, Brigadier General Chae Yong Hee, to halt the withdrawal of ROK 

units then infiltrating his lines. However, when the U.S. division artillery commander contacted 

General Chae he was informed that ROK division headquarters had lost contact with its 

subordinate units. Unsure of who had final authority over the American support forces attached to 

the ROK divisions, the 2nd Division Artillery commander told Keith he would have to clear his 

request for withdrawal with both 2nd Division and X Corps headquarters. Thereafter, the request 

passed from the artillery commander (Brig. Gen. Loyal M. Haynes) to the commander of 2nd 

Division (General Nick Ruffner) to the corps artillery commander (Col. William P. Ennis, Jr.) and 

finally to General Almond himself at corps headquarters. Almond approved the withdrawal request 

but his order then had to travel back through the same cumbersome command chain to Keith. The 

whole process of obtaining permission had taken an hour and a half; during which time both the 

Chinese and North Koreans continued to flood through the lines.841  

Uncertainty over the command structure also hindered operations nearby at the village of 

Saemal where the 3rd Battalion was stationed. In the course of the night of 11-12 February the 

battalion commander requested artillery support from 2nd Division Artillery no fewer than three 

times. On each occasion he was turned down on the grounds that division artillery could not place 

artillery fire until the ROK 8th Division commander first gave permission. The commander of ROK 

8th Division, General Chae, however, refused to authorize the fire support.842 With events in X 
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Corps sector growing more unstable by the hour, Almond took action to unravel the tangled 

command structure between the U.S. support forces and ROK units.  

On the evening of 12 February, responding to the “nightmare of confusion” then existing 

in the chain of command from X Corps to the support forces, Almond ordered the commander of 

the 38th Infantry, Colonel John G. Coughlin, to assume command of all American troops in the 

Hoengsong area. Because Coughlin’s authority only extended to American forces, however, he 

was prevented from using the ROK forces, then heavily interspersed inside U.S. lines, hindering 

his ability to salvage the situation. Later that evening, Almond formally dissolved all American 

artillery, armor, and infantry elements attached to ROK divisions and returned them to their parent 

units.843  

By then, the damage had been done. The unwieldy command arrangement between the 

U.S. and ROK forces had prevented Support Force 21 and the 3rd Battalion from receiving timely 

permission to withdraw and much-needed artillery support. In both cases, confusion over the 

command structure was to blame.844 Because of the tangled lines of command running from X 

Corps to the ROK divisions it was not altogether clear who was in command of the support forces 

and thus who could authorize their withdrawal once the Chinese counterattacked. The placement 

of U.S. battalions under corps authority so close to ROK units also complicated matters by 

requiring artillery commanders to first clear artillery fire with the commander of ROK 8th Division. 

The confusing and cumbersome arrangement led to costly delays in the withdrawal of forces 

resulting in devastatingly high losses. In the 48-hour period between 11-13 February UN forces 

suffered casualties of almost 12,000. The ROK forces attached to X Corps suffered the vast 

majority of the casualties. Losses for the U.S. 2nd Division (including 38th Infantry and Support 
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Force 21) totaled 1,769. One of those killed was Colonel Keith, the commander of Task Force 21, 

who had spent the night of 11-12 Feb waiting for permission to withdraw his unit.845  

Along with these staggeringly high casualty figures, a considerable amount of equipment 

was lost during the two-day 15-mile retreat from Hoengsong. American units reported the loss of 

14 105mm howitzers while the ROK forces lost almost twice that number. The final tally of 

equipment losses included more than 100 trucks, 6 M-4 tanks, 1 liaison plane, and 91 jeeps and 

substantial amounts of radio equipment. Shocked by the loss of so much equipment, Ridgway told 

Almond that, “while there is nothing sacrosanct about a piece of artillery, compared to the loss of 

the lives of men,” he no longer wanted to hear reports of such high artillery losses as suffered by 

X Corps.846 

The following month, Marines passing through the area, sickened by the still visible 

carnage of bound and looted bodies, erected a sign that read: “Massacre Valley, Scene of Harry S. 

Truman’s Police Action. Nice Going Harry!”847 

 

Command Tensions 

In the wake of the disaster at Hoengsong in early February 1950 a number of investigations 

were conducted to discover the cause of the failure. A report issued by 2nd Division laid the blame 

at the feet of the ROK 8th Division, whose “complete rout and disintegration” had set in motion 

the devastating sequence of events, and recommended that “no U.S. units be intermingled with 

ROK units in the future.” The real fault however lay in the intertwined command relationship 

between ROK and U.S. forces and the confusion this arrangement caused about who controlled 
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artillery in the support forces. The commander of 2nd Division, General Ruffner, said he “could 

not move a single…thing” during the battle since the X Corps Artillery commander had control of 

the artillery through the ROK commanders (or so he believed) and his own division artillery 

commander had no authority. Ruffner thought General Chae had authority to issue orders to the 

artillery units attached to ROK 8th Division and only X Corps Artillery, and not his own division, 

had higher control.848  

Believing the disaster was the result of problems with lower level integration stemming 

from the intermingling of forces and not the larger and more fundamental issue of command and 

control between the U.S. and ROK forces, the X Corps commander on 12 February requested that 

the ROK 3rd and 5th Divisions be taken from ROK II Corps and assigned to ROK I Corps, which 

then would be placed under his temporary control for use in future operations against the 

Chinese.849 On February 16, in one of the rare command conferences between senior Americans 

and ROK military leaders of the war, the South Koreans made clear their displeasure at this change. 

The ROK Army Chief of Staff, General Chung Il Kwon, told Ridgway he wanted the ROK 3rd and 

5th Divisions returned to ROK III Corps since their soldiers “preferred to be under their own 

commanders.” Ridgway stated he would return the units soon but that it could not be done at the 

moment because of growing signs that the Chinese were planning an eastward push in the 

Pyonch’ang-Yongwol corridor. With a new Chinese offensive expected shortly it was essential, 

said Ridgway, “that all units be under a single commander.”850 Increasingly resentful at having 

their units transferred to U.S. commands, the South Koreans complained their forces were being 

badly handled in X Corps. While eager to see the friction between corps commanders reduced, the 
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Eighth Army Commander only made matters worse by announcing that until the remaining 

divisions under ROKA HQ control did everything possible to increase the resistance of their 

troops, no additional equipment or artillery would be forthcoming. Ridgway concluded the 

meeting by stating that, as in the past, each corps commander would have complete authority 

within his respective boundary.851  

For the first time in the war the majority of the ROK Army’s forces were now under the 

direct operational control of the Americans. From just one division in September 1950 the number 

of ROK divisions attached to U.S. corps commands had grown by only one during the fall. Since 

the start of the year, however, five ROK divisions had been attached to X Corps. What is more, 

each of these command transfers had followed a major setback on the battlefield. By spring 1951, 

there were just three divisions remaining under ROKA control.852 Yet despite this reduction in the 

number of units under its control, the ROK Army still maintained no fewer than four headquarters: 

ROKA HQ in Taegu, ROKA Forward Command Post in Kangnung, and the headquarters of ROK 

I and III Corps. With the loss of every division, ROK resentment grew. But the South Koreans 

were not the only ones who had begun to challenge the command arrangement. 

 

Macarthuritis 

In April 1951, a significant command change occurred, albeit for largely political and not 

military reasons. Following several public statements contradicting his administration’s stance, 

President Truman relieved General MacArthur from all four of his commands on April 15.853 
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MacArthur had been a controversial CINCUNC from the beginning. Not initially expecting to 

contribute combat forces to the mission, UN members had not opposed MacArthur’s appointment 

in July. However, once UN members began to commit ground troops to Korea they grew 

increasingly anxious about an arrangement that left the notoriously bombastic American general 

in command of their forces.  

The British were especially uneasy. As early as September, barely weeks after their first 

ground troops had set foot in Korea, the British Chiefs voiced their concern to the Prime Minister’s 

Office. Following the success of the UN forces in their northward advance from Pusan it was 

paramount, they said, that MacArthur be given explicit instructions on how to proceed.854 Fearing 

that the Soviets or Chinese (or both) would view the crossing of the 38th parallel by UN forces as 

a casus belli for a general war, both the British military and government worried that MacArthur’s 

fervent anti-Communism and heavy-handed tactics would lead to an unnecessary enlargement of 

the war. Throughout the fall of 1950 the British Chiefs strove to moderate MacArthur’s tactical 

freedom where possible by making known their opposition to actions that might enlarge the war, 

such as the bombing of targets in Manchuria. When MacArthur decided to launch an offensive in 

North Korea instead of stabilizing at the ‘waist,’ the British grew even more alarmed. In December 

1950, following the intervention of Chinese forces, Prime Minister Clement Attlee tried to secure 

a pledge from President Truman that the Americans would not use the atomic bomb in Korea 

without first consulting the British. Although Truman readily consented, he refused the British 

request to put the agreement into writing.855  
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London’s concerns pertained to more than just the command relationship, however. Given 

their longstanding role in the Far East, the British felt strongly that Washington did not sufficiently 

appreciate the extent to which their “right to a say in Korean policy” should not be limited “to the 

proportion of our military contribution actually in Korea.”856 By early 1951, the defense chiefs 

were increasingly unwilling to “tag along behind the United States.” Feeling that MacArthur had 

been given too free a hand and that they had “been kept in the dark” on matters of major policy for 

far too long, they decided to send Air Chief Sir John Slessor to Washington in mid-January with a 

request for information from the Joint Chiefs of Staff on General MacArthur’s orders in Korea.857 

Slessor’s meetings with the Joint Chiefs and at the State Department did little to fundamentally 

alter the existing relationship. Later that month a British Cabinet Minister confided to the U.S. 

Ambassador in London that, “Slessor might just as well not have gone to Washington” since so 

little helpful information regarding current military developments and future plans was 

forthcoming.858  

The chief obstacle to UK-U.S. military relations during this period however was the UN 

Commander’s tendency to take political decisions “on his own authority,” a position the British 

and other members of the UN coalition found particularly dangerous.859 Thus, when President 

Truman issued a press release in mid-April 1951 announcing that the Eighth Army commander, 

General Matthew Ridgway, would be replacing MacArthur as CINCUNC, the British and other 
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governments breathed a sigh of relief.860 Internationally, if not domestically, Truman’s decision 

was widely popular. An intelligence report commissioned by the State Department in the wake of 

MacArthur’s dismissal found “very strong approval,” both within the press as well as official 

circles, in most countries. Of the more than a dozen states then participating in the UN operation 

in Korea, only the Philippines opposed the change in command, privately expressing worry about 

the repercussions the move would have for their own fight against Communism.861 

The U.S. change in command in April 1951 did not fundamentally alter the command 

arrangement in the UNC, however. Nor did it prove destabilizing militarily. None other than 

MacArthur’s former chief of staff, General Almond, later characterized the changeover as “not 

disturbing as far as our capabilities.”862 But the new UN Commander would have little time to 

adjust to his new position. Barely one week after arriving in Tokyo, the Chinese launched their 

largest offensive of the war to date. 

The Chinese Spring Offensives 

Around the same time that Truman was preparing to relieve MacArthur, the South Koreans 

were forced to make their own command adjustments following the death of the commander of 

ROK I Corps in a plane crash. On 10 April the commander of ROK 1st Division, General Paik Sun 

Yup, was transferred to the east coast to assume command of ROK I Corps, one of only two South 

Korean corps still active. With Paik’s assumption of command, the ROK I Corps, which had been 

under Almond’s control since 12 February reverted back to the ROK Army Headquarters.863 

Despite the transfer of the corps back to ROKA control, there were signs that the U.S. was growing 
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increasingly frustrated with the U.S.-ROK command structure. In early April, prior to his 

appointment as CINCUNC, Ridgway ordered Eighth Army’s tactical branch to share plans for a 

new offensive with the ROK Army Headquarters as usual but instructed them to make sure the 

ROKA HQ did not to publish the plan to lower headquarters or units as in the past.864  

By mid-April, the UNC order of battle from west to east ran: U.S. I Corps (ROK 1st 

Division, British 29th Brigade, U.S. 3rd Division, U.S. 25th Division, U.S. 24th Division); U.S. IX 

Corps (ROK 6th Division, U.S. 1st Marine Division); U.S. X Corps (U.S. 2nd Division, U.S. 7th 

Division, ROK 5th Division); ROK III Corps (ROK 3rd Division) ROK I Corps (ROK Capital 

Division, ROK 9th Division).865 On April 22, twenty-one Chinese and nine North Korean divisions 

totaling around 305,000 soldiers launched a major offensive operation across a forty-mile portion 

of the Eighth Army’s front. As with their earlier offensives, the Chinese focused their attack on 

ROK divisions. In U.S. I Corps, the main weight of the offensive fell on the ROK 1st Division on 

the extreme left of the western flank, and the British 29th Brigade. Farther east, on the center front, 

the enemy targeted the ROK 6th Division, the leftmost division of IX Corps.866  

During the first Chinese spring offensive, alternatively known as the Chinese Fifth Phase 

Offensive, a tragic incident occurred which illustrated some of the many difficulties inherent in 

coalition warfare. In the course of the first night of the attack, an undefended gap of three and a 

half miles in I Corps emerged between the South Koreans and the furthest left unit of the British 

brigade, the Gloucestershire Battalion (known as the ‘Glosters’).867 Outnumbered and surrounded, 
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and with no reinforcements forthcoming, the Glosters held on for 60 desperate hours before being 

struck down by the Chinese. Out of a pre-battle strength of 28 officers and 671 men, only 40 made 

it back to the UN rear-area lines. The heroic last stand of the ‘Glorious Glosters,’ for which they 

were awarded a Presidential Unit Citation, afforded U.S. units located nearby the time to stage an 

orderly retreat.868 The virtual annihilation of the battalion proved a devastating blow to the UN 

Command, however.  

In the wake of its loss, a number of investigations were held to determine why 

reinforcements had not been sent to rescue the Glosters earlier. The chief explanation seems to be 

a failure of high command to understand the seriousness of the situation facing the Glosters due to 

a cultural misunderstanding between American and British commanders. Informed by the British 

brigade commander that the unit’s situation was “a bit sticky,” the American commander of the 

U.S. 3rd Division, to which the Glosters were attached, took this to mean the Glosters were facing 

heavy resistance but could hold their current position.869 Some historians have attributed this 

communication failure to the inability of the Americans to recognize the British tendency to 

downplay difficult military situations, otherwise known as the ‘British stiff upper lip.’870 While 

the new commander of Eighth Army, General James Van Fleet, blamed the disaster on the 

commander of the U.S. 3rd Division, Ridgway thought it stemmed from the failure of the British 

brigade commander to know his own men. Other accounts however suggest that the tragedy 

stemmed at least in part from the common American practice of assigning the British brigades to 
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cover frontages that normally would have gone to entire divisions, a byproduct of the severe 

manpower shortages then facing the UNC.871  

The loss of the Glosters had a far-reaching effect on the way the UNC fought the rest of 

the war. Now more casualty averse, especially when it came to non-U.S./ROK forces, Van Fleet 

issued orders in late April to keep small units within supporting distance to avoid a situation like 

that of the Gloucester Battalion from occurring again. Above all, Van Fleet told his corps 

commanders, “Don’t want to lose a company…certainly not a Bn. Keep units intact…I want to 

emphasize again, don’t let units get ‘cut off’. An example is the Gloucestershire Bn. Don’t use any 

UN forces that way.” Follower the tragic events at Gloster Hill in late April 1951, U.S. 

commanders decided that UN units would no longer be used to cover the withdrawal of American 

forces.872  

 Farther east, in the IX Corps sector, other problems associated with coalition warfare also 

came to the fore during the Chinese Spring Offensive. In early April, U.S. commanders had 

attached the British 27th Brigade to the U.S. 24th Division and positioned it on the furthermost right 

of the corps boundary, on the immediate left of the ROK 6th Division. During the Battle of 

Kapyong later that month, ROK soldiers from the adjoining unit spilled into the British lines. 

Because of incompatible equipment, however, the British were unable to resupply the ROK 

soldiers with ammunition, forcing many to abandon the battlefield.873 With the exception of the 

British Commonwealth units, all UN units were supplied with American weapons and 

ammunition. Despite the well-known incompatibility in equipment, the UN Command repeatedly 
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positioned ROK divisions next to the two British brigades during early 1951, setting up situations 

in which resupply in the event of an emergency became impossible. 

 Unlike the ROK 1st Division on Eighth Army’s left flank, which retreated slowly and in 

good order, the ROK 6th Division near Kapyong retreated in disorder during the first phase of the 

Chinese Spring Offensive. In the span of a single day, the division fell back more than ten miles, 

in the process abandoning 29 howitzers and 160 vehicles and leaving nearby friendly units 

dangerously exposed.874 Though fully manned by 10,000 Koreans, the ROK 6th Division was 

poorly equipped and supported by the UNC. With only a tenuous link to I Corps on its left, X 

Corps headquarters had once again permitted an ROK division to proceed virtually alone at the 

front of the lines. With only rifles and light machine guns and a few mortars but no heavy machine 

guns or mortars, the ROK 6th Division, like the rest of the ROK divisions at the time, lacked the 

firepower the American divisions were able to commit against the seemingly never-ending waves 

of Chinese soldiers. The commander of Eighth Army, General Van Fleet, later acknowledged as 

much, attributing the collapse of the division during the first phase of the Chinese Spring Offensive 

to the fact that the division had only “limited firepower” during the battle. Considered the biggest 

battle of the Korean War, the April 1951 offensive drove the Eighth Army back 35 miles. The UN 

forces sustained around 7,000 casualties in the course of 8-day battle but inflicted approximately 

ten times that number on the enemy.875 

 Once more, a major defeat was followed by a change in the UN order of battle. Because 

the unit in question – the ROK 6th Division – was already attached to a U.S. Corps, American 

commanders instead altered the boundary lines so that the South Korean unit would no longer 

occupy the seam between two corps. On April 27, the U.S. 24th Division was transferred from the 
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U.S. I Corps to IX Corps and placed on the immediate left of the poorly performing ROK unit.876 

Because the Chinese had concentrated their attack in the west and center of the UN lines the 

pressure against the ROK divisions in the east was comparatively light. Under no threat, the 

command structure for this area was left unaltered. Expecting the Chinese would soon launch a 

second offensive against the western portion of the front to capture Seoul, the commander of 

Eighth Army, General Van Fleet, chose to strengthen the U.S. I and IX Corps on his left. To the 

right of the U.S. corps, in the east-central sector, six ROK divisions were left holding a fifty-mile 

portion of the front running from Chunchon to the coast.877 With these changes to the corps 

boundaries, the UN lines now ran from left to right: I Corps (ROK 1st Division, U.S. 1st Cavalry 

Division, U.S. 25th Division, Reserve: U.S. 3rd Division and British 29th Brigade); IX Corps 

(British 28th Brigade, U.S. 24th Infantry Division, ROK 2nd Division, ROK 6th Division, U.S. 7th 

Division, Reserve: 187th Airborne Regimental Combat Team); X Corps (U.S. 1st Marine Division, 

U.S. 2nd Division, ROK 5th Division, ROK 7th Division); ROK III Corps (ROK 9th Division, ROK 

3rd Division); ROK I Corps (ROK 11th Division, ROK Capital Division).878 

 

The Battle of the Soyang River and the Collapse of the ROK III Corps 

 After a brief lull at the start of the month during which they shifted their forces eastward, 

Communist forces staged a mammoth assault against UN forces on the night of 1 5-16 May. But 

rather than strike in the west, as Van Fleet had expected, the Chinese and North Koreans struck at 

the junction between the U.S. X Corps and ROK III Corps near the Soyang River and further to 

the east. The brunt of the Chinese second spring offensive (also known as the Second Stage, Fifth 
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Phase Offensive) fell against ROK units in the east, once again proving the old adage that the 

enemy does not always fight on your terms.879  

Since the start of the war, the UNC had largely ignored the center-eastern portion of the 

front believing its limited road network and mountainous terrain could not support major 

operations.880 As a result, successive American commanders had been content to assign 

responsibility for this portion of the front to the ROK Army. Now, with the weight of five CPA 

armies and two NKPA Corps bearing down on this area, the UN Command found itself scrambling 

to prevent a massive envelopment of its forces. Existing command arrangements however left them 

ill prepared to do so. The lack of clear lines of communication and control between the UN 

Command and ROK forces in this area now became a major problem.881  

On 14 May, only a day before the start of the second spring offensive, Van Fleet had 

expressed dissatisfaction with the state of KMAG communications to ROK units. Reports of 

changes in ROKA dispositions and lines, he told KMAG officers, should reach him in a manner 

of hours not days as was currently the case.882 The scattered disposition of ROK forces also made 

it hard for the UNC to exercise control. Earlier that month, six ROK divisions had been given the 

task of seizing a crucial road running east from the coast to Hongchon. In a sign of just how 

complicated the U.S.-ROK command relationship had become, however, the six units were 

houseed in three separate corps: ROK I and ROK III Corps and U.S. X Corps. When the ROK 

Army forward headquarters was added to the mix, the important but relatively straightforward 

operation required the coordination of no fewer than four headquarters.883 
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When the Chinese struck in mid-May, four of the six ROK divisions on the far right were 

still under the control of their respective corps headquarters and the ROK Army Forward 

Command Post at Kangnung on the east coast.884 The nearest U.S. command post, that of the U.S. 

X Corps, was more than fifty miles away. Van Fleet’s earlier decision to reshuffle his lines in order 

to put more American divisions in the west had widened the distance between the U.S. and ROK 

units, leaving the latter exposed.885 

Concentrating their attack against the ROK divisions in X Corps and the ROK 9th and 3rd 

divisions adjacent to the right in ROK III Corps, Chinese and North Korean forces managed to 

destroy the communications network servicing ROK forces in the area in the early hours of the 

attack. In X Corps, the Chinese struck hard blows at the seam between ROK 5th and 7th division, 

causing Almond to issue orders for their withdrawal south to the defensive line (known as No 

Name Line) at midnight on May 16. In response to this action, the ROK Army Forward Command 

Post at Kangnung ordered the ROK 9th and 3rd divisions in ROK III Corps to move below Hyon-

ni toward Sangam-ni.886 On 17 May, Van Fleet issued instructions to both ROK III and I Corps to 

occupy a new defensive line, known as Line Waco, some twelve to eighteen miles south of their 

present position. In the course of the withdrawal, ROK units belonging to the ROK III Corps and 

the adjacent X Corps became intermixed and started to disintegrate. As it fell back, the ROK 7th 

Division lost contact with several of its frontline regiments. To the east, enemy forces quickly 

penetrated the gaps cutting off the ROK III Corps route of withdrawal.887  
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By midmorning the following day, forces belonging to ROK 9th and 3rd divisions in ROK 

III Corps were caught in a dangerous squeeze at a Chinese roadblock near Sangam-ni. Out of radio 

contact with his forces since earlier that morning, the commander of ROK III Corps, General Yu, 

was forced to resort to airdropping orders to his units. With command and control disrupted and 

the frontline units in disarray, ROK soldiers abandoned their equipment and fled south in large 

numbers in disorder, clogging the limited road network.888 By 18 May the ROK III Corps sector 

had become a scene of tangled and scattered forces. At least two regiments of the ROK 3rd Division 

were operating inside the ROK 9th Division’s sector. The ROK III Corps HQ had lost control of 

its forces. As a result, the Eighth Army no longer had any knowledge of the locations of the ROK 

units in this sector.889 

By 20 May the remnants of the ROK 3rd and 9th divisions amounted to less than 40% of 

their original strength. In their disorganized retreat the ROK forces left behind more than 330 

vehicles causing the Eighth Army on 19 May to suspend all issues of major items of equipment to 

the ROK Army. Exploiting the opportunity, the Chinese concentrated their strength at Hyon-ri and 

penetrated the gap caused by the retreating ROK soldiers. On 21-22 May the command posts of 

both ROK divisions were overrun. The commanding general of the ROK 3rd Division was believed 

killed or captured. Because of the tangled lines of communication, however, this vital information 

only reached Van Fleet through a circuitous route, running from the ROK 3rd Division KMAG 

senior advisor to the Capital Division of ROK I Corps at Kangnung before finally being transmitted 

to the Eighth Army Headquarters.890 
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Figure 6.6: Chinese Spring Offensives, April-May 1951 

 

 

        Source. Billy Mossman, Ebb and Flow, p. 446. 
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With the collapse of ROK III Corps now endangering the adjacent U.S. 2nd Division in X 

Corps, the Eighth Army Commander took action. Already on 18 May Van Fleet had called the 

ROK 8th Division up out of reserve and consigned it to X Corps. The next day, he ordered the U.S. 

I-IX Corps boundary shifted five miles eastward in preparation for further eastward movements of 

other corps lines. With these shifts, X Corps assumed responsibility for the sector previously 

assigned to ROK III Corps.891 Meanwhile, in an attempt to retain control of the deteriorating 

situation, ROK 5th and 7th Divisions were ordered to report their location movements to X Corps 

every two hours. To strengthen their lines, Van Fleet had already authorized the movement of a 

regimental combat team for use against the penetration in their area. With the Communist forces 

continuing to press the attack in the east-central sectors, he now released the U.S. 3rd Infantry 

Division from Army Reserve and attached it to X Corps where it was promptly inserted between 

the ROK 5th and 7th divisions in an effort to hold the lines.892  

To help lighten enemy pressure against X Corps, Van Fleet ordered U.S. I and IX Corps 

on 20 May to initiate counterattacks. U.S. units were instructed to deploy five times the normal 

rate of fire, a practice known as the ‘Van Fleet Rate (or Day) of Fire.’ Instead of the regular 50 

rounds of 105 mm howitzer ammunition for a twenty-four hour period, artillery units were 

allocated 250. Larger caliber weapons, such as the 155 mm or 8-inch howitzers, received between 

200 and 250 rounds per day.893 Although the quintupling of the rates of artillery fire proved an 

effective counter to the enemy’s human wave tactics, ROK units lacked the ability to mount such 

a barrage because of the absence of organic artillery.  
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May to August 1951, Box 67, Edward M. Almond Papers, AHEC. 
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To address this problem, U.S. commanders assigned corps artillery assets to ROK and other 

UN units for use during periods of heavy fighting.894 Assigned on a temporary basis, these ad hoc 

artillery task forces were only attached to units already attached to U.S. forces, however. Even 

then, they were frequently withdrawn or rotated in the course of a single battle. Cobbled together 

from disparate units, task force members struggled to develop the skills and relationships necessary 

to coordinate their activities with the ROK divisions. As makeshift organizations, the task forces 

lacked unity of command and, because of their non-identity, were often dependent on the units 

they were attached to for their supply.895  

During the Chinese offensive in May, the task force situation became particular bad. The 

main problem stemmed from a lack of clearly defined communication procedures between the 

U.S. units and their ROK counterparts. Instead of precise descriptions of targets, a member of Task 

Force Lindy Lou attached to the ROK 2nd Division in IX Corps during this period recalled, the 

artillery unit received only reports of “Many, many Chinese.” Similarly, the report of effect of fire 

the task force received typically only reported “very good effect, many, many casualties.” At one 

point during the night of 19 May the South Koreans claimed to have located eleven enemy 

battalions in their sector. Later, it was discovered that there had been only three.896 Thrown 

together in the heat of battle, the American task forces and ROK units struggled to develop 

effective working relationships. New procedures and lines of communication had to be developed 

every time a new task force was assigned to an ROK or UN unit, only to be disbanded in short 

order and a different task force cobbled together the next time. The resulting confusion stemming 

from the constant rotation of these makeshift units led to less efficient use of firepower in battle. 

																																																								
894 On the U.S. tendency to place batteries of 155 mm howitzers and 8-inch guns under the control of the British 27th 
Brigade in spring 1951, see Mackenzie, The Imjin and Kapyong Battles, 215. 
895 Bowers and Greenwood, Passing the Test, 194-5. 
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Though difficult to coordinate, ROK units in U.S. corps were fortunate to have access to 

U.S. artillery considering the situations of their countrymen in the east. The ROK I Corps on the 

eastern coast was dependent on the U.S. Navy for fire support, while the ROK III Corps had no 

U.S. firepower (apart from UN close air-support) at its disposal. The unusual arrangement between 

the U.S. Navy and ROK I Corps prompted the commander of Cruiser Division 5 of the U.S. 

Seventh Fleet, Admiral Arleigh Burke, to jokingly refer to himself as the “corps artillery officer” 

for ROK I Corps. Because neither Burke nor the ROK corps commander had a ground patrol party, 

however, the Americans experienced “trouble putting this firepower where it was needed.”897 

On 20 May, with the right flank of the U.S. 2nd Division and the left flank of the ROK III 

Corps now completely exposed and in danger of envelopment, the UNC and Eighth Army 

commanders, Generals Ridgway and Van Fleet, flew to ROKA Forward Command Headquarters 

at Kangnung to confer with South Korean military leaders for the first time since the start of the 

Chinese Spring Offensive. The UN Commander told General Chung, the ROKA Chief of Staff, 

that he was “greatly disappointed” in the too hasty withdrawal of the ROK III Corps and the heavy 

loss of equipment. Van Fleet then informed the ROK chief of staff that he was extending the X 

Corps boundary eastward to Soksa-ri, a position thirty-five miles south of the original defensive 

line, and directed that the ROK III Corps boundary be extended farther to the east in accordance 

with this move. According to the commander of the ROK I Corps, General Paik, also present at 

the meeting, the entire conference lasted just ten minutes.898 

Two days later, Van Fleet flew to ROK III Corps Headquarters near Hajinbu to receive an 

update on the situation from the corps commander, General Yu. When the ROK commander told 

																																																								
897 Paik, From Pusan to Panmunjom, 159. 
898 According to Paik, the conference occurred on May 21. Unit Command Reports have the conference taking place 
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Van Fleet he did not know the location of his two divisions, the Eighth Army Commander instantly 

declared the corps disbanded and instructed General Yu to report to the ROKA Chief of Staff for 

reassignment.899 Immediately following this exchange Van Fleet traveled to Kangnung to meet 

with General Chung. Upon arriving there, the Eighth Army Commander told the ROK chief of 

staff he had abolished ROK Army III Corps, and then unexpectedly added:  

 

ROK Army Headquarters will no longer exercise any operational control. The mission of 
ROK Army Headquarters shall be limited to personnel, administrative, logistic, and 
training matters but shall not involve operations. ROK I Corps is hereby placed under my 
command, and the ROK Army Forward Command Post is abolished.900 
 

Like the previous command conference two days earlier, the entire exchange had lasted just ten 

minutes. With this simple statement, Van Fleet had deactivated the ROK III Corps and the ROKA 

Forward Command Post. The ROK 9th and 3rd divisions, the two divisions that comprised ROK III 

Corps, were attached to X Corps and ROK I Corps, respectively. At 1800 on 23 May, ROK I Corps 

came under the operational control of Eighth Army. Although not abolished, the ROK Army 

Headquarters in Seoul remained an army headquarters in name only. Stripped of all operational 

functions, the headquarters would henceforth be responsibly only for managing support tasks like 

personnel replacement and administration of the twelve ROK Army divisions at the front, ten of 

which were now under U.S. corps.901  

																																																								
899 Braim, The Will to Win, 256. 
900 This recounting of the exchange between Chung and Van Fleet comes from General Paik, the commander of ROK 
I Corps, who was present at the encounter at Kangnung Airfield. In his memoirs, Paik recalls the date as May 25. 
Eighth Army unit records give the date May 22. In a cable to Ridgway dated May 23 Van Fleet states that he has 
deactivated ROK III Corps, suggesting that the encounter with the ROK Chief of Staff had already taken place by that 
date. Paik, From Pusan to Panmunjom, 156; Appleman, Ridgway Duals for Korea, 532; Cable from CINCFE TOKYO 
JAPAN SGD RIDGWAY to DEPTAR WASH DC FOR JCS, May 24, 1951. Units High-Level Correspondence, Clay 
and Joan Blair Collection Box 68; AHEC; Eighth Army, Command Report, 21-22 May 51, p. 112, Clay and Joan 
Blair Collection, 1898-1990, Box 67, AHEC. 
901 Paik, From Pusan to Panmunjom, 156-7, 205; Appleman, Ridgway Duals, 530-35; Clay and Joan Blair Collection, 
Box 67, Units Command Reports, p.124, AHEC. 
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In late May, the Chinese were forced to call a halt to the offensive following heavy losses 

in the face of overwhelming U.S. firepower. Intended to push the U.S. out of the war, after an 

initial breakdown in the center-west UN forces instead had managed to stop the enemy onslaught. 

By 1 June X Corps had regained all the territory lost since the start of the spring offensive, nearly 

forty days earlier. The April-May 1951 campaign was both the last major Chinese offensive of the 

war as well as the costliest. Out of a pre-attack force of around 300,000, the Communists suffered 

over 100,000 casualties. The campaign also inflicted a heavy toll on UN forces. After the initial 

North Korean invasion, the spring 1951 Chinese offensive was the costliest of the war for the UN. 

UN casualties for April and May approached 65,000. U.S. casualties for this period were 1,352 

killed and 13,235 wounded. The vast majority of the UN casualties were South Korean.902 

 

Figure 6.7: Organization of UNC Ground Forces in Korea, May 31, 1951903 

 

 

																																																								
902 Precise figures of enemy casualties are unknown. Chinese sources only admit to the loss of 85,000 men. The Eighth 
Army, however, reported 105,000 enemy casualties for the last two weeks of May alone. Bowers and Greenwood, 
Passing the Test, 381; Whelan, Drawing the Line, 313-5; Command Report Headquarters X Corps, 1 May to 31 May 
1951, p. 13, 17, Edward M. Almond Papers, Korean War Command Reports, X Corps, May to August 1951, Box 67, 
AHEC; Miller, Curroll, and Tackley, Korea, 1951-1953, 110. 
903 Boose, U.S. Army forces in the Korean War, 75-84, Mossman, Ebb and Flow, 471, KIMH v.2, 702. 
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Aftermath 

Following the defeat of the Communist spring offensives, the Soviets for the first time 

indicated their support for negotiations to end the war. On 10 July 1951 truce talks began at 

Kaesong. Prohibited by Washington from launching major offensives during the period of the 

armistice talks, local commanders refrained from capturing even minor swaths of territory out of 

concern that any additional ground gained would be relinquished as part of any future peace deal. 

As a result, the war entered a new stage with each side striving to capture local terrain features 

advantageous to its tactical position but otherwise making no effort to shift the front from its 

current position along the 38th parallel. In this respect, the static warfare of the latter part of the 

Korean War resembled the Western Front during World War I, with deep emplacements, trenched, 

and barbed-wire defenses.904 After June 1951 the two sides no longer carried out major operational 

maneuvers limiting themselves to largely localized engagements instead. Following two years of 

negotiations, an armistice agreement was signed on 27 July 1953.905 

The U.S. furnished 50.3 percent of UNC ground forces, 85.9 percent of the naval and 92.4 

percent of the air forces in the Korean War. The ROK provided 40.1 percent of the ground forces, 

7.4 percent of the naval and 5.6 percent of the air forces. Along with the U.S., thirteen UN member-

states contributed combat forces. In addition to conferring legitimacy, these coalition contributions 

gave the U.S. the equivalent of two additional divisions and took 14,000 casualties that otherwise 

would have been borne by the U.S. and South Korea. The U.S. suffered 140,000 casualties of 

which 25,000 were fatalities. The South Korean losses were roughly twice that of the U.S., with 
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273,000 causalities, among them 47,000 dead. U.S. estimates of battle causalities on the 

Communist side are more than 1,500,0000.906   

 

Operation of Causal Mechanisms 

 

Were members reluctant to implement changes in command and control arrangements outside of 

periods of major defeat? Yes.  

 

In contrast to the UN Command, which was created in one fell swoop, the U.S.-ROK 

command relationship underwent several transformations in the course of the first year of the 

Korean War but only following much resistance and after suffering devastating defeats. While on 

paper the UNC had command of all ROK forces from 15 July 1950 onwards, in reality the ROK 

Army exercised de facto operational control over its forces into the summer of 1951. During the 

initial months of the war, neither ROK nor U.S. commanders demonstrated any interest in altering 

this arrangement. Given the unprecedented freedom of operation they received from Eighth Army, 

the South Koreans, for obvious reasons, were opposed to any changes to the existing command 

structure. Perhaps more surprising but in keeping with my theory’s predictions the Americans too 

– out of either deference to the South Koreans or fear of upsetting the status quo or both – were 

reluctant to alter the initial arrangement.  

It was not until early September, more than two months into the war, that the first ROK 

units were attached to U.S. commands and then only on a temporary basis. The ROK 1st Division 

was assigned to the Eighth Army’s reserve while two ROK marine regiments were “loaned” to X 
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Corps for use in the Inchon landings. Aside from this, no other changes were made to the command 

arrangement until the end of the year. Certainly there was no suggestion of altering the command 

apparatus during the race north in September and October. With the North Korean army collapsing 

before them and victory in sight, there seemed little reason for either the Americans or South 

Koreans to experiment with existing architecture.  

The Chinese intervention in late October however brought an end to this status quo. Despite 

the collapse of the ROK 6th Division and the U.S. 3rd Battalion the UN Command initially took a 

gradualist approach to command reform. Apart from the temporary transfer of a U.S. infantry 

regiment to ROK II Corps no other changes were made to the U.S.-ROK command relationship 

that fall. The launch of the first major Chinese offensive in late November however forced UN 

forces to abandon North Korea in what became the longest retreat in U.S. military history. It was 

this catastrophic development that spurred the first major transformation of the UN Command. 

Upon disembarkation from northeast Korea in late December, both the X Corps and the ROK I 

Corps were assigned to Eighth Army. While the change meant that U.S. forces would finally be 

integrated under a single, unified command, the transfer of the ROK corps was largely a symbolic 

move. Nominally, of course, all ROK forces were under the control of the Eighth Army but in 

practice the ROKA Headquarters still continued to exercise direct operational control over this and 

the other two ROK corps as it had since the start of the war.  

When the Chinese winter offensive finally came to an end in early January, the UN 

Command responded to the devastating series of setbacks it had suffered since November by 

disbanding ROK II Corps and temporarily reassigning three of ROK III Corps’ four divisions to 

U.S. command. Although the ROKA HQ and two other ROK Corps were allowed to continue to 

operate as before, the deactivation of ROK II Corps on 10 January marked the single biggest 
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reorganization of the U.S.-ROK command structure in the war to date. In keeping with my theory, 

this reorganization followed directly on the heels of a major battlefield defeat. Although UN forces 

had suffered losses prior to this setback, those defeats paled in comparison to the losses suffered 

in in the winter campaign and thus did not generate the pressure needed to institute a large-scale 

reform. It was only after the total collapse of the entire UN front and the declaration of a national 

emergency by President Truman in mid-December that U.S. commanders instituted the first 

command reforms of the war.  

The enormous losses suffered by the UN Command during the winter offensive also 

prompted the first stirrings of unrest among participating UN members. Grumblings among the 

European coalition members that General MacArthur was “running the show” in Korea had been 

growing louder and louder all fall. But it was not until the enormity of the setback suffered by UN 

forces at the hands of the Chinese became known that winter that European governments began to 

openly complain to Washington that they had little say in what was being done because of the 

unified command setup.907 In early December, a British delegation led by Prime Minister Clement 

Attlee traveled to Washington to hold talks with Truman and his advisors on “the changed aspect 

of world affairs” following the Chinese intervention in Korea. For the first time in the war, the 

British proposed changes in the command apparatus, suggesting that the two governments 

establish a joint committee to direct the war.908 

Following the Chinese Spring Offensive, the familiar pattern repeated itself. At first, U.S. 

commanders experimented with a series of minor adjustments (or “tweaks”) to the command 

																																																								
907 On French concerns at the time, see “Memorandum of Conversation, by Mr. G. Hayden Raynor, Adviser to the 
United States Delegation to the United Nations General Assembly, November 24, 1950.” FRUS 1950, Volume VII, 
Korea, Document 868. On the views of the Dutch government see, “The Ambassador in Netherlands (Chapin) to the 
Secretary of State, December 2, 1950,” FRUS 1950, Volume VII, Document 930. 
908 The Americans flatly refused, of course. Schnabel and Watson, The Joint Chief of Staff and National Policy, 171; 
“Memorandum by Mr. Lucius D. Battle, Special Assistant to the Secretary of State, of a Meeting Held on December 
6, 1950,” FRUS 1951, Volume VII, Korea, Document 988. 
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structure, creating temporary task forces, shifting unit boundaries, or gradually transferring 

individual ROK units to U.S. corps one at a time. Finally, in late May, following the complete 

collapse of the ROK III Corps, the Eighth Army commander dissolved the corps headquarters 

along with the ROKA Forward Command Post and removed all operational responsibilities from 

the ROKA Headquarters in Seoul. Henceforth, the ROKA HQ would be a headquarters in name 

only. The commander of the sole remaining ROK corps, General Paik, was aware of the strong 

association between battlefield defeats and command reorganization, writing: “It dawned on me 

very quickly that had [ROK] I Corps performed badly in the fighting…we too would have been 

disbanded, and ROK Army would have prosecuted the war without a single unit larger than a 

division.”909 The Chinese Spring Offensives, the largest of the war, in other words, had made the 

status quo untenable and forced a major reorganization of the command apparatus. 

 

Was the trend in changes in command and control arrangements toward greater rather than less 

integration? Yes. 

 

According to the theory posited in Chapter 3, states belonging to wartime partnerships that 

experience battlefield defeats will be reluctant to disengage from the conflict for fear of suffering 

reputational costs and/or retribution, and therefore opt for greater integration and coordination of 

their forces. In the wake of the Chinese intervention in Korea in late 1950 this is exactly what 

happened. Although the entry of China into the war prompted UN member governments to 

reconsider their objectives in Korea and ultimately to conclude that unification by military force 

would no longer be achievable they never seriously contemplated disengagement from the conflict 
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during the winter of 1951. “Getting out” would not solve the problem of Communist aggression 

or uphold the integrity of the United Nations and the principle of collective security. Just as they 

had done in the summer with the initial UN decision to intervene, the U.S. government set the 

tone.  

While Western Europe remained Washington’s “prime concern,” the Truman 

administration opposed disengaging from Korea in the winter of 1950-1 for reputational reasons. 

Although U.S. national security officials considered several possible courses of action, including 

a cease-fire agreement with the Chinese, during a series of policy deliberations held in early 

December to discuss the way forward, the consensus of the group was that the U.S./UN forces 

should not withdraw from the conflict. “The effect of pulling out or being kicked out without war 

with Communist China,” the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs General Bradley warned, “would…be 

very bad.” While the Chief of the U.S. Air Force wondered whether the American people would 

even accept a withdrawal, the Secretary of State Dean Acheson questioned the effect such a move 

would have on national unity.910  

Officials in Washington were chiefly concerned however with the effect disengagement 

would have on U.S. security and the country’s international standing. The Chief of the U.S. Navy 

Admiral Sherman, for example, expressed concern that “others will begin to push us around.” 

Several administration officials worried about the loss of prestige in Asia and Europe. In deciding 

which course of action to take, the secretary of state cautioned, “we must consider…the effect on 

the position of the United States in the Far East and the whole world.” If the U.S. abandoned Korea 

there was a danger, he said, “of our becoming the greatest appeasers of all time.” Were the U.S. to 

be defeated in Korea it would be a disaster “but not a disgraceful one.” Averill Harriman also 
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appealed to America’s reputation and “moral position” and recommended against rewarding 

Chinese aggression.911 As did the Director of the Office of Chinese Affairs who warned that 

withdrawing from Korea under present circumstances would be tantamount to appeasing the 

Communists adding, “Munich couldn’t hold a candle to it.”912 President Truman was likewise of 

the opinion that the U.S. should stay in Korea and fight, telling his advisors: “If we have the support 

from the others, fine; but if not…we would stay on anyway.”913 Thus, because of the many 

reputational and other costs associated with disengagement, the Truman administration never 

seriously contemplated withdrawal from Korea in the wake of the Chinese intervention, choosing 

instead to remain until it could negotiate from a position of strength. For the Truman 

administration, the price of disengagement in the winter of 1950 was simply too high.  

Even the smaller, less powerful members of the coalition opposed complete disengagement 

from Korea. While deeply concerned that the conflict would escalate into a general war, once 

reassured that the U.S. “had no intention of letting ourselves be driven out of Korea,” coalition 

members stayed put.914 Although, as noted above, the British did propose the establishment of 

“some sort of committee to direct the war,” the Americans never seriously contemplated such a 

move. If adopted, such a committee system would have been a clear devolution of the command 

and control apparatus and, as such, cause for rejecting the above hypothesis. But the U.S. did not 

go along with the British proposal. Instead, the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs told Attlee that 

committees could not run wars. A committee, he declared, would not be able to handle information 

																																																								
911 Ibid, 1324, 1326, 1327. 
912 “Memorandum of Conversation, by the Assistant Secretary of State for Far Eastern Affairs (Rusk), November 30, 
1950,” FRUS 1950, Volume VII, Korea, Document 905. 
913 “Memorandum by Mr. Lucius D. Battle,” FRUS 1950, Volume VII, Korea, Document 988. 
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“with great dispatch,” a vital requirement in any war.915 Ultimately, the Truman administration 

dealt with British criticism of the unified command structure in the winter of 1950-1 by deftly 

linking the issue to the U.S. security guarantee for Europe and the discussions then underway 

concerning the unified command of NATO. If the British were going to express “the same kind of 

concern” with respect to General Eisenhower’s position as Supreme Commander in Europe, 

Acheson told Attlee in early December, “we should know it now.” Otherwise, the secretary of state 

said, it made no sense to have a Supreme Command in Europe.916 Thus, despite the concerns of 

the Europeans, neither disengagement nor dis-integration was ever seriously considered in the 

aftermath of the Chinese winter offensives.  

Rather than adopt either of these courses of action, the U.S. instead moved toward greater 

integration by abolishing the divided command structure that had existed since the start of war. 

The ROK Army was absorbed into the UN Command and several of its headquarters disbanded. 

Two of its three corps were deactivated while the third was placed under the direct operational 

control of U.S. commanders. By relieving the ROK Army of the de facto operational control it had 

exercised over its units since the start of the war the U.S. further unified the UN Command. 

Consistent with my theoretical argument, the U.S. responded to the crisis brought on by the 

Chinese intervention in Korea by moving toward greater rather than less integration of the 

command apparatus.  

																																																								
915 Bradley went on to tell the British that, “if others did not like what was going on, they should say so and they would 
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Did greater integration lead to improved military effectiveness? Inconclusive. 

 

According to the logic of my theory, more integrated command and control structures 

confer a number of military advantages in war, such as improved informational and situational 

awareness, and synchronization of activities, the combination of which leads to improved 

battlefield effectiveness. However, in the case of the Korean War, three complications hinder our 

ability to fully assess the validity of this hypothesis: an inability to hold potentially confounding 

variables constant; insufficient data to employ the congruence method; and biases in primary 

source material. I deal with each of these briefly here before drawing some admittedly preliminary 

conclusions about how command structures in the Korean War might have influenced the 

battlefield performance of the UN forces.  

Unlike in the case of World War I where alternative sources of military effectiveness like 

technology and doctrine were left largely unaltered following a major transformation of the 

command and control structure, the same is not true of the Korean War. Prior to being absorbed 

into the U.S. corps in the spring of 1951 ROK units had significantly less artillery and armor 

available to them than they did afterwards. The average U.S. division had hundreds of vehicles 

compared to just sixty or seventy for an ROK division, not to mention two-thirds more 

firepower.917 Once ROK units were integrated in U.S. corps, however, their access to artillery and 

armor grew considerably. As a result, changes in the command apparatus were directly correlated 

with greater access to technology. Because of the co-variation between the main explanatory 

variable and a leading alternative explanation for military effectiveness the possibility exists that 

any observed improvement in combat effectiveness in the wake of the command reorganization is 
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due to the enhanced access to U.S. artillery and armor rather than to the informational and other 

advantages conferred by greater integration. Teasing out the effect of each is exceedingly hard. An 

inability to control for technological factors, in other words, makes it difficult to draw strong causal 

inferences regarding the association between command structures and combat performance in the 

Korean War. Military effectiveness may still have improved following the integration of the ROK 

Army into the UNC but for reasons other than those specified by my theory. Thus, any evidence 

that the combat performance of the UN forces improved in the aftermath of the command 

transformation will be biased upwards by our inability to control for the confounding variable of 

technology.  

 A second complication arises from the transition to a new type of warfare shortly after the 

absorption of the ROK Army by the UN Command. Following the Chinese Spring Offensives, the 

war entered a new phase in which both sides for the most part abandoned the massive offensives 

that had characterized the first year of the conflict in favor of defensive operations.918 This shift 

from maneuver warfare to static warfare makes it difficult to conduct the before and after 

comparisons which are a necessary part of congruence analysis. The relatively low number of 

engagements that took place after spring 1951 together with the limited objectives of the offensives 

conducted during this period makes it hard in other words to assess the combat effectiveness of 

the UN forces after the command structure was reorganized.  

A third factor complicating our ability to properly evaluate this hypothesis arises from 

incomplete (and at times, tainted) primary sources. Unlike the U.S. whose printing presses often 

accompanied them into the combat zone, the record keeping of the ROK Army was considerably 

sparse by comparison. The paucity of ROKA records means there is often little evidence to refute 
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American charges that the South Koreans exaggerated a victory or concealed a defeat.919 Like the 

Germans with the Austrians before them, U.S. commanders in Korea tended to blame the ROK 

Army for the bad and credit the U.S. Army for the good. The tendency to blame the “other guys” 

for a lackluster military performance is of course a constant of any coalition war. However, unlike 

in other multinational conflicts where researchers can employ records from both armies to gather 

a more accurate picture of the battlefield environment the dearth of ROKA records makes this 

impossible in the case of the Korean War.  

Additionally, there is evidence indicating that the U.S. Army deliberately censored their 

combat reports, often withholding information that reflected poorly on U.S. units from the UN 

Command. Following contradictory press accounts surrounding the combat performance of U.S. 

2nd Infantry Division in early 1951 Eighth Army Headquarters sent an inquiry to the unit’s 

commander seeking clarification. The inquiry prompted the staff of 2nd Division to acknowledge 

they had knowingly withheld information from Eighth Army showing elements of the division 

“had fled and left most of its equipment” during the Battle of Hoengsong the previous month. “Our 

concern at the time,” the staff wrote, “was to protect the 2nd Infantry Division from any censure, 

direct or implied, that might do severe damage to their morale. Therefore, there was no reference 

to the incident then.”920 On other occasions, U.S. command reports downplayed incidents of poor 

combat performance involving European units. While such biases are common in primary 

materials they make the researcher’s job considerably harder. Evidence that the U.S. Army 

censored combat reports suggests caution is warranted when trying to assess the combat 

performance of UN forces in the Korean War.  
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Despite these challenges, there is considerable evidence to suggest that the failure of the 

U.S. to integrate ROK forces into the UNC before spring 1951 did hinder military effectiveness 

through the mechanisms postulated by my theory. The excessively cumbersome command and 

control channels lengthened the operational loop slowing down the decision-making cycle of 

Eighth Army. In war, time is the most vital factor. The ability to make prompt decisions and to 

execute them vigorously is essential to combat success. In the words of General Ridgway, the more 

top-heavy the command structure, “the more time must go into planning, the longer it will take to 

move troops into position, to reconnoiter, … and to coordinate other participating elements on the 

ground.”921 One immediate consequence of the command arrangement was therefore excessively 

long lines of communication. When Van Fleet issued orders for withdrawal in late May his orders 

first had to travel to the Chief of Staff, ROKA to the Forward Command Post and then onwards to 

the ROK I and III Corps headquarters before reaching the division commanders at the front.922  

The many ROK headquarters not only lengthened communication channels but also 

contributed to disunity of effort. The fact that Eighth Army only issued instructions to ROK Army 

HQ who then issued orders to its subordinate headquarters meant that the latter could modify these 

instructions as they saw fit. The existence of so many ROKA headquarters also led U.S. 

commanders to abrogate their responsibilities over ROK forces. Although General MacArthur 

typically visited U.S. corps headquarters at the start of major operations, he paid just one visit to 

an ROKA corps headquarters in the ten months he served as UN Commander.923 Similarly, 

successive Eighth Army commanders frequently visited U.S. corps and divisions but paid just a 

																																																								
921 Ridgway, The Korean War, 102. 
922 Plans and Preparations, Unit Command Reports, November 1950-June 1951, p. 18, Box 67, Clay and Joan Blair 
Collection, AHEC. 
923 According to Mossman, the UN Commander “characteristically appeared on the scene at or near the beginning of 
an operation.” MacArthur’s sole reported visit to an ROK Corps headquarters occurred on April 3, 1951. KVW 2, 
416; Mossman, Ebb and Flow, 305. 
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handful of visits to ROK units during the entire first year of the war. Indeed, apart from a brief 

visit to ROK I Corps headquarters as part of his inaugural arrival tour in early April, the 

commander of Eighth Army, General Van Fleet, did not visit any of the ROK headquarters until 

20 May, four days after the start of the second Chinese spring offensive, and then only to admonish 

its officers for failing to halt the enemy’s advance. By comparison, Van Fleet held no fewer than 

14 command conferences with X Corps during the same period in question.924 All of the Eighth 

Army’s attention and resources in other words went into building up the western front. Moreover, 

unlike U.S. corps commanders, ROK corps commanders were not invited to Eighth Army 

command conferences. In the entire first year of the Korean War the two armies held just one 

senior command conference.925  

Finally, the fragmented U.S.-ROK command relationship made it difficult for the Eighth 

Army to transfer units, including reserves, in a timely fashion during battle. In short, the command 

structure in place from the start of the war until May 1951 had several shortcomings. Thus, while 

it may not be possible to determine whether military effectiveness improved in the wake of the 

reorganization of the UN Command there is considerable evidence that the lack of a clear authority 

structure in the first year of the war greatly hindered the combat effectiveness of UN forces.  

Before turning to a discussion of the enemy’s command arrangements a caveat is in order. 

Although the theory presented in Chapter 3 pertains to integration at the level of command 

structures (high command), it should be noted that the U.S. also experimented with lower-unit 

integration throughout the war, though often with disastrous consequences. Already in the fall of 

																																																								
924 On the number of command conferences held during May 1951, see Command Report, Headquarters X Corps, 1 
May to 31 May 1951, p. 6, Korean War Command Report X Corps May to August 1951, Box 67, Edward M. Almond 
Papers, AHEC; Braim, The Will to Win, 245. 
925 The sole instance of senior commanders from both armies meeting occurred at Yoju on 27 March 1951. Paik, From 
Pusan to Panmunjom, 135; Russell A. Gugeler, Combat Actions in Korea (CMH Pub. 30-2) (Washington, DC: U.S. 
Army Center of Military History, 2000), 171-2. 
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1950, U.S. commanders had begun to attach U.S. armor and artillery units to UN units in the course 

of battle in order to enhance their firepower and mobility. As fighting intensified along the ROKA 

sector of the front in early 1951 the “task force” system was expanded to include South Korean 

units.926 Although necessary due to the lack of organic artillery in ROK and UN units, the 

improvised nature of the task force system proved extremely unpopular and, at times, deadly. UN 

troops complained American firepower was “not always forthcoming when needed” while U.S. 

soldiers resented the frequent rotations. On more than one occasion, task forces attached to British 

and ROK units were withdrawn in the midst of battle. On other occasions, such as during the Battle 

of Hoengsong in early 1951, the unsettled command arrangements in these task forces led to the 

tragic loss of lives.927 The U.S. experience with lower unit integration in the Korean War suggests 

that a possible refinement of my theory may be necessary, namely that although greater integration 

at the level of the high command is advantageous, lower unit integration in multinational war often 

is not.   

 

The Situation of the Enemy 

War, of course, is a two-sided endeavor. Like World War I, the Korean War featured 

multiple belligerents on each side. Because the actions and choices made by one side are often 

influenced by those of the other, a brief discussion of the North Korean military situation, and in 

particular, the command and control arrangements following the intervention of the Chinese, is 

warranted.  

																																																								
926 Temporary “task forces” of all sizes and shapes were created throughout the war. The discussion here however 
pertains only to the subset of task forces that were attached to non-U.S. units in the course of battle. Boose, U.S. Army 
forces in the Korean War, 19. 
927 As a direct result of the many problems experienced with the task force system during the Chinese Spring Offensive, 
the Eighth Army Commander recommended to the UN Commander in late May that member nations in the future be 
encouraged to send “not less than a RCT or Brigade in which logistic and fire support and administration are an 
integral part.” Mackenzie, The Imjin and Kapyong Battles, 7; Paik, From Pusan to Panmunjom, 199. 
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From the perspective of the Communists, the war is often divided into two periods: pre-

and-post Chinese intervention. The reality however is that even before the Chinese entered the war 

in late 1950 the North Koreans were receiving military assistance from another foreign power, the 

Soviet Union. Moscow’s involvement in the war can be likened to that of a shadow belligerent. 

As a proxy-sponsor, the Soviet Union never officially became a party to the conflict, though it did 

exercise tremendous influence. The Soviets provided the North Koreans with military aid as well 

as tactical and strategic guidance. Moscow’s opinion was either sought or offered on all manner 

of military and political decisions both in the run up to and during the war. Following the Chinese 

intervention in the war, Stalin became an arbiter of last resort for many Chinese and North Korean 

strategic disagreements, even weighing in on the question of their command relationship. With 

few exceptions, the Soviet leader always ruled in favor of the Chinese. For a host of reasons, 

however, the North Koreans deeply resented this shift in foreign influence from Moscow to 

Beijing. In keeping with my theoretical argument, the unified command between the Chinese and 

Korean forces was only accomplished after “great difficulty.”928 

 

The Soviet Union 

Since the end of World War II, the Soviet Union had served as the chief sponsor of the 

North Korean state, furnishing the NKPA with large amounts of heavy equipment and weapons. 

In addition to providing substantial military assistance, Moscow exercised influence through a 

cadre of several hundred Soviet military advisors stationed in Pyongyang. Unable to fulfill his goal 

of unifying the country through military force without Soviet support, Kim traveled to Moscow in 

April 1950 to seek Stalin’s approval for the invasion. Although Stalin personally approved the 

																																																								
928 Shen Zihua, trans. Dong Gil Kim and Jeffrey Becker, “Sino-North Korean Conflict and Resolution during the 
Korean War,” Cold War History Project Bulletin, Issue 14/15, 14. 
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North Korean’s operational plans and agreed to furnish military equipment and other support for 

the attack, he refused the North Korean leader’s request for Soviet sailors to operate ships for an 

amphibious assault.929  

To assist the North Koreans in their planning, Moscow sent a special mission, led by 

General Matveyev Zakharov from the Soviet General Staff, to Pyongyang in the spring of 1950. 

Soviet military advisors (dressed in civilian uniforms and posing as Pravda correspondents) were 

also attached to the NKPA army groups stationed outside of the North Korean capital. However, 

fearing that these advisors might be taken prisoner and used as evidence of Moscow’s involvement, 

Stalin ordered all Soviet military advisors pulled back from the front on the eve of the invasion.930 

The Soviet advisors for the most part were unimpressed with the capabilities of the NKPA, 

describing the latter’s staff work and use of artillery during the invasion as “poor.” On 28 June, 

just two days into the war, the Soviet Ambassador to North Korea, Terentii Shytkov, cabled 

Moscow stating that unless Soviet advisors were sent to the front “it would be difficult for the 

NKPA to conduct smooth operations.” After warning Stalin that the attack might otherwise fail, 

Shytkov received permission to place around 30 Soviet advisors at the NKPA Front Command 

Post in early July.931  

While he was willing to send equipment and advisors to aid the North Koreans in their 

struggle against the imperialists, Stalin was reluctant to contribute Soviet military forces for fear 

of a direct confrontation with the United States. Before the war, Stalin had warned the North 

Koreans not to count on direct Soviet participation, reportedly telling Kim in early 1950, “If you 

																																																								
929 Jager, Brothers at War, 60-1, 64. 
930 Shen Zhihua, Mao, Stalin and the Korean War: Trilateral Communist Relations in the 1950s, trans. Neil Silver 
(New York: Rutledge, 2012), 114-117; Kathryn Weathersby, “The Soviet Role in the Early Phase of the Korean War: 
New Documentary Evidence,” Journal of American-East Asian Relations vol. 2, no. 4 (Winter 1993), 434. 
931 Jager, Brothers at War, 79-80; Weathersby, “The Soviet Role in the Early Phase of the Korean War,” 434. 
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should get kicked in the teeth, I shall not lift a finger. You have to ask Mao for all the help.” Once 

the North Korean regime’s survival became threatened in October the Soviet leader was forced to 

change his position in order to gain the support of the Chinese who, as a condition of their 

intervention, demanded Soviet air support. Bound to Beijing by a mutual defense treaty and not 

wishing to see the North Koreans defeated, Moscow agreed to the Chinese condition and in 

November 1950 Soviet pilots from the 64th Flight Aviation Corps flew their first combat missions 

over North Korea. (The air corps had been stationed in Manchuria since early August.) To disguise 

Soviet involvement, Stalin ordered that the Soviet planes should be covered with North Korean or 

Chinese markings. Soviet pilots were instructed to wear Chinese uniforms and not to speak Russian 

while flying combat missions, though few appear to have done so since U.S. Air Force pilots 

frequently reported hearing the language spoken over the radio. From late 1950 until the end of the 

war, Soviet pilots flying Soviet planes provided air cover for Communist forces and supply lines 

in North Korea. Though prohibited from flying south of Pyongyang, Soviet pilots engaged UN 

aircraft in northwest Korea, an area American pilots nicknamed “MiG Alley.” Later in the war, 

the Soviets shifted their focus to training Chinese pilots. Compared with the Chinese (or even U.S.) 

military contribution, however, the size of the Soviet military force was remarkably small, 

estimated at just 5,000 pilots. Aside from the strategic direction exercised by Stalin, Moscow’s 

chief military contribution to the war came in the form of the equipment they provided the NKPA 

as well as the training and planes provided to the Chinese.932  

																																																								
932 Counting technicians and anti-air craft gunners, around 70,000 Soviets served in the 64th Fighter Aviation Corps 
during the Korean War. Weathersby, “The Soviet Role in the Early Phase of the Korean War,” 437; Mark O’Neill, 
“Soviet Involvement in the Korean War: A New View from the Soviet-Era Archives,” Organization of American 
Historians Magazine of History, vol. 14, no. 3 (Spring 2000), 20-22; William Stueck, Rethinking the Korean War: A 
New Diplomatic and Strategic History (Princeton: Princeton, University Press, 2004), 104 ; Xiaoming Zhang, Red 
Wings Over the Yalu: China, the Soviet Union, and the Air War in Korea (College Station: Texas A&M University 
Press, 2003), 139; Chen Jian, China’s Road to the Korean War (New York: Columbia University Press, 1994), 156; 
Michael J. McCarthy, “Uncertain Enemies: Soviet Pilots in the Korean War,” Air Power History 44: 1 (Spring 1997), 
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The People’s Republic of China 

In contrast to the Soviet advisors and aid, both of which they welcomed, the North Koreans 

were opposed to Chinese participation from the outset. There were several reasons for this. Not 

expecting the Americans to intervene, the North Koreans were excessively confident of their 

military situation in the summer of 1950. Second, Kim Il Sung saw the Chinese Communist 

leadership as rivals to his own power and position in the region. The long history of Chinese 

interference on the Korean peninsula also made Pyongyang sensitive to Chinese intervention. 

When pressed by Stalin before the war to secure Beijing’s support, Kim told the Soviet leader, 

“We want to rely on our own forces to unify Korea.” Although Kim visited Mao Zedong in mid-

May 1950 to inform him of his plans, the North Koreans did not provide the Chinese with specific 

details or even the expected date of their attack. As a result, the Chinese only learned of the 

invasion via foreign news services.933  

Pyongyang’s resistance did not stop the Chinese from searching for ways to help the 

Communist cause in Korea. Although mostly a pre-war phenomenon, the Chinese government 

allowed Koreans who had fought with the PLA during the Chinese Civil War to return to Korea in 

late summer and early autumn 1950.934 The Chinese tried to assist the North Koreans in other ways 

too. On 30 June Beijing dispatched a senior political counselor to Pyongyang with instructions to 

ask the North Korean regime how they might help. The Chinese official’s task was not an easy 

one. Still hostile to the idea of Chinese military assistance, the North Korean regime refused to 

share even the most basic military information with Beijing. Shortly after his arrival, the Chinese 

																																																								
37; Kathryn Weathersby, “New Russian Documents on the Korean War,” Cold War International History Project 
Bulletin, Issues 6-7 (Winter 1995/1996), 35. 
933 Jager, Brothers at War, 62-3; Zihua, “Sino-North Korean Conflict,” 9. 
934 From a height of 14,000 in January 1950, the number of Korean cadres repatriated to North Korea from June to 
September of that year totaled just 347. Adam Cathcart and Charles Kraus, “The Bonds of Brotherhood: New Evidence 
on Sino-North Korean Exchanges, 1950-1954,” Journal of Cold War Studies, Vol. 13, No. 3 (Summer 2011), 30-32; 
Zihua, “Sino-North Korean Conflict,” 9. 
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delegate discovered that the “briefings” he was being given by his Korean hosts contained only 

information from the Korean Foreign News Service. Despite Pyongyang’s coolness to their offers 

of assistance, the Chinese government believed American intervention made their own 

involvement a foregone conclusion and began readying military forces in Manchuria for entry into 

the conflict. To assist with their preparation, the Chinese asked the North Koreans to furnish them 

with 500 maps and sample NKPA uniforms, the latter presumably so that they could disguise their 

involvement.935 For the most part, however, pre-war coordination between the North Koreans and 

the Chinese was largely non-existent. 

Following the capture of Seoul by UN forces in late September, the North Koreans were 

forced to revisit their opposition to foreign soldiers. Still preferring Soviet assistance to that of the 

Chinese government, Kim dispatched a personal message to Stalin requesting “direct military 

assistance.” Only when it became clear that Stalin would not consider sending Soviet troops did 

Pyongyang ask for “international volunteers from China and other democratic people’s 

countries.”936 Acting on Kim’s request, Stalin sent Mao a telegraph inquiring if it would be 

possible for the Chinese to send “five-six divisions toward the 38th parallel” to assist their Korean 

comrades. Stalin suggested that the Chinese forces could be considered volunteers, but added, 

“with Chinese in command at the head, of course.”937 On 8 October Mao issued orders for the 

creation of the Chinese People’s Volunteer Army under the command of Peng Dehuai. Eleven 

days later, Peng’s forces slipped across the Yalu River into North Korea. To disguise their 

																																																								
935 Zihua, “Sino-North Korean Conflict and Resolution,”10; Shen Zhihua, “Alliance of ‘Tooth and Lips’ or Marriage 
of Convenience? The Origins and Development of the Sino-North Korean Alliance, 1946-1958” Translated by Min 
Song. Working Paper. December 2008; Chen Jian, China’s Road to the Korean War: The Making of the Sino-American 
Confrontation (New York: Columbia University Press, 1994),156. 
936 Zihua, Working Paper, 12; Zihua, 11-12; Jager, Brothers at War, 43. 
937 Document 10: Ciphered Telegram Filippov (Stalin) to Mao Zedong and Zhou Enlai, 1 October 1950, Cold War 
International History Project Bulletin, Issues 6-7 (Winter 1995/1996) p. 114. 
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involvement, Beijing had instructed the Chinese “volunteers” to remove the red star from their 

caps.938  

The question of who would command the Communist forces arose almost immediately. 

Initially expecting that any foreign troops sent to Korea would be placed under his command, Kim 

became aware of the impossibility of such an arrangement when he learned that the Chinese were 

sending a force of 300,000 soldiers. Instead, he suggested that the two sides should consider 

merging their command structures. Nothing appears to have come of this suggestion, however, 

and given his anti-Chinese views at the time it is questionable whether Kim would have actually 

agreed to the construction of such a command apparatus. Although liaison officers were 

exchanged, the early weeks of the war were characterized by a lack of coordination between the 

two armies.  

Following the first Chinese engagement in late October near Unsan, Peng complained to 

Beijing that the combat effectiveness of his forces had been hindered due to Chinese unfamiliarity 

with the terrain and problems of coordination with the North Koreans. Along with numerous 

friendly fire incidents in which North Koreans attacked Chinese soldiers, Peng reported that the 

NKPA were hampering his supply and transportation. Peng’s reports prompted the Chinese 

embassy in Pyongyang to raise the issue of a coordinated command structure with the North 

Koreans. The Chinese recommended that the two armies establish a unified command and 

suggested that the NKPA relocate its headquarters, then at Kanggye, closer to Peng’s field 

headquarters. Kim refused both suggestions.939  

																																																								
938 Jager, Brothers at War, 43; Anthony Farrar-Hockley, “A Reminiscence of the Chinese People’s Volunteers in the 
Korean War,” The China Quarterly no. 98 (Jun., 1998), 293; Memoirs of a Chinese Marshal: The Autobiographical 
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With the command situation still unresolved, the Chinese convened a high-level conference 

with leaders from both armies and the Soviet ambassador in mid-November. Citing the narrowness 

of the Korean peninsula and other tactical reasons, Chinese military commanders implored the 

North Koreans to accept a unified command structure under their command. Both the Soviet 

ambassador and the head of the Soviet military mission endorsed the Chinese proposal. When Kim 

sidestepped the issue, Peng proposed the creation of a three-man commanding committee 

comprised of the North Korean leader, the Soviet Ambassador, and himself, instead. In the end, 

Mao was forced to appeal directly to Stalin to resolve the unsettled command situation. In 

response, the Soviet leader sent Kim a personal message expressing his approval of  “a single 

central command led by Chinese comrades.” A frustrated Mao forwarded Stalin’s telegram to Peng 

at CPA Headquarters, adding, “Now…[we will] see how Kim will respond.”940  

Mao was right to suspect that Kim would drag out the command deliberations as long as 

possible. All summer and fall he had been actively stalling the Chinese from taking any military 

actions in Korea. In August, Kim had turned away a delegation of military advisors from Beijing 

led by the commander of the 13th Army Corps, Deng Hua, by barring them entry into Korea. To 

Kim, the only thing worse than having the Chinese enter the war was having them in command. 

Once Stalin had weighed in on the matter, however, Kim could stall no longer. On December 3, 

the North Korean leader traveled to Beijing to hold talks with Mao. By month’s end, the two had 

concluded a formal bilateral agreement outlining the command relationship between their two 

armies. “In order to wage war against the common enemy more effectively,” the two leaders agreed 

																																																								
940 Zihua, “Sino-North Korean Conflict,” 13; Zihua, “Alliance of ‘Tooth and Lips’,” 13; “Telegram from Mao Zedong 
to Peng Dehau,” November 17, 1950, Zhonggong zhongyang wenxian yanjiushi (CPC Central Historical Documents 
Research Office) and Zhongyang dang'anguan (Central Archives), eds., Jianguo yilai Zhou Enlai wengao (Zhou 
Enlai’s Manuscripts since the Founding of the PRC), vol. 3 (Beijing: Zhongyang wenxian chubanshe, 2008), 515. 
Translated by Jingxia Yang and Douglas Stiffler. Available at: 
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to establish a new headquarters to “centrally command all military operations and other related 

matters” in Korea. Peng Dehui was appointed commander and political commissar of the 

headquarters with two Koreans serving as his deputies.941   

 

Figure 6.8: Organization of Communist Forces in Korea, January 1951 - July 1953 

 

Although called the Sino-Korean Combined Headquarters in order to appease the image-

conscious North Koreans, the command arrangement was a unified command in all but name. To 

maintain the illusion of ‘combined’ command, all of Peng’s orders were co-signed by his two 

Korean deputies. As commander of the Combined Headquarters, Peng was given operational 

control of both the NKPA and the CPVA forces. While the NKPA continued to maintain its own 

forward command post, all command decisions were made at the Combined Headquarters.942 

																																																								
941 The December 1950 military agreement only pertained to ground forces. In early 1951, the two countries 
established a unified air force command structure. To avoid offending the North Koreans, this command was officially 
called the Air Force “Combined” Command. Zihua, “Alliance of ‘Tooth and Lips’,” 13; “Draft Agreement by the 
Party Central Committee on Establishing a Sino-North Korea Combined Headquarters,” December 8, 1950, History 
and Public Policy Program Digitial Archive, Zhonggong zhongyang wenxian yanjiushi (CPC Central Historical 
Documents Research Office) and Zhongyang dang’anguan (Central Archives), eds., Jianguo yilai Zhou Enlai wengao 
(Zhou Enlai’s Manuscripts since the Founding of the PRC), vol. 3 (Beijing: Zhongyang wenxian chubanshe, 2008), 
611-612. Translated by Jingxia Yang and Douglas Stiffler. Available at:  
<http://digitalarchive.wilsoncenter.org/document/114236.pdf?v=83f140692e546d51cac20fdd8d5c1e67>.  
942 Ibid; Farrar-Hockley, note 299. 
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Unlike the UNC, the Combined Headquarters also contained an integrated staff. As a result, the 

Chinese-North Korean command relationship was much less fragmented than that of the U.S.-

ROK. 

The fact that the Chinese-North Korean command apparatus was less fragmented or 

cumbersome than the other side’s does not mean their relationship was devoid of tension, however. 

Like all wartime partnerships, the two countries disagreed on both tactical and strategic issues. 

Throughout the war, North Korean and Chinese military leaders clashed over whether their 

operational objective should be territorial gains or inflicting as many casualties upon the enemy as 

possible. Still holding out for unification, the North Koreans favored the former. The Chinese 

however argued that a casualty-intensive strategy of “exterminating the enemy” was a militarily 

sounder course of action.943 In early 1951, a serious disagreement arose following Peng’s decision 

to go on the defensive for two months in order to prepare the Communist forces for a springtime 

offensive. After Kim protested against the strategic pause once too often, an exasperated Peng told 

the North Korean leader he could launch his own offensive with the NKPA if he wanted. The 

Chinese commander’s response to Kim’s protestations had the desired effect. Knowing full well 

that his forces were unable to prosecute the war on their own, the North Korean leader was forced 

to back down.944 

Other disagreements between the Chinese and North Koreans arose over technical matters 

like control of the transportation network. Like the Germans and the Austrians in World War I, the 

Chinese and North Koreans competed for cargo trains and rails. The North Koreans demanded that 

																																																								
943 A similar debate occurred between American commanders. While MacArthur believed territorial gains should be 
prioritized, both Ridgway and Van Fleet believed that acquisition of terrain in itself was “of little or no value.” Zihua, 
“Sino-North Korean Conflict,” 15-16; Ridgway, The Korean War, 167. 
944 Zihua, “Sino-North Korean Conflict,” 15-16; Charles K. Armstrong, Tyranny of the Weak: North Korea and the 
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their transportation ministry control all railways and (because of their concerns about economic 

recovery) that priority be given to the transport of civilian materials. The Chinese, by contrast, 

argued that priority should be given to military supplies and that a combined command of military 

transportation be created to manage logistics. After negotiations stretched on for months, the 

Chinese appealed to Moscow for help. As he did with most of the Chinese-North Korean wartime 

disputes, Stalin sided in favor of the Chinese and told Kim that the Korean railroad must be placed 

under the control of the Chinese headquarters in Korea.945 

The biggest strategic disagreement between the two wartime partners however concerned 

the timing of the end of the war. As early as February 1952, Kim told Mao he had “no desire to 

continue the war.” Both Stalin and Mao however still wished to carry on the war, though for 

entirely different reasons. While Stalin thought it was important to sap American strength and 

inflict as much damage as possible on the imperialists, the Chinese privately worried that the end 

of the war would bring an end to the lucrative military support they were receiving from Moscow. 

When negotiations broke down over the issue of repatriation of prisoners in mid-1952, it was the 

Chinese and not the North Korean regime that refused to budge, arguing that to accept the 

American offer would “make the enemy even more ambitious and undermine our prestige.” 

Russian observers reported that the North Korean leadership was left “extremely disappointed” by 

this development.946 In all, close to three million Chinese soldiers fought in the Korean War, 

known in China as the “War to Resist the United States and Aid Koreas” (Kangmei yuanchao 

zhanzheng). Precise casualty figures remain unknown. At the time of the 60th Anniversary of the 

war, the Chinese government said some 180,000 Chinese soldiers had been killed and that the total 
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number of casualties had been 360,000. Western sources put total Chinese casualties at around 

900,000, of which approximately 400,000 are said to have been fatalities.947 

 

Assessment  

Does the, albeit necessarily brief and incomplete, historical account of the North Korean-

Chinese wartime partnership presented here match my theory’s predictions? For the most part, the 

answer is yes. Kim’s initial resistance to a unified command on nationalist and personal grounds 

and his corresponding behavior throughout the summer and fall of 1950 conform to my theory’s 

first hypothesis that states are reluctant to surrender operational control of their forces at the outset 

of wars. The hypothesis that states are reluctant to implement changes to command and control 

arrangements save for during periods of military defeat is also supported by the North Korean case. 

It was only following the massive setback suffered by the NKPA in October 1950 that Pyongyang 

reluctantly acquiesced to Chinese intervention in the conflict. Despite the threat posed by the 

advancing UN forces to his regime, Kim however continued to resist all attempts at integration 

until the end of the year when Stalin’s ruling made it a virtual fait accompli. The Chinese of course 

did not oppose changes to existing command and control arrangements but instead lobbied hard 

for them. But this was because as the more powerful partner they could expect to be in command.  

My theory’s third hypothesis, that changes brought on by defeat will result in greater rather 

than less integration, is also supported by the Chinese insistence on a ‘combined’ (in reality, 

unified) headquarters with Peng at its head. While far from conclusive, there is also some evidence 

that the adoption of the unified command improved the military effectiveness of the Chinese and 

North Korean forces. The intervention of large numbers of Chinese forces in late 1950, regardless 
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of the shape of the command relationship, was bound to bolster the NKPA who by then were on 

the verge of complete collapse. Although the relatively small number of engagements that occurred 

in October and November do not allow for a before-after comparison of command structures, it is 

worth noting that the two most successful Communist offensives of the war – the New 

Year’s/Winter 1950 Offensive and the Spring 1951 Offensive – occurred after the adoption of a 

unified command. It is entirely plausible therefore that the ability to streamline operations and 

orders from a single headquarters helped rather than hurt the Communist forces.   

 

Alternative Explanations 

In this section, I examine alternative explanations for the adoption and evolution of 

command and control structures in the Korean War. Although on the surface the case seems to 

confirm several other explanations commonly put forth to explain institutional design, the outward 

validity of these arguments stems mostly from the unusual historical circumstances surrounding 

the case. While institutionalist as well as normative explanations can account for different elements 

of the Korean War experience, no single explanation holds up as well as my theory of evolutionary 

learning.  

Institutional Type. One alternative explanation for design features in international security 

institutions is institutional type. Conventional wisdom and a great deal of institutionalist literature 

holds that alliances are more cohesive than coalitions. According to this logic, the former should 

therefore be more likely to adopt unified command structures than the latter. The United Nations, 

of course, is not an alliance but a collective security organization. Still, the traditional institutional 

account would expect any UN-sanctioned military force to be more, rather than less, likely to have 

a unified command and control structure. On the surface, the case of the UN Command in the 
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Korean War would appear to support the prediction of the institutionalist school. However, upon 

further examination, it becomes clear that the adoption of the unified command at the outset of the 

conflict had more to do with the unusual circumstances of the historical period, than with 

institutional logic per se.  

Although the international organization had played an integral part in the creation of an 

independent Korea in 1948 this fact alone probably would not have been enough to cause UN 

members to sanction military action in the summer of 1950 were it not for two additional factors. 

The first was the Truman administration’s decision to seek UN involvement. The second was the 

Soviet boycott of the Security Council. Because Truman viewed the Communist invasion as a 

direct challenge to the young organization and the still nascent principle of collective security, he 

felt strongly that any action undertaken by the United States should be done as part of a “free-

world coalition.” Truman’s insistence on this point, coupled with the Soviet boycott, enabled the 

U.S. to gather the necessary support for military intervention. More importantly, it put the U.S. in 

the virtually unchallengeable position of being able to guarantee a unified command under an 

American commander. Neither outcome would have been possible were it not for the unique 

historical moment created by Malik’s absence from the Security Council in June and July 1950 

which prevented the Soviets from exercising their veto. Rather than the “promise of 

institutionalism,” it was the combination of the Truman administration’s willingness to seek the 

intervention of the United Nations and the Soviet boycott that set the stage for the UN’s first and 

only war and the adoption of a unified command structure at the outset of the conflict. In the more 

than half a century since then, no other member state has ever boycotted the Security Council. In 

today’s political climate, it is unthinkable that one of the permanent five members would ever do 

so again. U.S. administrations since Truman’s have also been more reluctant to seek the 
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imprimatur of the United Nations before committing American troops abroad. The two conditions 

that together made possible this unique moment in history are thus unlikely to be duplicated 

anytime soon.  

 Nor does institutionalism account for the creation of a unified command by the other side. 

Although both Communist states, China and North Korea were not parties to a security agreement 

prior to the war. As coalition partners and not allies, institutionalist theories would expect the two 

belligerents to be less likely, rather than more, to adopt a unified command. On the whole, the 

institutionalist explanation therefore does a poor job of explaining the trajectory of events leading 

to the adoption of unified command in the Korean War.  

Balance of Power. Another factor potentially affecting the design of institutional features 

in wartime is the balance of power within the group. Balance of power logic suggests states with 

roughly equal levels of power should be more willing to integrate their command structures since 

they know that ultimately they will be powerful enough to withdraw from the arrangement if it 

proves unsatisfactory. Conversely, large discrepancies in power between wartime partners should 

make states more reluctant to surrender operational control over their forces for fear that their 

weakness will make it impossible to wrest back control later. According to this logic, one would 

expect the UN members to be reluctant to surrender control of their forces to the U.S., given the 

latter’s military superiority at the time. Yet contrary to traditional balance of power arguments, 

UN members did not oppose a unified command under U.S. control, for the reasons already noted. 

However, balance of power logic does go a long way toward explaining both South Korea and 

North Korea’s strong resistance to command structures that required them to forfeit operational 

control of their armies to others. In both cases, the leaders only abandoned their resistance once a 

string of military defeats brought the continued survival of their states into doubt.   
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Cultural or Ideological Affinities. Normative explanations may also explain why certain 

institutional design features are adopted over others. Certainly Truman believed that the U.S. was 

acting as part of a free-world coalition. But other members of the UN Security Council and those 

states that ultimately contributed troops also seem to have been motivated by ideological 

considerations, a development which afforded Washington benefits akin to a post-war (or “peace”) 

dividend. In 1950, the U.S. was still the recipient of an enormous amount of international goodwill 

having only just a few years earlier rid the world of the Fascist threat. European countries in 

particular felt an enormous debt of gratitude and, because of their own recent experiences with 

liberation, trusted U.S. leadership. This shared affinity for the United States in the immediate post-

war era made many states less resistant to surrendering operational control over their forces than 

they might otherwise have been. However, like the Soviet boycott, this was a temporary historical 

moment not easily replicable. In the more than half a century since, memories have grown weaker 

and the U.S. has lost (some might say, squandered) much of the international support it garnered 

in the immediate aftermath of World War II. Many states, including fellow democracies, no longer 

view U.S. leadership as a positive thing and are increasingly opposed to the U.S. military 

intervention abroad. While ideological affinity may account for the willingness of many UN 

members to support a unified command under the U.S. in 1950, the historical moments that lead 

to such sentiments are few and far between.948  

The ideological explanation fares less well with respect to the North Korean and Chinese 

wartime partnership. The shared Communist affinity between Pyongyang and Beijing does not 

appear in any way to have lessened North Korean opposition to a unified command. Quite the 

																																																								
948 Other than World War II, the only other historical moment of the past century to produce a similar effect was the 
terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001. 
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contrary, this shared ideological affinity for Communism may actually have exacerbated North 

Korea’s enmity toward the Chinese, with Kim viewing Mao and the rest of the Chinese Communist 

Party as potential rivals to his power.  

Success. Besides failure, other triggers, such as military success, might prompt wartime 

partnerships to undertake institutional reforms. While the evidence indicates that changes to the 

U.S.-ROK combat relationship in the first year of the war were driven by military defeats rather 

than triumphs, poor military performance does not explain Washington’s decision to reconstitute 

the ROK II Corps in April 1952.949 Nor does military success, however, since by then the war had 

transitioned away from the large scale maneuvers that had characterized the first year of fighting 

into a more static form of trench warfare largely devoid of major defeats or victories for either 

side. Although the South Koreans viewed the U.S. decision to activate a second corps command 

and transfer larger and larger portions of the front to ROK units in the summer of 1952 as a sign 

of their improved performance, Washington had an ulterior motive for doing so.950 By then, 

U.S./UN war fatigue had set in making Washington eager to transfer greater and greater 

responsibility for the war effort to the South Koreans. Though the combat capabilities of the ROK 

forces had improved by late 1952 (in large part due to the training offered by KMAG) war fatigue 

was clearly the driving factor in Washington’s decision to turn over larger and larger frontages to 

the South Koreans as well as the U.S. Army’s decision to reconstitute the ROK II Corps. Thus, 

rather than being driven by just battlefield developments alone, external considerations, in this 

case Washington’s desire to extricate itself from the war, also seem to have influenced the timing 

of organizational changes.   

 

																																																								
949 Boose, U.S. Army forces in the Korean War, 72; Paik, From Pusan to Panmunjom, 194-5. 
950 Paik, From Pusan to Panmunjom, 162. 
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Conclusion 

The Korean War stands entirely apart from all other multinational wars. Along with being 

the sole instance in which the United Nations went to war, the Korean War was the first war of its 

kind to integrate national units below the division level under a single national command. Because 

UN-member ground contingents were attached to U.S. Army units the UN Command in Korea is 

often considered the first truly unified command in history. While the UN forces nominally 

constituted a unified command, the U.S.-ROK command arrangement for the first year of the war 

was anything but. Out of deference to the South Koreans, the U.S. allowed the ROK Army to 

exercise de facto operational control until May 1951. Although technically under the control of the 

Eighth Army and thus the UNC, the enormous freedom of action granted to ROKA in the first year 

of the war produced a fragmented command arrangement.  

Despite the many peculiarities of the Korean War, many of the broad contours of the case 

are consistent with the expectations of my theory. Although on paper the UN Command began the 

war as the most unified command in history, the command arrangements grew more integrated 

over time until eventually the ROKA was entirely absorbed by Eighth Army. Moreover, this 

process was far from smooth. The integration of ROKA with UN forces occurred only gradually 

and only in the wake of major combat defeats. In short, defeat drove innovation and, in time, led 

to a more integrated command structure.  
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Chapter 7 

Conclusion 

 

Multinational wars are a common but frequently overlooked element of international 

relations. In deciding to seek security assistance and fight alongside others, states face a number 

of important choices. Chief among these is the nature of the fighting relationship itself. Will the 

relationship be formal or informal? Conditional or unconditional? Temporary or permanent? These 

questions lie at the heart of the enormous variation visible in collective defense institutions. But 

there are other questions as well. Such as whether to carry out combined military operations or 

adopt an integrated command structure. The choices states make have important consequences for 

both the conduct and outcome of conflicts. In this chapter, I summarize the argument and review 

the findings of this study. I conclude with a discussion of the implications for the future of 

multinational conflicts.  

 

Institutional Determinants of Multinational Military Effectiveness 

Wartime arrangements are not created equal. Following the institutional design literature, 

I argue that these differences are purposeful and originate from the rational calculations and 

strategic interactions among the actors creating them. States use multinational military 

arrangements to further their own goals. Moreover, these design choices have functional 

implications.  

Wartime partnerships are not only distinguishable on the basis of their country makeup, 

that is, the member-states and the size and type of their military contributions, they are also 

distinguishable on the basis of the structure of the arrangement. In developing my argument, I 
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focused on one design feature of multinational military structures in particular, that of command 

and control. Considered the “eternal function” of military organizations, command and control is 

the exercise of authority and direction of forces in battle. Multinational wars, as noted, exhibit 

enormous variation in the exercise of authority and direction of forces, making them ripe for further 

study.  

In Chapter 3, I identified three broad types of command and control structures: 

independent; combined; and unified. The least integrated command and control structure, that of 

independent command, is characterized by separate chains of command and control. A second type 

of command structure commonly exhibited in wartime is that of combined command. Under 

combined command structures, operational authority for part of a national contingent is: i.) 

temporarily assigned to a foreign commander; and/or ii.) exercised jointly over the same force by 

two or more commanders from different national forces. Thus, under combined command, 

operational authority is by definition bifurcated. The final command and control category is that 

of unified command. Unified command structures are defined by the presence of a single 

commander exercising operational authority over the entirety of a multinational force. Unified 

command is both the most integrated type of command structure in multinational war as well as 

historically the rarest.  

As noted, there is enormous variation in multinational command and control structures, not 

only across conflicts but also within them. This variation begs two questions: First, why do states 

adopt different command and control structures? Second, what drives actors to abandon one 

structure in favor of another? To answer these questions, I developed a theory of failure-driven 

change. Because conventional wisdom suggests that greater cooperation is beneficial, yielding 

gains for all, the puzzle naturally arises as to why all wartime partnerships don’t simply start out 
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in the tightest configuration possible, that of unified command. After all, the benefits of greater 

wartime integration are seemingly vast; from the reduction of uncertainty and transaction costs to 

the conferral of legitimacy, tightly integrated arrangements confer distinct advantages.  

Despite the many benefits wartime integration confers, however, I argued states have 

historically been reluctant to adopt unified command for several reasons. States’ reluctance to 

surrender operational control over military forces stems primarily from the fear that others may 

hesitate to defend your interests and security, leaving you vulnerable to conquest. There are other 

disincentives toward adoption as well, such as the honor and prestige of military professionals. 

Incompatible strategic objectives can also alter the incentive structure countries face when 

choosing which command and control structure to adopt in multinational war. Together, fear, 

honor and prestige, along with different strategic objectives, make states reluctant to tie themselves 

to others.   

Yet even a cursory examination of wartime multinational partnerships reveals that states 

do sometimes enter into more integrated command relationships, leading to the (second) question 

of what motivates them to do so. Here, I argued that one factor in particular, that of battlefield 

performance, leads states to abandon their intrinsic reluctance toward greater integration. 

Specifically, I argued that when faced with military defeat on the battlefield, states often respond 

by experimenting with new command and control arrangements. The process of evolutionary 

learning is often tentative and slow. Over time however it leads to greater integration.  

Finally, I argued that greater integration in command and control structures is correlated 

with improved military performance on the battlefield. In other words, failure leads to adaptation 

which then leads to success. There are several reasons why this is the case. First, greater integration 

among foreign militaries leads to improved informational and situational awareness. Second, it 
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allows for the synchronization of forces. The former generates improvements in monitoring as 

well as surprise and speed. The latter confers additional benefits through the concentration of force. 

The creation of general reserves are also made easier under more integrated command structures.  

In short, the argument presented here is that organizational structure – in particular, 

command and control architecture – is a determinant of successful capability aggregation, and 

hence, military effectiveness in multinational war. This is not to suggest that unity of command 

cures all ailments. Difficulties in the aggregation of capabilities in wartime will still result due to 

a host of interoperability, standardization, and other issues. But the choice of command and control 

relationship in multinational war can have important consequences on the battlefield. Integrated 

command structures provide important informational and functional advantages. They improve 

situational awareness and allow for faster action-reaction cycles in battle. The streamlining of 

authority allows for the synchronization of activities in time, space, and purpose, allowing 

commanders to concentrate overwhelming force at the right place and time. 

  

Cases of Institutional Learning 

 To test my theory of institutional learning, I used comparative historical analysis. 

Specifically, I employed process tracing and the congruence method to locate the factors linking 

the adoption of more integrated command and control structures with enhanced military 

effectiveness. In order to exploit within-case variation, I compared observations of values on the 

main explanatory variables across time, holding as many other factors as possible constant. 

 The cases were selected on the basis of several criteria. They were purposively chosen 

since random selection in studies of a small number of cases leads to problems of bias and 

unrepresentativeness. The universe of cases consisted of all multinational wars since 1816, some 
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38 conflicts. However, because a number of these cases featured multinational parties on both 

sides, this yielded a total of 43 cases. Three cases were chosen on the basis of representativeness 

and variation on the dimensions of theoretical interest, as well as temporal and geographical 

variation; the latter in order to enhance the external validity of the study. The cases examined were 

the Entente and Central Powers in World War I and the U.S.-ROK coalition in the Korean War.  

By almost any standard the Dual Alliance between Germany and Austria-Hungary was one 

that should have yielded successful wartime cooperation. The alliance benefited not only from the 

existence of a clearly identified and common enemy but also a shared language and culture as well 

as longstanding ties between the two states. Yet the failure to develop an integrated command and 

control structure on the Eastern Front at the outset of war in 1914 led to many (avoidable) setbacks 

in the early days of the conflict.  

In the twin surprises of August 1914 the Austrian High Command ordered the transport of 

almost half their infantry to the Serbian front while the German High Command defaulted on its 

pre-war promise to go on the offensive in the Polish salient. The net effect of both allowed the 

Russians to make significant inroads in Galicia early in the war. As my theory of evolutionary 

learning would predict, this initial setback was followed by what would become the first of many 

experiments intended to enhance the multinational military effectiveness of the Austrians and 

Germans. Although the Germans dispatched forces to the Southwest Front to forestall further 

Russian gains, they refused to surrender operational control of their forces to the Austrians. Even 

so, the October 1914 campaign in Galicia represented a major milestone for the alliance, becoming 

the first combined operation of the war. Further defeats and experimentation were necessary 

however before the Central Powers finally adopted unified command in 1915. The result of this 

adoption was the single biggest Austro-German wartime victory of the war: Gorlice-Tarnow.  
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Yet in a testament to the strength of the barriers to adoption, the two allies drew the wrong 

lessons from their victory and reverted back to independent command structures and parallel 

warfighting. Once again, however, the familiar pattern unfolded. Successive battlefield defeats 

culminating in the Russian success of the Brusilov Offensive in 1916 spurred the two commands 

to implement unified command and control for good. Ultimately, however, the decision to do so 

came too late to save the Austrian and German militaries from defeat. The Austro-German alliance 

in World War I thus offers strong confirmation of my theory. As predicted, operational defeat was 

the primary catalyst for experimentation with the multinational command arrangement. And, for 

the most part, greater integration was correlated with improved battlefield performance. Yet the 

case of the Central Powers indicates that integration in wartime can come too late, suggesting that 

while integration confers many benefits, is not a panacea.  

The Entente case provides even stronger confirmation of my theory. Here again, 

operational defeat was the primary catalyst for experimentation with the multinational command 

arrangement.  As my theory would lead us to expect, British military authorities were extremely 

reluctant to integrate their activities with those of the French Army for fear of losing control over 

their forces. For much of the war, the British military preferred to operate independently rather 

than sacrifice authority in exchange for greater coordination. But, as was the case with the Central 

Powers, successive defeats drove experimentation and eventually the adoption of greater 

integration. Starting with the creation of a conference system in spring of 1915 British and French 

wartime coordination gradually increased throughout the course of the war. Crucially, each step 

along the often arduous path occurred after a major battlefield defeat. From the mud of Verdun 

and the Somme emerged the Calais Agreement of 1917; from the failure of the Nivelle Offensive, 
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the Supreme War Council; and, finally, from the March 1918 German advance, the Beauvais 

Agreement and unified command.  

Additionally, the case of the Entente provides strong support for my argument that unity 

of command is correlated with alliance and coalition military effectiveness. The appointment of 

Marshal Foch as Supreme Commander, along with the creation of the General Reserve, in 1918 

did away with many of the obstacles and impediments which had negatively hindered the 

coalition’s military performance in the past. Rather than merely attack “in conjunction” as they 

had done on prior occasions, the new architecture allowed for improved communication practices 

and enabled Entente forces to take the field together. The creation and subordination of the General 

Reserve under Foch also proved important to the Entente victory.   

Although conventional wisdom (as well as much historiography) contends that it was the 

U.S. Army that won the war, the analysis contained in these pages suggests that the timing of 

victory in World War I owes as much to the adoption of integrated command and control in the 

spring of 1918 as it does to the arrival of the doughboys. The American Army, after all, was only 

just beginning to fight in the spring of 1918 and in lesser numbers than the British or French.  

While America’s entry into the war made an Entente victory in the long run all but inevitable, the 

timing of the victory owes much to the adoption of unified command in March 1918.   

In contrast to the first two cases, the Korean War case offers mixed support for the theory, 

largely owing to the unusual role played by the United Nations in the conflict. The Soviet boycott 

made possible the first and only UN Command in history. Contrary to my first hypothesis, the 

members of the UN Security Council did not object to the creation of a unified command under a 

U.S. commander in 1950. However, as I argued, this was because few UN members at the time 
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expected to contribute any forces to the mission. Once they did so, their concerns about U.S. 

control grew.  

The U.S.-ROK military relationship however does a better job of conforming to my 

theory’s expectations. Although the South Korean Government also did not initially oppose a 

command arrangement which, on paper at least, put their forces under the Americans, this in itself 

does not invalidate my theory’s core argument. Without American support, the South Korean 

Army would not have stood a chance against the North Korean forces. Faced with the prospect of 

defeat, the Rhee Government granted the Americans “command authority” of ROK forces in mid-

July 1950.  Rather than invalidate my hypothesis that countries are reluctant to adopt integrated 

command structures in wartime the Korean case instead suggests a minor revision or caveat is in 

order. The Korean case suggests that while countries are usually reluctant to integrate command 

structures this reluctance can be overcome in moments of grave national danger. This caveat is 

consistent with the logic of the overall theory since grave national danger is merely an extreme 

manifestation of battlefield defeat. Moreover, as was shown, the subordination of ROK forces to 

U.S. control was only enforced after significant military setbacks. For much of the war, U.S. 

operational control of the ROK forces remained nominal rather than real. 

More importantly, the U.S.-ROK case offers strong confirmation for the remaining 

hypotheses. Consistent with my theory, both the Koreans and the Americans were reluctant to alter 

the existing wartime arrangement. In the wake of successive military defeats, however, American 

reluctance gave way to greater integration. In other words, defeat spurred reform and 

experimentation, and eventually, led to the absorption of the ROK Army under the UN Command. 

However, the evidence that greater integration led to improved military effectiveness is 

inconclusive.  
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Finally, the Korean case suggests an addendum to my theory may be warranted, namely 

that the learning and adaptation that I argued here occurs within wars may also occur between 

wars. It is not an accident, after all, that the fiercest advocate of greater integration between the 

British and Americans in the early days of World War II was none other than Pershing’s former 

adjutant, George Marshall. As Pershing’s aide in World War I, Marshall witnessed first hand the 

role greater integration played in the Entente’s military success in the spring of 1918.  By 1950 it 

seemed incontrovertible to many U.S. leaders that a unified command structure should be adopted 

in Korea.   

Recent cases of multinational war like the Gulf War and Afghanistan, however, suggest 

that this lesson may be receding from view. Although the ground offensive of the Gulf War, lasting 

just 100 hours, proved too short to test the implications of divided command and control, the 

Afghanistan War offers ample preliminary evidence in support of my theory. Indeed, Afghanistan, 

with its complicated command and control structure involving the U.S., International Security 

Assistance Force (ISAF) and NATO, exhibited many of the familiar problems and patterns 

evidenced here, making it a potential useful case for further study.  

 

Implications 

George Washington’s admonition notwithstanding, alliances and multinational wars have 

been a prominent feature of America’s foreign policy for most of its history. Indeed, every time 

Americans went off to war in the twentieth century they did so as part of an alliance or coalition. 

In recent years, the United States has become even more heavily reliant on these wartime 

partnerships. The wars in Afghanistan and Iraq along with the military operations in Libya and 

Syria suggest coalitions are now Washington’s preferred method of fighting.  
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Despite the involvement of many NATO countries in these conflicts there is a growing 

trend away from the use of NATO infrastructure in favor of ad hoc coalitions. The findings 

presented here suggest this trend is cause for concern. Lack of clear command channels in theaters 

where multiple national contingents are operating can hamper operations and cause unnecessary 

friction. In the absence of integrated command and control structures, states are likely to spend 

significant amounts of time negotiating ad hoc arrangements for each new operational mission. 

The absence of integrated command structures may also lead to difficulties coordinating 

surveillance and reconnaissance and challenges in concentrating firepower. The benefits of 

integrated command in multinational war are clearly espoused by the cases of Korea and World 

War I. 

Multinational wars are likely to be a central element of American foreign policy for a long 

time to come as America cannot achieve all of its foreign policy objectives on its own. If, as Joseph 

Nye has argued, the United States is bound not only to lead but to cooperate, policymakers would 

do well to ask what types of cooperative structures work best in war.951   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

																																																								
951 Joseph Nye, The Paradox of American Power: Why the World’s Only Superpower Can’t Go it Alone (New York: 
Oxford University Press, 2002), xiv. 
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Appendix A: Classification of Multinational Fighting Arrangements in Wartime,  
1815-2011i 
 

 
War Side A Type of 

Multinational 
Fighting 
Arrangement 

Side B Type of 
Multinational 
Fighting 
Arrangement 

Austro-
Sardinian War 
(1848) 

Tuscany, Italy Coalition Austriaii  

War of the 
Roman 
Republic (1849) 

France, Two Sicilies, 
Austria 

Coalition Papal States 
 

 

Crimean War 
(1853-56) 

Turkey, Sardinia, 
France, UK 

Coalitioniii Russia  

War of the 
Italian 
Unification 
(1859) 

Sardinia/Piedmont, 
France 

Coalition Austria  

Second 
Schleswig-
Holstein War 
(1864) 

Austria, Germany Alliance Denmark  

Lopez War 
(1864-70) 

Argentina, Brazil Alliance Paraguay  

Seven Weeks 
War (1866) 

Prussia, Italyiv, 
Mecklenburg-
Schwerin 

Coalition Austria, 
Wurttemberg, 
Hesse Grand 
Ducal, Bavaria, 
Hesse Electoral, 
Saxony, Baden, 
Hanover 

Alliance 

Naval War 
(1865-6) 

Peru, Chile Coalitionv Spain  

Franco-
Prussian War 
(1870) 

Prussia, 
Wurttemberg, Baden, 
Bavaria 

Hybridvi France  

War of the 
Pacific 

Peru, Bolivia Alliance Chile  

First-Sino-
Japanese War 
(1894-5) 

Japan, Korea Coalitionvii China  

Boxer Rebellion 
(1900) 

Russia, Japan, 
France, UK, United 
States 

Coalition China  

Third Central 
American War 
(1906) 

Honduras, El Salvador Coalition Guatemala  
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Fourth Central 
American War 
(1907) 

Honduras, El Salvador Coalition Nicaragua  

First Balkan 
War (1912-3) 

Greece, Bulgaria, 
Serbia 

Hybridviii Turkey  

Second Balkan 
War (1913) 

Turkeyix, Serbia, 
Greece, Romania 

Hybridx Bulgaria  

World War I 
(1914-8) 

Russia, France, UK, 
US, Serbia, Japan, 
Portugal, Italy, 
Belgium, Greece, 
Romania 

Hybridxi  Austria-Hungary, 
Germany, 
Turkey, Bulgaria 

Alliancexii 
 

Estonian 
Liberation 

Estonia, Finland Coalition Russia  

Latvian 
Liberation 

Germany, Estonia, 
Latvia 

Coalition Russia, Germany Coalition 

Hungarian 
Adversaries 

Romania, 
Czechoslovakia 

Coalition Hungary  

Nomonhan 
(1939) 

USSR, Mongolia Alliance Japan  

World War II 
(1939-45) 

UK, US, USSR, 
Poland, France, 
Netherlands, Norway, 
Belgium, South 
Africa, Canada, 
Australia, New 
Zealand, China, 
Brazil, Romania, 
Yugoslavia, Bulgaria, 
Greece, Mongolia, 
Italy, Ethiopiaxiii 

Coalitionxiv Germany, Italy, 
Japan, Bulgaria, 
Romania, 
Hungary, 
Finlandxv 

Alliancexvi 

Arab-Israeli 
(1948) 

Egypt, Syria, Lebanon, 
Jordan, Iraq 

Coalitionxvii Israel  

Korean Warxviii 
(1950-3) 

US, South Korea, 
Belgium, Canada, 
Colombia, Great 
Britain, Netherlands, 
Greece, France, 
Turkey, Philippines, 
Ethiopia, Australia 

Coalitionxix North Korea, 
China 

Coalition 

Suez (1956) Israel, UK, France Coalition Egypt  
Ifni (1957-9) France, Spain Coalition Morocco  
Vietnam (1965-
75)xx 

South Vietnam, US, 
Cambodia, South 
Korea, Philippines, 
Thailand, Australia, 
Laos 

Hybridxxi North Vietnam  

Six Day (1967) Egypt, Jordan, Syria Alliancexxii Israel  
Yom Kippur 
(1973) 

Egypt, Saudi Arabia, 
Jordan, Syria, Iraq 

Alliancexxiii Israel  
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Second Ogaden 
War (1977-9) 

Ethiopia, Cubaxxiv Coalition Somalia  

Ugandan-
Tanzanian War 
(1978-79) 

Uganda, Libya Coalition Tanzania  

Gulf War 
(1990-1) 

US, Kuwait, Saudi 
Arabia, United 
Kingdom, France, 
Bahrain, Bangladesh, 
Canada, Egypt, 
Turkey, 
Netherlands,Morocco, 
Oman, Pakistan, 
Qatar, Syria, UAExxv 

Coalition Iraq  

Bosnian 
Independence 
(1992)xxvi 

Croatia, Bosnia Coalitionxxvii Yugoslavia  

Kosovo (1999) US, UK, France, 
Germany, 
Netherlands, Italy, 
Turkey, Spain, 
Greece, Belgium, 
Canada, Denmark, 
Norway, Portugalxxviii 

Alliance Serbia  

Afghanistan 
(2001-2014)xxix 

US, UK, Canada, 
Australia, France, 
Romania, Jordan, Italy, 
Germany, Netherlands, 
Poland, Spain, 
Turkeyxxx 

Hybridxxxi Afghanistan  

Iraq (2003-
2010)xxxii 

US, UK, Australia,  
Poland, Georgia, South 
Korea, Italy, 
Netherlands, Spain, 
Ukrainexxxiii 

Coalition Iraq  

Libya (2011)xxxiv US, UK, France, 
Canada, Belgium, 
Bulgaria, Denmark, 
France, Greece, Italy, 
Netherlands, Norway, 
Qatar, Romania, 
Spain, Sweden, 
Turkey, United Arab 
Emiratesxxxv 

Hybridxxxvi Libya  

 
 

i All wars listed, with the exception of the 2011 Libya War, are taken from the Correlates of War (COW) Project’s 
Inter-State War Data (v4.0). Following the coding protocol adopted by COW, only states that fielded combat forces 
are included as war participants. My definition of what constitutes a combat force however differs slightly from COW, 
which only considers ground troop levels. COW codes a state as a wartime participant if it committed at least 1,000 
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troops to the war or suffered 100 battle related deaths. The modern shift in warfare toward air (and naval) military 
operations however makes definitions based only on ground force contributions poor indicators of combatant status. 
Using COW’s criteria, several states that are known to have flown combat missions during the Kosovo War and the 
2011 Libya campaign would be excluded from consideration as war participants. So would states that deployed mine 
sweepers or sent fighter squadrons to the Persian Gulf in 1991. By recognizing the combat contributions of air and 
naval assets in wartime, the criteria for assigning war participant status adopted here are slightly broader than the ones 
used by COW. To be considered a war participant, a state must contribute combat forces, be they in the form of troop 
deployments, combat aircraft, or naval vessels. Moreover, the forces in question must be deployed to the area of 
responsibility, that is, in the vicinity of the opposing side’s combat forces. Non-combat related contributions by states 
in the form of financial support, supplies, or combat support forces (such as medical teams or transport) do not warrant 
designation as a war participant. (In cases where only ground forces are sent, the threshold remains unchanged at 
1,000 troops.) Thus, in contrast to COW, I consider a state a war participant if it deploys significant air or naval combat 
assets in a warzone. Meredith Sarkees Reid and Frank Wayman, Resort to War: 1816-2007 (Washington, DC: CQ 
Press, 2010).  
ii The winning side is reflected in bold. 
iii Although the coalition was terminated at the end of hostilities, some of the belligerents (Great Britain, Austria, and 
France) enter into an alliance at the end of war.  
iv Although Italy and Prussia entered into an anticipatory coalition two months before the outbreak of hostilities, the 
ad hoc security arrangement was explicitly tied to the military crisis at hand and not intended to serve as a long-
standing commitment. Article V of the treaty specified that the parties’ obligations to one another would be invalidated 
in three months’ time if Prussia had not declared war upon Austria. Relevant Agreement: COW 2052; ATOP 1265.  
v Concluded in September 1865 at a time when Chile (but not Peru) was already engaged in hostilities against Spain, 
the military accord did not contain any specific provision regarding the length of time it was to last. Treaty language 
and the scope of the obligations however made it clear that the agreement was intended only to repel the “present 
aggression of the Spanish government.” Relevant Agreements: ATOP 1260; COW 2051.     
vi Each of the three princely German states was party to a bilateral alliance with Prussia but not to each other. Relevant 
Agreements: ATOP 1275; COW 2055; ATOP 1280; COW 2057; ATOP 1285; COW 2054. 
vii Treaty text (Article III) limits the security obligation to the present conflict with China. Relevant Agreement: COW 
2076; ATOP 1390.  
viii This fighting relationship is best characterized as a coalition made up of two bilateral alliances. While Serbia and 
Bulgaria were allies, and Bulgaria and Greece were allies, Serbia and Greece were not. Serbia and Bulgaria entered 
into an agreement six months before outbreak of hostilities. Article 5 of the treaty called for it to remain in place until 
December 31, 1920. Intended as longstanding agreement. Atop 1470; COW 3011. The following month Bulgaria 
entered into a separate treaty with Greece intended to last for three years.  
ix Though deployed, Turkey never engaged enemy forces during the conflict. 
x Of the four, only two (Serbia and Greece) were parties to an alliance. Concluded one month prior to the outbreak of 
hostilities, the treaty between Serbia and Greece called for a ten-year security commitment. Romania and Turkey 
joined the war as co-belligerents. Although the security relationship was entered into on the eve of war it is coded as 
an alliance and not a coalition because its signatories explicitly intended for it to outlive the present military crisis. 
Relevant Agreement: COW 3014; ATOP 1490. 
xi Although France and Russia were parties to a military alliance, the other two major co-belligerents – Great Britain 
and America – were not. The United States considered itself an “Associated Power” rather than an alliance member. 
While the European parties concluded several military agreements during the war (such as the September 5, 1914 
Treaty of London or the August 17, 1916 agreement guaranteeing the territorial integrity of Romania), these 
agreements were explicitly tied to the conflict then underway and were not considered formal alliances by the 
signatories. The 1914 Treaty of London committed states not to undertake a separate peace with the enemy. A 1915 
treaty of the same name between Italy and the Entente promised territorial concessions in exchange for Rome’s 
military support. However, the signatories exchanged no security guarantees beyond the current conflict. Relevant 
Agreement: ATOP 2040; COW 3022. Christian L. Wiktor, ed. Multilateral Treaty Calendar (Cambridge, MA: Kluwer 
Law International, 1998), 175-6. 
xii While Germany and Austria-Hungary were allies, Turkey and Bulgaria were co-belligerents. Allied since 1879, the 
outbreak of hostilities in 1914 caused both Germany and Austria-Hungary to form new military arrangements. 
Germany was the first to do so, signing agreements with both Turkey and Bulgaria. Although the obligations contained 
within the German-Turkish treaty dealt explicitly with the present crisis, Article 5 stipulated that it was to remain in 
force until December 31, 1918. By contrast, a separate agreement concluded between Turkey and Bulgaria stipulated 
that it would remain active only until the termination of the European War and the demobilization of troops. A trilateral 
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agreement signed by Austria-Hungary, Germany, and Bulgaria did not specify the length of time it would remain in 
effect. However, the obligations contained within it explicitly referenced the current conflict. Of the four, the only 
ones not linked by a military agreement were Austria-Hungary and Turkey. Relevant Agreements: ATOP 2005; COW 
3015; ATOP 2010; COW 3016; ATOP 2012; COW 3017; ATOP 2013; COW n/a; ATOP 2030; COW 3020.  
xiii These are the Allied state participants listed by the Correlates of War Project. The colonial states of the major allied 
belligerents, such as India and the Philippines, also contributed troops. More than a dozen other countries declared 
war on one or more Axis members and were signatories to the Declaration of United Nations (the formal name by 
which the Allied Powers were known), but did not contribute significant numbers of troops or combat forces to the 
war effort. Michael Clodfelter, Warfare and Armed Conflicts: A Statistical Encyclopedia of Casualty and Other 
Figures, 1494-2007, 3rd ed., (Jefferson: McFarland, 2008), 561. 
xiv  Though known as the “Allied Powers” (or “united nations”), no formal alliance existed between the members of 
the anti-fascist coalition in World War II.  
xv The militaries of client or puppet states such as Austria, Thailand, Albania, Croatia, and Slovakia, as well as those 
under military occupation like Vichy France, also fought alongside the Axis Powers. An example of a much more 
limited instance of multinational military cooperation is the assistance rendered by the German Luftwaffe to Iraqi 
forces fighting British forces in the Middle East in May 1941. Clodfelter, Warfare and Armed Conflicts, 561. 
xvi Germany, Italy, Japan, and Hungary (along with Spain) were all signatories to the 1936 Anti-ComIntern Pact. Italy 
and Germany concluded a ten-year military alliance in May 1939. In September 1940, Italy, Germany and Japan 
entered into a tripartite military agreement, to which Hungary, Romania and Bulgaria later acceded. The signatories 
agreed to defend each other against enemies not yet involved in the European War or the Chinese-Japanese conflict 
and stipulated that the arrangement was to last for ten years. Relevant agreements: ATOP 2395; COW 3085; ATOP 
2515; COW 3110 
xvii Although all of the Arab belligerents were signatories to the Arab League, the League did not constitute a military 
alliance at this point in time. (The 1945 treaty text called only for members to cooperate with each other on economic, 
cultural, and social issues, not on matters of security or defense. A separate agreement on joint defense was concluded 
in 1950.) Iraq and Jordan, and Iraq and Saudi Arabia, each signed agreements. The former only included a pledge to 
consult in the event of third-party aggression, not a pledge to cooperate on defense. The Saudi Arabia-Iraq agreement, 
by contrast, did contain a provision calling for the military systems of the two countries to cooperate in the event of 
an attack by a third-party state (Article 7). Relevant agreements: ATOP 3065; COW 3506; ATOP 3015; COW 3120; 
ATOP 2375; COW 3083.  
xviii Although COW codes the Korean War as a victory for the U.S. and South Korea, the war resulted in a stalemate.  
xix Each of these countries (with the exception of South Korea) was a member of the United Nations and fought under 
the United Nations Command (UNC). However, the United Nations is not a military alliance; it is a collective security 
arrangement. On July 14, 1950, South Korean President Syngman Rhee transferred operational control of Republic of 
Korea (ROK) forces to Supreme Commander United Nations Forces, General Douglas MacArthur. In October 1953, 
following the signing of the Korean Armistice Agreement in July, the United States and South Korea concluded a 
defensive alliance. Relevant Agreement: ATOP 3240; COW 3529. For the text of the 1950 letter assigning operational 
control of ROK forces to the UNC, see Sam-Yeol Jang, “The Role and Command Relationship of the USFK in the 
Changing Security Environment,” (Carlisle, PA: U.S. Army War College, 2001), 23.   
xx In contrast to COW, which treats the period covered by U.S. military intervention in Vietnam as three separate 
conflicts, distinguishing among the Second Laotian War (1968-1973), the War of the Communist Coalition (1970-1) 
and the wider conflict (1965-1973), I treat the Vietnam War as one conflict in order to avoid artificially inflating the 
number of multinational wars. 
xxi Both the U.S. and Australia (along with Thailand) were members of the South East Asian Treaty Organization 
(SEATO) and used the alliance as justification for their involvement in Vietnam. Though not signatories themselves, 
an additional protocol of the treaty designated the territories of Cambodia, Laos, and Vietnam as falling within the 
area covered by the treaty. Article 5 of the SEATO treaty called for parties to “meet the common danger” in case of 
aggression by a third party. British and French opposition however kept the alliance from intervening in Vietnam. 
Relevant Agreements: ATOP 3260; COW 3532. See also, J.A.S. Grenville and Bernard Wasserstein, eds. The Major 
International Treaties of the Twentieth Century: A History and Guide with Texts, Vol. 1 (London: Routledge, 2001), 
366. 
xxii Egypt, Jordan, and Syria were each signatories to the 1950 Joint Defense and Economic Cooperation Treaty 
between the States of the Arab League, which called for the armed forces of the member states to cooperate in 
coordinating their armed forces. As part of the agreement, a Permanent Military Commission composed of 
representatives of the General Staffs was created (Article 5). Separate from this agreement, Syria and Egypt entered 
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into a defensive alliance with each other in 1955, which Jordan joined the following year. Relevant agreements: ATOP 
3205; COW 3523; ATOP 3300; COW 3535. 
xxiii All four countries were signatories to the Joint Defense and Economic Cooperation Treaty between the States of 
the Arab League. Relevant Agreement: ATOP 3205; COW 3523. 
xxiv COW does not assign a victor to the conflict instead coding the war’s outcome as transforming into another type 
of war. Although Somalia was initially the militarily superior of the two African nations (capturing 90 percent of the 
Ogaden in the first few months of fighting alone) the arrival of 16,000 Cuban regulars ultimately led to the destruction 
of the Somali Army as a fighting force. Clodfelter, Warfare and Armed Conflicts, 595. 
xxv COW lists just 13 participants as members of the Gulf War coalition: U.S., United Kingdom, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, 
Qatar, Egypt, Syria, UAE, Morocco, France, Oman, Canada, and Italy. The coding rules for assigning war participant 
status do not appear to have been applied correctly across cases, however. Pakistan, Bahrain and Bangladesh each 
contributed more than 1,000 troops (one of the COW requirements) while Italy’s contribution included only combat 
ships and aircraft. Other countries that made similarly sized combat contributions in the form of combat aircraft or 
ships however are not listed as war participants in COW. For a breakdown of the national contributions, see U.S. 
Department of Defense. Conduct of the Persian Gulf Conflict, An Interim Report to Congress Pursuant to Title V 
Persian Gulf Conflict Supplemental Authorization and Personnel Benefits Act of 1991 (Washington, DC) Appendix, 
A1-A2.   
xxvi COW does not assign a victor, instead coding the conflict as transforming into another type of war. However, the 
Yugoslav Federal Army was victorious during the period covered by the 1992 multinational war, forcing the Croatian 
militia to surrender large area of territory. Although the parties continued fighting until 1995, they did so in a bilateral 
capacity and not as part of a multinational conflict. Clodfelter, Warfare and Armed Conflicts, 582. 
xxvii Ostensibly a parallel war, Bosnians and Croats briefly fought together in 1992 against Yugoslav forces. Vladimir 
Vukčević, Office of the War Crimes Prosecutor, Republic of Serbia, November 9, 2007, p.1 available at 
<http://www.asser.nl/upload/documents/DomCLIC/Docs/NLP/Serbia/TuzlaColumn_Indictement_9-11-2007.pdf> 
Accessed on July 20, 2014. 
xxviii The Correlates of War Project lists only seven NATO member countries as participants in Operation Allied Force. 
However, eight NATO members flew combat missions while thirteen contributed aircraft: Belgium Canada, Denmark, 
France, Germany, Italy, Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Turkey, United Kingdom, and the U.S. Nine NATO 
member countries contributed naval assets to the operation: U.S., United Kingdom, Germany, France, Netherlands, 
Turkey, Italy, Spain, and Greece. John E. Peters, et al. European Contributions to Operation Allied Force: 
Implications for Transatlantic Cooperation (Santa Monica, California, RAND, MR-1391-AF, 2001), p. 18-19, 78-79; 
“Operation Allied Force,” June 21, 1991 available at < http://www.defense.gov/specials/kosovo/> Accessed June 14, 
2014; Steve Bowman, Kosovo and Macedonia: U.S. and Allied Military Operations, CRS Report I10027 
(Washington, DC: Library of Congress, Congressional Research Service, July 8, 2003). 
xxix COW limits its treatment of the Afghanistan War to the initial invasion and codes the conflict as ending on 
December 22, 2001. The outcome is coded as a victory for the U.S.-led coalition. 
xxx Alongside the U.S., COW lists just four states (United Kingdom, Canada, France, and Australia) as participating 
in the 2001 invasion. If, however, the war is expanded to include subsequent military operations, the number of 
states contributing more than 1,000 troops grows considerably. International Security Assistance Force (ISAF): Key 
Facts and Figures, June 1, 2014, Available at <http://www.nato.int/isaf/placemats_archive/2014-06-01-ISAF-
Placemat.pdf> Accessed June 20, 2014; International Security Assistance Force (ISAF): Key Facts and Figures, 
Available at <http://www.nato.int/isaf/placemats_archive/2010-02-01-ISAF-Placemat.pdf>, Accessed June 20, 
2014; International Security Assistance Force (ISAF): Key Facts and Figures, July 23, 2009, Available at 
<http://www.nato.int/isaf/placemats_archive/2009-07-23-ISAF-Placemat.pdf>, Accessed June 20, 2014. 
xxxi NATO assumed control of ISAF in 2003. Because ISAF is made up of both NATO and non-NATO countries the 
multinational fighting arrangement is best characterized as a hybrid. 
xxxii COW codes the Iraq War as lasting from March 19, 2003 until May 2, 2003, the period constituting major 
combat activities. It codes the outcome of the war as a compromise/tie.  
xxxiii COW identifies just three states (U.S., United Kingdom, and Australia) as participants during the period marking 
the major combat operations of the Iraq War. If the war is expanded to include the subsequent insurgency and the 
resulting coalition military operations, the number of states contributing more than 1,000 troops to Multi-National 
Force Iraq (MNF-I) grows to ten. Christopher M. Blanchard and Catherine Marie Dale, Iraq: Foreign Contributions 
to Stabilization and Reconstruction, CRS Report RL32105 (Washington DC: Library of Congress, Congressional 
Research Service, Updated December 26, 2007), 13-18.     
xxxiv The military intervention in Libya consisted of two phases. From March 19 to March 30, 2011, military operations 
in Libya were carried out by a U.S.-led coalition of NATO allies and other partners known as Operation Odyssey 
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Dawn. On March 31, 2011, control of all military operations shifted to NATO, with several additional countries 
subsequently joining the coalition. To reflect these changes, the operation was renamed Operation Unified Protector 
(OUP). 
xxxv The eight states participating in the U.S.-led coalition known as Operation Odyssey Dawn were: United Kingdom, 
France, Italy, Canada, Spain, Belgium, Denmark and Qatar. States participating in the NATO-led successor operation, 
called Operation Unified Protector, included: Belgium, Bulgaria, Canada, Denmark, France, Greece, Jordan, Italy, 
Netherlands, Norway, Qatar, Romania, Spain, Sweden, Turkey, United Arab Emirates, United Kingdom, United 
States. (Although the official NATO tally includes just 19 states, U.S. Department of Defense officials stated on more 
than one occasion that the coalition included 20 states. Public comments made by the U.S. Representative to NATO 
at the time suggest that Washington counted Morocco as a member of the coalition despite the fact its primary 
contribution (aside from offering political cover) was opening its airspace. Another state sometimes mentioned as a 
coalition member is Croatia. Patricia Weitsman, for example, includes Croatia in her list of OUP participating states 
despite noting elsewhere that its contribution consisted of sending just two officers to the Combined Air Operations 
Center in Poggio Renatico, Italy. Jeremiah Gertler, Operation Odyssey Dawn (Libya): Background and Issues for 
Congress, CRS Report R41725 (Washington, DC: Library of Congress, Congressional Research Service, March 30, 
2011); NATO Fact Sheet, Operation Unified Protector – Key Facts and Figures, April 5, 2011, available at 
<http://www.jfcnaples.nato.int/resources/24/Documents/110406-placemat-libya.pdf> Accessed June 14, 2014; Karen 
Parrish, “Mullen Credits International Urgency for Libya Success,” American Forces Press Service, March 31, 2011, 
available at <http://www.defense.gov/news/newsarticle.aspx?id=63380> Accessed June 14, 2014; Ivo H. Daalder and 
James G Stavridis, “NATO’s Victory in Libya: The Right Way to Run an Intervention,” Foreign Affairs (March/April 
2012);   Ivo Daalder, “Transcript: The Success of NATO Operations in Libya and the Vital Contributions of Partners 
Outside of NATO,” Remarks given at the Washington Foreign Press Center, Washington, DC, November 7, 2011, 
available at < http://fpc.state.gov/176760.htm> Accessed June 14, 2014; Patricia Weitsman, Waging War: Alliances, 
Coalitions, and Institutions of Interstate Violence (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 2014), p. 165, p. 255 fn 
12. 
xxxvi Both Odyssey Dawn and Unified Protector were technically coalition operations. As an alliance-led coalition, 
however, OUP benefitted from the institutional strengths of the NATO alliance, most notably the NATO command 
structure. Although 14 NATO members participated in OUP, NATO members were allowed to opt-out of the mission 
with several, most notably Germany, choosing to do so. In this respect, OUP was unlike any previous NATO operation.  
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Appendix B: Primer on Military Terminology in U.S. and NATO Doctrine 
 
This appendix expands on the discussion of multinational command authority presented 
in Chapter 3. It includes a discussion of the relevant U.S. and NATO terminology 
documents as well as the origins and evolution of key doctrinal terms contained within 
them. The evolution of military doctrine and its corresponding terminology is essential to 
understanding modern military operations.  
 
U.S. and NATO Terminology Documents1  
 
Since the Second World War, U.S. doctrinal concepts have been set forth by the Joint 
Chiefs of Staff in official Department of Defense (DOD) publications known as Joint 
Publications. The terms and definitions included in these volumes constitute approved 
DOD terminology. The first DOD reference dictionary (Dictionary of United States 
Military Terms for Joint Usage) was published in June 1948. The first revised edition 
was released in June 1950 followed by seven more editions over the next two decades. In 
1968, the name of the dictionary was changed to Department of Defense Dictionary of 
Military and Associated Terms (Joint Publication 1-02). As with the older version, new 
editions (containing amendments as well as a list of new and eliminated terms) were 
published on a regular basis until DOD began electronically amending the document 
around 2000. The latest version of the dictionary is housed on the DOD website.2  
 
NATO’s first reference terminology document, the NATO Glossary of Military Terms 
and Definitions AAP-6, was produced by the Military Standardization Agency (MSA) in 
September 1956 and circulated to the national staffs for approval.3 Updated versions of 
the glossary have appeared on an annual basis since 1956. Compiled by the Military 
Committee and approved by the North Atlantic Council, the glossary is available in 
English and French and today is issued electronically.  
 
Compatibility 
 
Although NATO members recognized early on that to succeed the alliance would require 
not only the coordinated development of policies, procedures, and equipment but also a 
standard terminology, the standardization of military terminology only began in earnest 
after the end of the Cold War.  
 

																																																								
1 I am grateful to Donald W. Boose, Jr. and the librarians at the U.S. Army War College for their assistance 
in locating early editions of DOD dictionary. I thank Folkert Zijlstra of the NATO Terminology Office for 
providing me with a copy of the first NATO Glossary of Military Terms and Definitions AAP-6 (1956). 
2 For a complete list of DOD reference documents and the dates of their publication, see: “Inventory of 
Joint Chiefs of Staff Publications,” 20 June 2013, Finding aid at the U.S. Army Heritage and Education 
Center (AHEC), Carlisle, PA. The current edition of the DOD dictionary (as amended through 15 January 
2015), can be found at: http://www.dtic.mil/doctrine/new_pubs/jp1_02.pdf (accessed 1 February 2015).  
3 Already at its fourth meeting in October 1950, NATO’s Military Committee called for the establishment 
of a military standardization agency “to work out the details of making weapons and military techniques 
interchangeable and common to all nations in the organization.” The resulting agency, known as the 
Military Standardization Agency (MSA), opened in London in January 1951. 
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Under a directive known as Standardization Agreement (STANAG) 3860, NATO 
members are required to include the NATO terminology of AAP-6 in the publication of 
their national military glossaries and dictionaries. During the Cold War, the DOD 
dictionary included a separate appendix of NATO-only terms and their definitions.4  
 
After the end of the Cold War, NATO undertook a series of major reforms designed to 
streamline the terminology standardization process. Following the adoption of a new 
standardization policy in 2000, NATO created the NATO Terminology Programme 
(NTP) to develop and manage all “NATO Agreed” terminology. 5  Following these 
reforms, NATO is now considered the ‘senior partner’ in the matter of terminology. Even 
so, doctrinal differences between the organization and members still exist. To ensure 
greater standardization of terminology, the Alliance created the NATO Terminology 
Database (NTDB) in 2008. Member countries contribute national supplements to the 
database to further aid in the understanding of different doctrinal concepts and 
terminology.6 
 
While NATO is committed to ensuring compatibility and commonality in military 
terminology and doctrine today, the organization lacked a terminology standardization 
process for most of its history. As a result, significant differences in terminology often 
existed among members.  
 
Table A1 lists the dates of adoption by the U.S. military and NATO of key doctrinal 
concepts. Table A2 charts the subtle but important differences in meaning for these terms 
over time.  
 
Table A1. Summary of Historical Usage 
 

 US DOD  NATO 
OPCOM 1959 - 1987 1960-current 
OPCON                1948 - 1968;  

   1998 - current 
[Author note – awaiting 

communication from 
NTP] 

TACOM N/A [Author note – awaiting 
communication from 

NTP] 
TACON 1994 - current 1960-current 

 
 
																																																								
4 All post-2000 editions of the dictionary now distinguish between “DOD” and “NATO” terminology in the 
main body of the reference document.  
5 With the adoption of this new standardization policy, NATO now mandates that: “NATO documents must 
contain NATO agreed terminology.” “NATO Terminology Office (NTO),” NATO Standardization Office 
(NSO) Public Web Site, http://nso.nato.int/nso/terminology_Public.html (accessed 19 March 2015) 
6  See, for example, UK Ministry of Defence, Joint Doctrine Publication 0-01.1: United Kingdom 
Supplement to the NATO Terminology Database 8th edition (September 2011) 
https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/jdp-0-01-1-united-kingdom-supplement-to-the-nato-
terminology-database  (accessed 7 March 2015).  
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OPCOM and OPCON in U.S. and NATO Doctrine 
 
The term ‘operational command,’ or OPCOM, originated within the U.S. military after 
World War II. The term appeared for the first time in the 1959 edition of the DOD 
dictionary. The November 1960 edition included an asterisk next to the term noting that 
U.S. and NATO definitions differed. The term dropped out of use by DOD in the late 
1980s, however, and is now considered a NATO-only term.7  
 
The term ‘operational control,’ or OPCON, predates the development of the term 
OPCOM and appears in the inaugural June 1948 edition of the DOD dictionary.8 The 
1960 edition contains an entry identifying it as an English-Speaking Nations (ESN) term 
but otherwise makes no note of separate U.S. and NATO definitions. During the 1970s 
and 1980s, OPCON was designated a NATO-only term. Following the end of the Cold 
War, the concept reentered the U.S. military lexicon and the term is no longer considered 
a NATO-only term.9 The doctrinal concept has changed in other, important ways over the 
years, however. During a brief period in the 1990s, for example, the U.S. military defined 
OPCON as “transferable command authority.”10 
 
TACOM and TACON in U.S. and NATO Doctrine  
 
Although the doctrinal concept is likely to have first originated in the U.S., the term 
‘tactical command,’ or TACOM, has never been officially adopted for use by the U.S. 
military. The term does not appear in any DOD editions prior to 1972 but by the 1987 
edition is listed in an appendix of NATO-only terms.11 The term continues to be used 
exclusively by NATO. 
																																																								
7 The June 1987 edition of the DOD dictionary contains two entries for ‘operational command,’ one for use 
by all DOD components, and one for use by the member nations of NATO, while the March 1994 and 
April 1998 editions lists both OPCOM and OPCON as NATO-only terms. Although OPCON reentered the 
U.S. military lexicon in or around 2000, OPCOM remains a NATO-only term. Joint Chiefs of Staff, 
Department of Defense Dictionary of Military and Associated Terms (Washington, D.C., June 1987), 262; 
Joint Chiefs of Staff, Department of Defense Dictionary of Military and Associated Terms (Washington, 
D.C.: March 1994 as Amended through 15 April 1998), A-8; Joint Chiefs of Staff, Department of Defense 
Dictionary of Military and Associated Terms (Washington, D.C., April 2001 as Amended through 22 
March 2007), A-108.  
8 Joint Chiefs of Staff, Dictionary of United States Military Terms for Joint Usage, (Washington, D.C.: 
June 1948), 28; Joint Chiefs of Staff, Dictionary of United States Military Terms for Joint Usage (First 
Revision), (Washington, D.C.: June 1950), 64. 
9 The March 1994 edition of the DOD dictionary listed OPCON as a NATO-only term. By the next 
addition in 1998, DOD had adopted the term for internal use. Joint Chiefs of Staff, Department of Defense 
Dictionary of Military and Associated Terms (Washington, D.C.: March 1994), A-17; Joint Chiefs of Staff, 
Department of Defense Dictionary of Military and Associated Terms (Washington, D.C.: March 1994 as 
Amended through 15 April 1998), 315. 
10 Joint Chiefs of Staff, Department of Defense Dictionary of Military and Associated Terms (Washington, 
D.C.: March 1994), 274-5. [Emphasis added] 
11 The last DOD dictionary to include a separate list of NATO-only terms was the January 2000 revision of 
the March 1994 edition. TACOM and TACON are both listed as NATO-only terms in this document. Joint 
Chiefs of Staff, Department of Defense Dictionary of Military and Associated Terms (Washington, D.C., 
January 1972); Joint Chiefs of Staff, Department of Defense Dictionary of Military and Associated Terms 
(Washington, D.C., June 1987), 361; Joint Chiefs of Staff, Department of Defense Dictionary of Military 
and Associated Terms (Washington, D.C., March 1994 as Amended through 10 January 2000), A-10. 
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The term ‘tactical control,’ or TACON, first appeared in the 1960 edition of the DOD 
dictionary, albeit as an ESN term. TACON remained a NATO-only term from the 1970s 
until the late 1990s, when it became a DOD-approved term.12 
 
 
Table A2: Evolution of Doctrinal Definitions in Key NATO and U.S. Documents 
 

																																																								
12 TACON is listed as a NATO-only term in the 1987 edition of the DOD dictionary. Its status in the next 
edition (December 1989) is unknown but by1994 it had been adopted for use by the U.S. military. Joint 
Chiefs of Staff, Department of Defense Dictionary of Military and Associated Terms (Washington, D.C., 
June 1987), 361; Joint Chiefs of Staff, Department of Defense Dictionary of Military and Associated Terms 
(Washington, D.C., March 1994), 375.   

Doctrinal Concept Publication Definition 
Command 
 

Dictionary of United States 
Military Terms For Joint 
Usage (First Revision), 
(Washington, DC: Joint 
Chiefs of Staff) June 1950, 
hereafter JCS (1950). 

1. An order given by a commander; that is, 
the will of the commander expressed in a 
definite form for the purpose of bringing 
about a particular action in a specific way. 2. 
A unit or units, or an area, under the 
command of one individual 

 Dictionary of United States 
Military Terms for Joint 
Usage – JCS Pub. 1 
(Washington, DC: Joint 
Chiefs of Staff) July 1959, 
hereafter JCS Pub. 1 (1959); 
Dictionary of United States 
Military Terms for Joint 
Usage – JCS Pub. 1 
(Washington, DC: November 
1960, hereafter JCS Pub.1 
(1960). 

1. The authority vested in an individual of 
the armed forces for the direction, 
coordination, and control of military forces. 
2. An order given by a commander; that is, 
the will of the commander expressed for the 
purpose of bringing about a particular 
action. 3. A unit or units, an organization, or 
an area under the command of one 
individual. 4. To dominate a field of weapon 
fire or by observation from a superior 
position 

 Department of Defense 
Dictionary of Military and 
Associated Terms, Joint 
Publication 1-02, 8 November 
2010 (As Amended Through 
15 January 2015), hereafter 
JCS 1-02. 

1. The authority that a commander in the 
armed forces lawfully exercises over 
subordinates by virtue of rank or 
assignment. 2. An order given by a 
commander; that is, the will of the 
commander expressed for the purpose of 
bringing about a particular action. 3. A unit 
or units, an organization, or an area under 
the command of one individual 

 Allied Joint Doctrine, AJP-
01(D), North Atlantic Treaty 
Organization (NATO), 
December 2010, hereafter 
AJP-01(D). 

Command is the authority vested in an 
individual by the Alliance to direct, 
coordinate or control arm armed forces. It 
can be described (but not defined) as the 
process by which a commander impresses 
his/her will and intentions on subordinates 
to achieve particular objectives. It 
encompasses the authority and responsibility 
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for deploying and assigning forces to fulfill 
their missions. 

Command, 
Administrative Chain of 

JCS (1950); JCS Pub.1 (1959) The normal chain of command as 
determined by the administrative 
organization. 

 JCS 1-02 (2015) One of the two branches of the chain of 
command described in Joint Publication 1, 
Doctrine for the Armed Forces of the United 
States, through which command is exercised 
from the President through the Secretary of 
Defense to the Secretaries of the Military 
Departments, and from which forces are 
assigned to combatant commands to 
compose the operational command structure 
baseline. 

Command, Operational 
Chain of 

JCS (1950); JCS Pub.1 
(1959); JCS Pub.1. (1960); 
NATO Glossary of Military 
Terms and Definitions, AAP-
6(A) 29 September 1958, 
hereafter AAP-6(A); NATO 
Glossary of Military Terms 
and Definitions (AAP-6(B)), 1 
February 1960, hereafter 
AAP-6(B). 

The chain of command established for a 
particular operation or series of (continuing) 
operations. 

 JCS Pub.1-02 (2015) One of the two branches of the chain of 
command described in Joint Publication 1, 
Doctrine for the Armed Forces of the United 
States, through which command is exercised 
from the President through the Secretary of 
Defense to the combatant commanders, to 
whom forces are assigned and allocated via 
the global force management process. 

Command, Operational 
(OPCOM) 
 
 

JCS Pub.1 (1959); JCS Pub.1 
(1960) 

Those functions of command over assigned 
forces involving the composition of 
subordinate forces, the assignment of tasks, 
the designation of objectives, the overall 
control of assigned resources, and the full 
authoritative direction necessary to 
accomplish the mission. 

 AAP-6(B) (1960); AJP-01(D) 
(2010) 

The authority granted to a commander to 
assign missions or tasks to subordinate 
commanders, to deploy units, to reassign 
forces and to retain or delegate operational 
and/or tactical control as may be deemed 
necessary. It does not, of itself, include 
administrative command or logistic 
responsibility. 

 Allied Joint Doctrine for the 
Conduct of Operations, AJP-
3(B), NATO, March 2011, 

The authority granted to a commander to 
assign missions or tasks to subordinate 
commanders, to deploy units and to reassign 
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hereafter AJP-3(B). forces, and to retain or delegate operational 
and/or tactical control as it may be deemed 
necessary. It does not of itself include 
responsibility for administration or logistics. 
OPCOM may also be used to denote the 
forces assigned to a commander. 

Command, Tactical 
(TACOM) 

AJP-01(D) (2010) The authority delegated to a commander to 
assign tasks to forces under his command 
for the accomplishment of the mission 
assigned by higher authority. 

Command Structure, 
Administrative 

JCS Pub. 1-02 (2015) The organizational hierarchy through which 
administrative leadership is exercised, as 
contrasted by the operational command 
structure through which operational 
authority is exercised. 

Command Structure, 
Operational 

JCS Pub. 1-02 (2015) The organizational hierarchy through which 
operational authorities are exercised, as 
contrasted by the administrative command 
structure through which administrative 
leadership is exercised 

   
Control JCS (1950); JCS Pub. 1 

(1959); JCS Pub. 1 (1960) 
Authority which may be less than full 
command exercised by a commander over 
part of the activities of subordinate or other 
organizations. 

 JCS Pub.1-02 (2015) 1. Authority that may be less than full 
command exercised by a commander over 
part of the activities of subordinate or other 
organizations. 2. In mapping, charting, and 
photogrammetry, a collective term for a 
system of marks or objects on the Earth or 
on a map or a photograph, whose positions 
or elevations (or both) have been or will be 
determined. 3. Physical or psychological 
pressures exerted with the intent to assure 
that an agent or group will respond as 
directed. 4. An indicator governing the 
distribution and use of documents, 
information, or material. Such indicators are 
the subject of intelligence community 
agreement and are specifically defined in 
appropriate regulations. 

 AJP-01(D) (2010) Control is the authority exercised by a 
commander. It can be described (but not 
defined) as the process through which a 
commander, assisted by the staff, organizes, 
directs and coordinates the activities of the 
forces assigned to implement orders and 
directives 

Control, Administrative 
(ADCON) 

JCS (1950) Control of administration over subordinate 
or other organizations pertaining to 
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personnel management, supply, services, 
and other matters not included in the 
operational missions of the subordinate or 
other organizations. 

 JCS Pub.1 (1959) Direction or exercise of authority over 
subordinate or other organizations in respect 
to administrative matters such as personnel 
management, supply, services, and other 
matters not included in the operational 
missions of the subordinates or other 
organizations. 

 JCS Pub. 1-02 (2015) Direction or exercise of authority over 
subordinate or other organizations in respect 
to administration and support. 

Control, Operational 
(OPCON) 

JCS (1950) Control exercised over the combat or service 
operation of subordinate or other 
organizations. Operational control 
comprises those functions of command 
involving the composition of subordinate 
forces, the assignment of tasks, the 
designation of objectives and the 
authoritative direction necessary to 
accomplish the mission. Operational control 
should be exercised by the use of the 
assigned normal organizational units 
through their responsible commanders or 
through the commanders of subordinate 
forces established by the commander 
exercising operational control. It does not 
include such matters as administration, 
discipline, internal organization, and unit 
training, except when a subordinate 
commander requests assistance. 

 JCS Pub. 1. (1959); JCS Pub 
1. (1960) 

Those functions of command involving the 
composition of subordinate forces, the 
assignment of tasks, the designation of 
objectives and the authoritative direction 
necessary to accomplish the mission. 
Operational control should be exercised by 
the use of the assigned normal 
organizational units through their 
responsible commanders or through the 
commanders of subordinate forces 
established by the commander exercising 
operational control. It does not include such 
matters as administration, discipline, 
internal organization and unit training, 
except when a subordinate commander 
requests assistance. 

 AAP-6(B) (1960) The authority granted to a commander to 
assign missions or tasks to subordinate 
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13 From 1948 until 1960, the terms ‘command’ and ‘control’ are listed as separate entries in the DOD 
dictionary. The first DOD dictionary to include an entry for ‘command and control’ is the February 1962 
version.  A Dictionary of United States Military Terms: Prepared for Joint Usage of the Armed Services by 
the Joint Chiefs of Staff Department of Defense (Washington, D.C.: Public Affairs Press, 1963), 50. 

commanders, to deploy units, to reassign 
forces and to retain or delegate operational 
and/or tactical control as may be deemed 
necessary. It does not, of itself, include 
administrative command or logistic 
responsibility. 

 AJP-01(D) (2010) ; AJP3-(B) 
(2011) 

The authority delegated to a commander to 
direct forces assigned so that the 
commander may accomplish specific 
missions or tasks which are usually limited 
by function, time, or location; to deploy 
units concerned, and to retain or assign 
tactical control of those units. It does not 
include authority to assign separate 
employment of components of the units 
concerned. Neither does it, of itself, include 
administrative or logistic control. 

 JCS Pub. 1-02 (2015) The authority to perform those functions of 
command over subordinate forces involving 
organizing and employing commands and 
forces, assigning tasks, designating 
objectives, and giving authoritative direction 
necessary to accomplish the mission. 

Control, Tactical 
(TACON) 

AAP-6(B) (1960); AJP-3(B) 
(2011) 

The detailed and, usually, local direction 
and control of movements or maneuvers 
necessary to accomplish missions or tasks 
assigned. 

 JCS Pub.1-02 (2015) The authority over forces that is limited to 
the detailed direction and control of 
movements or maneuvers within the 
operational area necessary to accomplish 
missions or tasks assigned. 

   
Command and Control13 
(C2) 

JCS Pub.  1 (1962) An arrangement of personnel, facilities, and 
the means for information acquisition, 
processing, and dissemination employed by 
a commander in planning, directing and 
controlling operations. 
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 AJP-3 (B) (2011); JCS Pub. 1-
02 (2015) 

The exercise of authority and direction by a 
properly designated commander over 
assigned and attached forces in the 
accomplishment of the mission. 


